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INTRODUCTION
THE following pages embody the work of Mr. R. Gopalan, M.A.,
a Research Student at the University, who took up for
qis subject the History of the Pallavas of Kanchi. He
worked through his full term, and the thesis incorporates
his work on the subject. The thesis of just a little over 160
pages constitutes a dessertatio!1 on the Pallavas, which takes
us as far as we can proceed on the subject with the material at
our disposal. Many of the difficulties in the subject have been
brought nearer t to solution by the 'work of a number of
scholars, all of which is considered in the work. It does not
pretend to have solved all questions connected with the history
o{)the Pallavas finally, but it may be stated that Mr. Gop8.lan's
work carries us as near to an up-to-date history of the Palla vas
as: in the circumstances, is possible.
Our purpose in this introduction is to draw attention to the
salient features of the thesis and indiC'ate points where more
light would be welcome. Such advance as was possible in the
study of the subject within the last year or two is also incorporated with a view to completing the work of Mr. Gopalan
and to invite examination and criticism by those interested in
Indian Historical Research.
The name Pallavas has been a problem for scholars, and has
received attention from time to time from several of them,
offering explanations of various kinds; the doubt and the
difficulty alike have arisen from the fact that a race of people
called' Pahlavas ' were known and are referred to as such along
with the Sakas and others, both in the North~west of India
auu nearer in the North-western coast of t.he Dakhan. This,
in literary texts sometimes takes the alternative form' Pallava "
Rnd thus two forms, ' Pahlava ' and' Pal4J.va ' occurring side by
side,~give colour to the assumption that the two words are
identical. They are indeed identical in form, but do not pret:lude the possibility of another word assumin~ this identical
B
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form. The word l' Pallava' as itl applies to the rulers of
Kanchi is undoubtedly and invarial:>ly a later form. We do
not meet with the form' Pahlavai' in connection with the
Pallavas of Kanchi in any record of :their time. The question
therefore would naturally arise whether we need necessarily
regard the name' Pallavas' as applied to the rulers of Kanchi
as at all equivalent to the other 'Pallavas' either as a word
r,
or in regard to what the word stands for. The word
as applied to 'Pallavas' in the first instance seems to be a
translation of the Tamil words 'Tonc;1aiyar' and 'Tonc;1aman', and this finds confirmat ion in some of the copper-plate
charters, which do bring in tender twigs of some kind in connection with the eponymous name 'Pallava'. This undoubtedl), h a later use ot the term, but gives the indication that
even at that comparatively late period, the traditional notion
was that they were not foreigners, such as the Pahlavas wocld
have been. In all the material that has been examined, there
is nothing to indicate either the migration of a people or even
of a family that migh have ultimately raised itself into a
dynasty from the North-west,' so that the assumption of a
connection between the one set of people and the other rests
upon the mere doubtful ground of a possibility, where'as the
translation or adaptation of a Southern word into Sanskrit is
very much more than a possibility, as indeed a word like
, Dravida ' or ' Dramida ' would c1eatly indicate. The distinction that Rajasekhara makes b~tween the Southern Pallava and
the North-western Pahlava seems in the circumstances to be
a crucial indication that in the estimation of scholarly folk of
the ninth and tenth centuries, Ithe two were to be regarded as
distinct from each other. The foreign ang111>qf_the Pallavas
therefore seems to have no ground to supporfJt.
The Pallavas seem nevertheless to have been foreign to the
locality as far as our evidence takes us at present. Th~
rulers of Kanchi had continued to be known as T~damans --all through historical times. The;' people of the/ 10califY )were
similarly known as Tonc;1aiyar, the region occupied by the people
consequently Tonc;1amaI;l<;1alam. These names are all traceabl~
I
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in South Indian literature in the period of prominence of the
Pallavas and even before. The name Pallava however is used
generally in the charters ever since the Pallavas issued
charters, so that historically speaking we wottld be justified if
we took Pallava and To.t;lc;1aman t6 be synonymous, and this
receives support in the use of the comp()und expression
in one of the poems of Tirumangai Al.var, 'the Pallava, who
i~ the ruler of the 'ro.t;lc;laiyar' (Pallavatt T01Jifaiyar KlJ1Z).
Therefore it is not as if literature did not know the term;
much rather literary use regarded the two as synonymous, so
that the Pallavas, whoever they were, were T().t;l(iamans, rulers
of TO.t;lc;1ama.t;lc;1alam undoubtedly.
So far as the Pallavas of the charters are cOilcerned, whether
the charters be issued in Prakrit or in Sllnskrit, they are
termed, the Pallavas of Kanchi, thotigh severa.l of the charters
happened to be issued from localities compara.tively far to the
north of Kanchi. Several of the places in which their inscripti6ns and copper-plate charters have been i:ound, or from
which these were issued, are capable of lQ(~ation from tbe
Bellary District eastwards up to the River Krishna in the north.
Even so they seem to exclude the regiou which might
geographically be described as the region of the N alIa Malais
and the Pacha-Malais extending southw~Lrds along the
mountainous tracts of the Eastern Ghats till we come past
Tirupati into Chitto or, and the Bay of Betlgal. From the
Sangam literature so-called of Tamil, we are enabled to maklil
• the following distribution of peoples, if not exactly of rulers
and dyna-sties. The Panc;lya country was in the extreme
south extending from coast to coast. The Chera extended
northwards from it along the coast stretching into the interior
indefinitely, the actual eastern boundary varying from time to
time almost up to the frontiers of Karur. ~rherefrom went
porthwards., up to the borders of the great forest the territory
known to Tamil literature as K01;tkanam (Konkan), over which
rule~ a particular chieftain known as Nann::m till he was
overthrown by the Cheras. The east coast tegion, however,
beginning with the River Venar flowing across the state of

"
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Pudukottah now and emptying itself into the Bay of Bengal
which marked the orthodox southern boundary of the Cholas,
constituted the CholamaJ)(hlam which actually extended north.
wards therefrom to as far as the River SouLh Pennar where
began the division known as Aruvanii<;1u, which extended
northwards along the coast almost as far as the Northern
Pennar. This last division. fell into two parts, Anwana<;1u or
o·
Aruva South and Aruva Va<;1atalai or AruV'ii North. The
region set over this in the interior including perhaps even a
considerable part o( what is marked off as Aruvana<;1u constituted the Tow;lamaJ)<;1alam, a division occupied by the
TOlJ<;1ayar and belonging to them. It is this TOlJ<;1amalJ<;1alam
that was dominated by Kanchi and extended vaguely northwards as far as Tirupati, which seems to have marked off
the northern boundary, which sometimes extended farther
northwards quite up to the northern borders of the Pulictlt
Lake, the region round Kiilahasti on one side of it at any rate,
being borne in the old accounts even now as TOlJ<;1aman
jl1ttga~zi.
We have evidence of an old chieftain by name
Tiraiyan ruling over the territory dominated by Venga<;1am or
Tirupati whose capital was in a place called Pav:lUiri (Reddipalem in the Gudur Taluk of the N ellore District). At one
time this region was known as Kakandina<;1u, 'submerged by
the sea,' Kakandi being the name of the Chola capital, Puhar,
because of the semi-historical ruler, Kakandan. It seems as
though this territory was a new conquest to which was given
the name from the capital of tae conquering rulers. Whether
the name was actually so given to it or no, it is evident that
the reg ion was ruled by a Tiraiyan chieftain who is referred to
ill the poems of the Ahanznil(u as l'iraiYan .Jlterely without a
qualifying adjunct. The Chola Karikala is given credit in
tradition which has come down to us for"'-having- cleared
forests, constructed tanks and, made either irrigation works"
and thus introduced civilization in TOlJ<;1amar.l!;1alam, which till
then remained, from the point of riew of the Chola cou1ltry,
u_ncivilized. Chola viceroys were thereafter appointed at
Kanchi, and the territory ruled over by the Viceroy at Kanchi
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is generally referred to as TOI;l<;lamat;l(lalam. What is
traditional in the story finds confirmation in the Sangam poem
Pattinaptllai and in another poem by the same author
Perumbtl~tiirrupaqai, which had for its hero the Tot;l(laman
Ilam-Tiraiyan as he is known to literature. He is described in
the poem as of Chola birth and as a powerful ruler of Kanchi
and is ascribed a descent from the Cholas, nay in fact the
fa~ily of Rama, as in fact in the later Panranic genealogy of
these Cholas some of the lkshvaku rulers are made to figure.
This traditional connection is on a footing with that between
the Ikshvakus ana the Gurjara Pritiharas of Kanauj. During
this period and almost contemporaneously with the TOI)(lamanIlam-Tiraiyan, the territory of the elder Tiraiyan seems to have
been held in power by a chieftain generally associated with
Venga(lam and described ordinarily by the name Pulli, chief of
the.Kalvar or, as the correcter reading would warrant, Kalavar.
The forest region therefore in the middle seems to have
constituted a block inhabited by the people Kalavar who had
their tribal ruler with headquarters at Venga(lam. That is the
• position that we derive from the Sang-am literature of Tamil
as such. Tot;l<;laman-llam·Tiraiyan passed away and with him
Sangam literature as well perhaps, and we are left in the dark
altogether as to what had befallen Kanchi or the territory
dependent thereon. That is the Tamil side of the evidence
from the Sangam literature leaving aside the question of the
age of the Sanga11l for the present .
• On the other side of it, the region round Adoni is described
in early inscriptions as Satahani .Ahara, sometimes as Satavahani kashtra· perhaps giving us the indication that it was a
settlement of Satavahanas, which may be recent or early. It
probably indicates that the Siitavahanas were perhaps not
exactly native to the locality, but acquired the territory and
g,w,ve it their name to mark a new acquisition unless it be that
other people called it by that name as the homeland of the
Satavi\hanas. In either case, we find the Sataviihana rulers on
this border of the Tamil country, and one of the inscriptions
of Pulumavi mentions a great Satavahana general, Maha

•
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Senattpati Skandanaga, probably' an earlier governor of a
troublesome border country. The records of the Pallavas similarly have reference to this region, and are couched in a form
like the Satavahana inscriptions in regard to language, the
details of the definition of time, and even such details as do occur
in regard to the very nature of the administration itself. The
provenance of the ship-coins of lead or potin sometimes
ascribed to the Pallavas, but more generally taken to be Sara·
vahana coins, in the region extending from the Northern
Pennar to the Southern gives an indication of an effort of the
Satavahana to bring this region under their authority. The
references to the successful struggle against the Aryans, which
some of the Chola monarchs claim to themselves as well as the
Malayaman ruler of Tirukovilur perhaps is a reflex of this
effort on the part of the Satavahanas. When the Pallavas
therefore emerged from this region-and we are given the in~r
mation in the earliest Pallava charter that the first great
Pallava ruler of the locality referred to as Bappa Deva mMe
a free distribution of a hundred thousand ox ploughs, etc., we
seem to be introduced to an effort at civilizing the locality
appearing very like an extension of the effort of Karikala to
civilize To:t).9.ama:t).9.alam itself. Tilis will appear clearly from
the sequel. The Pallava charters themselves seem to argue a
connection with the Satavahanas of a more or less intimate
character, political as well as institutional. This seems clear
from the Prakrit charters much. more pronouncedly than
perhaps even the Sanskrit onds. The conclusion to which the •
epigraphists have arrived that the Pallavas of the Prakrit
charters were earlier and ought so to be regarded seems well
, warranted by the circumstances of thel!sse-.,._
and the character
of the documents as such. That these early Fplers issued their
charters in Sanskrit and Prakrit indifferently at the same time,
and must be regarded as the same people is a conclusion whicb
while it may cut the gordian knot seems to have little to justify
it on the basis of the facts of the ,position. Superficial tJaleographical resemblances cannot be held to upset the more
certain evidence of institutional continuity to which the Prakrit
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: ch:rars unmistakably point. Since the Pallavas issued their
charters in Prakrit and of a style like that of the earlier Satavahana charters, does it not seem reasonable to argue that the
early Pallavas of the Prakrit charters were officers of the
Satavahanas, or at least officially connected with them and
dependent upon their authority? It seems therefore reasonable
to.-argue that the Satavahana governors of the south-eastern
frontier gradually extended their territory, civilizing it as they
conquered it, introducing the arts of agriculture and ultimately made themselves masters of the locality and extending
southwards when the Tamil powers weakened to take into
their territory Kanchi and TOIJ.<;1amalJ.dalam. It was the conquest of this that gave them the standing to make themselves
real rulers and whatever of title was wanting in it was made
good ultimately by a marriage which brought along with it a
further addition to the territory. This becomes clear both from
the account that Mr. Gopalan has given of succeeding events
as well as from the analysis of these inscriptions which he has
provided in the appendix. The PaHavas of the Prakrit charters
call themselves rulers of Kanchi. So do the Pallavas of the
Sanskrit charters. But at the outset those Pallavas that issued
these Sanskrit charters lay claim to having acquired their royal
position by an influential marriage with a Naga princess and
by that means became 'possessed of a wife and a kingdom
simultaneously'. This could only mean that the Naga alliance
.brought in an accession of territory which put their claim to
independent rule on a really more legitimate footing than that
of .mere conqnest or occupation, which might have been
regard.ed as a mere act of usurpation.
In the empire of the Siitavahanas which began to break up
early in the third century, the dismemberment seems to have
been due somewhat earlier to the provincial governors setting
tbemselves up in some kind of independence. The southwestern block seems to have remained in its integrity the
latest,q while the aggressions of the Kshatrapas in the north
and north-west to some extent, and the advance of the Vakata~as from the middle to a larger extent, deorived them of wha,t

·
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was the headquarters block of th~ Slltavllhana empire. The
eastern and south-eastern portion must similarly have sep~rated
themselves, and we find 011 the farther side of the Krishna
river the Slllankllyana first and Vishnukunc;lins later occupying
the territory north of the Krishna. There was perhaps similar
disintegration noticeable further south along the East coast, so
that when (about a cenrury after the passing away of
Andhra rule completely), Samudragupta's invasion came sou'h, •
there were many kingdoms in the region which submitted to
his authority and accepted a feudatory position to his overlordship. A ruler of Kanchi by name VishI).ugopa figures in
the list, and although he is not called a Pallava in the Samudragupta inscription-we have no right to expect this where
every ruler is simply defined by references to his capital, 110t to
his family or dynasty and Vishnugopa was ruler of Kanchileaves but little doubt, arid the occurrence of a numbe~ of
VishQugopas in the list of Pallava rulers of Kanchi leaves us
in no uncertainty that this VishlJ.ugopa was as well a PalTava
ruler. It is this disturbing influence of Samuoragupta's invasion that introduced a change, which necessitated the succeeding ruler of Kanchi to make an effort at legitimizing his own
particular position as ruler of Kanchi. This was done, in all
probability, by a marriage alliance with the heiress of the
south-western block of the Satavahana territory, the territory
dependent upon the viceroyalty of Banavasi. The rulers were
known generally as Chiitu N,agas, and, if a princess of that.,
family had been married to :a Pallava, it would be a Naga
alliance that would give at the same time a sort of a claim to the
territory of which she was heiress to the Palla vas. Otherwise
the overlordship claimed by the PallaVas- an._d_ acknowledged
readily by the Gangas, and none the less acknowledged though
less readily by the Kadambas, would be inexPlicable. Mayurasarman almost shows himselt rebel against Pallava authorilly.
The Ganga rulers readily acknowledged it, two of their
kings having been installed by th;eir Pallava overlords ~imha
varman and Skandavarman. This means that the Pallavas
cl<\imed authority over tl~e whole of the territory of the
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Siitavahanas in the south, and that is what really accounts for
the implacable enmity between the Great Pallavas and the early
Chalukyas, who became rulers of the territory in the immediate
neighbourhood of the kingdom of Banavasi of the Kadambas.
It seems, thefore, clear that the Pallavas began as officers
of the Sataviihanas and ultimately rose to undisputed
possession of the territory of Kauchi, the right to which they
st~ngthened by an alliance with the heiress of the southern
'block of the Siitaviihana territory, thus in a way becoming
titular descendants of the Siilaviihanas over the whole ·of the
southern region .of Siitavahana territory including in it their
own new conquest, the territory of Tot;l<;1amar;l(;lalam dependent
upon Kanchi.
From what is stated in the foregoing pages, it would have
become clear that the Palla vas of the charters starting from the
south-eastern marches of the Siitavahana territory gradually
oc;upied the region of Kurnool, Nellore and part of the
Cuddapah Districts, and extended southwards till they gradually
appropriated the town of Kanchi itself and the territory
dependent thereon, in other words, what is known to the
Tamils as Tot;l<;1amat;lc;1alam. In this process of gradual
conquest and appropriation of the territory intervening the
south-eastern frontier of the Andhra kingdom and the northern
viceroyalty of the Cholas, they must have dislodged the people
who were in occupation of the territory under the elder Tiraiyan
of Pavattiri, and latterly the chiefs of Vengac;1am, of whom
"Pulli's name is familiar to the Sangam literature. It is this
dislodgement of the tribe of people known hitherto as Kalvar,
but more· appropriately speaking, Kalavar, that brought about
the disorder in the territory lying immediately to the south of
the Nellore District extending southwards to the banks of the
Kaveri. It is this region that gets involved in the Kalabhra 1
trouble and the process of expansion of the Kalabhras is
~eflected in the disorder and unsettlement which is ~oticeable
1 Fgr a detailed account of the Ka!abhras see my paper' The Kalabhra int~rregnum and what it means in South In oian..History , presented
to the International Congress of Orientalists held at Oxford, August 19~8.
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even in the kingdom of the PalIav~s of the Sanskrit charters.
The period beg inning therefore wjth the middle of the third
century and extending onwards is, the period of these migrations of the Kalabhras from their original home in a general
southward movement, which overturned the territory of
TOlJ,c;1amalJ,c;1alam, created confusion and disorder and brought
about even the ultimate extinction of the well-established
monarchies of the Tamil land. It is a movement like wliat
is actually under reference in the details that we get of a Kalabhra interregnum, as the epigraphists call it, from the
Velviku~li plates of the Pandyas of the latter half of the eighth
century A.D.
Any reasonable investigation of this particular question
requires a general idea of the whole position. Without
assuming too much, we may take it that these are known facts
in regard to the Pallavas, The first, according to genera,11y
accepted opinion, is that the earliest of them issued charters in
Prakrit much in the style of the Satavahana charters? of
which we have knowledge of the localities concerned. Three
or four generations of these Pallavas happen to be known.
The Allahabad Prasasti of Samudragupta makes mention of a
VishlJ,ugopa of Kanchi. Without pausing to enquire whether
this V ishlJ,ugopa was a Pallava or no-there is nothing in the
context of the inscription to indicate that he was not a Pallava
as no ruler is mentioned by his dynastic name, but all of them
are associated with their capi~als-VishlJ,ugopa-must have been
a ruler of Kanchi contemporary with Samudragupta. Thismay be taken to be the sec~nd established fact. Then it is
that we come upon a confused dark period where more light
would certainly
be welcome. But soon after, for a couple of
,
hundred years, we find a dynasty of rulers, theorder of whose
succession, we cannot as yet fix very definiteTy. These rulers
for some reason or other is,sued their charters always 19
Sanskrit, and called themselves invariably rulers of Kanchi,
although some of their charters were issued from vq;rious
, victorious camps' of which there are as many as three or four
capable of location in the Nellore District, that is, the region
~~
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north of TOl;l.I;lamat;u;lalam proper. With these few main facts,
which may be taken as established, we have to build up
the history of the period from such glimpses as we get of
details by setting. them in a reasonable order on the basis of
what is generally known. One general fact of Pallava history
of this period-the period of the Sanskrit chatters-is that it was
a period of some amount of confusion, in which the succession
to 'the throne itself could not have. been in any very regular
established order. There had been wars to the north, and
wars to the south, and confusion in the interior of the territory
of the Pallavas themselves. That seems to have been a period
in which the Kadambas rose to power and the Gangas came
into historical view on the one side. The Cholas almost passed
into oblivion and the Tamil country suffered some kind of a
confusion, as to the nature of which we have been in the ,dark
til1Glhe Velviku<;li plates threw some light upon ~t by· stating
categorically that a certain set of rulers, at the head of the
peof>le Kalabhras, overthrew the Tamil rulers of the south, the
famous three crowned kings of Sangam literature. What is
the cause of all this confusion and what is it that could satisfactorily explain all the facts mentioned above categorically?
We have a specific lead in the VelvikUl;li plates for this, nam~ly,
that the Kalabhras came into the Tamil country as far south as
the territory of the Pandyas, and upset the settled order to the
extent of destroying a Brahmadlya gift (a free gift of land to
,Brahmans) which in orthodox parlance implies the destruction
of a settled order of rule by the creation of a. very considerable
amount of confusion in the administration. If we could know
something of these Kalabhras, we may possibly throw some
light upon the causes of all the confusion in the history
of the Pallavas during the period. For this again, there
is a certain amount of light that we can derive from the
V,elviku<;li plates themselves. The plates were issued by
an individual sovereign, who restored the grant to the
living:!representative of its original donee on satisfactory proof
that the village was originally granted in the manner claimed.
His father, generally known to epigraphists by the titles
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Termaran Rajasimha, we know, bey~nd doubt, was a contemporary of Nandiva~man Pallayamalla (cir. A.D. 717 to cir.
A.D. 782). Alloting him to some}vhere about the middle of
the long reign of Nandivarman, 're may roughly place him
in about A.D. 750 or A.D. 740. We want six generations to
come to the period when the Pandya country emerged from
out of the Kalabhra rule and got back into Pandya rule, and a
certain ruler by name Kagt1rhkon is stated in the grant to h~ve
done this. Even allowing the moderate spall of twenty-five "
years' rule to each of these six generations, Kagurhkon's rule
would come to somewhere about A.D. 600 more or less, bringing him roughly into contemporaneity with the first great
Pallava ruler, Simhavishr;m. The period of the Kalabhra
interregnum, according to the Velvikugi plates thus coincides
with the period of Pallava history under the rule of the Pallavas
of the Sanskrit charters. (If the Kalabhras created confusion in
the Tamil country, they must have come from elsewhere into
it. Wherefrom did they come? It is obvious that they did
not come from the south. The Pandya country seems the
southern limit of their reach. During the period, Chola rule '
seems to have gone into eclipse of a more or less thorough
character. The natural inference therefore would be that they
probably advanced southwards. If they were in the Chola
country before coming to the Pandya, could we not reasonably
infer that they had been in the Pallava country before coming
into the Chola, or at least had 'something to do with the Palla va ?,
If so, who could these K'alabhras be, why were they so-called,
and what would be the cause of their southward migration?
We have stated above on the authority of the Prakrit charters
that the so-called Fallavas were viceroys- of-J:he south-eastern
marches of the Andhra country, and they gt~ually extended
thei~ territory so as to occupy the region do~inated by the hill
Vengac;1am, and ruled over by tribal chieftains, the earlier op.,e
known to literature being Tiraiyan of Pavattiri and the later
'one P~lli of Vengagam. The la~ter chief is generally &poken
of as the chief of the Kalvar in the so-called Sangam literature.
,But the learned editor of these works has since discovered that
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the correcter reading, on manuscript authority, would be
Ka/avar and not Ka/var. In the region which they occupied in
the period of the later Satavahanas, and therefore the period
immediately preceding that of the Pallavas, they had been a
set of frontier people, at least somewhat predatory in point
of character,laccustomed to lifting cattle from the northern
frontier and thereby flourishing upon it as a profession, and
t~at is how Pul1i is described in the Sang am literature. The
tightening of the hold of the Pallavas even as viceroys of the
Andhras by a pressure applied both from the north and west,
must have dislbdged these people from the locality of their
denizenship, and set forward their migration which ultimately
overturned the TOl.:u,iamat}.9alam first, Cholamat}.9alam next,
and a considerable part of the Pat}.Qyamat}.9alam after that.
Perhaps it is this disturbance, and possibly the confusion
caused by the invasion of Samudragupta through some of
these regions, that must have ultimately brought about the
sutlversion of the settled order and the introduction of the
confusion, from out of which emerged the Palla vas of Kanchi
of the Sanskrit charters. That period, it will be found, is the
period in which something of a radical change had been taking
place in the south-western viceroyalty-the palatine viceroyalty
of the Alldhras-of Banavasi. We see in that region, a set of
rulers who called themselves Chiitu Nagas, claim relationship with the ruling family of the Satavahanas and achieving
political distinction by wars against the Sakas and the
Kshatrapas, the enemies of the great Satavahana, Gautami·
putra Satakan;ti. In the best days of their power, their
territory seems to have extended as far north as the Godavari,
but it began to shrink on the northern side, so that they
became a purely southern power. The illuminating detail that
the Veliirpalayam plates give us of Virakurcha becoming, heir
&0, a kingdom by a marriage with a wife, by which, as is stated
in the quaint language of the charter, 'he simultaneQu~ly
obtai,ned a wife and a kingdom.' This seems to be no more
than his marrying the heiress of the Chutu Nagas and, by
securing a wife of that distinction, he became also the heir to
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that territory either in his own per~on, or, possibly better, in
that of his son. It is this alone that can account for the very
important historical fact that we know of in the history of the
Pallavas later,-the acknowledgment of allegiance to the
Pallavas by the Gangas, two successive rulers of the Gangas
having been installed on their hereditary throne by the contemporary Pallavas. That seems to be the position also in
regard to the Kadambas, who became heir to the territo?y
of the Chutu Nagas clearly by conquest, as the story of
Mayurasarman indicates.
The Kalabhras then were the Kalavar of the region immediately north of TOI).<;1amat;H;lalam, who being dislodged by the
pressure of the Andhras, penetrated the TOI).<;1amal).<;1alam
itself, and as the Andhra power itself advanced, moved southwards, occupying the territory gradually till in the course of
generations, they subverted'the Chola rule and spread the~
selves farther south, to the occupation of the territory of the
Pandyas so as to produce the interregnum referred to in the
Velviku<;1i plates in the Pandya country. This interregnum
followed when the grant of the village Velviku<;1i was made to
the Brahman and had been enjoyed for a considerable length
of time by him and his successors. The interregnum itself
must have lasted for some considerable time, and to justify
the lapse of the grant being forgotten for five or six generations
after the restoration of Pandya rule. The Pallavas of the
Sanskrit charters therefore had to advance into the country
dependent upon Kanchi, dislodge the Kalabhras or Kalavars
that were in occupation as a normal continuation of the
struggle which must have begun between them and the
Kalabhras ,somewhat earlier, till they coUld lllaSter possession
of the region. It is probab'ly in -this process oi"Conquest
that
.._
the invasion of Samudragupta introduced another element of
confusion, to provide against. which an alliance with the more~
powerful.neighbour, the Chutu Nagas of the west, must have
been felt to be necessary by the Pallavas of Kanchi. WhfOther
the Vishl).ugopa of Kanchi referred to in the Harisena
_ inscription of Sumudragupta is Kal).agopa identified with
I
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KumaravishI}u I is more than we can assert at present. It 'is
possible that the KaI}agopa of the later charters had a name
KumaravishlJu or VishI}ugopa. But in the absence of any lead,
such a statement would be nothing but a guess, and it may be
safer to leave VishI}ugopa the contemporary of Samudragupta
unidentified with any of the Dames in the genealogy of the
Pallavas of the Sanskrit charters for the present. When the
P'allavas of the Sanskrit charters established themselves in the
, region of TOI).<;1amaw;1alam, their struggles with Kalabhras of
the south must have begun, as a continuation of the struggle that
dislodged them from tl:ie territory of TOlJ<;1amaI}c;1alam. It is
this that is reflected in the statement that Kumaravisht;lU
retook the capital from some enemy undescribed, and that
Buddhavarman, one of the rulers of this dynasty, won victories
against the' ocean-like army' of the Cholas, which at the time
coUld only mean the Kalabhras established in the Chola territory, as about that time we do hear of a Kalamba ruler by
natl1e Acchyutavikranta holding rule at the Chola capital,
Puhar over the Chola Rashtra, according to Buddhadatta, a
• contemporary of Buddhagosha. The establishment of the
Kalabhras in the Chola country therefore seems to have been
a settled fact by the middle of the sixth century. They were
found there by SimhavishlJu at the end of the sixth; by
N arasimhllvarman I in the middle of the seventh, and by the
Chalukyas about the end of the seventh and almost the middle
of the eighth centuries. It seems to be these Kalabhras that
"come into view later on near Tanjore and Ko<;1umbalur as
MuttaraIyan chiefs bearing names and titles very much like
that of Acchyutavikranta. We come to the spectacle in the
eighth century of the Tanjore chiefs being feudatories of the
PalJavas and the Koc;lumbaliir chiefs those of the Pandyas, and
fighting aga-inst each other in consequence. The Kalabhra
~igration, the movement of the Ka/avar southwards from
their orignal home, seems thus to provide the explanation for
the di,'lappearance of the settled order in the Tamil country as
portrayed in the Sangam literature and offers the explanation
of the interval of obscurity and oblivion in Chola rule till the
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rising of the later Cholas to pow~r in the latter half of the
ninth century.
The narration of events above, tit woqld have been noted,
assumes the existence of a period of prosperity reflected in the
Sangam literature anterior to the coming of the Pallavas of
Kanchi into the region of Tor;1J;lamal)<;lalam. The assumption
is based on evidence which an effort has been made to upset
by another assumption without any valid evidence, we shou'?'d
say, of a Chola interregnum in the rule of the PaUavas of
Kanchi on the basis of the statement that Kumaravishl)u II
had to retake his capital from his enemies. The difficulties
against accepting this assumption are many and fundamental;
anything like a capture of Kanchi by the Cholas and even its
retention in the hands of the Cholas for some little time till
recapture by Kumaravishl)u, would hardly satisfy the conditions
of the Chola Karikala's capture of Kallchi, because the Chr,ila
Karikala is associated, in the Sangam literature so called, with
a succession of rulers extending over three or four generati~ns,
during which since his conquest Kanchi remained a Chola
viceroyalty. The provision of an interval of that length before
KumaravishQu II retook Kanchi would be on the face of it
impossible. Karikala is supposed to have introduced .the arts
of agriculture and civilization into the bulk of the region
constituting TOQ<;lamaQ~alam, and the viceroyality was held
with distinction by Chola princes immediately following him
and subsequently by an illegi,timate scion of the Chola family,
TOQ<;laman-Ilam-Tiraiyan, before it passed into the possession
of the Pallavas of the inscriptions. There is not the slightest
hint of all this in the various charters, of which we have
information, and Bappa Deva's civilizinir-eft,9!_t in the region
farther north seems almost to indicate an exteE_sion of the effort
of Karikala. Looked at from any. point of view therefore, it
seems impossible to postulate a Chola interregnum in t}~e
middle of the succession of P:;tllava rulers of the Sanskrit
charters and the effort seems to us futile.. We have 21most
fifteen generations of rulers subsequent to the Samudragupta
invasion. Although we cannot be very definite about the
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order of succession or of the detailed history of the period, the
general trend seems clear enough to rule out the possibility of
this interregnum. There is the evidence of the Sangam
literature by itself and the evidence of the later Pandya
charters leading thereto, and they seem alike to negative this
possibility. Whether the Sangam actually existed or no, the
existence of something like a Sangam and of a body of litera@
•
ture known as Sang am literature came to be an accepted
article of faith among the Tamils at the commencement of the
seventh century A.D. among the Tevaram hymners like Appar
and Sambandar: For a tradition like that to grow and for
a body of literature to get thus distinctly classified, we, do
require a certain efflux of time, and that could not be less than
half a dozen generations or 111ore, and thus the indication
seems to be that the period of the Sangam literature will. have
to .De referred to a time anterior to the advent of the Pallavas
:)f the SanskriJ charters into the region of Kanchi. A Chola
inte>rregnum associated with the name of Karikala in the
generations immediately preceding Kumaravish1)u II seems
impossible of justification. The period of the Pallavas of the
Sanskrit charters marks the advent of a new dynasty, their
long, but ; .. irly successful, struggle against hostile occupation'
of the territory of T01)9ama1).9illam, probably by the Kalabhras, their assertion of their overlordship over the Gangas, and
a similar recognition of their overlordship at any rate, by the
,Kadambas after a struggle ending in the final establishment of
the Palla va authority there' till Simhavarman, the father of
Simhavishr,1.U the first Great Pallava, founded a dynasty of
powerful rulers for the next two centuries and a half, all require
the couple of centuries. that are left bet'Veen the invasion of
Samudragupta and the accession of Simhavarman, the father
of Simhavish1).u. The accession of these powerful rulers to
authority in this region is almost coeval with the rise of the
Chalukyas into view in the region north of their territory.
Th€l origin of the Chall1kyas and their accession to power in
the period with which their name is associated is somewhat
obscure. Their habitual hostility to the Pallavas ~nd the
p
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constant warfare between the two' that this hostility brought
about are facts recognized all round, although the reason for this
constant hostility has been far fromlc1ear. The one is perhaps
to some extent associated with the other, and an explanation of
the hostility does not seem altogether beyond recovery. In
the traditional stories connected with their origin, the historians
of the dynasty or the heraldic custodians of their traditional
origin gave them credit for association with the Ikshvakus ~i
Ayodhya. Whatever the reason the association with Ikshvakus
seems to have been fashionable even in this distant south at
this particular time. The Chalukyas connect themselves with
the Ikshvakus and some well-known Ikshvakn rulers figure in
Chola genealogies when they began to appear. Even before the
days of genealogies, the TOl)(iaman ruler of Kanchi is associated with some of the Ikshvakus in one of the Sangam classics.
So the Chalukya's claim to an association with the Ikshvak~s,
while historically possible because of the existence of Ikshvaku
rulers in their neighbourhood in the Andhra country, stm
remains unproved in the face of the fact that they have to
invent a kind of explanation, at the very best unsatisfactory,
for the name Chalukya. This defect seems to make them an
indigenous dynasty of feudatory rulers, who raised themselves
to power gradually, and set themselves up independently. The
fact of their obscure origin coupled with the boar ensign
on the one hand, and the impossible derivation of the word
from Sanskrit on the other, ~eem alike to indicate a southern '
origin for them on a reasonable basis. Feudatory dynasties
placed in rule over the less hospitable regions of the Tamil
country went by the name gener~ly Ve{/Jula Arafar or
§a{ukku" Vcndar. They were given ·ilie---fiag of the boar
indicative of the nature of the territorYLover which they
ruled and of the .character of that rule. It is a family of
chieftains like this probably that ultimately raised themselves.
to a position of higher dignity that became the Chalukyas
of a later period. That this is so is reflected in the' term
sometimes being used in the form SaIki, used as a term
of contempt with ref~renc~ to SaIki Bhima, who is spoken of
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as a disloyal person. These petty chieftains seem to have
risen first to power in the northern region of the Vakataka
territory, perhaps in succession to the Nalas, or, at any rate, as
one of the tributaries along with them. They then gradually
spread southwards, extending their territory, and under the
sons of Pulikesan I, they conquered the Kadambas and the
Gangas and so extended their operations gradually as to com'e
iflto contact with the territory of the Pallavas with the set
Dbject of recovering the southern block of the territory under
:he Andhras included in the viceroyalty of Banavasi. It was
;lated already that the Pallavas probably laid claim to this very
:erritory on the basis of a marriage, and naturally, therefore,
:he two powers had a reason for perpetual hostility on an im~ortant, and at the same time, a vulnerable frontier for both of
:hem. Therefore it is that since the Chalukyas established their
p~wer by the conquest of the Nalas, the Mauryas a~d the
Kadambas, they are seen in the full tide of their hostility to the
P<)llavas and this hostility continued, now the one, now the
other getting the better, till one of the dynasties, the Chalukyas
vanished from Dakhan politics. That accounts for the Chalukya
invasion in the reign of Mahendravarman, who from his headquarters beat them back, and left it to his son to carry the war
into the enemy's country, destroy their capital and bring about
m interregnum, which lasted for thirteen years. This happened
at the end of the reign of Pulikesan II, and his son Vikramaditya
was able to turn the tables upon the Pallavas and carry the
war into their territory by a flank movemen t, so as to fight on
the banks of the Kaveri near Trichinopoly against the Pallavas
supported by all the Tamil powers this time. One of his successors was able to carry the war into Kanchi itself, occupied
the town in his turn, and, instead of destroying it, as the
Palla va Narasimhavarman had done at Vatapi, their capital,
110t merely restored, but even made a fresh donation. to the
temple, showing thus distinctly that he was more humane. in
warftlre than perhaps the Southern power. It is in revenge
for this insult that Nandivarman Pallavamalla took the tide on
the turn when, on the occasion of a marriage alliance brought
~
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about diplomatically between the Qanga princess, the daughter
of Sri Purusha Muttarasa, and th~ Pandyan 'prince, Ne9umSa9aiyan Parantaka, the donor or the Velviku9i plates, the
Pallavas led the combination of the southern powers, in which
the Pandyan minister got distinction, and inflicted a crushing
defeat upon the Chalukyas at the battle of VeIJbai. Kirtivarman II was so thoroughly defeated that the Chalukya power
found it impossible to recover trom the defeat. It is thIS
again that was taken advantage,of by the feudatory Rashtrakuta
Dantidurga, himself, the son of a Chalukya princess to subvert
the Chalukya power. He was able to do this by fortifying
himself by an alliance with the great Pallava ruler Nandi to
whom perhaps he gave his, daughter in marriage and thus
brought about his own elevation and the subversion of the
dynasty of the early Chalukyas. The battle of VeIJbai is
graphically described in detailing the achievements of ~be
llgnapati, Maran·Kari of Karavandapuram at whose instance
the grant was made. ,Tirumangai Alvar's reference to Rashtrakuta Dantidurga, under his title Vairamegha, and the
deferential treatment which N andivarman Pallavamalla is said "
to have accorded to him finds justification in this and the
question how the early Ch~i.lukyas :were ultimately overthrown
and the Rastrakutas established themselves in their stead is
now put on a clear footing.
The accession of Nandivarman ,Pallavamalla to the Pallava
throne and how it actually happened have alike remained a
problem in Pallava history till recently'. The publication of >
some of the Vaikuntha Perumal temple- ·epigraphs 1 . clears the
doubt completely, though It does not altogether dispel the
darkness that surroundelthe actual chal'ader or his accession to
power. From theepigraphs, it is clear that, ~hen Paramesvaravarman died, for some reason or other, tlle great citizens
of the land had to be on the look out for a suitable successor]
The -position of the Pallavas at the time was far from easy.
After some futile efforts they uJ#matelY made up their !p.inds
1
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to offer it to Hiral~yavarma the collateral cousin through the
younger brother of Simhavishl;m; but HiratJ.ya shrank from
the responsibility as an old man and offered the chance to each
one of his four sons in turn. The three elder ones refused the
responsibility and the youngest of them all, Pallavamalla by
name, or Paramesvaravarman Pallavamalla, agreed to accept
the responsibility with an alacrity which was disconcerting to
the" father's paternal instincts. He was however allowed to
•succeed, and, when he reached Kanchi, he was duly installed
under the title N andivarman. Hence his full style N andivarman Pal1avamalla or Paramesvaran Pallavamalla alias
N andivarman. This gives colour to some of the hymns of
Tirumangai Alvar which celebrate the temple as ParamesvaraVitmagaram. It cannot now be taken that the Vishl;m
temple was founded py Paramesvaravarman II, nor even, by
Paramesvaravarman 1. It now becomes quite clear that the
founder of this temple is the Pallava prince to whom the
Alva?' makes so many direct references. All of them refer to
Nandivarman Pallavamalla in his family name Parame§vara"arman. That apart, the accession, according to these
records is a peaceful one by the choice of the people and
therefore come to legitimately. But there are other charters
which broadly state, as is recounted in the following pages,
that he came to the throne as a result of fighting and by an act
of usurpation. The two statements it is possible to reconcile,
apd it is hardly necessary to take them as irreconcilable
alternatives. The facts seem to have been these. A Chalukya
invasion seems to have been imminent, and the constant hostility
of this power on the northern frontier together with the rising
activity of the Pan<;1yas in the south made the position of the
Pallavas in the middle one of extreme anxiety. The maintenance of the Pallava power intact meant a Janus-faced fight,
souJh against the Pan<;1yas and north against the Chalukyas.
When Paramesvaravarman II died, if the responsible people
of the k.~ngdom felt that the ruler that succeeded him should
be a man of ability and resource, and not a child succeeding a
comparatively inefficient rule of a father, their offer of the
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throne to Hirat;lyavarman, possibJy a veteran administrator at
the time, would have valid jus~ifi,cation on the basis of the
fitness of the person. The legitimate successor, Chitramaya,
or, whoever he was, may have been comparatively young and
weak; and even later, the fight that could be put up in his
favour does not appear to have been strong enough to make
this assumption unwarranted. It was a useful change though
the actual successor happened to be a young boy of twe1ve,
supported as he must have been with all the resources of his"'
father and brothers, and other officers of the kingdom. Those
whose sympathies were on the legitimist side would naturally
call such a succession an act of usurpation, while to those of
the opposite faction Nandivarman's acceptance of the office
was an honourable act of public beneficence for the well-being
of the State. The thirteen or fourteen epigraphs that have
been published throw very important light upon this position,
and'from these, what has hitherto been known regarding this
succession receives fresh illumination. Nandivarman probably
came to the throne and accepted the responsibility that it
involved, by the invitation of those responsiqle for the welfare
of the state; necessarily setting aside the legitimate claims of
another prince of the family. The war which was a consequence necessarily, went against the legitimate prince, but the
actual achievements of the general in behalf of N andivarman
seem fully to justify the anxiety of those who went out of
their way to set aside the j legitimate successor in favour of
another. It need not ther~fore be the fault of Nandivarman
Pallavamalla that he ascended the throne, not an act of his own,
and merely for the sake of the position or the power that it
carried with it. Though his earlier years were clouded by these
wars, he managed to tide over these tro~bres both by successful war an'] by equally successful diplomacy, subverting the
natural enemy, the Cha!ukyas in the north, and entering into
a more or .less permanent alliance with their successors, the
Rashtrakutas; on the south, he got into perhaps a treaty of
alliance with the Pan<;1yas, afte'r a good deal of fight with them
on behalf of the rulers of Kongu, whose independence all his
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efforts could not sustain. When he died, his kingdom could
pass down to his son without any difficulty and Pallav-a rule
continued for another three or-four generations, for almost a
century, without distress.
There has been considerable discussion in regard to the
successors of Nandivannan Pallavamalla and a controversy has
rag~d over the fancied displacement of the dynasty and by the
succession of a new dynasty called till recently by the epi·graphists (Ganga-Pallavas.) Inscriptions published since this
hypothesis was put forward seem entirely to negative the
position taken an"d with the information at our disposal now,
there is hardly any need to maintain the hypothesis, whatever
justification it might have had in its origin. Nandivarman was
succeeded by Dantivarman his son, Dantivarman by another
Nandivarman, and then followed Nrpatunga in a regular'line
of sU\::cession, all of them tracing their descent through Nandivarman Pallavamalla. Why a certain number of these should
be distinctly marked off and given the name Ganga-Pallavas is
far from clear. That there was some kind of a family connection
between the Gangas and the Pallavas may be readily admitted.
That is a connection which the Pallavas had with other royal
families as well, namely, those of the Rashtrakutas and the
Kadambas, taking the dynasty of Nandivarman Pallavamalla
alone. A marriage alliance of this sort need not give a new
direction unless we can specifically prove that a scion of the
G,anga family through a daughter even, or through a Pallava
princess set up rule in the territory of the Pallavas. For this,
we have absolutely no lead. Comparatively minor changes
in the titles of rulers at a certain stage of their history, or of
the existence of a number of rulers simultaneously in the same
territory, are not reasons that would justify a hypothesis as
grave as this. What seems actually to have taken place is
thif), The Pallava-Palldya struggle in the time of the great
Pallavamalla seems to have been more or less for the overlordshil=' of Kongu to begin with. At some period of his
reign that overlordship, if it was at any time exercised by the
Pallavamalla at all, passed Qver to the Pandyas. To fortify
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this position, they entered into marriage alliance with the
Gangas across the Kongu frontier;and this brought down upon
them a great Chalukya invasion, as the Gangas were perhaps
regarded as Chalukya feudatories at the time. Feudatory or
no, the Gangas in alliance with the Pandyas would be a real
danger on the flank of the Chalukya, having regard to the fact
that they regarded the Pallavas as their standing enemies.
If)
That brought on the battle of Vel)bai which had for its
ultimate result the subversion of the dynasty of the Chalukyas
and the establishment, in their stead, of the rule of the
Rashtrakutas who apparently fortified their position by' an
alliance with the Pallavas. This for the time settled the
question of the political relationship between tIle Gangas, the
Rashtrakutas and the PalIavas. Later on the wars continued
between the Pand8as and the Pallavas on the one side, and
hostility gradually developed between the Pal1avas and, the
Rashtrakutas on th~ other. The Gangas in the middle now
played the one part, now the other, till at last they 'Were
ultimately reduced to a position of subordination by the
Rashtrakutas. This certainiy was one element of weakness in'
the Pal1avas. The Pandyas in consequence were slowly gaining
the upper hand, and tightened their hold on the Pallavas, so
that the Pallava territory which had at one time been so very
extensive, was gradually shrinking to one of comparatively
narrow dimensions. The final vIctory achieved by Varaguna II
at Sripurambyam near Kuinbakonam gave a crushing blow, it
not the death blow, to the' Pailava power, in which one section
of the Gangas, the Gangas who held authority in the Bal)a
countrY, assisted the Pallavas. But.the Pallavas still continued
in a comparatively precarious positio;:-"'-Thls precarious condition of the Pallava power, as in the ca~ of all other Indian
imperial powers, brought aboufa dismemberment, which began
usually with an independence of the provinces constitut~ng
the empire more or Jess de,finite, and this dismemberment is
what is in evidence in our hav:ng a certain number of tulers in
the Palla va territory, each issuing inscriptions, almost on his
own authority simultaneously, when ,the power of the ChoIas,
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newly come into existence under Vijayalaya, advanced northwards under his successor Aditya, and put an end to the
crumbling empire of the Pallavas and annexed the whole of
their territory to their own dominions, thus introducing a new
overlordship, which was symbolized by the name J ayamkon<Iacholaman<;1alam given to the Pallava terrritory which till then
was known TOI)9amal)<;1alam. The existence therefore of
se~eral Pal1ava princes marks nothing more than a mere stage
• in the dismemberment of the kingdom or empire, and need
not be regarded as the establishment of a separate dynasty of
rulers distinct from the one who held rule from Kanchi.
That seems the general trend of Pallava History, which Mr.
Gopalan's work indicates. The purpose of this introduction
is merely to supply a few gaps in the narrative, and thus to
provide the few links required for the continuous story 0{ the
rise,. growth, decay and the dissolution of the power of the
Pallavas of Kanchi.
Mor. Gopalan has done the work with care and discrimination and has succeeded in providing a readable account of
.this interesting and extensive period of South Indian History,
which, it is hoped, would be found useful by those interested
in the subject.

S. KRISHNASWAMI AIYANGAR,
, MARINE VILLA',

(}cfober 15, 1928.
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Professor of Indian History and ArchtEology,
University of Madras •

THE HISTORY OF THE PALLA VAS
OF SOUTH INDIA
A.D. 200 to 900
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY,
HISTORY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND SOURCES
OF HISTORY FOR THE PALLAVAS
r]""HE materials for writing a history of the Pallava kings of
.1." South India were until almost recent times exceedingly
scanlJ and otherwise inadequate. They are moreover distorted
by erroneous traditions and misleading accounts of mythical
ancestry. A hundred years ago hardly any of their inscriptions
~n stone or on copper-plates, of which we have such large
numbers now, were known. This becomes evident on a
perusal of the Mackenzie Collection of MSS. relating to South
Indian hi'story which, mentioning dozens of members of the
Ch6la, Pan<;1ya and other dynasties of early South India, do
not mention a single name of any of the members of the
Pallava dynasty which had remained the dominant South
Indian power for about seven centuries. This is remarkable
seeing that the Palla vas wielded sovereign authority for
several centuries in the Tamil land. Literary tradition
embodied in the hymns of the Al.vars, and in the works Nandikkalambakam, the Periyapura~zam, Clzintama~i, Avantisundarikathasara, etc., are far too scanty for historical purposes though
they give a glowing idea of the culture of the Pallava period ..
History of Research on the Pallavas.-The late Sir Walter
Elliot ()did remarkable service for the cause of South
Indian historical research by the publication of some early
South Indian inscriptions in the Joumal of the Royal Asiatz''c
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Society 1 and in the Madras Journal of Literature and Science 2
as early as 1837. An important starting-point was made
in his announcement in 1858 that in the sixtlt century,
the Palla1'a kings were dominant in South India. Even
earlier than this, in 1844, he q~d discovered that the monoliths
in the Seven Pagodas were excavated by Pallava kings.
At the same time Dr. Burnell succeeded in deciphering
some of the inscriptions at this place belonging to Pallava.
kings. These inscriptions are included in Capt. Carr's wellknown collection of papers on the Seven Pagodas. Another
important contribution to Pallava history is the work of James
Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, in
which after a minute examination of the monuments at the
Seven Pagodas he has attributed them to the sixth and seventh
centuries A.D. But it was th~ second half of the last century
that saw the discovery of numerous and important corperplate charters and stone inscriptions belonging to this dynasty,
which for the first time opened the eyes of s,cholars to' the
historical importance of this celebrated dynasty of kings,
ruling in a part of the Tamil and Telugu country. This
discovery has practically revolutionized the prevaJent notions
conc~rning Pallava history. rhe earliest of these records was
edited by the late Dr. Fleet in the Indian Antiquary in its
earlier numbers, with notes and translations. Towards the
close of the last century ston¢ inscriptions of this dynasty
began to be discovered i~ various parts of the Tamil lanc1
along; with a large number of Pa~lava monuments other than
those found at Mahabalipural11. These records coupled with the
inscriptions on the coppet-plate cha..[_t~rs form th~ most valu?:"
bIe raw matenal for the reconstructilJn-.,Ql .Pallava history.
Many .of the records have been edited~ with great ability
and learning, by Hultzsch, Venkayya, Fleet, Kielh9rn, Krishna
Sastri and others in the pages of the Indian 4ilti'quary, SO:1_th
Indian Inscriptions and th~ Epigraphia Indica. The stone
inscriptio-Il~ and copper-plate records disc~vered ye::.r after
1
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year are noticed in the Annual Reports Ion South Indian
Epigraphy with notes and comrhtmts.
The first connected account of the Pallava Hugs was
attempted more than .forty years ago by the late Dr. Fleet in
his Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, which forms a part
of the Bombay Gazetteer, where he has exploited for the fitst
time all the records, inscriptions on stone and copper-plates,
relilting to the Pallavas whicli were accessible to him. The
,. outline acco·ant of Dr. Fleet, though written so long ago, still
remains in its main aspects authoritative and represents more
or less the first attempt to write a scientific history of these
kings. The next notable attempt to sketch the origin and
history of the Pallavas was made by the late Mr. V. Venkayya
in the ArclztZological Annual Survey Report for 1906-7. 1 This
is a scholarly piece of research work on the subject, 'llnd
embodies the author's life-long labours in the field of
epigraphy and literature. This work written in 1906 takes
into" consideration the inscriptions and copper-plates discovered since the days when Dr. Fleet wrote, and the author's
'researches in the field of Tamil literature are also fully
utilized. In many respects this account still remains an
authority on the subject.
The next important work on the Panavas is that of
Prof. G. louveau-Dubreuil published in 1917. In this work
the author has embotlied the results of his independent
\"esearch, and has propounded several original and ingenious
theories regarding the odgin, chronology, genealogy, art and
architecture of the Palla vas. The author has succeeded, to a
large extent, in establishing a connection between the Pallava
kings of the Prakrit charters and the members of the Sanskrit
records, and has attacked the intricate problem of their
chronology and genealogy with critical ability. Many of
the conclusions are based on the author's personal investigation which have resulted in the discovery of several new
, inscriptions and monuments hitherto unknown. The other
1
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papers and monographs of the same author, such as those on
'the Pallava Antiquities', 'Pall~va-painting', form important
cop.tributions to the subject and I offer several new interpretations of parts of the subject. His latest work entitled the
Ancient History of tlte Deccan e1mbodies the author's latest
views on the Pallavas, their origin and chronology.
Among other writers on the subject Dr. S. Krishnaswami
Aiyangar has published a valuable account of ' The Origin "and
Early History of the Pallavas' in the Journal of Indian History, 1 ,
then published in Allahabad. This contribution represents the
author's latest investigations on this subject, and, having been
published in 1923 is the most recent work on the subject of an
authoritative character. A large number of papers on the
inscriptions, monuments and literature of the period appeared
in 'Various journals, some of these being contributed by Mr.
Gopinatha Rao on 'the Ganga-Pallavas,' Mr. K. V. Sq,bramanya Aiyar, on ' the Ancient History of Conjeevaram ' published in the Madras r;ltristian College _JJ1agazine, 'the Lit~rary
History of the Pallava Age' by Mr. Rangaswami Sarasvati in
the Journal of tlte Mytltic Society and the' Antiquities of Maha"
baHpuram' by Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar. Some of the
historical portions of the district manuals contain a<;counts of
varying value about the Pallavas, while more recently accounts
have also been published in Tamil, the most notable of these
being that of Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Aiyangar, entitled A
History of tlte Pallavas.
SOURCES OF HISTORY

Epigraplty.-Of the sources of information for writing the
history; of the Pallavas,. epigraphy o~pi.es
a prominent place
-.,.._compared with the other sources. Dr. Fleet has pointed out,
, We are ultimately dependent on the inscrfj)tions in every line
of Indian research.' Thi!> is,especially true of the history of Jhe
Pallavas, for without the inscriptions it is practica]Ty impossible
to know anything. about these ~ings and their'times. 'N e may
1

vol. ii, pp. 20-66.
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divide the Pallava inscriptions 1 conveniently into three classes.
To the first class belong records written entirely in Prakrit. The
second class of records comprises Sanskrit inscriptions, while
the third class consists of those in Sanskrit and Tamil. Of
these, the records of the first class probably belong to the
earliest period, as it is now recognized that Prakrit was superseded by Sanskrit about the fourth century A. D., while the
ea;>liest 'Grantha·Tamil' records of the Palla vas have been
assigned to the seventh century. Most of these records are of
a donative character.' Their object was to record the gifts of
lands or money t.o temples or Brahmans. The most important
portion of the records was the specification of the details of the
names of the donor, the donee and the donation of the particular gift. From very early times the records give a certain
amount of genealogical information and a recital of events
wa§ introduced to magnify the glory and importance of the
donors. Thus, for instance, the Prakrit charters such as
thoo.e 'of Sivaskandavarman contained hardly any allusion
to historical events connected with the donor. Gradually
however we find a change. The Sanskrit charters beginning
from about the fifth century not only enumerate the father
and the grandfather of the donor, but some of them, such as the
Kuram, Kasakkui;li, the VelUrpa!ayam and the Bahur pl.ates,
give a long account of the names of previous kings alld their
achievements. 'Thus,' as Fleet says, , not with the expressed
object of preserving history, but in order to intensify the
~mportance of everything connected with religion and to
secure grantees in the possession of properties conveyed to
them,. there was gradually accumulated almost the whole
mass of epigraphic records from which chiefly, the ancient
history of India is now being put together.' 2

Stone Inscrij>tions.-Stone inscriptions oeginning from the
seyenth century, so far as this dynasty is concerned, form a
distinct class by themselves.
These records which are
fairly nbundant for the later Pallava period are for the most
1

2
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part, donative in character, though one or two of them sp.ch as
the VayalUr pillar inscription of Rajasimha, and the Panamalai
inscription of the same king give a genealogical account.
Some are short, and record ginsI to religious ot other institutions, and they ate invariably dated in the regnal year of
the contemporary king without reference to any era. They
ate mostly in prose, though a few of these are to be found
also in verse such as the inscription at the Pallava rock.:t:ut
temple at Dalavanur 1 of King Mahendravarman 1. The
earliest of these are those written in some of the rock-cut temples believed to have been excavated by Mahendravarman 1,
such as the one at Vallam. 2 Many of these rock-cut temples
such as those at Pallavaram, Trichinopoly, Mangagappattu,
Mamangur contain Grantha and Grantha-'l'amil inscriptions
some of which are contemporaneous with the caves and
have for their object the simple recording of the excava,~ion
of these monuments. The copper-plate charters taken along
with these stone inscriptions furnish valuable information
as regards the history and chronology of the Pal1ava kings.
In spite of the serious disadvantage that these records are,
not dated iIi any of the kno\'ill eras but only in the regnal
years of the king, a careful study of the palreog raphy of these
inscriptions makes it possible to fix their age more or less
accurately. The facts obtained from these records, coupled
with those of the contemporary kings with whom the Pallavas
came into contact enable JUs to reconstruct to a great extent
the history of the age of the ,Pallavas. The most importaht
of these contemporary records are those of the WesternGangas, the Western Chalukyas, the Pam;lyas as well as the
minor' dynasties such as those of't:he~utt:araiyan and the
Bal)a subordinates of the later Pallava kitr[S.
Pallava Monuments.-Side by_ side with the inscriptions we
have the Pallava monuments themselves. According to ~ne
set of scholars whose enthus~asm for their subject hampers
them from taking a dispassionate view; the 'study of 2.t'chitec1

Ep. Ind., vol. xii, p. 225.
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ture constitutes an even more import~nt instrument for fi~ing
dates than the study cf palreography and inscriptions.
Accordin~ to Mr. A. H. Longhurst for instance, 'the present
method of relying en,tirely on inscriptions for fixing the date~
of ancient monuments adopted by Dr. Hultzsch and others is
open to objection because when this method of investigation
is employed alone, serious mistakes may occur. It is
:J
possible that inscriptions on a monument may have been
inscribed long after it was erected. In such cases the
inscription would not only give no information about the
original author of tbe monument but may even lead us into
error. Then again if the study of architecture is neglected,
how is the epi~raphist going to determine the age of the
monument th<;lt does not possess any inscription? '1 l'his is
a reply to the point of view of Prof. Hultzsch who in. hi~
papor on the ' Inscriptions of the Seven Pagodas '2 wrote:, The important question of the authors and the dates of these
excavations can be answered only by a careful study of their
inscriptions engraved on them.' Prof. J ouveau-Dubreuil is
inclined to agree with Mr. Longhurst, and attaches g-reater
importqnce to the study of architecture for the determination
of dates than to that of the inscriptions. In hiS work on the
Pallava Antiquities the author enters into a minute eXqmination of the evolution of the Pallava style in the course of tl).e
Pallava age, and distinguishes various styles even 9urin~
cpmparativeJy short intervals of time.
During the last thirty years a large number of Pall\lv~
monuments have been discovered at Mahendrava<;1i, DalavanurSlyamangalam, Pallavaram, Trichinopoly, Kllmavilangai,
Singavaram, TirukkalukkU!lram, Vallam, Maman<;1ur, Ma,p.<;1a·
gapaHu, Melacheri, Sittannavasal and Mah:apalipuram. Som~
of these consist of rock-cut caves and bear Pallava inscriptiOlfl'l.
Otilers consist of structural temples such as the Kailasanat);H\
temple at Kanchipuram and the Shore tewple qt the Seven
.)

1
2
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Pagodas. Many of these monumbnts wen~ brought into existence by the Pallava kings and contain their inscriptions. The
inscriptions on the Rathas of Mahabalipuram contain some
specific references in the shape of the names and surnames of
some of the kings. Tbe most important of this class of
epigraphs are those on the Dharmarajaratha and the
Kailasanatha temple at Mahabalipuram and Conjeevar.#m
respectively. These temples are dedicated to the Hindu
Triad; while the cave temples are dedicat.ed to Siva or
Vish1)u, the presence of representations of Brahma the other
member of the Hindu Triad, forms a peculiar feature
of these monuments which distinguishes them from later
temples.
The Adivaraha temple at the Seven Pagodas
contains statues of the celebrated kings Simhavish1)u and
Mahendravarman I in bas-relief. Similarly the rock-cut
temple at the top of, the Trichinopoly rock appears" to
have originally contained a statue of Mahendravarman I, a
fact ,which seems to be alluded to in the inscription disco~~red
there. 1 But the statue is not to be found there now, and may
have been destroyed subsequently. Recently Mr. Longhurst ~
has been fortunate in discovering at BhairavakoUl;la 2 (NeCore
District) a large group of temples attributable to tlJe .. Pallava
age,
all of them cut out of rock and closely resembling the
.
Mahendra caves. There are also a larg'e number of Pallava
monuments in South India without bearing' any inscription.
Further study and researc;h may help in establishing thei~
actual age.
I

~

Ll'l'ERATURlL..._

Next to inscriptions we might consid;r'the testimony of
literature and literary tradition._ For tht- earliest period of
the history of the Tamil land we are almost entirely dependent on a c1ass of Tamil works known as the Sang am classics
and attributable to the first and ~econd centuries of the Christian
era. The age of the Sangam has been the subject of keen
1
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discussion among scholars, and attempts have been made to
bring it to the seventh and the eighth Genturies. The late
Mr. Swamikannu Pillai working from the astronomical details
in the eleventh Paripa¢al arrived at the conclusion, in his
Indian Ephemeris, 1 that the author of the piece must have lived
in the seventh century. But the generally accepted date,
namely, first and the second centuries A.D., seems established
on "satisfactory grounds, and the new dates have so far not
been proved to be beyond doubt correct. The orthodox
estimate of the Sang am age expounded by the late Mr.
Kanakasabhai Pillai and more fully by Dr. S. Krishnaswami
Aiyangar has been followed here.
The Sangam works although they mention several kings and
chieftains in the Tamil land contain no mention of the
Pallavas (even where they actually describe Kanch!), or o! any
me'nber of the various Pallava dynasties known to us from
inscriptions. The inference seems, therefore, to be fully justified
that'the Pallava kings reigned after the age of these Sangam
works. Otherwise it is difficult to understand the silence of
'these works about the dynasty of the PaHavas of Kanch!
especially as we learn from them that the region around
KanchI was ruled over by TOlJ<;laman-Ilam-Tiraiyan, one of
the Ch61a viceroys. The Sangam works however mention
a people known as the To~Z(/aiyar among others who are
sometimes considered to be tllP same as, or closely related to,
.the Pal1avas. 2 But the available evidence does not seem sufficient to warrant· our identifying the TOlJ<;laiyar with the
Palla Vas as the former term appears to be a tribal name like
the Aruvalar, Va<;lavar, etc., while Pallava looks more
like a family name than that of a tribe. One Sangam
work called
Perunlba~ziirrupaqai,
written by RudranKaI;tlJanar who has also celebrated the Ch61a king Karikala
at:Jd his capital town Kaveripattinam, is mainly devoted to a
description of. the condition of KanchI during the rule of
Ton<;lc..man-Ilam-Tiraiyan who appears to have preceded the
1
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Pallava kings at Kaneh! and iwho, according to certain
scholars, was an early Pallava k.ing. With the exception of
this poem the other pieces in the Sangam works do not contain any reference either to Kanchi during the age of the
Pallavas or about the Pallavas themselves. Suggestions have
been put forward that the Pallavas were foreigners to the
south, that the Pallava power was superimposed upon
the Tamil land, and that the Tamils therefore SCruPUlO1fsl y .
omitted to mention them, and, even when they did so,
mentioned them with contempt. As an illustration the definition in the Pingalandai which gives us the synonyms for the
Pallavas, includes terms such as Kayavar, Patakar and Nisar.
But against this it must be said that this reference does not
apply to the Pallava kings whe are referred to in the Tevaram
hymns and in the works of some of the Vaisht;lava .Alvars of
the eighth century in terms of praise. 1
In addition to the re"ferences in the hymns of the Saiva and
Vaisht;lava saints about these kings new light is thrown of'l the
age of Simhavisht;lu in one of the recently-discovered Sanskrit
works entitled the Avmitisundarikathasara which, in its
historical introduction, not Qnly contains an important
synchronism between Simhavisht;lu of Kanchi; Visht;luvardhana, the early Chalukya, and DurvinIta, the early
Ganga. z This work also gives valuable particulars relating to
the literary history of the Pallava age and the patronage of the
Pallava kings. The association of Daugin as well as Bharavi
with the Pallava court at Kaneh!, which this work establishes,
is very important for understanding
the nature of Pallava
I
3
cultur~ during this period.
-.
Of a similar nature is the discoveryof_the work lJ:fattavilasa-Prahasana, a burlesque written b¥ the Pallava king
Mahendravarman I, which depicts vividly the contemporary
life of religious sects such 'as the S~kyabikshus f\nd K~Plllilias
0)
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in the city, and of which glimpses are obtainable in the
hymns of the Alvars and the Nayanmars in some~-of the
Prabandha and the Tevaram hymns. This work has recently
been published by the Travancore Government. 1 There
seems to be no doubt that the author- of this play Sri
Mahendravikramavarman is identical with the Pallava king
Mahendravarman
known, from inscriptions and copper-plates,
...
to have reigned in the first quarter of the seventh century.
A recently-discovered panel in the Adivaraha temple in the
Seven Pagodas represents him with his two queens, their
identity being pla-ced beyond question by the inscriptions over
the reliefs. 2 Some of his titles such as Avanibhajana, GU1Jabhara, Satrumalla, Mattavilasa, found in the various cave
temples excavated by him, occur in the course of the play.
Detailed reference will be made to the work in the section
on the literature of the Pallava age.
Among literary works that throw light upon the Pallava age
in Tamil, Nandikkalambakmn deserves prominent mention.
This work which consists of about a hundred and odd verses is
tlevoted to a description of the exploits of N andivarman III,
whose death the author laments in the course of the work.
A number of verses in the poem describe the martial exploits
of this sovereign, his patronage of letters, his capital cities,
the extent of territory, and other particulars which together
give a detailed record of his reign. The author is regarded
Oy tradition as one of the younger brothers of the king
himself although this is considered doubtful. The work has
been for a long time out of print and is noticed in some detail
in the section dealing with literature of the Pallava age.
To these may be added the Digambara Jaina work caned
Lvka'Vibhaga,3 discovered and noticed by R. Narasimhacharya till recently Director of the Mysore Archreological
Dl:lpartment. It furnishes us with an important chronological
datum from which the initial year of one of the early Pallava
)
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kings Simhavarman may be fi~ed. The work consists of
eleven prakara1Jas, the last being'1Jlokshabhaga. The opening
verse is in praise of Jinesvara. The second verse gives,
kshetra, kola, tirtha, prama7Ja-/JUrusha and their charita as the
five divisions of a purana; and in the third verse the author
begins his subject, namely, the description of the world. All
the MSS. of this work contain four stanzas which are import,pnt
to Pallava chronology. The first stanza tells us that the science .;
was first taught by Vardhamana to Sudharma and others, that
it was handed down in succession through a series of
teachers, and that it was translated into Sanskrit by Rishi
Simhasuri. The second stanza says that at a particular period,
corresponding to certain planetary positions, Sarvanandi copied
the work in the village named Patalika of the Pat;larashtra.
The third stanza gives us Saka 380, corresponding to the
twenty-second regnal year of Simhavarman, king of Kanchi, as
the year in which the~ work was completed. The fourth stanza
informs us that the work consists of 1536 anushfub slokas.
Saka 380 is apparently the ye.ar in which the copying work was
completed by Sarvanandi, and the author of the work
Simhasuri probably flourished at an earlier period. Calculation
shows that there cannot be any doubt about the correctness of
the date. Patalika, the village in which Sarvanandi copied
the work, is identical with Patalipura in South Arcot
District at which, according to the Periya/mrit1Jam, there was a
large Jaina monastery in t~;e seventh century A.D.
In addition to these sources we have the account given about
the Tamil land, and the city of Kanchi in particular, by the
celebrated Chinese pilgrim and the Master of the Law, Hiuen
Tsang. whose work has the advantage of being a contemporary
accouDt The pilgrim appears to have vIsited Kanch! about
A.D. 640. The city having,had the ,reputation of being a seat
of Buddhistic learning and the city of birth of the celebraf'ed
Dharmapala who preceded Silahhadra
at the N alanda University,
I
the pilgrim spent a considerable time in it. Although he does
not mention anything about the contemporary king or court,
he has given an account of his implySsions relating to the
,~
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character of the people, soil, climate, temples and the state of
Buddhism in the city.
To these sources must be added the Mahavarhsa, the Ceylon
Chronicle written in Pali and giving the earliest known account
of the kings of the island. This work is particularly useful for
settling the chronology of early South Indian history as it
desFribes the relations and the contact that existed between
• the kings of Ceylon and those who ruled in the Tamil land.
So far as the Pallavas are concerned we find that in the days
of N arasimhavarman I as well as in the closing days of the
Pallava empire invasions of the island were undertaken by
Pallava kings either on behalf of the ruling sovereign or
actuated by love of conquest merely. Chapter 47 of this work
is particularly interesting as it gives a glimpse into Pallava
oversea enterprise in early times.
~'ext comes tradition, living tradition, about the Palla vas
and their age. It is surpri~ing that the memory of the
Pall~va kings, although perpetuated in the names given after
them to dozens of temples such as Paramesvaravi:t;l:t;lagaram,
'Rajasimhesvara, Kshatriyasimhapallavesvara, Satrumallesvaralaya, Mahendravish:t;lugrha and to many places, has been
forgotten and their good work lost sight of. N ames of places
such as PaIHivaram, Pallavanlchharam, Nandipuravi:t;l:t;lagaram,
Paramesvaramangalam, Mahendramangalam, Mahendravac;li,
lVIabamallapuram clearly indicate that these were either
founded or named after the kings bearing these names
in the Pallava dynasty. In view of all this it is surprising
that the memory of the dynasty has not survived to
any appreciable extent in living tradition. The Mackenzie
Manuscripts collected about a century ago by the indefatigable Surveyor-General, Col. Colin Mackenzie, although containing many accounts of the early history of the Panc;lyas,
Ch"blas, Gangas, lVIahrattas and others do not contain any
account relating to the dynasty of the Pallavas. But some
J
of the accounts. professing to give the Ancient History of
TO:t;lc;lama:t;l<;lalam and the exploits of Adon<;laichakravarti seem
to preserve a distant reminiscence of what the people of the
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early part of the nineteenth century believed to have been the
ancient condition of TOlJ.<;1alllalJ.~alam, by which name the
region immediately around Kanchipuram was known. This
class of traditional accounts preserved in the Mackenzie
collection appears to depict the condition of TOlJ.<;1amalJ.<;1alam
prior to the days of Pallava advent. Some of them, such as
the account of TOlJ.<;1aman-chakravarti, relate to the conquest
of the region from a rude and uncivilit';ed tribe known as the .
Kurumbas and to the introduction of civilization by .Adon<;1ai- •
chola. There seems to be warrant for presuming that this
person was no other than TOlJ.<;1aman-Ilam-Tiraiyan who is
immortalized in the Per1l11tba1Jarrupa¢ai by Rudran-KalJ.lJ.anar.
If so the Mackenzie collections may be taken as lending support
to the view that the region of the Pallavas was under Chola
occupation before the fallavas came from the north. The
circumstances under which the Pallava conquest of the Chola
region was brought about are not known.
/
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CHAPTER II
~

THEORIES OF THE ORIGIN OF THE
PALLAVAS: PRE-PALLAVA HISTORY OF
KANCHIPURA

HE age of tqe Pallavas in South India may be taken to
extend roughly from the third century A.D. to the end
of the ninth. Many facts connected with their origin and
early history are, in the existing state of historical research,
uncertain. Their chronology is yet in the process of construction" and the genealogical order of succession, in spite or the
comparative abundance of copper-plate characters, cannot be
regaq:1ed as having been finally settled. The question of their
origin has baffled investigators, European and Indian alike.
\ngenious suggestions and theories have been offered for the
solution of this enigma by various scholars who occupied
themselves with this work.

T

VARIOUS THEORIES

The theory that held the field' until recently, almost
up.disputed, is known as the Persian or Parthian origin of the
Pallavas, and was adopted by the late Vincent Smith in the
first edition of his harly History of India. 1 According to the
late Mr. Verikayya, who developed this theory elaborately : , The Pallavas . . . may, until their origin is satisfactorily
established by indisputable evidence, be supposed to be
identical with the Pahlavas, Palhavas, and the PahlJ.avas of the
Puranas. This identification is based on etymological grounds
and' ;upported by the fact that the Palhavas formed'a distinct
element in the population of Western India early in the
second ~entury. Their movement from Western India to the
1

e.H./. (1904),

p. 348.
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East Coast is not only possible b~t rendered likely by known
historical facts.' 1
This theory, however fascinating to the imagiJiation, rests
altogether on the superficial verbal resemblance of the words
Pahlava and Pallava. 2 There is no evidence whatever, as
Mr. Venkayya himself admits, that the Pahlavas of the west
coast moved into the east anytime during the second century
A.D.
At any rate there is no reference or reminisc~nce.
whatever in the large numbers of Pallava copper-plate inscrip-"
tions of any such migration. Mr. Venkayya presumes that
it was the war of the Western Satrap Rudradaman, A.D.
ISO, with the Andhra king Gautamlputra-Satakan;ti and his
successor, that probably brought about in some manner, now
unknown, the eastward movement of the Pahlavas in his
service. It is indeed true that the minister of Rudradaman is
caJ1ed Suvisaka and described in the Junagadh inscription-as a
Pahlava. But no evidence of a positive character is available
to connect him or his descendants with the Palla va kinlrs of
Southern India. For one thing this Pahlava minister of
Rudradaman was not a ruling king. He is not moreove'i
mentioned in any of the ance;,:tral genealogical lists of the
Pallava kings. In the second edition of his Early History of
hzdia Vincent Smith gave up this theory of Pahlava origin
which he had adopted in the eat:1ier edition of Early History of
India, with the remark that it is more likely that the Palla vas
were a tribe, clan, or caste which was formed in the northern
part of the Madras Presid€mcy; possibly in the Vengi countr; ~ 3
Mr. Venkayya's objecti(;m against this view of indigenous
origip of PaHavas is the apparent J.!nprobability ~f two tribes,
the Pahlava in Wp-stern India and' th~_Pallava in the delta
of the Godavari, bearing the same nama. Some of his otber
arguments against the iI_ldigenous origin of the Pallavas are
'L

A.S.R., 1906-7, p. 221.
,
" It is tu be noted however tha~ in Sanskrit orthography Pahlava with
a h can never be confounded with the word Pallava. In the PUranas, as
well as in Pers:an and even in Prakrit the his {Iistincf. The two 'words
appear to indicate two distinct people. .
3 V. A.. Smith, E.ll;:l. (1908 ed.) ,..p. 423.,
1
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ingenious and may be stated here. One is that the Palla vas
never refer to themselves in their records as belonging either
to lunar or solar race like other dynasties of South India such
as the Ch61as, Pan<;'iyas, Chalukyas, etc. Another is that none
of the kings mentioned in the Pura~as are to be found in the
Pallava genealogy such as Manu, Sibi, Ikshvaku, etc. All these
facts according to him, raise a presumption that the Pallavas
of Southern India were not an indigenous tribe in the sl"nse
that the Ch61as, the Pan<;'iyas and the Cheras were. 1
Views of L. Rice.-This view of foreign origin was also shared
by L. Rice. In hi,S Mysore and Coorg from. Inscriptions he points
out that the Pallava kings of South India were identical with
the Pahlavas who, with the Yavanas and Sakas, were destroyed by Gautamiputra-Satakar~i and that the word Pahlava
is a Prakl'it form of Parthava meaning Parthian, especially
the Jt\.rsacidan Parthians. Z As we have already pointed out
this conjecture that the Pallavas of the south are identical 'yith the Pahlavas of the west and ultimately with the
Parthians and the Persians is based entirely on the simi1arity of the words Pahlava and Palla va, 'whereas everything
known about the Pallava kings of the south, inscriptions,
traditions and monuments indicate that they were a peninsular
race; they are probably identical with the class of people
described as To~<;'iaiyar in Tami1literature and also familiar
as Ka<;1avas or foresters. Vincent Smith totally rejected this
theory of foreign origin in the third edition of his Early
History of India, and has expressed his conclusion on the subject
in the following terms :'The name Pallava resembles Pahlava so closely that
most writers have been disposed to favour the hypothesis that
the Pallavas and the Pahlavas were identical, and that COnsequently the southern Pallava dynasty of Katichi should be
considered as ultimately of Persian origin. Bnt recent
re~earch has failed to adduce any historical facts in support of

1
2

3

A.S.R., 1906-7, p. 219, foot-note.
Mysore a11d Coorg from Inscriptions, p. 53.
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that notion, and it seems more lik~ly that the Pallavas were an
indigenous tribe, clan, or caste.' 1 I
One important piece of evidence among others \I which
strongly militates against this theory of the foreign origin is
that furnished by the poet Riijasekhara, the great critic, in his
account of the geographical division of the people of his times.
This is brought out in full relief by Dr. S. Krishnaswami
Cl>
Aiyangar in his dissertation on the Pallavas, wherein discussing
~he origin of the Pallavas he observes as follows :Rajasekha-ra on the Pallavas.-' The words "Pahlava" and
" Pallava" are philologically one, but we have good authority
for taking it that the two terms refer historically to different
peoples, thereby illustrating that the partition that separates
philology from history is not always very thin. The poet
Rajasekhara lived in the courts of the Gurjara sovereigns
Mahendrapala and Mahlpiila about the end of the ninth and
the commencement of the tenth centuries A.D. just the pmiod
when the Pallavas were passing out of existence as the
dominant South Indian power. He (s the author of a gPnographical work named Bhuvanakosa to which he actually refers
for further information in ch. xvii of his Kavyamimamsa.
In this work he makes a division of India into five, and allots
to each division, the peoples, towns and rivers that belonged
to it. In that section he allots the Pallavas to the southern
division, or DakshilJiipatha, lying beyond Mahishmati, while
the Pahlavas he allots to the division Uttarapatha lying beyond
Prithudaka. 3 This last name the "great water" probably
stands for the Indus, and the people Pahlava are found
associated with the Huns; Kambhoja, Bahlika, etc. In the
estimation, therefore, of Rajasekhara who seems a much
travelled man, and has really much interesting information to
give of different parts of India in respect at any rate of the
cultivation of Sanskrit learning, the·,Pahlavas and the Pallavas
were distinct peoples, one of them belo;g-mg'" to the s011th and
the other to the frontier on the otherLside of the Indus.
Rajasekhara, no doubt is a late authority, but undoubtedly
E. H. 1. (third edition), p: 469:
"
Cf. C. V. Vaidya's views, Mediceval Hindu India, vol. i. p. ,380.
3 This has been since satisfactoIily identified with Pehoa in
the
Panipet District, and this is in complete a,ccon;1 with tbe details given in
R1ijaliekhara.-Ed.
1

2
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gives expression to the prevailing opinion of his time in
regard to these two peop1es.'1

Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil's f 7 iews.-The view held by Prof.
Jouveau-Dubreuil is only slightly different. Although he does
not go the whole extent of advocating the theory of a Parthian
origin of the Pallavas he is inclined to connect the early Pallava
kin~s of Conjeevaram with the Pahlavas of Western India. we
read for instance in his chapter on the Pallavas in his latest
work, The Ancient History of the Deccan.
, Up to the present day we have not found any document
which proves a Parthian invasion of Southern India. We may
say that this theory makes the Pallava mystery still more
mysterious.'z
According to him the Pallavas were alien to South India and
the early members of this dynasty were not kings. 1'hey
weroneighb.ours of the Nagas and Chtitu-Nagas in the days of
Rudrad~man in the second century·. The first Pallava king
inherlted the throne of Katich! on marrying the daughter of a
Naga chief by name Sivaskanda-Naga. On l)ages 55-56 he
elaborates this view and establishes a connection between the
Pah1avas of the west coast with the Palla vas of Katich!. On
page 55 of this work he says : , . . . . We learn from the Girnar inscri].:>tion that Suvisaka who was the minister of Rudradaman in A.D. 150 was a
Pah1ava.'3
eo Thus the word which was written Pa1hava in A.D. 78 was
written Pah1ava in A.D. 150 and we note when we see the
Girnar inscription, that the compound letter 'hla', resembles
the double f 11 '. Besides in Mayidavo1u plates written in
Prakrit this question of letters has been solved in a very
simple manner, they wrote palava. This can correspond to
Pa11ava for in Prakrit the consonants are not dOUbled. In the
Hirahadagalli plates it is written as Pallava though they are
also in Prakrit. Later on when the documenb were written
in Sanskrit the word Pallava would be understood to mean
'sprout '.
I

1J. 1. H., vol. ii. pp. 25-26.
2 Ancient History of the Deccatt, p. 47.
3 Junagadh Insc., Ep. Ind., vol. viii, p. 37, plate line 19.
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From all this the following conclusion is drawn :, The identity of names leads tis to think that the ancient
I
kings of Kanchl belonged to the same family as the minister
of Rudradaman. He lived in A.D:. 150 and we know Pallava
kings of Kanchi reigning about A.D. 225. '
Objections to the Theory.-This theory which connects the
Palla vas of Kanchl with the Pahlavas of the west coast 'Presents difficulties, some of which have already been pointed out
before. In the first place it was seen that there is no evidence
whatsoever of an eastward movement of the Pahlavas. There
is moreover no evidence of a Pahlava prince marrying the
daughter of a Naga chief on which Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil
relies for his theory of the attainment of political sovereignty
by the Pahlavas. The VeJ'urpalayam plates which mention a
Naga alliance 1 do not say that it was the first Pallava king
who so attained power. In this record which belong"s to
the ninth century, he is called Virakurcha and not Sivaskg.l}da.
Then again this record mentions many earlier kings such as
Asokavarman who ruled before the days of \Tirakurcha a fact
which militates strongly against the view of Prof. JouveauDubreuil. The theory does not ~xplain why they came to be
called Pallavas. It fails to take into consideration the existence
of a people known as TOl}c;1aiyar, synonymous with the Sanskrit
Pallava. Moreover early Tamil literature does not support
the view that the Pal1avas originally emigrated from Su~ashtta.
Finally there is no mention in any of the numerous charters of
the Pallava kings and other contemporary kings in South
India of Suvisaka the supposed ancestor of the Pallava .kings
who lived in Rudradaman's court. It-he._was really connected
with the Pallava fam1ly of Kafichi how is it that he does not
L
figure even in one of the lists . of their ancestors contained
in the Pallava records? It is-not again definitely known whether
tr..e authority of Sivaskal}dan~ga extended as far south" a-s
TonQ_aimal;l<;lalam. N 0 inscrip~i~)11 or copper-plate of t~)is chief
or others have been found proving_ that his authority extended
<

1

""--,

S.l.l., vol. ii, Part 5, p. 510, verse 6.
,r--
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in this region. These considerations make us hesitate to
accept the theory of Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil that the kings of
Conjeeveram were descended from the Pahlavas of Rudradaman's time, and that the first Pallava king obtained the
throne of Kanchl by a marriage alliance with the Nagas.
Yet another View.-Mr. Rasanayagam who does not agree
witb the views and conclusions arrived at by the Professor
seeks to find the home of Pallavas in the south in the region
known as Mal!ipallavam to the early Tamils. 1 According to
him KitH's son 11am Tiraiyan through the Naga princess mentioned in the early Tamil work Ma1Jimekhalai was really the first
Pallava king. In this work he is described as the son of
KiUi by Pilivalai, a daughter of Valaival!an, the Naga king of
Mal!ipallavam. He was lost in a ship-wreck and was found
washed ashore with a ~oil round his ankle of a twig or the
TOI!<;1ai~creeper (CafJhallandra Indica). Hence his name TOI!<;1aman-pam-Tiraiyan. 11a:tiJ-Tiraiyan was therefore the first to
become an independent king and progenitor of the Pallava
9-ynasty. His period is fixed as the third quarter of the second
century A.D. The dynasty was called the Pallava designated
after the mother's native place Mal!ipallavam. The titles,
such as Ankura, and P6ttaraiyan which were assumed by Pallava kings are synonymous with the word Pallava and remind
us of the origin of the name from Mal).ipallavam.
Consideration of the Theory.-According to this theory the
Pallavas were of Chola-Naga origin and were indigenous to
the southern part of the peninsula and Ceylon. They had
nothing to do with Western India, Persia, the Chutu-Nagas,
Suvisaka and others. But there are certain difficulties in
accepting this view as correct. The earliest members of the
Pallava family that we know from copper-plate inscriptions do
not include either TOI_l<;1aman-11am-Tiraiyan or any member of
the" Ch61a-Naga dynasty. On the other hand, they describe
themselves as members of the Bharadvaja-gotra and as the
performers of Asvamedha, Vajapeya and other sacrifices.
)

1

Ind. Ant., vol. lii, pp. 75-80.
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Moreover they addressed their chhters invariably in Prakrit
and Sanskrit, and never in the Ta~i1 language. Such of the
charters that contain any allusion to the Naga marriage
mention neither a Chala ancestry nor MaQipallavam their
alleged original home. Their records on the contrary show
that they are different from the southern Tamil rulers, and
hailed from the north as representatives of Aryan or SansJFrit
culture. The hostile relationship of the early Pallavas with
the early Tamil rulers, one of the Pallava kings being called
the' submarine-fire to the oceanlike army of the ChaIas,' 1
seems to be opposed to this ChOla-Naga orig'in of the Pallava
dynasty. For these reasons it looks as if that TO!J.<;lamanIlarh·Tiraiyan had no connection with the Pallava family of
Kanchipura known to us from charters, and probably
was a Tiraiyar-chief 2 who preceded the Palla vas and was a
subordinate of the contemporary Chala ruler in the second
century A.D.
Other Views.-A m~re or less similar view is express~d by
Mr. M. S. Ramaswami Aiyangar in his recent work Studies in
South Indian Jainism. 3
According to him the early Pallavas,~
especially those kings in the fourth century A.D., weJ.:e called
Tiraiyar only and not as Pallavas. In support of this' view he
mentions the reference 4. to ·Vish!J.ugapa in Samudragupta's
~

5.1.1., vol. ii, Part 5, p. 510. :
He is actually described as given the name of Tiraiyan because h€:
was brought over by the waves of the sea. This seems hut a learned
attempt at explaining an obscure folk-name Tiraiyar.-Ed.
3 Studies in South Indian Jainism, p. 143.
4 , The Allahabad pillar inscription of Samndragupta merely speaks
of VishJ?ug6pa as the ruler of Kanchi. ~~name Pallava'does not
occur there. From this it is evident that in the IoJl:l;tlL century A.D. the
word Pallava was little used by them. . .. In Sangam literatnre the
rulers of KanchI are spoken of as Tiraiyan and Tondmman . . . . Vishnug6pa, who was ruling KanchI at the time of Samudragupta's invasion
must therefore be a Tiraiyan.
'
"The T01JQamanqala/mttayam gives an account of -the vari6usbranches of the Tiraiyar. This has been noted by Kanakasabhai Pillai
in his book, Tamils 1800 Years Ago .. As one of the 'main branches of
Tiraiyar we have Pallava Tiraiyar showing thereby the' connection
between Pallavar with Tiraiyar. It is Jherefore natural to suppose that
the Pallavas were known to the early Sang-am literature by their group
name of Tiraiyar but as their power and infiuegce increased in the l~nd
2
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Allahabad pillar inscription as king of Kanchi only (Ktlficheyaka
V£shlJuglJpa) and not as the king of the Pallavas.
This explains according to him that in the fourth century A.D.
the word Pallava was little used by them. Another ingenious
suggestion made on similar lines is that of Mr. Swaminatha
Aiyar, based upon the apparent similarity of the words
Tiraiya, Draya and Darya in Persian. 'Draya' and 'Darya'
according to this writer mean the sea in Persian, and Tiraiyar
is apparently a Persian-derived name meaning seamen. He
would thus ascribe to the Tiraiyar a Persian or Pahlava origin.
As the fact seem~ to accord with the Persian origin of the
Pallavas held by certain scholars it was thought by the author as
giving the most satisfactory solution of the question. But as
was already stated, the Persian origin of the Pallavas rests on
the doubtful philological resemblance of words to which the ~ddi
tion) of Tiraiya and Draya are now sought to be added. Apart
from the resemblance of the words, is there anything positive
whic:'l supports the identification of these different people
Tiraiyar and the Palla vas ? The evidence at our disposal on
ihe other hand is wholly against it, and in the existing state of
research it is not possible to regard the identification as established. The Palla va kings of the copper-plate charters must
therefore be looked upon as different from the Tiraiyar, and the
early members of the family such as SivaskalJdavarman, Budhavarman, etc., have very little to do with the kings and chiefs
~nown as Tiraiyan and Ilam-Tiraiyan figuring in early Tamil
literature. Another consideration which militates strongly
their branch name Pallava-Tiraiyar assumed greater importance. Hence
the absence of the word Pallava in the fourth and the fifth century
literature and the greater frequency with which this name occurs in such
works as Nandikkalambakam."
.
There is no evidence to prove that the Tiraiyar of the early Tamil
literature were the same as the PallaYas, and the testimony of
TotZt/amanqalapaf{ayom is invalidated as the work is only a work of
comparatively modern times. It iE not correct to say that in the fourth
century the word Pallava was little used by them. In the· copper-plate
charters 'of the fourth century as well as the following centuries they are
called only as Pallavas and never as Tiraiyan. If Vish:gugopa was a
Tiraiyan it is strange that he is not mentioned as such in the Allahabad
pillar inscriptioll.'
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against the identification of the Ti1aiyar chiefs and the Pallava
kings is the attitude of these kings towards Tamil literature
and poets. While we find, that the chiefs of the Tiraiyar like
TOlJ.daman-Ilam-Tiraiyan not onl~ encouraged and fostered
Tamil poets but are actually reputea to have been poets themselves. We do not find that any of the early Pallavas were
similarly devoted to the encouragement of Tamil. That
T01J.<;laman-Ilam-Tiraiyan was himself a poet is evident irom
Purantlnilru 185, aDd verses 94, 96 and 106 of NarrilJai. The
explanation is that the Pallavas were essentially a northern
rather than a Tamilian race, steeped in Aryan or Brahmanic
culture which through their encouragement took the leading
place in the Tamil country. They were aliens to the Tamil land
in this sense that their culture and outlook were totally different
from those of the Tamils, and hence did not give themselves to
actively patronizing Tamil literature like the Tamil kings of
the south. Throughout their history we find them al~ost
exclusively encouraging Sanskrit culture and literature. With
the exception of the Alvars and A<;liyars and the author of
Nandikkalambakam, no Tamil poet appears to have enjoyed
the patronage of the Pallavas. On the other hand, Sanskrit
was actively fostered at the Pallava court, and a nllmber of
Sanskrit poets found hospitable reception in the Pallava court
such as Bharavi, Dan<lin, etc., and some of the kings themselves were noteworthy writers in Sanskrit. 1 When all these
considerations are taken int9 account it becomes difficult to
sustain the identity of the Tiraiyar chiefs with the Pal1a~'a
kings.
KUfumba-Pallava idenfificafion.-Certain writers are inclined
to consider that the Pallavas were "the same as the people
described as Kurumbar figuring in some" 01 the accounts of
the Mackenzie manuscripts. As regards 1hese people there
1 It has to be noted in this context,that Kanchi was famous as a cent"re
of Sanskrit learning and was noted 'as , a Ghafikii of the Brahmans' in
the VeHirpalayam Plates. It was a notable centre of Sanskrit learning
when the Kadambas were coming into the view of history as in the story
9f :Mayura Sarman.-Ed,
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is a great deal of vague and misleading ideas in the minds of
most writers. Who are the Kurumbas? According to one of
the Tamil Nigantus 1 certain hill chiefs known as Kurunilamannar were known as the Ku~umbas. But in the Mackenzie
accounts these people are described as the earliest inhabitants
of TOI).9.amal;l(;la1am and said to have been given the name for
thei\" cruel ways. They are also in some of the accounts
believed to have been responsible for the division of the region
into twenty-four klJttams, most of which figure in Palla va and
Ch61a inscriptions. The story of the conquest of lhe region by
.AdOl')'9.aich61a, wh'ich will be described later on, is believed by
Sir Walter Elliot, Sewell and others to have been accomplished
in the eleventh century in the days of Ku16ttunga Ch61a, a
supposition for which th~re is no evidence. It is believed by
some that these Kurumbas were the same as the Pallavas. 'But
there' seems to be absolutely nothing which supports such a
notion. There is no reference in the numerous inscription& of
the Tamil land that there was at any time a dynasty of the
) Kurumbas, or that the Pallava kings are identical with the
Kurumbas. Hence it appears to be preposterous to accept the
identification.
Still another View.-According to Alexander Rea the
references making the Pallavas ' hold the sprout' are pedantic
. Pandit's puns, or a play upon the double meaning of the word
( Pallava '. (I would suggest,' he says, (that it might be
derived by somewhat free translation from the two Tamil
words Plil and Avi( (to pUll)? referring to their being agriculturists or milk-drawers like the Gopalas of the northern
Dekkan.'2 He also throws out another suggestion: 'the
masculine singular termination in Tamil is avan, and the plural
avar; now prefixing the word Plil (milk), would give Palavan;
or Palavar as the honorific plural. Palavan in that case would
meah milkman.' Both these suggestions, however appear
more fanciful than possible as the derivations have not even
grammatical justification in their favour.
)

1

Divakaram.

4:

2

Rea, Pallava Architecture, p. 2, foot-note 5.
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In the present state of research aefinite conclusions on the
question seem unattainable. It is, however, quite plain that
the theory of foreign origin of th~ Palla vas, especially that
which gives them a Parthian Or Persian home, is without
foundation. The theory that contents itself with connecting
the Pahlava minister with the Palla vas of Kanch! although
having an air of plausibility is hardly acceptable as no evid~nce
is forthcoming of the eastward migration of the Pahlavas in
the second century. The nex.t alternative is to regard them
as indigenous to the country. In doing so we have to establish
first whether the Pallavas should be regarded as a family or a
tribe. Those who contend that the modern Kallar and the
Pallis are descended from the Pallavas are labouring under
the impression that the Palla vas constituted a big tribe; there
seems to be little evidence for the assumption. In the Pal1ava
inscriptions themselves we scarcely come across with the ";vord
Kurumba as a dynastic surname of any of the Pallava kings.
It is therefore improbable that the identification ot the
KUfumbas with the Pallavas. postulated by certain scholars
rests on sound foundation.
That the ruI¥ of the Pallavas of Kanch! was preceded Q.y.
that of the Ch61as is made clear not only by the evidence of
Tamil literature, but also from the te.sti)11ony of the Mackenzie
manuscript accounts to whic)1 ·reference had been made
already. These accounts althou&,h beionging to the early
part of the nineteenth cent).ll'Y, being the traditional accoux;,t
furnished by the village elders in the days of Col. Colin.
Mackenzie, profess to relate the early history of the region
known 'as 'l'ow;lamalJ.Q.alam which cQrresponded to the region
ruled over by the PalIava kings. ' Accordlng to the Ancient
History of T07JQama1J./lalam, one of the' accounts in the
Mackenzie collection, the region was occupied by the Ku~umbas
who are said to have been responsible for the erection of "the'
twenty-four forts, and the divi~ion of the region into twentyfour districts. These are also said to have carried o·~ a, seatrade with the merchants of Kiiveripattinam. It is from these
Kurumbas that one AdoI}.Q.achakravarti\., said to be, an. illegiti,..,1-

.J
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mate son of the contemporary Chola king, is described ·as
having conquered the'region and acquired it for the Ch6las
setting up his own rule at Kanchi after uprooting the Kurumbas.
The region which was till then known as Kurumbabhumi is
said to have been renamed~ TOI;lc;iamaI;lc;ialam after the name of
the conquering Chota prince. If we properly interpret the
traditional
account .in the light of the facts regarding the
I
occupation of the region around Kaiichi~uram by llamTiraiyan, it is easy to understand that in this account we find
preserved the earliest reminiscence of the conquest of the
region around Conjeevaram by the Ch6las. When did this'r'
happen? Early scholars who noticed the account have been
misled into thinking that this conquest was made in the
eleventh century. 1 They have been led to think so by the
reference that the contemporary Chota king in these acc.ounts
wa~ Kulottunga, and there was a Ku16ttunga ruling in the
eleventh century. But all the other details in the account are
against this date. The conditions of the territory and the
state of civilization at the time of AdoI;lc;iaich6ta, the first Ch6la
. representative, are too primitive to apply to a period like the
eleventh century by which time the region had become fully
civilized under the Pallavas who are known to have beautified
TOI;l9,amaI;l9,alam, and whose sway over the region had already
lasted for eight centuries. It looks therefore probable that
the traditional account has mistaken the actual name of the
,.contemporary Chola king at the time of the subjugation of the
Kurumbas which 'must have been made by some member of
the family of the early Chota Karikala in the second
century A.D.
Pre-Pallava History of Kanchi.-Kafichi which is one of the
seven great holy cities of India is believed to have had a
history much anterior to the beginning of the Christian era.
From the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang we learn that in the
days of Buddha in the fifth century B.C. he frequented the
regioh around Kanchipuram and made conversions. From the
1

Sewell, Lists, vol. i, p. 177.
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same source we learn also that Aspkaraja built several stupas
none of which has survived to the present day. It would. be
remembered that Dharmapala, the ~elebrated Buddhist savant
and scholar at N alanda, hailed from Kanchipuram. Whether
Buddhism made any progress at K~nchi at the time of Buddha
is doubtful as there is not much evidence that Buddhism had
advanced into the heart of the Tamil land in this period.
Whether Asoka ordered stupas to be built at the city of
Kanchlpura or not, it is not possible to say. The presumption that he might have done so gains strength in view of the
discovery of Asoka's inscriptions as far south as Siddapura in
the region of Mysore, and from the fact that his inscriptions
mention the Chatas, the PanQ.yas and the Keralaputras. At
any rate Hiuen Tsang says that he noticed a stupa about 100
feet high built by Asokaraja. 1
During the reign of Ka:rikala who has been assigned, ~ith
acceptable authority by several scholars to the age of the
Tamil Sangam in the beginning 6f the Christian <> era,
Kanchlpuram appears to have been one of the northern outposts of the kingdom. At any· rate it is probable that one~
of Karikala's exploits, or those of his generals, must have
been the transfer of power from the Andhra-Satavahanas;·
whose ascendency in this region is indicated by the discovery
of ship-coins in profusion in the region between the Pennar
and Palar into the hands of the Chatas. At apy rate in the
period immediately following the city of Kanchi is found in,
the possession of Tot;lQ.amal1-IlaIh-Tiraiyan as stated in the
Perulitba7;tarr uppaqaz" of Rudran Kat;lt;lanar:; A9Gor'ding to the
Mackenzie MSS. one of the achievements of Adot;lQ.achala, by
whom prqbably we are to nnderstand~.1:_ot;lQ.aman~IiaIh:·
Tiraiyan, is the uprooting of the the KurumbAs by which term
the unruly chiefs of the region were probably known. Under
the rule of Tot;lQ.aman-.I1aIh-Til'aiyan of Kanch!; pres}1mably'as _
the Chota viceroy, the city appear;s to have been in a flourish:ing condition. The Perumba7;tarruppaqai of Rudran Ka~lt;lanar,
~)

J

1

Beal, Rec. II, p. 230.
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the contemporary of TO:Q.Q_aman-Ilam-Tiraiyan gives some
idea of the city as it was in those days :-' In the heart of
the town were the Brahman quarters, where neither dog nor
the fowl could be seen. They were flanked on the one side
by the fishermen's streets, and on the other by those of the
traders, and these were surrounded by the Cheris of the
Ma/~as and the toddy-drawers. Then far removed from them
were situated at one extremity of the city the pall's of the
IQ_aiyans, and beyond these lay the isolated paraicheris of the
Eyinas. Next to the Malta streets were the temple of
Tiruve4ka and the palace of KiGg Ltam-Tiraiyan.' 1
The history of Kanchipuram is lost in obscurity almost
from the days of Karikala to its occupation by the Pallava
kings under Sivaskandavarman. It is probable that during
this period it was in the hands of the Chola princes
some of whom are mentioned in the MalJimekhalai to
have built Buddhist temples. 2 It is here mentioned that there
were 'Buddhist chaifyas in Kanchi constructed by KalarkiHi
and Ilam-KiUi whose actual position in the Chota family of
this period is not known. It would be an interestillg study to
examine the evidence contained in the Tamil works regarding
the connection of the early Chota princes with Kanchipuram.
There are several members of the Chota family bearing the
name of KiUi mentioned in early 'l'ami1literature. One of
these is Kulamurrattu-tunjina KiWvalavan, KiUi who died at
K.ulamugam, of whom many poets have sung. Then again
Kovur-Kilar mentions in Puram 44 and 4S a certain KariyagutU:Q.jina (who fell or died at Kari River) Nec;lumkiHi of Uraiyur
and of his friend Ilam-Tattan. Elsewhere we find the poet
singing of KurapaW-tu:Q.jina (who died at KurapaHi) Killivalavan,3 one of whose exploits was the destruction of
Karuvur. His PanQ_yan contemporary was apparently the
Ug~>apperuvaludi who died at VeHiyambalam.
Other pieces
.}

2

Tam. Stud., p. 76.
See chap. 28, Account of MaJ?,imekhalai's visit to Kiinchi.

3

Puram 373.
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in ~the same collection speak of .Sdlan IlavandigaippaUi-tu1J.jina
NalangiHi Setchenni, Enadi (General) TirukkiHi, etc.
According to the account of, Ma~limekhalai, the Chota
King VelverkiHi, who is probably one of the KiHis
enumerated above, married a Naga princess called Pilivalai,
·the daughter of Valai-Va1J.an, and became the father of the
prince known afterwards as T01J.9alIlan-llati1~Tiraiyan wJJ.Om
certain scholars look upon as the ancestor of the Palla vas of
Kanchi. This account although it seems to set up a connection between the Chatas and the Pallavas has not been
corroborated by the evidence of the Pallava charters .
.Senga~l1Jan.-Among the successors of the Chala king
Karikala, one of the most important was Ko-Senga1J.1J.an who is
mentioned not only in the early, Tamil classics 1 but also in
the Tevaram hymns of the Saiva saints Appar and Sambandar.2
We learn from Tamil literature that he defeated his ehera
enemy at a place called Kalumalam, took his enemy prisoner
and confined him at a 'place called KU9avayil-kottam variously
identified with Kodavasal and places in the Cochin State.
Senga1J.1J.an's sway must have extended throughout T01J.9ama1J.9alam. The Ka(ava/.i-Narpadu, a poem celebrating th,e
powers of this king as a warrior, gives a picturesque account
of the battle of Kalumalam and early Tamil modes of warfare.
The age of SengalJ.1J.an may be ascertained if we know the
correct date of Poygaiyar wh,o was his contemporary. According to certain scholars Poygaiyar is identical with Poyg'aiA.lvar the Vaish1J.ava saint. wh~se age is that of the third
Sang am or somewhere near it. According to others
,Poygaiyar is assignable to' the sixth or the seventh centuries
A.D.
This'latter date is impossible iC-we' bear in mind that.
Seng a1J.lJ. an is mentioned already in the seventh century A.D.
1 Q&JQ,6'[l QQlQ1bre9'@j~C\JJI'0 !@jOIN (!Jl~QJQSI'':u/TW
~W6\l'& &6'/1j1) rflw8(1~it611 UfN(]QJP

I0,.., ,

o

Lilom (ip1P;;'1!!j Cu.ip;p,,~# Q",;;,,,';" il....

"_10'''' Qu,u/li ,."t.!J1-

o

Stanza from ' Ka!ava!i.'
2 Appar, 1'ev. Tirukurukkai Patikam ; Sambandar, Tiruviinaikkiival
Patikam.
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by Appar as a well-known Saiva saint. He is said to have
worshipped at Tirunaraiyur near Kumbhakonam by Tirumangai Alvar, the VaishI}.ava saint who also notes that he built
as many as seventy temples dedicated to Siva. If KoSengaI}.I}.an could become so popular as early as the seventh
century to be mentioned by the Saiva saints of the period. in
their, hymns a considerable time, must have elapsed between
his period and the period of the Saiva saints. It would not be
wrong to assign him to the period succeeding the age of
Karikala (third century A.D.) and immediately preceding the
advent of the PalI-avas of Kanchipuram.

CHAPTER III
EARLY PALLA VAS OF THE PRAKR~T RECORDS
HE materials for the reconstruction of the early his.1;ory
of the Pallavas are far from adequate. We are entirely
dependent upon the few copper-plate charters in Prakrit and
Sanskrit for our knowledge of the politicC(l history of the
Pallava kings of Conjeevaram until about th~ seventh century
when we are on more certain ground. As more than one
scholar has remarked the <;:opper plate charters of the early
period are more useful for constructing a genealogical list
than for writing the political history of the Period. The facts
contained in the records, enumerate the names of the greatgrandfather, the grandfather and the father of the donor of
the grant and the details of the object of the grant. They do

T

rIOt furnish many particl1lars on the political condition of the

period. It is too much to expect much information concerning
the period from these charters as their professed object was
merely to record donations to certain individuals.! As w'e
have already pointed out, it is only from the seventh century
that the habit of recording the exploits of the ancestors of the
king who made the grant came to 'be popular in South India.
The Pallava inscriptions a~d c9Pper charters are divisible aG
already indicated into three sections. To the first group
belongs the Prakrit charters, which though b~aring no date in
any kno,wn era have been 'on palreograr:>!t!cal ~rounds assigned
to the third and the fourth centuries of the"<;hristian era. It
is well known from the history of the Andhras that they
continued to be powerful in the' southern negion almost till
the 'first quarter of the third century A. D. We know fr~; -~he_
Allahabad pillar inscription of ,Samudragupta, that about the
middle of the fourth century A.D. there reigned in the region
extending to the banks of the Krishna, a Pallava king named
Visru;mgopa. The contemporaneity ofl Sall}udra~upta with
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Vishl;ll1gopa of Kanchi, who was undoubtedly one of the early
kings of the Pallava dynasty of Conjeevaram, leads to the
conclusion that Vish1J.ugopa must have reigned some time
about A.D. 340 to 350. But a recent attempt has been made to
fix the initial date of the Gupta era at A.D. 200-201 which would
put back Samudragupta's period to the middle of the third
instead of the fourth century. But this theory rests at present
on Jain tradition merely and has serious objections against it.
If this date be accepted, Vish1J.ugopa of Kanchi would have
to be placed in the middle of the third century, the period 0'
the Pallava kings of the Prakrit charters, and this would
necessitate the putting back of the kings of the Prakrit
charters to the second century-a position which would be
difficult to accept in the present scheme of Andhra chronology.
Without taking up this matter we may proceed to put together
the crder of succession for the earliest period, which may be
styled the age of the kings, of the Prakrit charters, circa A.D.
200-350. The three important Prakrit charters which are the
earliest of the Pallava charters-the Mayidavolu plates, the
UirahaQ.agalli plates and the British Museum plates have been
published in the Epi'graphia Indica with text, translation
and valuable notes by Biibler, Hultzsch, Leumann and others.
The actual order of succession of the Pallava kings of the
Prakrit charters is uncertain, but the following represents tbe
most probable one so far as we could make out from the
.P.rakrit copper-plates that are available : Bappa Deva

I

Sivaskandavannan

I

Buddhy (ankura)

I

Viravarman

I

Vish1J.ugopa (A.D. 340).
The earliest 01 the Prakrit cbarters that we have is dated
from the capital city of Kanchlpuram issued by Sivaska1J.davarman while he was yet a crown-prince and dated in the
5
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tenth year of his father.l
SivaskaJ;ldavarman is described as
a Yuvamaharaja and affiliated to ~he Bharadvaja·gotra of the
Pallava family. The grant is aq.dressed to the Viceroy at
bhanyakata (DharaJ;likotta near Atrtaravati) in the Andlzrapatha.
It is thus plain that the kingdom of SivaskaJ;ldavarman's
father, who is called Bappa Deva merely, included Andhrapatha and TOJ;lc;1amaJ;lc;1alam. The capital of Andhrapatha
the
f'>
Telugu region, appears to have been Dhanyakataka, while
Conjeevaram was the Imperial as well as the local capital of
TOJ;lc;1amaJ;lc;1alam, their Tamil dominion. The next in point of
time is the grant recorded in the Hirahadagalli plates found
in Hirahadagalli in the Bellary District. The king who issued
this grant is regardeu by all scholars as the same as the
Prince who issued the Mayidavolu grant. This is also issued
from the city of Kanchlpuram, and is dated in the eighth
year of the king and refers to a grant of the village of
Chillerekakoc;1umka in the Satahaniratta probably identical
with the Satailani-Ahara of the Myakadoni record 2 ~dated
in the eighth year of king Pulumavi. The plates, besides
recording the details connected with the gift, mention tlfe
fact that SivaskaJ;ldavarman performed the Atvamedlza,
Agnislztoma and Vaiapeya sacrifices. Of these. if there is any
truth in the claim of the first we may reasonably presume that
SivaskaJ;ldavarman made extensive conquests and that he had
some subordinate kings under his rule. There is no means
by which we could at present check the accuracy or otherwi~e
of this claim.
Next in order of time comes the GUJ;lapadeya or the British
Museum plates of Charndevi. 3 This record gives in genealogi~al brder the names of Vijayas~davarman. . his son
Yuvamaharaja Buddhavaraman and his sOn Buddhyankura.
This record is dated in some - unknown year of VijayaskaJ;ldavarman's reign and records an order of the Q1:~en_
of the heir-apparent consistin,g of the gift of land to tile
I
1
2
3

Ep. Ind., vol. vi, p. 841l'. and plates.
Ibid., vol. xiv, p. 153.
Ibid., vol. viii, p. 143.
.
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temple of Ni.iraya:t;la at Di.iHira. At present it is difficult to
say what relatio'n the Vijayaska:t;ldavarman of this record
bore to Sivaska:t;ldavarman of the first two Prakrit charters.
It has been attempted by certain scholars to identify the
Sivaska:t;ldavarman of the Prakrit charters with the Vijayaska:t;ldavarman of the British Museum record as the prefixes
Vija11a or Siva are too insignificant to matter much. But
as this relationship is not given in any of the numerous
genealogical lists of later times we cannot be sure whether
the members of the Prakrit charters and the members of the
Sanskrit charters 'were connected with one another in this
manner. One striking fact which is a decisive consideration in
this identification is the c10se similarity of the palreography
of the Hirahadagalli and the British Museum copper-plates.
As regards the period of these kings we have alredy indicated
that ft is the age which followed the decadence of the Andhra
power, that is, the period from about the middle of the third
century to the middle of the fourth century. 1£ we calculate
) back from the known date of ViSh:t;lugopa the contemporary of
Samudragupta, allowing about 25 years for each generation
we arrive at A.D. 215 for the reign of Bappa the earliest
known Pallava sovereign of Ki.iiichL 'This calculation is only
approximate as it is unlikely that the reign-period of all the
. kings was the same and is based upon the supposed contemporaneity of Samudragupta and Vish:t;lugopa, and the probability
that Vish:t;lugopa of the Samudragupta pillar inscription was a
Pallava king.
The History of the Period.-As we have already pointed out it
is not apparent who was the first member of the Pallavas who
established the Pallava power in Conjeev~ram. So far as we
know To:t;lQaman-Ilath-Tiraiyan and Bappaare the earliest known
names associated with the rule of the ancient city of Conjeevadm. The relation of the former with the latter is not known
although certain scholars have advocated the view that he was
the first ' member of the Pallava family. The ent ire absence of
his name, and the name Tiraiyan itself or its equivalent in the
l?,rakrit and Sanskrit records of the Pallavas lead us to reject
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this view. Our knowledge of this tuler is derived from Tamil
literature and from tradition embodied
in the Mackenzie MSS.
I
The state of the city of Kanchi:pilram during the reign of
thi~ ruler is fully described in the early Tamil work, the
Pe,rumbana.r:,rupac/ai, by the Sangam poet Rudran-Kat;U:lanar.
How the region passed from the hands of Ilam-Tiraiyan into
the hands of the Palla vas remains unknown. It is presuzvable
that about the middle of the first quarter of the third century
A.D. there was an invasion of the region from the north led by
the Andhra-Satavahana rulers or generals in the wake of which
the first member of the Pallava family must have acquired
sovereignty over the region. A faint recollection of this
invasion is recorded in the Mackenzie MSS. accounts concerning
T01J.c;1aman Chakravarti and Visvavasuraja. Whether this
was brought about by an immediate ancestor of Bappa or Bappa
himself is not known. We may roughly fix the period of the
passing of TOl.1c;1ama1J.c;1alam from the, Chota feudatories into
the hands of the PallaV"as about the closing years of th~ third
century A.D.
~
Maharaja Bappa.-lt is not ~lear whether the immediate a~
cestor of Sivaska1J.davarman of the Prakrit charters, who is
called Bappa in the record found at Mayidavolu, was the actual
founder of the rule of the Palla vas at Kanchi:puram. In all
probability he was not. Because, if this had been so we may •
reasonably expect the mention of such an achievement in the
record issued by his son and heir-apparent, and dated in l1is
own reign. The kingdom over which Bappa ruled included in
addition to the districts aroUl~d Kanchi:puram known as T01J.c;1amanc;1alam or TU1J.r;iakarashtra, the Telugu country on both
banks of'the Krishna which had Dharanikot~c-or-Dhanyakataka
for its capital. It may be presumed that dUring this age the
Pallava kingdom was divided into two parts, the northern.,.part
comprising the Telugu districts with Amaravati a~ capital, 'and.the Tamil districts around Kanchi: with Kanchi:puraIl1 for its
capital. Thus .the region bounded' by the P~Hir on the south
and the Krishna on the north formed the kingdom of the
pallave,s durin~ this ~eriod, The 910s~1 tcs~!1lbla~c~ of t~~
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Mayidavolu plates with the Konc;1amuc;1i plates of J ayavarmap
which again resembles the Karle inscription of Gautamtputra
Satakarni and the N asik inscription of Vasishtipulra-Pulumavi,
fixes the period of Bappa and Sivaskat;ldavarman approximately as the early part of the third century A.D.l-Prof. J ouveauDubreuil supposed, in his Pallavas, that 'Yuvamaharaja
Siv3skar;tdavarman of·the Mayidavolu record was the grandson of the .Andhra king Sivaskal;ldavarman. 2 But as he himself admits, this is based entirely on similarity of names such
as those of Yuvatpaharaja Sivaskal;ldavarman and Sivaskal;lda
Satakarni. 3 Apart from this there is no positive evidence to
prove that the Pallavas were directly connected with the ru1ing
Satavahana royal family or descended from them.
Bappa is said to have given away as free gift numerous gold
coins:l as well as a hundred thousand ox-ploughs to increase'the
prosperity of the Pallava family. This was presumably intended to bring under cultivation vast areas of uncultivated forest
tract; in the Telugu country.
, Sivaska1Jdavarman.-The Mayidavolu grant was issued while
this sovereign was yet the heir-apparent. From the Hirahadagalli grant dated in the 8th year of his reign we learn that he
had the title of Dharmamaharaja. This was evidently assumed
after extensive conquests. We do not know with any definiteness what were the regions which he brought under the
sway of Pallava rule. But from the fact that this record says
that Sivaskat;ldavarman was a performer of the Asvamedha,
Vaiapeya and Agnishtoma we may reasonably infer that his
suzerainty must have been recognized by several kings.
Otherwise the performance of Asvamedha would lose any
significance attaching to it unless it is regarded as a false
boast. It is not apparent which was the southernmost limit
of the Tamil patt of his kingdom, but it is presumable that his
sway extended as far as the South Pennar while in the north his
kingdom
included the Telugu districts between the Godavari
.)
and Krishna. His capital was Kanchlpuram while Amaravati
1

Ep. Ind., vol. vi, p. 315.
S

!bid., p. l),

2
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ip. the north appears to have continued as a flourishing seat of
the Buddhists and their monasteries. The records of Sivaskat;ldavarman give us a glimpse ihto the Asokan nature of
the organization of government during this period. The
kingdom was divided into divisions known as Vishaya, Ra/tlta
and Grama. q'he officers entrusted to rule these areas were
known as Vishayikas, Ratthlka (Rashtrikas), and Desadikata
(Desadhikrtas). These officers were chiefly recruited from
the members of the royal family and the commanders of
armies. The persons who were consulted by the king
on administrative matters were the prime-minister and
the private secretary (Amatya and the Rahasyatikata).
It is significant that the names of the various heads of
departments are all in Prakrit. It is probable that the
Pal1ava kings continued the administrative system of Asoka
on the lines of the Dharmasastras and Arthasastras. "The
taxes collected by these kings from their subjects are in
accordance with the Sanskrit Dharmasastra rules. The taxes
and 'other dues that these kings were entitled to are known
as the eighteen kinds of taxes (Atttlrasa;ati-Parihaya). Som~
of these included the taking of milk and curd fr?m the.
subjects, the supply of cattle to the officers touring in the
villages on royal duty, the supplying of lodging facilities and
utens1ls, fire-wood, vegetables, flowers, menial servants, etc.
A complete list of these is: furnished in the later. charters
enumerating the exemption~1 secured by certain donees t~
whom free gifts of land were made. l During this period the
manufacture of salt and jaggery were royal monopolies, and
special1icense had to be ogtain.ed for pri.vate manufacture.
Inland and foreign commerce must have be€h in a fluurishing condition during this period if we may- judge from the
writings of the classical writ€!rs which mention several seaport towns such as Kamara, Poduka, Sopatma, Melang-a,_Kodura, etc. Of these Kodura has been identified with Kudur
and Melangus was obviously Mal'anka or Mavilangai ;~obably
1.

ii,

p.

Compare the Kiisakkugi and the Velfirpalayam plates. S.I,I., vol,
346ff. and 507.
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Mahabalipuram or Seven Pagodas. 1 Sea-borne trade must
have been flourishing at these various ports, and the
presence of large numbers of ship-coins and Roman coins of
an early period fully lend support to this vkw. So far as the
port of Mahabalipuram is concerned it is clear, from the
evidence of Tirumangai-Alvar, that in the early part of the
eigqth century the place was a busy harbour. This probably
was the case in the days of SivaskaIJdavaraman also. The
ship-coins discovered extensively between Cuddalore and
Madras have b~en attributed by some to Palla va kings
although it looks probable that they were issued under the
auspices of the Satavahana kings of the Dakhan.
Vijayaskandavarman, circa A.D. 280.-The order of snccession of the Prakrit plates is not known. But we may presume
from palreographical indications that VijayaskaIJdavarman of
the British Museum copper· plates succeeded SivaskaIJdavarman
in the interval between A.D. 275 and 340. All that we know
about this sovereign and his times is the information given in
) this record. 2 From this we learn that his queen was called
Charudevi, and that the heir-apparent to the throne was called
Buddhyankura, and that the father of Vijaya-Buddhavarman
was called VijayaskaI)davarman who is presumably identical
with SivaskaIJdavarman of the earlier charters. The record
registers a grant of land to the temple of N aray aI)a at the
village of DalUra in the division called Kiilimaharatha. This
is', so far as we know, the earliest Pallava record mentioning a
royal gift to the temples. We do not know anything about
the political -events during the reign of Buddhyankura who
flourished in the years immediately following the death of
Vijaya-Buddhavarman. The next member of the Palla va
family is VishI)ugopa well known as the Pallava contemporary
of Samudragup{a.
The connection of the Pallava kings of the Prakrit charters
and tho~e of the Sanskrit charters is not clear. According-to
1 Ind. Ant., vol. xlvi, p. 72.
,. Ep. Ind., vol. vi, p. 88 and vol. viii, p. 143.
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some scholars the dynasties of the; Prakrit charters and the
Sanskrit charters are distinctly differen,t, and no t directly
connected. According to others aJl the members of the
copper-plates and the stone inscriptions whether they are
written in Prakrit, Sanskrit or Tamil are to be connected with
one dynasty only the most atlCient member of which was
Bappa. Future research and the discovery of fresh copperplate charters or other records alone can solve this que~tion
finally.

I:

Jouveau-Dubreuil, Pallavas, pp. 72-3, Genealogical Table.

CHAPTER IV
EARLY PALLA VAS OF THE SANSKRIT RECORDS
Sources of information and Their Nature.-We may now
proGred to construct the order of succession of the Pallava
kings mentioned in the various copper-plate charters inscribed
in Sanskrit in their genealogical order. This is the period
ranging from abo?t A.D. 350 to 600. The most important
copper-plate records of this period are those addressed from
Tamrapa, Palakkada, MenmatUra, Dasanapura, Piklra, Ong6du
(I and II), Darsi, Rayakota, ChandaUir, Udayendiram,
Uruvappalli, and the stone inscriptions of VayalUr and
Amaravati. These charters have for their object the recording
of gifts of land to learned Brahmans or temples, and only
incidentally mention the ancestral history of the ruling
sover~ign who issued the grant.
Like the earlier charters
they are not dated in any known era such as the Saka which
might enable us to fix their date with precision; but they are
merely dated in the regnal year of the ruling sovereign.
These records are almost all of them written in the Sanskrit
language in the early Grantha-Pallava script peculiar to the
Pallava records, and have been assigned on purely palreographical grounds to the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. The
p1)actice of inscribing a part of the record in Tamil was
adopted only from the seventh century onward, the Kiiram
plates of Paramesvaravarman being the earliest known
Pallava Sanskrit-Tamil charter. To these we may also add
the four or five important copper-plate charters of this variety
belonging to the seventh, eighth and ninth centuries A.D.
which also furnish, in the donative part of the gift, a long
ger..ealogy of the earlier sovereigns in the Pallava dynasty.
These are the Kasakku\ii, VelUrpalayam, KOHangu~i,
Tat;l.~ant6ttam, and the Udayendiram plates. These records
enable us to chec:k the accuracy of the information contained
in the ea.rlier grants.
6
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The Nature of these Records and so~e Important Synchronisms.
-The actual chronological position and the genealogical order
of the Pallava kings of this periodl kr.e, in the present state of
knowledge, bound to be tentati;e and far from strictly
accurate. Fortunately. an, e~em,ent 6f certainty in the case of
certain of the sovereigns of this period has. become possible
by two or three important synchronisms. The most valuable
of these is contained in the Penugonc;1a plates of the W e~tern
Ganga king ,Madhava I~, which, unlike most other early Ganga
plates, has. been accepJed to be a genuine record.! By
stating t4at Arivarman (equivalent of Harivarman' or
Aryavarman) and Simhavarman and Skandavarman w:ere
installe,d on, the Ganga throne, by Simhavarman and
Skandavarman of the Panava family this record gi:ves the
val~abk infonpation that ,Aryavarman and Simhavarman of
the W~stern Ganga dY,nasty were contemporaries of thEe PaHava
kings, Simhavarman and Skandavarman, and in all probability
their feuda~ories as well. Dr. Fleet, who has made a special
study of these plates, has given it as his opinion that the
period when these kings flourished must have been about the
last quarter of the fifth century A.D., and that A.D. 475 is a
ver,y. good date for the record.,
The' LiJkavibhaga.' Datum ..-The next important work which
inq:oduces some certainty in the early Pallava chronology is
the. Digambara Jain work known as LiJkavibhaga which is
dated in Saka 380, i.e. A.D. ;1:58. 2 This date, we understand
from, the work, corresponds to the twenty"second year ;f
Sh:phavarman, the king o£ Kafichi. Dr. Fleet, who was
generally .~ul?picious of early Saka dates, examined this date
carefully.·, and making a few corrections, arrived at the
conclusion that it ':Vas equivalent to A.D. 458. As this year
cOJ,Tesponded to the twenty-second year of. Simhavarman the
initial year of his reign may· be calculated back as the year
A.D. 436. This datum, which was first brought to the notice of
1
2

Fleet, J.R.A.S., 1915, pp •.47.}"·85.
Mrs. Archl. Rep. for 1909-10, para 112.
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scholars by Mr. R. Narasimhacharyar of the Mysore Archreolog,ical Department, helps us to fix the period of two 'of the

>

Pallava kings Simhavarman and his son Skandavarman in
the second and third quarters of the fifth century. Prof.
,30uveau-Dubreuil however underrates ,the value of this
testimonyl and regards it as rather suspicious especially as it
doe~ not say which Simhavarman it was and to what branch
of the Pallava family he belonged.
Avantisulldarikathasara.-Another valuable synchronism
which has been ·discovered recently, is obtained from the
Sanskrit manuscrIpt known as Avantisundarikathasara the
historical introduction of whieh gives an account of Bharavi
and Ii>at;lc;lin. We learn from this that Bharavi visited the
courts of Visht;luvardhana, Durvinita, and Simhavisht;1u. From
the fact 'that the poet is described to have visited these -three
king'!; ,we may infer that these kings were contemporar,ies.
As .it is .known that Durvinlta belonged to the later part of
the sIxth century, and ,as we also know that VisluJ_uvardhana
is assignable to the same period, we may feel 'certain that 'the
members of the Pallava kings 'Of the Sanskrit charters belong
to a period anterior to the seventh century. From the seventh
century onward there is not much uncertainty either in the
actual order of succession of the Pallava kings or their dates.
The light thrown by the Avalltisundarikatha upon the
political history of South India and ·chronology is discussed
both in the Proceedings of the Oriental Conference Second
Session (1922) and in the Mythic Society's Journal, by Messrs.
M. Ramakrishnakavi and A. Rangaswami Sarasvati. 2
We have already pointed out that the connection of the
Pallava kings referred to in the Prakrit charters such as
The Pallavas, p. 18.
Another MS. of the original prose Avantisundarikatha by Acharya
DalJ.g.in has been discovered by Pundit G. Harihara Sastri at Tri.
vandruIP.} This confirms the contemporaneity of Bharavi, Vishnuvardhana I, DurvinIta and Simhavishl}.u. It makes however Dandin
the great grandson of Damodhara, a friend of Bharavi, and not Bhifriwi
himself, the modification being due to a slight error in reading.
Summary of papers, Fourth Oriental Conference, pp. 44-7. Bit.
1

2
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Sivaskandavarman, Vijaya-Buddha~arman, etc., with those of
the Sanskrit charters such as Skandavarman,
Simhavarman,
I
SimhavishJ;lU, etc., is not definitelYI known. But the fact that
in both the sets of copper-plates the kings are spoken of as
belonging to the Bharadvaja-gotra, and the general resemblance of the names in both lead us to conclude that these
kings were members of one family.
Q>
Vish1Jugopa. Circa 310.-The next point concerns Vishr;lUgopa, the contemporary of Samudragupta. A perusal of the
genealogical portion of the early Pallava charters shows that
there were several members bearing this name such as
Yuvamaharaja VishI;lUgopa, Vishl)ugopavarman of the Uruvapalli and the Pikira plates, besides a Maharaja-Vishl)ugopa
who figures twice in the Chura plates. j Then again we have,
in the Vayaliir pillar inscription, the name of Vishl)ugopa
repeated thrice and also the name of Vishl)udasa. G The
earliest of these is probably to be identified with the adversary
described in the Allahabad pillar inscription of Samudragupta.
It has been suggested recently that the orthodox estimate of
Samudragupta's southern exp'edition has been considerably
exaggerated and that the Al1ah:.'\bad inscription h~s been.
misinterpreted. Thus for instance. Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil in
his Ancient History of Deccan 2 says ;, After all these rectifications that we have just made the
expedition of Samudragupta l?resents itself before our eyes in
quite another form. It is no more a new Alexander marching
victoriously through South I~dia; it was simply the unfortunate attempt of a king from the north who wanted to annex the
I
coast of Orissa but completely fai~d. About A.D. 340,
Samudragupta left his capital Pataliputra-arid-marched directly
towards the south. First he conquered Southern Kosala
where the king Mahendra was reigning in the vicinity of
Sirpur and Sambalpur. He' then crossed the forests th-aJ_
are to the south of Sonpur and found there the .small kingdom
of MahakanUira which means the" great forest" and where
~.

1

Ep. Rep. for 1914.

2

.

Jouvea,u-Dubreuil, Anc. His. Dec., p. 60,
-
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Vyagraraja the" Tiger-king" was reigningJ Then he reached
the coast of Orissa. Mantaraja, king of Korala, Mahendra of
Pishtapura, Svamidatta of Kottura, a citadel on the top of a
hill and Damana of Eranc;lapalle tried to stop him but were
captured. Samudragupta now prepared to make new conquests when he was opposed by a confederacy of all the kings
that ,reigned near the mouth of the rivers Godavari and the
Krishna, the most powerful of them being Visht;mgopa the
Pallava king of Kanchi. The other kings were Nilaraja of
Avamukta, Hastivarman of Vengi, Ugrasena of Palakka,
Kubera who 'reigned in Devarashtra and Dhananjaya whose
capital was at Kusthalapura. Samudragupta being repulsed
by the kings of the Eastern Deccan abandoned the conquests
he had made in the coast of Orissa and returned home.'
Thus according to this view the Allahabad pillar does 110t
speak of Pollachi, Palghat, Mahendragiri, Colair lake, Erandol
and Maharashtra. The identification of Airanc;lapalla with
Erand'ol appears in the light of the facts known from the
) Siddhantam plates of Devendravarman to be near Chicacole. 2
S'imilarly Devarashtra which has been hitherto identified with
Maharashtra, thus misleading scholars into the impression that
Samudragupta went to Maharashtra, figures in an Eastern
Chalukya grant. 3 discovered in the Vizagapatam District.
• All the kingdoms mentioned in the inscription are situated in
the east coast of the Dakhan. Again according to the same
a:athority Samudragupta did not advance as far south as
Kanchi to defeat Visht;lUgopa, but was effectively subjugated by
him on the banks of the Godavari or the Krishna. This is merely
a hypothesis which has not been proved; there is no evidence
against the orthodox view that Samudragupta did advance
against Kanchlpuram and most scholars are inclined to accept
1.:lbout the identification of this Vyagra see Ind. Ant.; vol. lv,
pp. 103ff and 223ff. Ed.
2 Ep. Ipd., vo!' xii, p. 212.
3 Ep. Rep., 1908-1909, p. 109.
These identifications cannot yet be
regarded as final. Places in East Khandesh'have vestiges which would
support Fleet's identification yet. See J. 1. H' I vol. v, p.399. A note
9n Vakatakas by Y. R. Gupte. Eft.
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this -view. There is nothing to I sustain the 'View ithat the
defeat inflicted .upon Visht;Lugopa and his collegues have been
exaggerated as presumed by Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil in his
Ancient History of the Decca7z. 1 . The distinction made in
the Allahabad pillar inscription in regard to the various
groups of states Samudragupta came into contact w.ith, is clear
evidence of an actual invasion and conquest in,regard to .these
trans-Vindhyan states.
A'doubt has been raised 2 whether the Visht;Lugopa mentioned
in the Allahabad pillar inscription is to be regarded as a
member of the Pallava dynasty or otherwise. The Visht;Lugopa, described as belonging to Kaiichi, could be no ,other than
a member of the Pallava dynasty although .he,is not described
as a Pallava affiliated to the Bharadvi'lja,gotra as ·the kings of
the copper-plate charters are. The consideration which makes
the surmise almost certain is that the name .is ,a charact~rjstic
Pallava name in the same manner as N andivarman may ;be
regarded as peculiar to the Pallava dynasty. The name does
not occur in any other royal dynasty so far known to us. eJ
Ther.e is moreover no probability of any other royal dynasty
having ruled at Kaiichipuram just at the period of Samudra:
gupta's.raid, other than the PaHava. All these considerations
taken along with the fact that the chieftains mentioned in the
Allahabad pillar inscription are associated only with the e
capital city of their kingdoms and not with their dynastic or
family names, lead to the !conclusion that Visht;lugopa oOf
Kaiichi, the adversary of Samudragupta, was a member of the
Prakrit or early Sanskrit charters.
We are not at present in a
I
position to know anything more abQ..ut him except his ·encounter with Samudragupta, and the pr~ba:bi1ity of his being
devoted to Vishr.lU as is apparent by the name. No copperplate, which may be expected to throw light on his reign, has'
been brought to light yet. But the passage in the AllaMbadinscription makes it plain that ,in the middle of the fQurth
OJ
century A.D., there reigned on the banks of the Godavari and
l

Ch. iii, pp. 58-6L

2

.south Ind. /ainism, p. 143,
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the Krishna and in their vicinity a number of powerful
chieftains such as Hastivarman of Vengi, presumably identical
with; the Salankayana king of· that name, NHaraja of
Avamukta, Ugrasena of Palakka and others.
Vish1Jugopa to Simhavi'sh1Ju. A. D. NO to'550.-This period
covers roughly 200 years and is commonly spoken of as the
age of the Pallava kings of the Sanskrit charters, as the
recor(]s of this period are invariably in Sanskrit and not in
Prakrit as hitherto. The effects of the invasion of Samudragupta on the Pal1ava dynasty must have been far-reaching.
One of these was probably to weaken the authority of Vish1).ugopa, and, after his death, to promote dynastic quarrels among
his successors. It is very difficult to establish the exact
order of succession of kings enumerated in the historical
portion of the copper-plates of this period. Nor is it possjble
to sa:! definitely whether all the kings, whose names figure in
these records, actually ruled or occupied the Pallava throne.
The f\xtent of the territory over which their rule probably
extended is also uncertain. We have already' pointed out that
) it, is possible to establish some connection, at present unknown, between the Pallava kings of the Sanskrit charters and
those of the Prakrit records. (A. D. 215-350). We do not
know who the first member of the Pallava dynasty of the
Sanskrit charters was. In this respect the VelUrpalayam
copper-plate charter ascribed to the later Pallava king N andivarman III of the ninth century and the Kasakku<;1i plates of
N~ndivarman Pallavamalla throw some light on the manner in
which the first member of the Pallava dynasty acquired
sovereignty.1
The historical portion of the VelUrpalayam grant which
supplies a'detailed genealogy of the Pallava kings after giving
the legendary origin of the Pallavas from Vish1).u to Pallava,
thropgh Brahma, A1).gIrasa, Brahaspati, Samyu, Bharadvaja,
Drona, Asvatthaman, etc., proceeds to enumerate certain quasihistoricL.i names such as those of Asokavarman, Kalabbartr
1

VelUrpalayam' plates, S. I. I., vol. ii, p. 507.
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and ·Chuta-Pallava. The break after the king Asokavarman
indicated in the record (verse 5) 11 suggests that the Pallava
kings of the Prakrit charters-Sivaska1;ldavarman, VijayaskalJ.davarman, Buddhavarman hav;e to be included here. The
omission of these names is probably attributable to the fact
that the writer of the document had only a foggy notion of
the kings of the early period, living as he did several generations after these kings, when their memory had almost 1aded
away. The historicity of Kalabhartr, Chuta-Pallava and
Virakurcha is confirmed by the mention of these names in the
VayalUr pillar inscription of Rajasimha apparently in the
order of succession. This latter contains many repetition1>
and should be used with much care. For example, although it
is one of the earliest known list of Pallava kings and belongs
to the seventh century, it is impossible to regard that all the
kings mentioned in it wei'e ruling kings. On the other 'lm.nd it
appears to have been a Jist made up in the reign of Rajasimha
by a writer, who was Obviously labouring under the difficulty
of accommodating a number of real and quasi-real kings that
tradition and copper-plates had preserved, and who, in doing ..
so, was unable to allow for similarity of names. Being in
these difficulties he put together all the names he got lat, in an
order of his own. This seems to be the only explanation for
the repetitions that one notices in the list on the VayalUr
pillar when compared with other genealogies. Prof. G. JouveauDubreuil in his Pallavas 2 bxpresses the opinion that t}le
VayalUr inscription gives a complete list of the Pallava kings
in the order of their succession. In the portion earlier than
Mahendravarman I, the Va~a1Ur record .includes names like
Vjmala,'KonkalJ.ika, which occur excl~'Sfvely:...itL-Western. Ganga
lists of kings. VishlJ.ugopa is mentioned thr,g_e times, KumaravishlJ.u twice, which is just possible; However SkalJ.dayarman
is mentioned five times and'Simhavarman four ~gnes whjch_
appe;rs less probao]~. But the; record is do,;btless of great
-0>

1

2

S. I. I., vol. ii, part 5, p. 508.
p. 18 ff.
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value to us as establishing a connection between the members of the Prakrit, Sanskrit, and Simhavishr;u dynasties
which have been hitherto looked upon as different dynasties.
As we have seen it is impossible to agree with those who hold
that the VayaIU.r list 1 gives a complete list of forty-two
names of the Pallava kings in their order of succession.
"

The Vttyalur Pillar Genealogy
Brahma
Skar;davarman
Ar;glrasa
Simhavarman
Vlravarman
Brahaspati
Samyu
Skar;davarman
Simhavarman
Bharadvaja
Skar;davarman
Drona
N andivarman I
Asvatthaman
Simhavarman
PalIava
Simhavarman
Asoka
Vishr;ugopa
Harigupta
Simhavarman
Aryavarman
Simhavishr;u
Vimala
Mahendravarman I
Kor;kar;ika
N arasimhavarman I
Kalabhartr
Mahendravarman II
Chuta-paIlava
Paramesvaravarman I
Vlrakurcha
Chandravarman
Karala
Vishr;ugopa
Skar;damUla
Kumaravishr;u
Rajasimha
Buddhavarman
Skar;davarman
Vishr;ugopa
Vishr;udasa
A careful study of the VelUrpalayam plates shows that the
member~ represented in this record from Kalabhartr, who is
1 Cf. list of fifty-four names given in Ep. Ind., vol. xviii, p. 151 and
the whole epigraph as edited in pp. 145-152, ibid.-ED.
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called Kal).agopa in the Kasaku~1i ~lates, belonged to what we
have called the period of Sanskrit cparters. As it is clear from
this record the members mentioned in verses 5 to 8 as
Asokavarman and others in whose, family Kalabhartr is said to
have been born, included the members of the Prakrit charters
such as Bappa, Sivaska:r;davarman, etc. We cannot rely very
strictly upon the order of succession in this record as ~here
are several breaks and gaps in it. We may therefore proceed
to make one or two observations regarding the kings of this
period.
Virakz7rcha and His Period.-O£ Kalabhartr and Chuta-pallava
very little is known excepting their names. Of these the first
appears to have been the first member of the Sanskrit dynasty.
Of Virakurcha, however, the grandson of Kalabhartr, we learn
from the Veliirpalayam plates (verse 6) that 'simultane6>usly
with the hand of the daughter of the chief of serpents he also
grasped the complete insignia of royalty and became famous.'
This means in plain la~guage that Virakurchavarman became
king on marrying the daughter of a Naga chief. As to t]Je
actual period of this marriage there is some amount of disagreement among scholars. The marriage of Virakurcha
which, according to the Veliirpalayam plates, gave him a
kingdom, according to certain authors, has reference to the
first member of the dynasty of the Sanskrit Pallavas. Aceor-'
ding to Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil the Naga marriage of Virakurcha has reference to the :6.rst king of the Prakrit charters
Sivaskal).davarman's father. 1 ' Verse 6 of these plates therefore
has reference clearly to the first member of the Pallava dynasty
Virakur<1ha.
- __
Was Virakurcha the First Pallava kz"ng ?2This conclusion of
Prof. louveau-Dubreuil does not appear to be-quite correct. In
the first place it is possible tha,t the -names of Asokavarmanj etc.,
as we have already pointed out, and others referred to in ~~rse5 of the Veliirpalayam record, sta'nd for the names of .t~e members of the flrakrit dynasty. If so,' it is difficult to accept the view

(J

1

Pallavas, p. 29.
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that Vlrakurcha was the first Pallava king~ In the second place
it is possible that Vlravarman's immediate ancestor, presumably
his father or grandfather, might have lost hold of the sovereignty of the Pallava kingdom owing to some unknown cause,
one of which might have been the invasion of Samudragupta.
If this were so, his date would have to be sought somewhere
after Vishn.ugopa. Again, in the Veliirp~ilayam plates it is not
staten that Vlrakurcha who married the Naga princess, was the
first member in the family of the Palla vas or the first to
acquire a kingdom and a kingly position in that family. This
view is also in agreement with that of Dr. S. K. Aiyangar 1
who in his account of the PalJavas ascribes the marriage of
Vlrakurcha to the period immediately following tht::: invasion
of Samudragupta into the south and the consequent disruption.
According to his interpretation, 'Put in plain language this
(the )Naga marriage) would mean that he married a }\raga
princess and thereby acquired the title of sovereignty of the
regiol} over which he ruled. This obviously has no connection
with the birth of Tondaman-Uam-Tiraiyan, who, according to
) tradition embodied in the classical poem Perumbanarru/la¢ai,
was the son of a Chola king through a Naga pr,incess . . . .
Neither the detail of the marriage nor the acquisition will
agree with the story of 11am-Tiriayan. . . . '
What were the circumstances, political and otherwise, which
brought about the matrimonial alliance of Vlrakurcha, a member
of the Pallava family with the daughter of a Naga king which
gave him virtually a wife and a kingdom? To this question no
definite answer is possible in the present state of our knowledge
relating to the political condition of the Dakhan in the fourth
century A.D. Dr. S. K. Aiyangar has however attempted to
solve the problem. In the course of his valuable contribution on
the Palla vas he identifies 2 the Naga fam By with whichVlrakurcha
bec.flme connected with the family of Skan.danaga, the Satavahana
viceroy of the region round Adoni and who probably belonged
to a cleJl of the family of Satavahanas other than that which
1

Origin and Early History of the Paltavas, p. 43.

2

Ibid., p. 44.
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ruled in the Dakhan but connected,bi blood, and perhaps even
by alliance, with that clan. 'At one: time under the rule of
the later Satavahanas these Nagas l~ppear to. have extended
their territory and even acquired a cdnsiderable portion of the
kingdom of the Satavahanas theniselves. If the Pallava
chieftain in the neighbourhood made himself sufficiently
distinguished, a marriage alliance with these Nagas, from
whom came the early Satavahana queen Naganika, wouldchave
been possible for him. The hint, vague as it is, in the inscription seems to let us into the secret of the rise of the dynasty of
the Pallavas to power.'
As regards the probable period when this happened, he
indicates that this must have happened at a time when the
Satavahanas as a ruling dynasty had passed ~way, and the
attempt at the assertion of the Gupta power over this region
under Samudragupta had in,'a way shaken the authority o..f the
older dynasties to allow 'of a new dynasty to spring into
prominence. The character of the invasion of Samudragupta
itself makes it clear that the whole of the western portion 'or
the empire of A.ndhras was in the, hands of a power whom fQr •
some good reason Samudragupta did not attack. One such
reason might have been that they, held possession 9f theterritory with some power, such as the Vakatakas in Berar
and Central India. It is likely that their authority was not
readily acquiesced in by the smaller chieftains, feudatories of
the Satavahanas, along the east coast. If this surmise should
turn out correct it is possi~le to conceive that the soutnwestern portion was held by a powerful family of the Nagas,
, relatives of the Satavahanas, and the Pallavas were among
, the feudatories who showed a ready in'Ciinatjon to throw off
the Satavahana yoke. When Samudragupta had come and
gone, the western power, whatever that was, might have
entered. into a marriage alliance with the Palla vas and recog~
nized them in the position to which they had already risen" bytheir own efforts.
Cil
Ska1Jdasishya (Ska1Jdavarman ).-From the VelUrpalayam
p}at~s again (verse 7) we learn that the son of Vlr,akurcha,
I
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who is probably identical with Virakurchavarman of the Darsi
copper.plate fragment, was SkaI).dasishya. He is described in
this record as the 'moon in the sky of this family' and is said
to have seized the ghatika of the twice-born from King
Satyasena. This achievement of his enables us to fix his
period more or less definitely, although the identity of
Satyasena has not been completely worked out. The
reference to a ghatika at this early period is interesting.
There is also a reference, in the TalaguI).<;1a inscription of
Kakutsthavarman, ascribed to the first half of the sixth century,
to Kanchi being called a ghatika. But no one has attempted
to identify the King Satyasena mentioned in the VelUrpalayam
plates. In his introductions to these plates published in
the South Indian Inscriptions, Mr. H. Krishna Sastri says that
he remains unidentified. 1 Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar
suggysts the possibility that the Satyasena here referred' to
may be Mahakshatrapa Svami Satyasena of the coins whose
time would be the ninth decade of the fourth c(:'ntury A.D. 2
It is u~certain whether the power of the Kshatrapas extended
, s\1fficiently southward so as to make them come into hostile
contact with the Pallava kings. The probability is that the
Pallavas co-operated with the dynasty of Western Dakhan,
the Vakatakas, in inflicting a defeat on the Kshatrapas and
this interpretation of the situation, therefore, seems to be in
accordance with the general trend of Vakataka history as this
is the period to which the conquest of Kuntala by the
Vakataka-Prithvisena I is ascribable. 'Such an advance,' as
has been pointed out, 'is possible only by the overthrow of
the Kshatrapas, and other successors of the Andhras in this
region.'
The Probable Period of Ska~ldafishya (Ska~ldavarman).-This
identification of Satyasena with Svami Satyasimha, father· of
Mahakshatrapa, Svami Rudrasimha III, whose date according to Prof. Rapson, is somewhat anterior to A.D. 388, enables
us to fi'J,: the dates of SkaI).dasishya as well as his father
15.1.1., vol. ii, part v, p. 502.
2 , Tbe Pallavas,: J. I. H., vol. ii, part i, p. 39.
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Virakurcha of the Veliirpalayam record. AIl owing a period
of about thirty years for these tw6 kings we arrive at about
A.D. 358 for the date of the 'accession of Virakurcha.
According to Mr. Krishna Sastri, this Ska.t;ldasishya is perhaps
identical with the SkaJ;ldasishya bf the Tirukkalukkunram
inscription,l who made a grant to the Mulastizana temple at
the above-mentioned village and spoken of as a former king.
The late Mr. Venkayya in his article on this inscription
suggested that SkalJ.dasishya is identical with SkaJ;ldavarman ;
but as there are several SkaJ;ldavarmans in the Pallava record
it is difficult to identify the exact individual mentioned in the
Tirukkalukunram inscription.
The Sanskrit Charters.-We may now proceed to examine in
detail the genealogical portion of other copper-plate charters
of this period. We have already pointed out that these
charters have been assigned on palreographical grounds to the
fifth and the sixth cenluries of the Christian era. One
peculiarity of the chaJ,:ters of this period is that they ~o not
furnish any genealogical list prior to the great grandfather of
the ruling sovereign who is theo donor. The habit of includillg CI>
a mythical and quasi-historical pedigree, along with the
immediate ancestral line, appears to have originated .only in
and after the seventh century in the Pallava family. About
six of these Sanskrit charters have been discovered mostly in
the northern districts, and have been edited with text and •
translations in the Epigraphia Indica. Four of these refer to
royal camps from which th~ respective grants were ,issued,
viz. Palakkada,2 Dasanapura, Menmatura, and Tamrapa.
Almost all these grants furnlsh four generations of kings including the donor. There is considerable difference of opinion
as to the order in which these kings are to be -chronologically
represented. In other words the relative position of the kings
mentioned in these records and the chronology to be ado1?ted
See Venkayya, Ep. lttd., vol. iii, p. 276.
An unsuccessful attempt is made to identify Piilakka and
Palakkada with Nellore in the Madras Christian College Magazine for
January 1927, p. 42.
1

2
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for them are uncertain and far from settled. There exists
also considerable difference of opinion among scholars as
regards the identification of the various royal camps from
which these charters were issued. N one of these places
Tamrapa, Palakkada, Dasanaputa, or MenmatUra has been
identified definitely although a suggestion had been made by
the :nte Mr. Venkayya 1 that they are to be looked for in the
vicinity of the region comprised by the modern N el10re District.
According to certain scholars the fact that the charters of these
Pallava kings are. addressed from these camps, and not from
the capital city of Kanchipuram, indicates that the Pal1ava
kings who issued these charters had lost hold of Kiinchipuram
through some cause now unknown, and retired to the Telugu
districts bordering on NeIlore where they continued their rule.
This line of argument was adopted by the late Mr. Venkayya,ll
and is still maintained by some of the officers of the
Epigr~phy Department.:I
They advocate what has been
called the theory of a Chota interregnum during the Pal1ava
) rnle according to which the Pal1ava kings soon after the period
of the members of the Prakrit charters were driven away from
Kanchi by the Chola king Karikala. According to the
exponents of this view the Pallavas would appear to have taken
possession of the city only in the days of KumaravishJ)u who
is described in the VelUrpalayam plates to have captured
Kanchi. We shall revert to this theory of a Chola interregnum
a little later.
Various Orders 01 Succession.-According to Prof. JouveauDubreuil the series of kings Skat;tdavarman-KumaravishJ)uBuddhavarman I-Kumaravishl)u (donor) of the ChandalUr
plates, ruled in Kanchi before the series, Simhavarman
(mentioned in the Uruvappalli plates) SkaJ)davarman and
. NalJ.divarman, and that, owing to the resemblance of the
Cha~dalftr plates and the Url1vappalli plates, KumaravishlJ.u I
would hJlVe been the immediate predecessor of Sirnhavarman
of Kanchi. . But a close examination of the copper-plates
1

/In. Ref. Ep. for 1905, p. 47.
2 A. S. R. for 1906-7, p. 224.
s 5.1.1., vol. ii, p. S03,
.
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this period shows that the CIiandalUr plates are by no
means the most ancient of these, as in the opinion of
M. Jouveau-Dubreuil. The style ahd the 'language employed,
from the use of numerical symbol~ and the citation of date
after the manner of the earlier Prakrit charters and the spaces
marked between words, almost clearly suggest proximity to
the Andhra period. 1 If such be the case the Omgo<.l.ll grant
(No.1) is the most ancient of the Sanskrit charters that
we have.
We have already seen that the VelUrpalayam plates supply
the following names among the early members of the Sanskrit
period :Kalabhartr

I
I

Chj1ta-pa]lava

/

Virakurcha

I
I

Skandasishya
Kumaravishl;m, etc.
The Omgodu (No.1) charter gives the following order:Kumaravispl)u
r
SkaJ).da varman

I
I

Virayarman
I

VijayaskaJ).davarman
Mr. Krishna Sastri identifies VirQvarman of this charter
with the Viravarman of the pl):blishe<L copper-plate charters
and with the Virakurchavarma~ of the DaJ,:,§i record. 'If
Viravarman's identity is thus established, it must be easy
to see that his father SkaJ).davannan would be the first king
of that name mentioned in the p~blished copper-plate g,r.ant_
and that Vijayaskal)davarman, hi's son, would be identical
with SkaJ).davarman II. KumaravishJ).u, the first ,kIng mentioned, and the father of SkaJ).davarman I, is probably to be
1

See Ep. Ind., vol. xv, p. 251, f6otnote 2.
/--
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,identified with Kalabhartr of the VelUrpa.layam plates 1 though
there may be very little in common between the two names. '
Thus Mr. Krishna Sastri would identify the first four kings
mentioned in the VelUrpalayam plates with those mentioned
in the Omg6<;lu (I) copper-plates which may be represented as
follows : Kalabhartr
Knmaravishl).u
Chuta-pallava
Skal).davarman
Virakurcha
Viravarman
Skal).dasishya
Vijayaskal).davarman
Kumaravishl).u ...
Kumaravishl).u.
-_Before examining the view of Mr. Krishna Sastri let us
.state the genealogical information from the other charters for
his period-. The Uruvappalli plates,2 dated in the eleventh
year pf Simhavarman, although the donor was YuvamahariijaVishl).ugopavarman, give the following genealogy:Skandavarman

-,

'

Viravarman

,

Skal).da'Varman
.

Y. M. Vishl).ugopa (donor)
From the fact that the Uruvappalli plates are dated in
the eleventh year of Simhavarman it was held by the late
Dr. Fleet that Y. M. Vishl).ugopa was a younger brother of
Si'mhavarman, and that he probably never reigned at all.
The Manga<;lur grant 3 gives the succession in the following
order:Viravarman

I
I

Skal).davarman

'

Y. M. Vishl).ugopavarman

,

Dharmamaharaja Simhavarman
1,5.1.1., vol. ii, p. 503.
Ind. Ant., voL v, p. 51.
3 lbiq_, vol. vi, p. 155,

2

8
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The Pikira plates 1 furnish us with the accompanying order
which is almost similar to the previous one : I

Viravarman

I

I

SkaI)davarman

I

VishlJ.ugopavarman
I

0

Simhavarman (donor)
Thus these three plates together supply five generations of
kings; the ChandalUr plates, which, as we already mentioned,
appear to be posterior to these records in point of antiquity
give three further generations of kings from SkalJ.davarman,
who, we might 'regard, was identical with SkalJ.davarman Il.
The ChandalUr 2 plates, we saw, supplies the following names
in the order noted below : / SkalJ.davarman'

I
I

Kumaravishnu I

.

Buddhavarman
I
KumaravishlJ.u II (donor)
The Udayendiram plates 3 snpply the series:SkalJ.davarman
I
Simhavarman

, I
I

SkalJ.davarman

--_

Nandivarman (donor).
The Vayalftr pillar inscriPtion becomes acc~ptable ~from
No. 29, and ag~ees with the VelUrpalayam grant ~lius-

1

Il
3

EfJ. Ind., vol. viii, p. 159.
Ibid., vol. viii, p, 233.
/bid.! V91. iii, p. l47 •.
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continuing the succession to the time of Simhavislu;m as
will be seen by the following :Simhavarman (VayalUr list 29)
I
Vishl).ugopa

.

I

Slmhavarman

I

Simhavish1).u
I
"
Mahendravarman I
The whole series of Pallava kings from the beginning to
the days of Sim4avishl).u may be represented by the following table:Bappa

. I

Sivaskanda (Circa.

A.D.

220)

I

\)

Buddhavarmau
I

Vishl).ugopa (A.D. 340)
I
_
Kalabhartr
(Omg6c;lu-Uruvapalli plates)
(Kumara vishl).u)

I

Chlita-pallava
(Skal).davarman) (Omg6gu-Uruvapalli plates)
(Married Naga princess)
I
Virakurcha (Virakurchavarman)

I

_

Skal).dasishya (Donor, Omg6c;lu Plates)
I
I

Simhavarman

I

Skal;ldavarman
I
N andivarman I
(Udayendiram)

Y. M. Vishl).ugopa
or
VishQ.ugopavarroan
I
Simhavarmah II

I

Kumaravishl).u I

I

Buddhavarman

I

Vishl).ugopavarman

I

Simhavarman III
I

Simhavishl).u
I

I

Kumaravishl).u II.

Mahendravarman, etc.
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The above table is only tentattve and subject to altenition·
satisfa~tory interpretation of the
charters, or when the discovery of\new inscriptions, or copper
charters should call for such. Itis just possible that there might
not be any direct connection bet\veen the members of the
Prakrit charters, those of the Sanskrit charters and the members
of the ;:,imhavishJ;lu dynasty, as is assumed here. But this
arrangement is based on the evidence of the Vayalflr pillar
record and that of VelUrpalayam plates strengthened by the
consideration that the Pallava kings of these charters style
themselves in these records as members of the Bharadvajagotra. The position of V ishJ;lugopa, the adversary of Samudragupta in the table, is uncertain. We have already ilinted
the possibility of his being identical with the fir"st of the
VishQ.ugopas mentioned in the VayalUr pillar record of
Rajasimha's reign. We have also alJuded to the date suggested by Mr. Shama Sastri in his new light on the Gupta era
which at the present state of discussion need 110t be reg;arded
as having been established beyond doubt.
(/)
The earliest member of the Sanskrit charters figures Cfs
Kalabhartr in the VelUrpalayam plates, a name which along
with his son's name Chuta-pallava, sounds more eponymous
than real. Kalabhartr is presumably identical with KaQ.agopa
of the Kasakku<li plates. 1 In the above arrangement we have
indicated the possibility of Kalabhartr being identical with the
KumaravishQ.u I of Omg6<lu/ No. 1 and Chuta-pallava witJl
SkaJ;ldavarman 1. Mr. Krish~a Sastri who also makes this
identification says that there, is nothing in common between
Kalabhartr arid KumaravishQ.u. 2 The description of Kalabhartr as. the' head-jewel of the familY_' and_ as VishQ.u the
husband of Indira (Lakshmi) in verse 6 of fl.!e Veliirpalayam
plates lends support to the identification of this king with
if necessary on other more

I

1 S.I.I., vol. ii, p. 307.
I
• Ep. Ind., vol. xv, p. 251. Also vol: xviii, p. 149, where he Gefinitely

gives up the identification. This is 'hardly justified as the writer of
the VayalUr pillar inscription has merely put the lists one after the other
without attempting to find out actual relationship between the different
su~cession lists. Ed.

" .
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Kumaravishl).u of the Omg6gu grant which suggests that his
other name was a synonym of Vishl).u. It is even possible
that this Kumaravishl).u whom we identified with Kalabhartr
was the same person as Vishl).ugopa, the adversary of
Samudragupta. This identification has not been made
hitherto, although there is nothing unreasonable in this view.
As was already indicated, the actual dates and the duration
of the individual reigns of the Pallava kings of this period are
approximate so far. Obviously it is not possible for all the
sixteen kings and more to have been on the Pallava throne
within the short period of about 200 years (A.D. 350 to 550).
It is evident from the charters themselves that certain
members of the dynasty referable to this period were simply
Yuvamahilrajas or princes only, as in the case of Vishl).ugopathe prince of the Uruvapaili plates. We have already
indidlted the facts known regarding Kalabhartr (Kumara·
vishl).u) and Chuta-pallava (Skal).davarman) from the copperplates of this period. We have shown that Chuta-pallava alz"as
Skandavarman
might have been the chief who married the
.
Naga princess and acquired simultaneously a wife and a
kingdom.~ His son was Virakurcha, identical probably with
Virakurchavarman of the Darsi fragment. 1 His son was'
Skal).davarman (II) the donor of Omg6c;1u plates who is
described in this record as one 'who was true to his word,
who day by day increased religious merit by gift of cows, gold
ap.d land, and who always desired to serve Gods and Brahmal).s,
and ably understood the purport of all Sastras.' From the
date of the engraving of the grant which is mentioned as the
Vijayasamvatsare-trayatrimse (that is in the victorious year
thirty-three which was the third fortnight of the winter and
·the thirteenth day) we may conclude that Skal).davarman's
reign lasted at least for thirty-three years.
Simhavarman.-The next Pallava king was Simhavarman in
whose eleventh year the Uruvapalli plates of Y. M. Vishl).ugopa
is dated.) It is not apparent why Y. M. Vishl).ugopa should
()

)

1

Ep. Ind. j vol. i, p. 397.
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have addressed the grant in the refgn of Simhavarman. The
probability is that he did not r~ign and therefore dated the
record in the reign of his elder br.other,
or possibly in that of his.
I
In the latter case this Simhavarman betomes identical with the
I
donor of the four grants, the OmgOgu plates dated in the fourth
year of his reign in the month of Vaisaka SUklapakshapanchami addressed from Tamrapa, the Pikira grant dated. in
fifth year and issued from Menmatura, the Uruvappalli plates
dated in the eleventh year of his reign, and issued from
Palakkada, and the MangalUr grant issued from Vijaya-Dasanapura and dated in the eighth year of Simhavarman II. Thus
we have for this king at least four different copper-plate
charters dated in the different years of the reign and issued in
different places which were obviously the places where the
king happened to be in camp just when the grants were issued.
It has been already poiuted out that these places Vijaya
Tamrapasthana, Menmatura, Dasanapura and Palakkada have
not been identified though the suggestion has been made that
they should be looked for in the N ellore District. The late
Mr. Venkayya writes in his· Ancient History of the Nellore'"
District,~ 'that it is'not impossible that Dasanapura. was the
ancient name of the modern village of Darsi. It is called Darsi
and Darisi in inscriptions of the fourteenth century found as
the place.' He also thinks that the place might have been
the capital at the time that the Mangagur grant was issued in·
the eighth year of Simhavarman. If this is so why is it not
possible to hold Palakkada, Tamrapa, and Menmatura also ~ at
the capital of Simhavarman? But such an assumption does
not seem to be justified unless we have good reason for
regardin:g that this period was one otconst~t warfare, and
that the kingdom of Simhavarman was fre~ently threatened, .
with the result that he had to be continuously changing his
capital from one seat to another. But there is. no de;tinite
evidence to prove that this w~s a fact. It is assumed~by
certain scholars that the Pallava,kings of this periodPhad lost
1

Ind. Ant., 1908, p. 283.
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their possession of Kanchi and retired to the Telugu districts
in and around Nellore, wherefrom they continued to rule and
issue their copper-plates. This explains according to them
the charters of Simhavarman and others during this period
being addressed not from Kanchipuram as in the case of earlier
copper-plates but from places in the Telugu districts. For
instance Mr. Krishna Sastri says:- . . . 'About A.D. 350 the
Pallavas,-perhaps on account of the disturbances caused by
the victorious campaign of Samudragupta from the north or
owing to the rise of the Kadambas mentioned in the Talgun(la
inscription 1 were dispossessed of their territory round Kanchi
and pushed back further into the interior.' Again the same
authority says2 : , Thus we get from several copper-plates published so jar,
six g_}'lnerations of Pallavas, with names of nine Pallava kings
who called themselves Pallava-Maharajas and Pallava-Dharmamaharajas, of the Bharadvaja-gotra until one of them,
Kuma~avishQu I (II ?) reconquered Kanchipura, evidently from
) t~e Ch61as, who had taken possession of it sometime
subsequent to VishQugopa the contemporary of Samudragupta
and had established themselves in the TOlJ(la-country.' 'rhus
according to this view there was a Ch61a interregnum at
Kanchi and a break in the line of Pallava kings during the
, period of the Sanskrit charters.
Is tke Chota Interregnum Possible ?-This interregnum according to which a number of Pallava kings in the fourth and the
fifth century are supposed to have lost possession of Ranchi
some time in the fourth century has become a favourite notion
among the epigraphists which however does not appear to be
supported by the historical facts of the period known to us.
Even the late Mr.Venkayya has expressed himself in favour of
the theory of a Ch61a interlude in the midst of the Pallava rule.
D
In his' Ancient History of the Nellore District' 3 for instance,
dealing -Nith the Pallava kings of this period he says,.' The
1
2
3

EfJ. Ind., vol. viii, p. 28.
Ibid., vol. xv, No. 11, p. 249.

Jnd. lint .. 1908, p. 284,
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extent of PalIava dominions during1this period from the fourth
century to the end of the sixth century
A.D. cannot be as,
certained. At any rate they appear to have been in posses:
sion of the modern Nellore District l or at least a portion of it.
In fact four of the above-mentioned grants are from that
district. Kanchi which was the capital during the reign of
Sivaskat;ldavarman and Vishl).ugopa, figures as such orrly in
the last two 1 of the above-mentioned grants which are
evidently later than the rest.' 'If this is not due to a mere
accident it may be that the Pallavas had to retreat from
Conjeevaram owing, perhaps to a coalition among the Ch61a,
Pam;lya and the Chera kings, or to the domination of one of
them. In this case, the Pallavas, had probably to confine
themselves to the N ellore District or to a portion of it, where
the villages granted in two of the. copper-plate inscriI3,tions
may be traced.'
Some Objecfions.-Butas against this mere supposition, there
are serious difficulties in the way of our accepting the assump.
tion of any break in the main line of Pallava kings from t!Ie 0
earliest times. At any rate the mere fact of certain copperplates being addressed from places situated in the Telugu.
districts far away from the capital city cannot be held to
support th~ view that the king or kings who issued them
should necessarily have lost possession of Kanchi. Such at ~
any rate is not the indication that we get from the large
numbers of copper-plates and. stone records of the Pallava
kings obtained in variotis parts of the country. In these
records there is n,ot !he remotest suggestion that the Pallava
kings at :;my period in' their rule lost pM.Session of the city of
Conjeevaram for any appreciable length of time. A referertce
in the VelUrpalayam plates 2 of. N andivaftnan III to the
capture' of Kanchi has curiopsly been interpreted as meaning that Kumaravisht;m for the first time after the capture_ of the city by the Ch61as in,' the days of KarikJiila, recaptured it.
Such an assumption appears however to be
1

~

ChandalUr and Udayendiram records,
Verse 8, S.11., vol. ii, p. 50S. I
.
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llnwarranted. In the. first place it is just possible that the
capture of Kanchi alluded to in the VelUrpalyam plates is a
reference to his having obtained possession of the city from
a collateral cousin, or some other foreign power, such as the
Kadambas, which had obtained possession of the city for a
short period. In the second place if the fact of the capture of
~an~hi from the Ch6las is at all true, it is strange that the
VelUrpalayam plates should not have made mention of the
fact in recording such a distinguished achievement, more
especially as Buddhavarma another king is mentioned as the
'submarine-fire to the ocean-like army of the Ch61as'
ChiJ/a-sainyar1J.ava-vaqabhagni (verse 8). But the insuperable
difficulty in postulating a Ch61a occupation in the interval
between the Pallava kings of the Prakrit charters and those
of Simhavishl)u, based merely upon the stray reference t9 the
recat>ture of Kanchlpuram by Kumaravishl)u and on the fact
of the charters of the Pallavas for some period being dateu
from 'Places outside the capital at Kanchi, lies in the impossi") bility of accommodating the rei~n of Karikala and all the
eVents connected with the history of his reign to this period.
According to any rational scheme of chronology it is very
difficul t to find a place for Karikala and his successors midway
between the Pallava kings of the Prakrit charters and those of
the Sanskrit charters. as suggested by the epigraphists. The
facts relied upon by them as evidence for this position for
~arikala are derived from late Eastern Chalukya copper-plates
some of the facts being incredible in themselves. 1 Altogether
the data for the Chela occupation of IGnchi during the Pallava
rule are too meagre and unsatisfactory to be seriously considered as justifying the assumption of a Ch61a interregnum.
We have already referred the four Sanskrit charters issued
respectively from Omg6du, Piklra, Dasanapura and Palakkada
betiWeen the fourth and the eleventh years of Simhavarman to
this reign. The probable date of this king is derivable from
purely ~pigraphic and palreographic evidence as the middle of
1

9

A.S.!?., 1906-7, p. 225.
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the fifth century. But the disco\Very of the L(Jkavibhaga, a
Jain manuscript, has gone a great ray towards fixing the actual
period of rule of this king.
The' L(Jkavibhaga' Datum.- T~iS leads to the initial date of
the Pallava king Simhavarman as 'A.D. 436. According to the
Digambara, Jain manuscript, Lokavibhaga, Saka 380 corresponded to the twenty-second regnal year of Simhavarman, king
of Kaiichi, the year in which the work was completed. "The
reference makes it clear that the first year of this king must
have been A.D. 436, and that this king continued to rule for at
least a period of twenty-two years.
Saka 380 is apparently the year in which the copying work
was finished by Sarvanandi and the author of the work
Simhasuri, probably flourished at an earlier period. The
twenty-second stanza was sent to Mahamahopadyaya
Sudhflkara Dvivedi, Benates, for favour of calculation. There
is no question about the correctness of the date. Patalika, the
village in which Sar-vanandi copied·· the work, is perhaps
identical with PataHpura in Sonth Arcot District, at which .,
according to Periyapura1]am there was a big J aina monastery
in the seventh century A.D. . . . PaJ)arashtra may be identified
with Perumba~lappa¢i (the Brhad BaJ)as laid under tribute hy
Mayura Sarman, Kadamba) the province over which the
BaJ)as ruled.
As regards the actual period of Simhavarman (II) we have
already pointed out that being probably identical with the king
of the name referred to in the Penugonda plates of the
Western Ganga king Madhavavarman II, his reign must have
been at the same period as that of Harivarman the Ganga prince
whom h~ is said to have installed on thetbron~..: Judged pal reographically the characters of the Penugonia plates point to
their having been inscribed in the fifth century A.D. Dr. Fleet
was also of opinion l that' A.D. 475 seems a very good-dgte_
for it.' If the plates which are dated in the reign of Madhava
II, are dated about the year, A.D. 475, Simhavarrllan the
1

See. J.R.A.S., 1915, p.
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contemporary of Ayyavarman whom he installed on the Ganga
throne must have flourished immediately before. Hence it is
not improbable that Simhavarman II began his rule sometime
about the third decade of the fifth century which is also the
date that we arrive at by the LlJkavibhliga datum, equating the
twenty-second year of Simhavarman with the Saka year 380.
This~rields for Simhavarman, as we saw, the year A.D. 436 as
the initial year, which tallies both with the palreographical
indications of Penukon<;la and the Omg6<;lu plates as well as
the I?Jher considerations relating to the date of the Pallava
kings who followed him. A calculation backward from the
known date of Simhavishl).u also leads us to the same period.
An attempt made to belittle the value of this datum
furnished by the Lokavibhaga for the initial date of Simha_
varman II requires careful consideration. Mr. H. Krishna
SastlllJ.ar, relying upon what he interprets as a reference to an
eclipse in the Omg6<;lu plates, lines 31-32, dated in the fourth
year of his reign, considers the datum of the LlJkavibhliga
invalidated. The fourth year of Simhavarman II, according
td the Lokavibhliga, corresponds to the year A. D. 440 in which
year there happens to be no solar eclipse during the month of
Chaitra. But this objection of Mr. Sastriar is based upon a
wrong interpretation of the object of the grant of the Omg6<;lu
> plates and of the expression grahatJanimiitam in line 31. In the
first place the plates are dated in the fifth day of the bright
fortnight, of Vaisaka, whereas if the occasion of the grant had
been the solar eclipse the record would have been dated on
the new moon day. This difficulty Mr. Krishna Sastriar gets
over by supposing that the grant which was actually made on
the new moon day of Chaitra, a possible day for the nearest
sol~r eclipse, was actually engraved 'on the plates five days
later.'! The explanation does not appear to be at all satisfact(.)ry. The expression 'graha~lanimittam', appears to
convey, . as has been pointed out, the meaning of 'for the
sake of ~ccePtance . rather than ' on account of the eclipse',
1

Ep. Ind. vol. xv pp. 252-55.
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as it looks strange that the copber-plate record should not
mention the. ch~racter ~f the eclirse and other circums~ances
connected wIth It. 'It IS very u,tiusual,' says Prof. Knshnaswami Aiyangar to indicate an eclipse in this manner, without
saying what eclipse it is, and otherwise defining the PU1Jyakala.
What is worse in the interpretation of the epigraphist is that
the date of the grant is actually specified in the concluding
portion. "Sa vijayarajya-Samvatsare-Chaturtlte- Vaifaka . .1~kla
paksha-Panchamyam dattam." This is quite unequivocal. In
the face of this It would be difficult to prove that the grant was
made on an eclipse day from the document. The difficulty
and inconsistency are the results of the interpretation, and
neither the author nor the scribe could be held responsible
for the blunder which is not theirs.' 1
Successors of Simhavarman ll.- Very little is known about
the successors of Simhav;rman"II till we come to the acce~sion
of Simhavish1)u. The Vayalflr pillar inscription which is
relied upon by·prof. louveau-Dubreuil for this period>gives
the names of the following kings in the ,order of succession
mentioned below:'
Simhavarman II (A.D. c. 436-460).
Vish1)ugopavarman II.
Simhavarman III.
Simhavish1)u (A.D. c. 575-600).
The VelUrpalayam plates give the following names for this
period. After a host of kings passed away with Vish1).ugoga!
came Nandivarman who is 'reported in this record to have
caused a 'powerful snake' to ;dance. Then followed Simhavarman who is said to have wiped off the..pride of his enemies.
After him came Simhavish1)u. As we already saw there is a
slight discrepancy in the order of successionllerein stated and
those given in other plates. The probability seems to be~that
soon after the reigns of Simh'avarman II and Skal).davarmlan-:-Il the contemporaries of the W,estern Ganga kings Ayyavarman and Madhavavarman II' about the close of wthe fifth
1

J. I. H., vol. ii, p. 56. ,
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century A.D., the Pallava kings KumaravishI).u II who captured
Kaiichi, . Nandivarman I, Simhavarman III, occupied the'
Pallava throne before SimhavishI).u, about the last quarter of
the sixth century, commenced to rule at Kaiichipuram. Practically nothing is known of the reign of these kings from the
copper-plates and inscriptions of this period until we arrive at
the r~ign of Simhavishl).uvarman, or Mahendravarman I, his
Son and successor, whose accession marks the commencement
of the age of the Great Pallavas which lasted for two
centuries and a half from about A.D. 600 to 850.

CHAPTER V
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL POWERS. THE
SALANKAYANAS, KADAMBAS, ETC.

"

T

HE most important among the contemporary royal
dynasties that ruled in the Dakhan during this period,
contemporaneous with the Pallava kings of the Sanskrit
charters, were the Kadambas, the Vakatakas, the Salankayanas, the Western Gangas, the Vishl)ukundins, and the
chieftains of various places in the region around the mouth
of the Krishna and the Godavari figuring in the Allahabad
pillar inscription already noticed, one of whom was prQbably
a SalanHtyana-Hastivarman of Vengi. It is unnecessary to
give here an account ,of all these powers from the available
records. A short account of the Salankayanas, the Kadambas
and the Vishl)ukundins who appear to have come into close'
contact with the Pallavas are given here as far as the
information from the records permits.
The chronology of the Kadambas cannot be regarded as
having been definitely fixed. The period of the earliest of the
Kadamba kings Mayurasarman who is described as a Brahman'
in the Talgunda pillar inscription has been fixed by scholars
from internal evidence and palreographical indications as the
middle of the fourth century, though Mr. Shama Sastriar in
his Mysore Archceological Reports is inclined to carry back his
period considerably earlier. 1
The Talgunda pillar inscription of Kakutsthavarman gives a
glimpse into the circumstances leading to the establishment
of the political power of this-Brallman dynasty in the Da,kan.
This record in graphic language describes how the firstmember of this dynasty Mayur~'sarman, a Brahman t0longing
to the Manavyasa-gotra, and a native of Sthiil)ukundur came
1

See the Mrs. Arch. Report, 1923,
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to the city of Kanchlpuram for completing his Vedic studies,
how he had a quarrel with a Pallava horseman, and how not
bearing to be told that the Brahman caste was inferior to that
of the Kshatriyas he put himself at the head of a band of
adventurers and attacked the Pallava sovereigns in the inaccessible forests of Srl-Parvata. Then with the aid of the
Brihat-BalJas and others he founded the Kadamba kingdom of
which Banavasi was the capital. Thc Pallava kings had to
admit his claims as a ruling power and had to effect a
temporary compromise. Now we must try to find out what
was the probable period of Mayurasarman and who his Pallava
contemporary was. As we have already suggested, this
dismemberment of the Pallava kingdom must have followed
the confusion which resulted from the invasion of Saml1dragupta about A.D. 340. The Kadamba Prakrit inscription of
Mala~ani 1 written as it is in Prakrit, though it does not
mention the name of the king, may be taken to refer to the
most ancient king of the Kadambas presumably MayfIrasarman. In regard to his Pallava contemporary only the vaguest
guess can be made. As we have assigned Mayurasarman to
about A.D. 350 his P311ava contemporary must have been
either VishlJugopa or his immediate successors Vlrakurcha or
Skal.1davarman I.
~ Of the successors of Mayurasarman, Kangavarman and
Bhaglratha attrihutahle to the second half of the fifth
century A. D., probably carried on hostile operations against
the Pallava kings of the period. Of the others it appears
that Raghu, Kakutsthavarman, Santivarman and his two sons
Mrigesavarman and Mandhatrivarman ruled during the sixth
century A.D. and were evidently contemporaneous with
Viravarman, Skandavarman II, Simhavarman, and Skandavarman III cf the Pallavas. The southern conquest of
Prith'l'lsena, the Vakataka king, who, according to the
Ajanta inscription 2 is described as having defeated the

)

~
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Ind. Aftt., vol. xlvi, p. 154.
No. 16, Art:h. Sur. W. Ind .. , vol. 4, p. 53 ff.
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Kl1ntalas, i.e. the Kadamba king\ probably took place about
the period, A.D. 350-360 and the Kadamba king must have
been Kangavarman who is descri~ed in inscriptions as having
been engaged in 'lofty exploits apd in terrible wars.' Of the
others we know that Kakutstha, who is ascribable to the first
quarter of the fifth century, was the donor of the Talgunda
inscription. The marriage of N arendrasena, the grand%on of
Prabhavati Gupta with the daughter of the king of Kuntala
named Ajjhitabhattarika is probably to be attributed as Prof.
Jouveau-Dubreuil suggests to Kakutstha's reign. Thus it
turns out that Kakutsthavarman's boast, in the Talgunda
inscription, that 'he gave his claughter to Guptas and. other
kings would be correct if tl}e Gupta-Vakataka king, Narendrasena, was the son-in-law of this king. According to our
arrangement of Pallava chronology he must have been a
contemporary of SimhaV'arman II and it was probably 'during
this period that the installation of the Western Ganga kings
Ayyavarman and Madhavavarman must have takeIT place.
Of Santivarman who succeeded Kakutsthavarman on th~
Kadamba throne very little is known. Of his sons Mrigesavarman and Mandhatrivarman who together ruled for the r~st
of the fifth century we have some records. According to the
Halsi plates dated in the eighth year of his reign Mrigesa
uprooted the Gangas and was a very fire of destruction to th~
Pallavas. 1 We learn from another record 2 that his queen
was called Prabhavatl who:was born in the Kaikeya family~
Almost contemporaneous 'with the reigns of Santivarman,
Mrigesavarman and Mandhatrivarman, A.D. 450-500, the
younger branch of the Kadamba family Krishr;tavarman I, the
son of Kakutstha and the elder brothe? of Santivar~an with
Prince Devavarman as Yuvamaharaja rUled at Triparvata.
Soon after the geath of Mandhatrivarman the throne~of the
Kadambas p,assed to Ravivarman who, according to the".Halsi
plates, is said to have acquired regal power by the,lP streng-th
1

2

Halsi plates, Ind. Ant., vol vi, p. 24.
Mrs. Arch. Rep. for 191(J-ll, p. 35.
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and prowess of his own arm which means that there was some
trouble in his succession and that he had to fight for the
throne. According to another record,l he is said to have
slain Vishr;lUvarman, presumably a collateral cousin and
descendant of KrishlJ.avarman, and uprooted Chanc;1adanc;1a of
Kanchi. Records dated in the fifth year of Ravivarman, and
the tQirty-fifth year have been discovered. He was followed by
Harivarman at Vaijayanti till about A.D. 550 when the rise
of Pulakesin I probably put an end to, or obscured, his power.
The subsequent history of the Kadambas does not concern
us here. KrishlJ.<Ivarman, his son Ajavarman, Bhogivarman
and V ishpuvarman are known to have ruled as kings from
recent records. That the Kadambas continued to be powerful
as late as the end of the eighth century is seen from the
mention in the VelUrpalayam plates 2 that the Pallava king
Dant1varman married Aggalanimmati, 'the daughter of the
celebrated king and a crest-jewel of the Kadamba family.'3
Sli1.uzkttyanas, circa A.D. 350 to 500.-Almost contemporaneously
with the Pallava kings of the Sanskrit charters, may
,
be placed the Salankayana dynasty. The word Salankayana
appears originally to have been the name of a Vedic Rishi.
There are nearly five grants for this dynasty that are
available to us. If Hastivarman of Vengi, who figures among
the adversaries of Samudragupta in the Allahabad inscription,
was a Salankayana (identified by Vincent Smith as a Pallava)
he may be regarded as the earliest member of this family
known hitherto. The Ellore Prakrit 4 plate the alphabets of
which closely resemble the Piklra, MangalUr and Uruvapalli
plates, are dated in the thirteenth year of Maharaja-Vijayadevavarman, and were issued from Vengipuram. These plates
describe Vijayadevavarman as the performer of the Asvamedha
the fervent Mahesvara and the devotee at the feet of the Holy
Chitrarathasvami. The grant is addressed to the villagers of
EBora which may be identified with the modern town of
'J
Ellore.
Ind. Ant., vol. vi, p. 30.
• Ibid., verse 18.

1

10

2 S.l.l., vol. ii, part v, p. 511.
• Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 56,
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Another grant! of the Salankay4nas ~ritten in Sanskrit and
therefore considered to be posterior to the Prakrit charter
already mentioned, records thJt Vijayanandivarman son
of Chandavarman issued it in the'l eighth year of his reign
from the city of Vengipura. As regards the popular identification of Vengi with the Pedda V engi 2 it must be pointed out
that, as there are no less than four places bearing the name
of
OJ
Vengi in the Northern Circars alone, it is 'possible that the usual
identification should not be regarded as final on the matter.
Recently two more copper-plates 3 have been discovered by
the late Mr. K. V. Lakshmana Rao which, along with the
other records, give nearly six generations of the dynasty :The following is the order of succession adopted by Mr.
Lakshmana Rao:C. 350. Hastivarman of Vengi
375.

I

Vijayadevavarman

I

400. / Vijayanandivarman

I
I

425.

Buddhavarma

450.

Chandavarma

475.

Vijayanandivarman

500.

.

I
I
V ijayaskan<.]avarman
: I

The first of the newly-disc;overed Kanteru plates records
a grant of Vijayaskandavarman, who is there described as
meditating on the feet of the holy Chitrarathasvami and as
belonging to the family of Salankayanas,j:o one Sivaraya in a
village cailed. Chinnapura in the Kudraharavishaya in the. fifth
year of the king's reign on the full moon day-in the month of
Vaisaka.
.
The second registers a gift t~ one Svamichandra a: piece·'of
tand in the village of Kuruvac;1a b y Maharaj a SrI NandiV>lrman.
1
2
3

1

Ind. Ant., vol. v, p. 175 ~.::ld plate.
Mad. Jour. of Lit. and SC~; vol. xi, p. 392.

Viz. Cr,JI.

Ma~" 09tober~

1922,
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A word may. be said about the religious leaning of these
kings and their relation with the Pallava kings. As regards the
first we can only say that the peculiar cult of the Salankayanas
who called themselves Bhagavat-Ch£trarathasvami-Pttdanudyata may have reference to their tutelary deity, the God of
Chitraratha. This term probably refers to the worship by the
SalaJOlkayanas of the Sun-god, and the representation of the
figure of the snn in some of the charters issued by these
sovereigns, lends some support to this view.
As regards the other point, namely, the relation of the
Salankayanas with the Pallavas the following points may be
noted. To begin with, there is a close resemblance between
the names of the members of the two dynasties such as
Skat).davarma, Buddhavarma and Nandivarma which also
occur in the Pallava copper-plates. The figure of the seated
bull ~which frequently finds a place in the seals o'f the Pallava
charters also figures in the Salankayana charters. Finally the
fact ti~at for more than six generations the Palla vas and the
~ Salankayanas are never known to have come into conflict
.even once is a significant one, and probably indicates
that the Salankayanas were on friendly terms with the
Pallavas and continued to rule independently along with
them in amity. This probably indicates that the two families
, were in some manner, hitherto unknown, related to one
another. It is just possible that the PalJavas and the
Salankayanas had a common ancestry as Salankayana is a
Gotra belonging to the Bharadvaja-clan. The Salankayanas
appear to have exercised political power from about A.D. 340
to about A.D. 480, when the rise of VishIJ.ukull(;1ins, and the
ascendency of the Vakatakas put an end to the political power
of these people who are no more heard of in South Indian
history.
7he VishlJukunc/ins, circa A.D. 450 to 550.-The origin
and sigpificance of the term VishIJ.ukun<;1in like that of other
dynastic names is buried in obscurity. The conjecture has
been put forward that their name is connected with ViIJ.ukon<;1a
in the Krishna District, which appears to have been the cradle
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of their power. The first Vishljukunc;lin king Madhavarman I
appears to have owed his throne to his marriage with a
princess of the Vakatakas, though\the Chikkula plates 1 which
mention the fact do not specify whose daughter the princess
was.
The only class of evidence available to us to write an account
of the Vishl).ukunc;lins is the inscriptional one. About fq,pr records have been discovered. These include the Ramatirtham,
Chikkula and Pulimboru grants all' of which were discovered
only in comparatively recent, years. The first two of these have
been critically edited in the volumes of Epigrapllia Indica.
According to these records, Madhava I was succeeded on the
throne by his son Vikramendravarman I, then by IndrabhaWirakavarman and V ikramendravarman II. The last mentioned
record takes the line still further and mentions the names of
Vikramendni, Govindavan'nan, and Madhavavarman II. <lhac_
tically nothing is known of the first two sovereigns-Madhava
I and Vikramendravarman I. The'Ramatirtham p'lates 2
help us to know that Indrabhattarakavarman must have ruled.,
at least for a period of thirty-seven years as these plates were
recorded in that year. This document consists of three
copper-plates from Ramatirtham written in Sanskrit pr6se, and
record the fact that Indravarman granted to a certain Brahman
the village of Peruvac;laka in Plaki-Rashtra (1. 6). The record_
also mentions that Madhavavarman performed eleven. horsesacrifices, and hundreds of I other sacrifices. Then after
mentioning that Vikramendra was an ornament of both th~
families, the Vakatakas and· the Vishl).ukunc;llns, the record
states the important fact that Indravarman encountered 'in
hundred-thousands of battles numerous four"tusked e1ephants '
(1. 5) a probable allusion to the fact that this king spent the
major part of 'his reign in fighting with his enemies. 3
The last of the V ishl).ukun(,'iins, known as Maahava Jr, -is -

{

~

Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 193 £1'.
2Jbid.
.
According to Prof. J ouveau-Dubreuil there was a coalition of kings
1

3

who attacked this sovereign whicH probably included Harisena, fhe
V8:k8:taka. Cf. Ancient History of Deccan, p. 91.
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credited with the achievement of having crossed the Godavari
.evidently with a view to extend his dominions. Unfortunately
the Western Chalukyas under Pulakesin had grown powerful
in this reign, and the advance of the Visht;lukunc;lin power was
not only stopped but their dominion appears to have been
annexed to that of the Chalukyas.
AC'lording to M. 10uveau-Dubreuil the rock-cut monuments
of Undavalli, Sittanagaram, Bezwada, and Mogulrazapuram
were the work of the Visht;lukunc;lins. 1 There is, however,
considerable differ~nce of opinion on this matter.
Before concluding the account of the Visht;lukunc;lins, their
relationship with the Pallava dynasty may be alluded to. At
present this theory of the Pallava-V isht;lukunc;lin relationship
rests almost entirely on the mere resemblance of names of the
two dynasties and is open to suspicion. Dr.louveau-Dubreuil
noticing for the first time the resemblance of the names of the
Visht;luk~ndin king Vikramendra and Mahendravikrama, the
Pallava king, was led to postulate an unrecorded marriage
·,relation between the daughter of Vikramendra I and Simhavi~ht;luvarman whose son through this Visht;lukunc;1in alliance
was named according to the usual Hindu custom after the
name of the grandfather on the mother's side as Mahendravikrama. 2 According to the same authority the rock-cut
temples excavated by Mahendravarman I, in the various parts
of the Tamil country, coupled with the mention of the name
of the king Mahendravikrama in the Trichinopoly cave
inscription lend considerable support to this relationship of
Visht;lukunc;1ins and the Pallavas. But at present this theory
rests purely on the resemblance of names and is unsupported
by any piece of positive evidence, literary or other, discovered
so far. In none of the published inscriptions is it so much as
pJUavas, p. 33.
This is far too fanciful to build such a theory on. Mahendravikrama
means poo.sessed of the valour of Mahendra. Vikramendra means an
Indra .in valour. They may amount to the sar.::te;n point of sense ultimately; but they are different names and differently formed. The two
terms are not without substantial difference of meaning to the
Sanskdtist. Ed.
1

2
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alluded to that SimhavishlJ.u, the l father of Mahendravarman
and the founder of the line of theI great Pallavas of Kaiichi,
entered into a matrimonial alliance with the VishlJ.ukunt;1ins;
nor is the mere resemblance of the names l alone sufficient
for postulating such a relationship as this. Nor is the
resemblance. between Vikramendra and Mahendravikrama quite
so close. Finally there is no clear evidence that the sq,le of
Mahendravarman cave temples were borrowed from VishlJ.ukunt;1in examples on the banks of the Krishna. The origin of
the Unt;1avalli caves and the actual kings who excavated
them cannot be considered as finally settled, and not
until this is done is it possible to assert that the art of
Mahendravarman was derived from it. Mr. Sewell thought
that these caves were the work oUhe Chalukyas. 2 Mr. Krishna
Sastriyar was struck with tijeir resemblance with the caves of
Orissa and would take them to the Andhra periodJ~) The
genealogy of the VishlJ.ukunt;1ins so far known may be
represented as follows:•
Combined genealogy obtained from the Ramat1rth~m ..
Chikkula and Pulimboru grants:
Circa 475.,
Madhavavarman I

I

Vikramendravarman I

,:

Indrabhattarakavarman

I

Vikramendravarman II
Vikramahendra

I
I

Govindavarman
Madhavavarman II
"l'

The similarity does not take us 'far. They are hardly nallles but
mere descriptive titles. See note on previous page. Ed.
2 List of Ant" voL i, p. 77.
3 Ep. Rep., Madras for 1909, part ii, p. 75. I
1

CHAPTER VI
THE PALLAV A ASCENDENCY-' THE DYNASTY
OF SIMHAVISH~U,' A.D. 575-900
')

INTRODUCTORY

F

ROM the beginn'ing of the reign of Simhavishl).u, also known
as Simhavishl).upottarayan and A vanisimha, about the last
quarter of the gixth century, a new epoch begins in the history
of the Pallava power. From this period onward the Pallava
authority begins to penetrate m~ch farther into the Tamil
country than before. Again during this period flourished the
greatest of the Saiva and Vaishl).ava saints, the majority of the
Alvars 2Ind the Nayanmars who by their memorable religious
wopagandic wor k handed down in their hymns, were destined to
revolutionize South Indian religious thought and outlook. In
another respect also, this period of Pallava history is of special
importance in South II}dian history. It was during this period
that a beginning is believed to have been made in the Tamil land
tq build temples and other monuments in stone iustead of in
perishable material such as wood and brick. This important
change in the building material was destined in the course of a
few centuries to cover the whole of the Southern India with a
network of temples dedicated to Siva, Vishl).u and Brahma.
Above all, the active spread of Sanskrit culture and learning
in the Tamil country was systematically and sedulously encouraged by the Pallava kings of this period, and recent
research seems to support the view that some of the greatest
poets 'and rhetoricians including Bharavi and Dan<;lin the
authors of/(irtUarjuniya and Kavyadarsa, flourished in this age
at the Pallava court at Kanchipuram.
Sources of Information for this Period.-For the earlier we had
tQ depend altIlQst wuolly on coppeq>late charters, But durin~
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this period (A.D. 575 to 900)inscriptlons on stone appear to have
become very popular in the Tamil , country.
We have therefore
I
in addition to copper-plate grant$ large numbers of these
stone inscriptions scattered throughout the Pallava dominions.
Though some of these have been critically edited by Messrs.
Hultzsch, Venkayya and others, the larger part of these still
remain unedited and even unpublished. Of the stone il1l>criptions so far discovered nearly a hundred records are connected
with the members of the Simhavishl)u dynasty and bear the
regnal years of these kings. They have for their object the
registering of gifts of gold or land for temple services, or
endowments for religious and secular learning by the kings, or
other persons of distinction. These inscriptions which are for
the most part very short, unlike the copper-plate records, do not
furnish a genealogy. They mention usually the year of the
ruling king when the insG;ip~ion was put up and the gifts fnade.
They consequently furnish little information either as regards
the ancestry of the ruring sovereign or of any of his fjolitical
achievements. But they give details as regards how the.
various gifts should be appropriated< and furnish valuable
glimpses into the social, economic and administrative arrang~
ments of the times.
Apart from the inscriptions and copper-plate records dated
directly in the years of the Pallava kings and discovered in tht:
various parts of the Pallava kingdom, we have also records
from the other contemporaryidynasties such as those of Western
Chatukyas, the early Pan<;lya's, the Rashtrakutas, the Gangas,
Kadambas, the Banas and t~e Muttaraiyans. The records of
this period also mention the PalIaXlls coming into contact
with the' Malavas, Katabhras, Chatas, K~ral:~s,.-Si nhatas, Tulus
and the Konkal)as; but we do not know mUGh about the politi·
cal condition of these people during this period,
~
Many of the inscriptions' of the l?allava kings- appear~ in
temples and other monuments that they constrpcted !Juring thIs
age at Kanchipuram, and other places. The earliest or these are
found in the cave-temples of the South Arcot, Trichinopoly and
Chingleput Districts l and are dated in t?e reign of Mahendra-
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varman 1. The others are found in the structural temples at
the Seven Pagodas and at Kanchipuram, such as the Kailasanatha temple. The rest are distributed in various villages.
Literature.-We turn from the inscriptions and monuments
to the evidence furnished by literature, both religious 'and
secular. The bulk of the religious literature embodied in the
Tev.Jram of Appar, Sambandar, and Sundarar and the
VaishlJava Nllillyiraprabandha belong to this period as also
the Sanskrit works MaitavilliSa ana perhaps Kiraillrjuniya, etc.
These, however, ,do not compare favourably with the inscriptional records as historical documents. For one thing the
hymns of the saints hardly mention contemporary political or
other events with exceptions such as those in the poems of
TirumalJgai-Alvar. In the next place there is no secular work
in Tamil belonging to this period with the exception of
Nandikkalambakam.
The recently-discovered
Sanskrit:
Sanskrit work entitled MattavilllSa-Prahasana,
MattatJilasathough mainly devoted to the description of the
Prahasana
arunken revelry 01 a Kapalika, incidentally
throws much light upon the contemporary religious
atmosphere in the city of Kanchipuram. Moreover the work
having been composed by one of the Pallava kings Mahendra.:
vikrama, has a special interest to the student of Pallava history .
• Of greater importance, as throwing light on the encouragement
of Sanskrit learning under the Pallava kings of this period
may be mentioned the recent discovery ofDan<;lin's Avantisun.. darikathasara by the officers of the Madras
Ava'!.t~sundari- Oriental MSS. Library. This work mentions the
kathasara
Chalukya VishlJuvardhana and the Western Ganga
Durvinita as having been contemporaries of SimhavishlJu, and
thus establishes a valuable synchronism in South Indian history
hitherto unknown. By mentioning Bharavi and Danc;1in as
livi;g in the Pallava court, it puts beyond all doubt that
Kanchip'!lram the capital of the Palla vas was during this age a
very important centre in the south for Sanskrit learning and
culture. This is independently corroborated by the inscriptional evidence furnished by the Sanskrit charters.

"
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Among Tamil works of the latbr Pallava period we may
mention Perundevanarl's Bharaiave7Jba believed to
The Bhiirata- be composed in the ninth century. It is believed
VCIZba of
Perundevanar originally to have cdnsisted of 12,000 stanzas
though only about 800 so far have come down to
us. The author of this work is supposed to have lived during
the reign of N andivarman I II, the victor in the battle at Te-Ua[u
and is also taken to be the one who edited the classical anthologies. In the invocatory verses prefixed to the Udyoga-Parva
of the Bharatavet.zba the author mentions the victory of this king
at TeHaru, and we may therefore infer that he was a contemporary of this king and composed his Blztiratave~lba in
the reign of N andivarman III. As to his having edited
the classical anthologies the identification presents great
difficulties.!
€I!
The only Tamil historical piece, as distinguished from
religious works of which as we said, there is a
Nandikkalam- large qua~tity that has come down to us from
bakam
Pallava times, is the poetical work entit1«;jd..,
Nandikkalambakam, which in a hundred and ten stanzas
commemorates the martial exploits of a certain Pallaya kingNandi, probably Nandivarman III. This king, as we shall see,
lived in the second quarter of the ninth century. The meagrenessof purely Tamil literary enterprise, if we except the Ttvtiramand Vaishr;tava Praba1Zdham, proba1;:>ly indicate that the Palla va
kings were essentially pat~ons of Sanskrit learning and
Brahmar;tic culture. The bulk of Tamil literature known as the
Sangam works preceded, as we stated above, the advent of the
Pallava k~ngs of Kanchipuram.
___
Along with these we have the impressions: 1>f the Chinese
pilgrim and Master of Law=-Hiuen-TsangChinese
regarding the. city of Kanchi about the ~year
te5fmonyA.D. 640.
His notes furnish a descriptio'h -ofHiuen-Tsang
contemporary religious and secular life. We
have already noticed the histori~al value of Mahav~msa for
this period of Pallava history.
Th~ Great P~llav~s, Simliwpish?fu D:Y1Jast:y. Simhavish7f'«"
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vo:rman, A.D. 575 to 600.-The Kasakku<1i plates 1 taken along
with the Kuram,2 and the VelUrpalayam 3 give us the following
genealogy of the Pallavas of this period : N andivarman

I

I

Simhavisht;1u

I

I

Mahendravarman I

Buddhavarman

. I

-

I

I
- I
Mahendravarman Paramesvaravarman I

I

N arasimhavarman II

I
;1)

I

Govindavarman

.
I
Hlrat;lyavarman
I

N andivarman II
f

r

I

Adityavarman

N araslmhavarman I

II

r

Bhlmavarman

Paramesvaravarman Mahendravarman
II
III

. I

Dantlvarman

I

N andivarman III

I

Nripatungavarman

I

Aparajita
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The genealogy for this period is full, and there is not the
uncertainty of the early Pallava history either about the
reigns of this period, or about the order in which the kings
succeeded one another as most of the documents give the
above order without substantial change. It would be noticed
that from the days of Simhavisht;lu in the third quarter of the
sixth century for a period of 125 years the throne remained in
the hands of the direct successors of this king. We do not
know what position the members of the collateral line, of
whom the Kasakku<1i plates mention Bhlmavarman, Buddhavarmjln, Adityavarman, Govindavarman and Hirat;lya, occupied.
They evidently occupied a subordinate position as the
1
2
3

S.l.l., vol. ii, part 3, pp. 346-53.
Ibid., vol. i, p. 152.
Ibid., vol. ii, part 5, p. 508 fr.
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viceroys' under these kings. Not 9ntil we come to the days
of Paramesvara II in the beginning of the eighth century do
we find that a descendent of Bhimal, the yoU:nget brother of
Simhavish~u, effecting a change df dynasty by succeeding
to the Pallava throne:
No insbription or copper-plate ascribable to this king
SimhavishI;lU has yet been discovered. But his name is
perpetuated in the historical introduction to the work alrtlady
referred to wherein the author says that Bharavi, one of his predecessors, went to his court by invitation. In the MaltavilasaPrahasana, written by his son Mahendravarman I, he is
referred to in the prologue in terms of praise. 1
As regards his achievements we read in verse 10 of the
Velurpalayam grant that his prowess was widely known on
earth, that he quickly seized the country of the Cholas,
embellished by the daughter of Kavera, whose ornamentscare
the forests of paddy-fields, and where are found brilliant
groves of areca. Z From this we may infer that this king; who
is called A vanisimha for the first time extended the Pallava
territory as far as the delta of the Kaveri. In doing so he" CIl
had to encounter the individual and united oppositio ll 'of the
southern powers who are referred in the Kasakkuc;li plates,3
among the vanquished: the Kalabhra, Malava, Chola, Panc;lya
and the Simhala proud of the strength of their arms.
That this conquest of the Tamil regions was no mere formal •
praise drawn from the imagination of the writer of the document is seen in the absence of r~ference to any similar achievement in the records of his son Mahendravarman I, and suggest
I

1

q~ CJq;(?iI:1~f11f110iS(?i~(?iq~f{~q ~cf rrq~fuCl{Hrim:ntlPff+!oiS

~q atrtcroiSwBllq~~llf~q: W+!f~JH"l~qG:rrr~~fu
qft~f{
Uiif"-0.
c-..
,

~riif~q mfB~~wrCJ~f1J: ~~: :n~ 1iJ~er~Wq~q~: q~~cL.q~;:~-- _
ffqr +!QT~f{ '3~qy q~HriifT: ~ft+!i;:~ l'fer~WlllT ''!Ttl II
"
2

S. 1. 1., vol. ii, part 5, p. 510.

Mattavililsa, Sthiipana, p. 3,
3 Ibid.
I
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~learly that he must have inherited the region around the
Kaveri as part of the ancestral dominions which his father had
left. him. Of the earlier Pallava kings we know of only one
king- Buddhavarman who is said to have encountered the
Cholas, and who is described in the VelUrpalayam plates as
. being the submarine fire to the ocean-like army of the Cholas.
, Whether he. conquered the region watered by the Kaveri is,
however, not known. We may, therefore, take it that the
region was for the first time brought under the Pallavas under
S imhavishQ.u.
Our knowledge Of the Cholas, the Pan<;iyas, the Kalabhras
and the Mlilavas 1 whom SimhavishQ.u is said to have defeated
is: very limited, in the present state of our knowledge.

..

1 We do not know who tht'se Malavas wefe and whether they are
identicQ.1 with the Ma!avas of the north. They are probably to be
associated with the people of Ma!anadu who figure in early Tamil
literature.
As regards the Ka!abhras we find that their history is equally obscure.
Th~se pe~ple figure also among the kings conquered by the Cha!ukya
king Vikramaditya and Vinayaditya. They seem to have invaded the
Ftin(lyan capital and having routed the ruling king established their
rule. According to the Velvikugi plates the Adhiraja was ousted from
Power and the conntry occupied by the Kalabhras. (Tiruvi{aiyiidal.
Pur:a~tam). Mr. Venkayya relying on the evidence of Periya/JuralJam
where the KarJ;latakas are said to have invaded and occupied Madura,
proposed to identify the Kalabhras with the KafJ;latakas (E/l. Rep. for
1908, paras 25-26). Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao deriving the word Ka!abhra
fr!lm Ka!avara tries to identify the Ka!abhras with the Muttaraiyar mentioned in the Sen-talai Pillar inscription. (Er. Ind., 15).
Ka!abhras cannot be KafJ;latakas obviously, as the Cha!ukyas themselves
must have ruled over Karnataka and therefore over the KarniHakas.
Ka!abhras must, therefore, be' people different from the groups kilOwn to
us otherwise. There was a people occupying the Pallava territory-the
northern part in particular-whose name has hitherto been read as Ka!var
in the Sangam works. They had a chief by name Pulli with headquarters
at Vengagam (Tirupati). It is these people that are called Ka!abhras in
a Sanskritized form. Kalvar later Kallal' in Tamil are called Kalamal in
Sanskrit. This seems to' indicate a foim Kalavar in Tamil which would
become Ka!abharu in Kannaq.a, Sanskritized into Ka!abhra. I am
assured by Pandit Mahamahopadyaya Svaminatha Aiyar that the reading of t~de MSS. is Kalavar and not KaJvar. It is the irruption of these
people into the south through the advance of the Pallava dynasty that
brought abcllt a great revolution in the Tamil country. The Malavas
are a similar ethnic group with almost similar habits. They also occupied
the territory on the northern and western border of the Tamil land. Their
chiefs took the Tamil title Ma!avaraiyan which has become Malavarayan
which is still a common name in the Tamil country of KaHar families.
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Simhavisru;m's relig'ious leanings were towards Vaish:o.avism
which his very name suggests. It should, however, be remembered that the Pallava kings\ of Kanchipuram were some
• of them devoted to Siva and some, to Vishnu
. as the names of
the Pallava kings indicate. Thus for instance, while there are
names like Vish:o.ugopa and Ktimaravish:o.u which suggest that
the kings who bore such names were devoted to Vish:o.u, it is
a fact that their sons and grandsons bear names like ~kanda
varman and Paramesvaravarman which indicate their devotion
to Siva while names like Buddhavarman possibly indicate the
Buddhistic leanings of this Pallava sovereign. But in the
case of Simhavish:o.u the Udayendiram plates 1 of Nandivarman II clearly call him Bhaktyarttdita- Vish1Ju-Simha- Vish1Ju
in terms which leave no possibility of escape from regarding
him as a Vaish:o.ava. Z None of the temples that this sovereign
might have constructed 'tor Hindu gods has been disCbvered
as yet, though Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil puts forward the
suggestion that the Siyyamangalam cave temple w1tich contains an inscription of Avanibhajana, identified by Hultzsch
with Mahendravarman I, might have been excavated-" 1)y
Simhavish:o.u. ,It may not be impossible,' says he, 'that the
Siyyamangalam temple which contains the images of the lion
and the inscription of King Avanibhajana belongs to the days
of king Simhavishl).u (called Avanisimha in the Kasakku9i
plates). It is not impossible, in fact, that the birudas sU"ch
as Satrumalia, Lalitttnkura,/ Avanibhajana were borne also
by Mahendra and by his father Simhavishl).u.' 3
It is a remarkable fact' that no inscription dated in the
reign of this sovereign has come. down to us although from
the lafer copper-plates and stone i~criptiQl1s. as well as the
recently discovered manuscript AvanNsl£1j,darikathtlStira we
may be sure that Simhavishl).u actually ruled as a kin[ for a
_0

The Tamil Ma!avar changes into M'ii!avas by falseanalog}<lin Sanskrit,
Ma!avaraiyan becoming Ma!avarayan even in Tamil at a later period. Ed.
1 5.1.1., vol. ii, p. 74, n. 11-12 .
., Early History of Vaish1Javism in South India, p. 95.
a Pall. Ant., vol. i, p. 40.
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period of time. His name moreover figures in the two
records which indicate~that his kingdom comprised at least
the regions where these records are found. MaI,lali, a village
near Tiruvorriyftr (not far from Madras), was called in ancient
times SimhavishI,lu-Chaturvedimangalam. Similarly, No. ,?65
of 1907 calls Kanjanftr in Kumbhakonam Taluk, SimhavishI,luChatuwedimangalam which shows that it must have been so
named during the reign of this king. The region from MaI,lali
to Kanjanilr where this sovereign should have reigned
probably constitute.d the kingdom. It is possible that the
discovery of fresh inscriptions will throw new light on the
matter.
A Relief of Sipthavish1Jit.-One of the most interesting
discoveries of the Epigraphy Department in recent years has
been Jhe identification of royal sculptures at the Adivarahasvami temple at Mahabalipuram.t These reliefs relate to two
kings cut in bas-relief ill the Varaha cave in the village of
Mahabalipuram and were noticed as early as 1913,2 by
D1t:, Krishna Sastri in his report although no identification had
been then attempted by him. This was due to the failure to
notice the inscriptional label that is put over the bas-reliefs which
have now been copied and read. From these it is now clear
that the representations are those of SimhavishI,lupotaraya
&.-nd Mahendravarman r. These kings are here represented with
their queens in an attitude of adoration. The Archreological
Superintendent's Report for 1922-23 says on page 94, ' No. li61
of 1922, is engraved on the portal of the north niche in the
Varaha cave, and consists of the name SrI SimmaviI,lI,luPotadhirajan in the Pallava-Grantha characters. The niche
below this inscription contaiI,l~ the seated figure of a king
with a high crown (kinta), and 'chest and ear ornaments flanked
o

These reliefs and the inscriptions at the Adivaraha temple have been
studied by~Rao Bahadur H. Krishna Sastri in a recent ·Memoir issued
by the Archreological Survey of India.
2 The figures in the interior of this temple are first mentioned in one of
the Mackenzie MSS. accounts and in The Cave TemPles of India by
fer~usson ~nd aur~ess (1890) aJUlOulfh n9 ideotilic!!tiQo i~ attempted,
1
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on either ' side by a standing female figure representing, by
their crowns, his queens . . . No. 662 of 1922 cut on the
top of the corresponding niche on the south side of the main
cave, and opposite to the image of Simhavis~u referred to
above, consists only of the name Sri-Mahiindra-potadhiriija.
The niche contains the standing image of a king distinguished by his crown and ornaments. His half-raised hand . points
towards the shrine of the God evidently-whither he appearli to
be leading the nearer queen by her right hand. The above
two inscriptions serve as labels to show whom the images
represent. . . .'
One explanation of the presence of the image of Simbavislu;luvarman in the Adhivaralla temple at Mahabalipuram
may be that the monolith was excavated by him. If this is so
it shOWS that some of the monuments of the Seven-P~godas
are as old as the days of Simhavis~u. This would throw new
light on the real age of the monuments of the Seven.Pagodas. 1
MahLndravarman 1. A.D. 600 to 630.-Mahiindravarman,
known also as Mahendravikrama, and by surnames such ar
Mattavilasa, GUlJ.abhara, etc., came to the throne after Simhavish1;lu about the beginning of the seventh century. His reign
is memorable in many respects. In the first place he is
believed to have given for the first time a real start to excavating temples out of solid stone. In the second place his
reign synchronized with the religious activity of Appar, and
the literary efforts of Bharavi in the field of Sanskrit letters.
From a purely administrative point of view his govertUllent
provided the quiet atmosphere for the peaceful pursuit of
avocations to his subjects hitherto _tormented by wars.
From a military point of view his rule witnessed-the beginninars
of the Pallava-Chiilukya and allava-PW:t~ya conflicts which
were destined to be continued by his successors for over a
century and a half. Considerable impetus was given to productions in the fields of drama, music, painting and other
arts.
~

HuJtzsch /"S&. of Sevell-Parodas, EfJ.1"d., vol.

:1:,

p. 1.

[Page 88.
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The most powerful contemporary of Mahendravarman I and
his son Narasimhavarman I was Pulakesin II. The actual
causes of the conflict between the Chalukyas and the Pallava
kings lie buried in obscurity. Among the wild guesses made
in this direction the most ingenious is that of Mr. Rice who
considers that their (Chalukya) name bears a suggestive
resem;\:>lance to Seleukia, and that they should be probably
associated with Seleucidae 1 in which case the Pallava-Chalukya
conflict would only be a natural sequel to their original warfare
on the banks of the Tigris.
It was about the beginning of the seventh century that
Pulakesin II made himself Master of Vengi which till then was
under the Pallavas, and established his brother KubjaVisht;1.uvardhana as his viceroy. His descendants afterwards
becatlJ,e independent making him founder of the Eastern
Chalukya dynasty. It was in the course of his southern wars
that Pulakesin came into conflict with the Pallavas at Kanchipuram.) The Aihole inscription 2 which enumerates his
,,;xJ>loits says of his encounter with the Palla vas that 'he
caused the splendour of the Lord of the Pallavas who had
opposed the rise of his power to be obscured by the dust of
his army and to vanish behind the walls of Kanchipuram.'
This important reference would suggest a defeat and retreat
ou the part of Mahendravarman I before his Chalukyan
adversary, but we learn however from the Kasakku<}i plates II
that Mahendravarman I gained a victory at PuUalUr which has
been identified by Dr. Hultzsch with PuUalUr (Polilore in
early British period of Indian history and now PaUur) in the
Conjeevaram taluk in the Chingleput District. This was the
scene of two other battles between the English and the French
in the British period. It is not stated who the enemies of the
Pallavas in this victory were. But it is extremely likely that
they were no other than the Cha!ukyas who in a later record
described,the Pallavas as their' natural enemies!
1
2

Mys. Gaz., vol. i; also Mys. and Coorg from Ins., p. 62.
Ep. Ind., vol. vi, p. 11.
• S.I.I., vol. ii, part, 3, p. 343.
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Relz"gion.-According to traditir)fi Mahendravarman I was
originally ~ !ain and was.giv~m to, persecuting the ,.votaries of
other relIgIous denommat:ons., I In the PerzyalJ1tril~lam
ac~ount his conversion to SaivisfU was brought about by
Appar otherwise known as Tirunavukkarasu. Appar was one
of those who is believed to have been thus persecuted, but his
wonderfully miraculous powers, especially the manner in which
he escaped the tortures to which he was subjected f>y the
J ains, moved the Pallava king to embra.ce the Saivism of
Appar.
This event which may have taken pl<:_lce in the middle
of his reign marks an important epoch in the history of
Saivism. There is probably an allusion to this event in the
king's life in the Trichinopoly rock inscription 1 which refers
to him as having turned 'back from hostile conduct to the
worship of the linga (en{blem of Siva). We have at present
no means of ascertaining the exact circumstances connected
with tbis event. It happened presumably sufficiently.,early in
his reign as the number of Siva rock-cut temples excavated
",~
by him are numerous and must have taken many years to
come into existence. All these cave-temples as they are
styled have a peculiarity in shape and have been discovered at
Val1am (Chingleput), Mahendravadi (North Arcot District),
Dalavanur (South Arcot District), Siyyamangalam and Pallavaram. He probably originated the habit of inscribing the surname"s
of the reigning monarchs in ~he pillars and walls of the various
temples that he built. Among the surnames that this king
assumed may be mentioned those of Gu!).abhara, Purush6ttama, Satyasanda, A variibhajana, Sankirnajati, Vichitrachitta, Narendra, Chetthakari, AluPtaK:ama ... KalahapriyalJ"
Lalitailkura, Satrumalla, etc. Of these the 6truda Chetthakari,
jf it is really an equivalent with Chai,tya-kari, would indicate
the temple-building propensities of the king. This probably _
has reference to the rock-cut temples of Mahendravarman I~
/
.tl
all over the Tamil country. The Telugu birudas/ such as
/

1

S.I.I., vol. i, No. 33, p. 29.
/
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Nilvilonayambu, Pasarambu, Ventulavittu, etc., occurring in
these inscriptions have been taken to indicate the Telugu
origin of Mahendravarman's s~yle. It must not be imaginedJ,
that this sovereign's zeal for Saivism blunted his sympathy
for other religions, a feature of his character in preSaiva days. Though he may have professed his devotion
to Siva he caused to be cut out in rock a Vish:r;lU temple
called MahendravisklJugrha 1 on the banks of Mahendra1'
Tataka in Mahendravaoi. This inscription records in
Pal1ava-Grantha that Gu:r;tabhara caused to be cut out of rock
the temple of MahendravisklJugrha in Mahendrapura. This
place has been identified by Dr. Hultzsch with Mahendrava<;li,
near Arkonam. This catholicity was due to the general
tendency of the age when Vish:r;tu and Siva had not begun to
hav~ their separate followers and· were placed in the same
temple without distinction as we find in the monuments of the
Pallavas at the Seven-Pagodas and elsewhere. The Man<;1agappa'hu inscription of this king for instance records the fact
,Ring Vichitrachitta caused to be constructed a temple to
B'r ahma , I§vara and VishQ.u without the use bricks, timber,
metal and mortar. In other words it was a monolithic rocktemple that was excavated. 2
The Mahendra Style.- The principles of the sty Ie of architec~ture adopted and popularized by Mahendravarman I have been
studied in full by Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil in his Pallava
- A. H. Longhurst of the Archceological
Antiquities and by Mr.
Department. According to the former scholar the monuments
of Mahendravarman's period discovered hitherto are caves
excavated in rocks. The pillars are formed of two cubical

----

Ep. Ind., vol iv, p. 152f.
T. A. G. Rao. Ibid., vol. xvii, p. 14. This short record is of importanc.! inasmuch as it records that bE:fore the time of Vichitrachitta bricks,
timber, metal and mortar were the common temple-building materials.
This Jal>lfies the notion that structural temples were non~existent before
the seventh century A.D. in South India, a view based on the absence of
the remains of any previous to this period. This statement in the
Manq,agappaHu inscription warrants the conclusion that such temples
were in existence before.
1

2
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parts separated by a prismatic part. . . . These caves are all
of them situated in T01J.dama1J.dalam and Tamil land, and
are distinguished by (1) Sanctuariee destitute of S6maskanda
image, (2) Circular lingams, (3) iDvarapalas of a peculiar
posture, (4) Double-arched Tiruvatchi (prabha toralJas), (5)
Cubical pillars. All of them are, besides subterranean
manqapas. The Archceological Report for 1918-19, Secti~n 26,
says: 'A very characteristic feature about the temples intbis style is the type of pillar found in them. These are
about two feet square in section and seven feet in height.
The upper and lower portions are cubical while the middle
portion of shaft has the angles levelled off which makes
the middle third octagonal in section. Sometimes the cubical
portions are decorated with a conventional lotus flower
design similar to the lotus medallions appearing on the
stone rails of the Amaravati stUpa. The capitals
the
pillars are simple corbels or brackets supporting the architrave above. . .. Each pillar has a corresponding side
pilaster.'
""
Ppllava Painting.-A vestige of Pallava painting has alSo
been discovered in recent times in the Pudukkotta State, at
Sittannavasa1. The style of the rock-cut temple at Sittan'navasaf"
is identical with that of Mamandur cave .built by Mahendravarman 1. This cave temple seems to have been at one time
fully painted but the painting on the upper part of the edifice·
is alone visible now, namely,ithe painting on the ceiling, the
capitals and the upper parts ,of the pillars. 'The principal
subject that is preserved is ~ grand fresco which adorns the
whole extent of the ceiling and the verandah. This fresco
represents a tank covered with lotuses'":"'- In- .t~ _midst of the
flowers are found fishes, geese, buffaloes, e1ttr>hants and three
men who surely are Jains holding lotuses in their hands.
Their pose, their colouring and the s~eetness of thei,I_ coutrteIlanee are indeed charming. . .. Therefore the decoration
of the capitals of the pillars in the 'facade is ~ell pr6served.
It consists of lotuses whose blooming stems intertwine with
elegance. The two pillars in the pas~age are adorned with

at
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the figures of dancing girls.' 1 It is presumable, as JouveauDubreuil suggests that the art of dancing was encouraged by
Mahendravarman I who probably wrote a treatise on the
subject. The Mamanc;lur inscription 2 of this king alludes to
the work Dakshinachitra probably a treatise on painting and
other works on music composed by him.
Tke)MusicallnscriPtion at Pudukkotta.-To this period is also
ascribed the musical inscription at Kuc;lumiyamalai 3 in the State
of Pudukkotta. The Epigraphy Report for 1906 says that the
inscription was engraved at the instance of an unnamed king
who was a discipTe of a certain Rudracharya who composed
the svaras for the benefit of the pupils.
Relying on the
panegyric given in the Mamanc;lur record, and the reference to
Valmiki of the svaras and varlJ-as of music therein detailed,
and to the Matta,vUasa-Prahasana, as also the close resemblanc~ between the Kuc;lumiyamalai inscription and the
Mahendravarman inscription at Trichinopoly, scholars 4 have
concluded that Mahendravarman I was an accomplished
tp.Ysician and that the Ku<;1umiyamalai musical inscription
was engraved at his order.
Makendravarman I as an autkor.-In the previous paragraphs
it was mentioned that the Pallava court in the days of Simhavish:r;m was a centre of Sanskrit culture. The occurrence of
t~e name
of the works Mattavilasa-Prahasana in the
MamaIJ.c;liir inscription indicates that there was in existet).ce at
the time, a work bearing that name. No one knew of this
work until the Oriental MSS. Department of the Travancore
State discovered this work some years ago. It has now
been published as one of the Travancore Sanskrit Series by
1 This subject is treated by N. C. Mehta in his' Studies in Indian Painting' where four of the fresco paintings of this temple have been reproduced. Mr. Mehta. however, doubts that the temple is a Jain one.
Studies in Indian Painting, pp. 11-12.
2 Q.'J.M.S., vol. xiii, p. 572.
3 No. 354 of 1904.
4 G. Jouveau-Dubreuil, Pallavas, p. 23.
5 The wo1k was probably modelled on another early Prahasana Bhagavadajjukam recel;ltly published and which is attributed to Bodhayana.
The name of this prahasana also occurs in the Mamagdur inscription
of Mahendravarman I in the line preceding the one where Mattavilasa is
mentioned. (See I.H.Q., vol. i, p. 263, Note 3.)
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Mahamahopadyaya Pandit 1'. Gan~pati Sastri. This work is
of great value in enabling us to know the nature of religious
and secular life led by people during the days of Mahendravarman I, in the first quarter of the seventh century.
The Contents of this Work.-The work describes the drunken
revelry of a Kapalika with a female-companion, his falling out
with a hypocritical Sakyabikhshu, believing him to have~tolen
his Kapala (alms-bowl) which had been carried away by a dog,
his having recourse to a degenerate Pasupata for the settlement of the dispute and finally the recovery of the Kapala
from a mad man. We have already seen that the titles
Mattavilasa, Avanibhajana,
Satrumalla and GU1Jabhara
were borne by Mahendravarman I and occur in various
inscriptions. Of these the title Satrumalla is mentioned in
the conduding lines of the play; and that of A vanibhajjllna is
referred to in the fourth pada of the manga/a sloka . . . and
GU1).abhara and Mattavilasa are also Jound in the words of
Nalz in the sthapana. / The virtues of the king are etllogized
in the opening portion of this work. 1
.. 0
Light thrown on Contemporary Life by the Work.-This little
play is full of interest to the student of religious history as iL
affords valuable material regarding the extinct Kapalika faith,
and the vices of the Sakyabikshus and the views regarding the
teachings of the Buddha held by the followers of other religio!lS,
such as the Kapalikas. 'From the Mattavilasa-Prahasana it
I
becomes clear that to a Kapalika, the Kapala is as essential
as is a sacred thread to a Br::lhma1).a. If he loses it he should
provide himself with another in a stated time. He should
cover his body with ashes and make himself hideous; and drink
liquor fr~m skull of a human being . . . .- One-of his articles of
1

~~ra:frtr::l:!f<=rmCJI::f('jl:!: CfirfrR: Cfi(?i-rCti"1~~
'"
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Mattavillisa, p.3. T. Sans. Ser., No.
I
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faith is that the effect always resembles, to a certain extent, the
cause; therefore, from the practice of austerities in this life
one cannot obtain bliss in another life since austerities and
bliss are of opposite nature. The Kiipalikas carried in
addition to the Kapala, a cow's horn both for blowing during
their worship and drinking from. The people of this faith
associated
freely with women-Kiipalikas. . . . The opinions
,
held by the particular Kiipalika, Bhatya-Soma of our play,
regarding the Siikyabhikshus are that the Siikyabhikshus
indulged freely in animal food and fattened themselves
pecuniarily by being the managers of several viharas, and led
a comfortable life, against all the rules of their order: they
covered themselves only to conceal their foibles. Their
teacher Buddha, did nothing more than steal his doctrines from
the Vedanta and the Mahabharata of the Brahmans, and compiled
there'from his doctrines.'1 The mention of Buddhas, Bikshus,
Kapalikas and Pasupatas, in his burlesque by Mahendravarman I
as among the inhabitants of Kanchipuram bear out the
surmise that Buddhism flourished there till at least the
f"'J
seventh century A.D., and that the statement of Hiuen-Tsang
regarding the existence in Kanchipura of a large number of
viltaras 2 finds support in this work of Mahendravarman.
The reign of Mahendravarman I synchronized with the
period of decay of Buddhist and Jain religions at Kanchlpuram and the Tamil land. The Saiva saints Appar, and
Tirugnana-Sambandar were actually engaged in propagating
the Saiva faith. According to the testimony of these saints, as
represented in their references to the Siikyas, we have to infer
that the Buddhists and J ains of this period were in a degenerate
position then. They are mentioned in the same strain also in
several verses in the VaishI,lava work NalayirajJrabhandam. 3
1

M.C.C. Mag., vol. 34, p. 413.

.2

3 y?.vllJflJUl.fiI",oiJrp> 4~QIi'@'Ul_QUl"""DtiJ
lIi'&vIlJP>~ft>p>Ul'{!;Ii' lIi ......Uc:", C:lfiL..uC:"Ii,tiJ.
Q ....dlfLJ •• C:u,JjlllJri

.,..,..tJ..i

~J8IlJ .."Ul-rllJ.isli.; U"l~lii
ilp9fLJ,i/RQJUUL..'_,i. Nan.

l!;.§1fi1oiJrp>

Tirumiilai, v. 7.
P. T. vol. ix, p. 7, v. 8.

81 . . . .' . . .

Tiru, v. Q.

Beal's Rec., vol. ii, p. 229.
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The reign of Mahendravarman I is believed to have been
the period of the VaishlJ.ava saint Tirumalisai and therefore
also that of the first three Alvars: by certain scholars. Mr.
M. Srinivasa Aiyangar 1 in his I Tamil Studies expresses
the view that the GUlJ.abhara mentioned in the NanmuganTiruvandadi is a reference to Mahendravarman I, and concludes, on this basis alone, that he was his contemporary. C> But
a careful examination of the context and meaning 01 this stanza 2
shows that the GUlJ.abhara of the Alvar cannot be interpreted
as alluding to any mortal man.
1

Tamil Studies, pp. 305-6.
" ""~JI-llDfDl6/S~r:lLJriIir ", ..III".""r:.., QlLJriIir~(!JUUrilir
~uL(~'" Q"nIPILJ&jw Ufiu§l1.:Ji6®1il-~$"'''
Qa;'@,J/S<f1PfS r:nr:",,/ ®_uu.r:.... / a..riIirilolr

2

Ji,_if;~.,./I.Jli QlDiJQ/Sdit/S,i/Srlil.
(St. 93, Nan. Tiru.)
See also Early Hist. of Vaishnavism itt South India, p. 54.

CHAPTER VII
NARASIMHAVARMAN I (MAHAMALLA) A.D. 630-660
"

ARASIMHA VARMAN I succeeded Mahendravarman I
•
on the Pallava throne about A.D. 630. He is called
in some of his inscriptions, Vatapi-Konc;1a-Narasimhavarman
and this alludes to his supreme achievement, namely, the
capture and destruction of Vatapi (Badami in the Bijapur
District). He is one of the most remarkable sovereigns of the
line of Simhavishl;m, and the Pallava empire must have been
considerably enlarged during his reign. His reign is weIlknown for the following :-(1) Invasion and capture of Vatapi ;
(2) Invasion of Ceylon; (3) The excavation works at Mamallapur am i (4) The visit of the Chinese pilgrim to Kanchipuram.
~The Chtl/ukya-Pallava Relations.-It has already been seen that
in about the middle and closing years of his father, Pulakesin II
advanced as far as the city of Kanchi, forcing 'the lord of
the Pallavas to retreat behind the walls of Kanchipuram.' 1
The Kuram plates 2 belonging to the reign of Paramesvarav~rman I mention the important fact that N arasimhavarman I
inflicted a crushing defeat on Pulakesin, in the battles of
Pariyala, MalJ.imangala and Sftramara.
The exact locality
corresponding to these places cannot, at this distance of time,
be made out except in the case of MalJ.imangala which may be
safely identified with th~ modern village of MalJ.imangalam,
situated at a distance of only twenty miles from Kanchi.
This reference in the Kiiram plates indicates another Chalukya
invasion early in Narasimhavarman's reign on which occasion
the Ohalukya army would appear to have advanced very near
the PalJJlva capital itself before it sustained the defeat
mentioned in the record.

N

)

1

EfJ. Ind., vol. vi, p. 11.

13

"S.l.l., vol. i, p. 152.
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Raid on Viitapi.-Shortly after, the repulse of the Chalukya
armies from the neighbourhood of Kanchlpuram, N arasinthavarman I made serious preparation~ for a counter-invasion into
the Chalukya territory. This expe,dition' was entrusted to the
command of Siru-Tol)Q.a who was known otherwise as
Paranjoti.
That this aggressive expedition under the
command of Siru-Tonda marched against the Ch~lukya
capital, captured it imd returned with great spoils to Kanchi
is learnt from the life of Paranjoti,1 otherwise Siru-TOl)Q.ar in
the Periya/JUra'lJam. The VelUrpalayam plates refer to this
exploit :-' From his son Mahendra was born Narasimhavarman I famous like Upendra (Vishl)u) who, defeating the host.
of his enemies took from them the pillar of victory standing in
the centre of.Vatapi.'2 This is also referred to in a mutilated
inscription found at VatapP and written in characters of this
period, probably put up by Narasimha to commemorate his
capture of the city. This record, although mutilated, contains
the surname Mahamal1a, and the words Kshitibhujam-agresara
Palla va and (Nara) simha-vish~lU. From these it is clear t~.~
N arasimhavarman I captured the city of Vatapi; and probably
set up a pillar of victory at this place recording this achievement.
There can, therefore, be no doubt regarding th(;
cap_ture of the city by. the Pallava king.
Ceylon Invasion.-The circumstances that led to the intervention of Narasimhavarman I in the affairs of Ceylon a;e
gathered chiefly from the; MahavaritSa. 4 It appears from
this account that Manavamma, a Ceylon prince, having become
an exile fled to India, and, arriving at the city of Kanchlpuram,
managed to enter service uh.der N arasimhavarman I with a
view to s'ecure his aid and ultimately togain--the_CeyloO: throne.
1 w..,."", ..iA;@p /J.,;",GC:UfflU "''-'-I''''P!P "'I1'a'iP
Q~lfrdirQ11'!Grii §1S,"fI&% §J~Qjg®E1QD~ .J(ii6JrrlL{QS>S~Afu

uww...fi'{ tJljilA;@.""",{tiJ UlJl':"~""(!JltiJ u,/!pGI1."",,.'{tiJ
fiJ~fif1r""QQ/dtz~"'&fiJJlisC:1S d66Vr~Qsr r:JJJ,~l1>flQMlil5lSfli-

Per. Pur., Life o{ParanJoti, v. 6.
2
4

S.l.l., vol. ii,.

p. 508,

Th~ Maht"it>amsa,

verse 11.
3 fnd: ~nt., vol. ix, p. 19!;l.
ch. 47 (Tumour'~ translatlOn).
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Here he is described as having constantly engaged himself in
service of the king and proved his trustworthiness by many an
act of bravery and loyalty. The Mahavamsa mentions in
great detail the. various acts of Manavamma, particularly
his services to Narasimhavarman I in his wars against the
Vallabha,. the Chalukya king: how once king Vallabha came
to make war against N arasimha and how the Pallava king with
a view to test. Manavamma left him at, his capital City and
proceeded to the battle-field alone, and how Manavamma's
affection caused him to leave the safety of the fortified capital
and join his king 'in the field of battle in victory, defeat, or
death. Such' action was. bout;1d to increase N arasimha' s
esteem for him; and it is therefore not surprising that when the
Ceylon prince prepared to go back to his country Narasimhavarman I gave him a strong escort and an army with which he
was able to secure the Ceylon throne. But this success did
not last long. Soon after, his army deserted hitn and the
Prince Qf Ceylon came back once more to seek the help of
N arasimhavarman 1. Again N aras'imhavarman I gave him an
army much bigger than before, and this ti~e the Pallava king
himself accompanied his troops as far as the harbour where his
men went on board on their voyage to the shores of Ceylon. It
.is note,,:,"orthy that this naval expedition of N arasimhavarman I
set sail from the ancient Pallava port, MahabaIipuram, which,
according to contemporary account was a harbour at this time.
It is worthy of note that Hiuen-Tsang 1 who stayed in the city
for a considerable time (circa 642) recorded the fact that ships
go to Ceylon from Kanchi, and that it extended by twenty miles
to the coast. 2 Tirumat;1gai Alvar also records that Mahabalipur am was a busy port in his hymns on this place and particularly notes that in its harbour ride at anchor 'vessels bent
')

~, Beal, Records, vol. ii, p. 228.
2 4<11 .. Q'.... tfljI.!;C/!i""",r:ILI'@ 4..,1P.. ..,~UJ's;<ri7pf'Jm(!fJtb
swlhQ&"1T1iu I6QJtll~.$@jIi!DQJlLfth c!liWt6Q/iE(7!jW /sfI.tnQ(!!J~t5fJJ
$QNriJ&6I1aJE1@jih tD~1sJ8;a;L-W llJGv'!iNJipWJF.UJQ!fW
81i\JmQ51T~

IllQJTPI5'rQJt;;IS)tI

aJWJbQl£f1~ ETfigI!)L._(;;I1i~(!q:...

Peria Tirumoli, Kaganmallai Hymns, 6.
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to the point of breaking laden as they are with wealth, big
trnnked elephants and nine gems lin heaps.'
This· second naval expedition ~as a complete success and
must have made a profound impression on the contemporary
powers of South India. l The Kasakku<;1i plates which confirm
the conquest of Ceylon justly compare this achievement of
Narasimhavarman I with that of Rama's conquest of Lanka.'!
Prince Mfmavamma was firmly placed on the throne, a>:1d not
until Narasimhavarman l's death, did' trouble overtake him
again.
MOltuments of Narasimhavarman I. Improvemmt of Mahabalipuram.-Like his father, Narasimhavarman I was a lover of
building temples all over his kingdom. Some of his earlier
monuments such as the cave temples at Trichinopoly district
and Pudukotta were excavated from out of rocks as those of
Mahendravarman 1. Thl1 peculiar features of the monttJIlents
of Narasimhavarman have been described by A. H. Longhurst
as follows ':-' The cave temples are,excavated in the face of
the rock in the same ri'Ianner as those belonging to th'e earlier
period, but their facades are usually more ornamental and cr;;o,.
tain pillars. of a different variety. On plan the interiors are ~uch
the same as those of the cave temples of the Mahendra style,
with similar small square shrine chambers cut in the back wall
which are usually free from ornament within. The pillaredhall in front of the shrine often contains large panels cut.in
the side walls filled with sculptural figures in high relief.
These are usually of gr~at beauty and executed with
1 • It is certainly astonishing that in the inscriptions of the Pallavas
and other Southern dynasties no reference whatever is made to the relations which in those days must have existed-between CorOJ;nundel and
the Far East. The explanation probably is that tho~e-relations, of which
the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims have left us sii.£h a valuable record
were of a perfectly peacefttl nature. Suppose the powerful Pallava 1.1
princes of Kanchlpura had equipped armadas and carried their arPlS to
the remote shares of Campa and 'Java, may we not ass(l~e th_a';, t~ir _
conquests on the far side of the ocean would have been extolled in their·
pra(astis with no less effusion than ~e find lavished ,on the~ victories
over the Chalukyas? '--J, Ph. Vogel-The Yu/Ja Inscriptions of Kil~g

lIfulavarman .
... S.I.I., vol. ii, p. 343, verse 22 .

•
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remarkable skill. The interior too of the more ornamental
cave temples is provided with cornice and plinth mouldings.
, The most striking feature about the Mamalla style is the
curious shape of the pillars. l The square heavy pillars with
corbel-capitals of the earlier period are replaced by pillars of
a more elegant shape and better proportion. The base of the
pillar is carved in the shape of a conventional lion sitting very
erect,and carrying the shaft of the column on the top of its
head. This shaft is still octogonal in section but of better
proportion and crowned with a bulbous capital having a flat
abacus. Between the capital and the architrave is usually a
double-bracket supporting th-e cornice. This latter feature is
obviously a stone copy of a wooden-model.' 2
According to Mr. Longhurst examples of Mamalla style are
only found at the Seven Pagodas. 'It will be remembered,'
says,he, 'that it was Mamalla who founded Mamallapuram
naming the town after himself. 3 Although most of the monuments there may b~ said to be in the :NEmalla style it is quite
certain·'that all of them could not possibly have been excavated
~ring his life time, as the work must have taken over a
century and even then was never finished. Therefore we may
presume that Mamalla's son and successor Mahendravarman II
and also the latter's son Paramesvaravarman I, carried on
the work begun by Mamalla 'keeping more or less to the
oJiginal sty Ie. . . .'
Dr. Hultzsch on tlte age of the Seven Pagodas.-About the
exact age of the monuments of the Seven Pagodas the views
of scholars differ considerably. According to Venkayya 4
1

Note by Editor.

Arch. Reportfor 1918-1919, p. 26 ff. Also see same writer's remarks in
Pallava Archz'tecture, Parti,MemoirsoftM Arch. Sun'. India, No. ]7,
p.ll.
2

3 In the opinion of the late James Fergusson derived from a study of the
sculNures and the architecture the date of the Seven Pagodas is somewhat earlier than 700, but their execution m21y ,have been spread over
half a cen)ury or even more and that A.D. 650 or 700 may be safely relied
upon as the date at which the rocks were carved into the wondrous forms
which excite our admiration. Cave TemPles of India, p. no.
~ A.S.R .• 1906-7, p. 234.
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Mahabalipuram was founded by. Nar~simhavarman I, surnamed
lVlahamalla,l after his own surnam~ and that the earliest of
them cut out by him.
The place is ordinarily supposed by'most official Epigraphists
and Western archreologists to have hid no previous history 2 or
existence although the mention of this place by the earliest
Alvars and the recent discovery of inscribed statues of Simhavishl:lU and his son Mahendravarman I clearly goes agt'ainst
such a presumption. According to Dr. Hultzsch the :majority
of short epigraphs on the monolith now styled Dharmaraja
Ratha resemble those of the Mahendravac.1i and Siyyamangalam
cave inscriptions of the Palla va king Mahendravarman.
Among the names and surnames of the king who excavated i
the Dharmaraja Ratha, we find twice the name of N arasimha I
which seems to have been his actual name while the remaining!
designations look like mere ,surnames. Among the succeS'1>ors I
of Mahendravarman I there are two kings named N arasimhavarman. As the type of the alphabet is more archaic th~n that
of the second of the inscriptions which probably belongs to
Paramesvaravarman I, father of Rajasimha, Narasimhavarma~
of Dharmaraja Ratha inscriptions may be identified with N ara- i
simhavarman I, the son of Mahendravarman 1. This id,entifi- .
cation is rendered almost certain by a reference to the published
facsimile. 3
About the year A.D. 642, the celebrated Chinese pilgrim and"
Master of Law, Hiuen-Tsang, visited the Pallava capital and
appears to have stayed there a cqnsiderable tIme. He descrIbed
the country round the capital by the name of Dravic.1a, and
extending about 6000 Ii in extent. The soil was fertile and
:produced al;mndance of crops. He found'---the climate of the
'-

'Note by Editor on the age of Mahabalipur.
_
According to 10uveau-Dubreuil, the monuments at the S6Yen.
Pagodas do not go back prior to the seventh .cenfury, A.D. see hisArcnaeologie du sud de L'Inde, tome i, pp. 7'.1--'10,2. His theories on th~age and
the evolution of Pallava monuments' arja generally followed by A. H.
Longhurst, V. A. Smith and Ananda C. Coomaraswamy in his recent
work on the History of Indian and Indonesian Art. (pp. 102-104.)
3 Hultzsch, Ep. Ind., vol. x, p. 1 ff.
2

I
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region hot, and the character of the people courageous. The
people were deeply attached to the principles of truth and
highly esteemed for their learning l a fact which is also noted by
one of the Tevliram hymnists. 2
As regards Buddhism the pilgrim found some hundred,
Sailghlirlimas, and 10,000 priests all of whom studied the teaching o~ the Sthavira school of Mahayana Buddhism. The Hindu,
including the J aina temples numbered about eighty and in other
parts around he found that the sect of the Digambaras had
many adherents. Hiuen-Tsang also refers to the tradition
current then that the Tathagatha in olden times when he lived
in this world frequented this part very much and converted
many men. Therefore Asoka the Buddhist emperor is believed
to have built a large number of stuf;as here traces of which the
pilgrjm was able to notice in many places around Kaiichi. The
Chinese pilgrim also refers to the tradition that Kaiichipuram
was the birth place of Dharmapala, the well-known metaphysician who preceded Silabhadra as head of the great University
r;;i Nalanda. -The pilgrim also visited M0o-kiu-chi (the Pal;l<;lya
country) where he found some of the inhabit~lllts following-the
true doctrine, but others impetuous and wholly given to
commercial gain. The Buddhist pilgrim also found that in the
Pa1).Qya country his religion was in a state of decay though
t~aces of monasteries were found everywhere. 3
Mahendravarman II.-About A.D. 655, Narasimhavarman I,
the Mahamalla, died having raised the Pallava power to a glory
unprecedented in Pallava history. The exact period of the duration of Narasimha's reign is not known, but from the evidence
of the Mahrlva1!lsa, and the prolonged stay of Manavamma at the
court of this king as well as the military and naval enterprises
associated with his reign, his reign must have lasted a fairly
long time. He was succeeded by Mahendravarman II about
"
)

1

Beal, Records, vol. ii, p. 228.

2 "...,.a<:v """,1&""'/5 "O~!i}ID'IIU" Appar, TeVi'iram, Tirukachchintiirra{i
Patikam, verse S,
3 13eal, Records, vol. ii, ):l):l. 228-30,
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whom practically nothing is known,l except th!'l reference in the
Kftram plates that he 'thoroughly ,enforced the sacred law of
the castes and the orders.'l This dobably indicates a peaceful
reign free from disturbances of ho~tile invasions from outside.
According to Mr. M. S. Ramaswami Aiyangar, Mahendravarman II was the contemporary of Appar. 2 But there is no
evidence to show that Mahendravarman II was a Jaitf'in the
earlier part of his reign and that his conversion to Saivaism was
brought about by Appar. On the other hand, as we saw already,
Appar was a contemporary of Mahendravarman I, the son and
successor of Simhavisht;m (A.D. 600-630).
Paramcivar!!:JJgrman l.(!:irca 600 to 680).-With. the accession
of Paramesvaravarman I we once again find ourselves in very
stirring times. Invasions and counter-invasions of the Pallavas
and the Chalukyas become once more the order of thG day.
His great Chalukyan contemporary was Vikramaditya I
who, according to the, Gadval plates, 3 conquered Kaiichi,
defeated Isvarapotaraja. and destroyed the Mahamalla' family.
This grant also gj'T~S the very .important particular that atofm;
time of the southern invasion, Vikramaditya I was encamped
at Uragapura 4 on the southern bank of the ,Kaveri:These plates furnish the details of date, i.e. the year both of

1 The VelUrpa!ayam plates omit h,is name
altogether from the
genealogical list. Ibid., S.I.I., vol. ii.
2 Studies in South Indian Jainism. p. 66.
3 Ep. Ind., vol. x, No. 22, pp. 100-6.
~ As regards the identification of Uragapuram the statement in the
plates that it was on the southern Ibank of the Kaveri makes it clear that
it must ha;ve been the ancient Ch6!a capital &a,iyur near Trichinopoly.
Dr. Hultzsch was inclined to identify it witIf"'-.Nagap,~tam. t~king
Uragapura to be a literal translation in Sanskrit of t~ Tamil word NagaPaWnam. (Ep. Ind., vol x, p. 102.) Attempts have Deen made to identify
it with Pambur. :But the fact that Peruva!analltIr, where a battle was
fought between the Pallavas and tbe Cha!ukyas, lies about twelvemiles
from Trichinopoly (north-west) shows the camp where Vikramadityastayed and made this grant could not have been very mtJph farther
According to Prof. 10uveau-Dubreuil;(P«ltavas, p. 43) Uragapur,am is
the' City of Ra:garasika, ' of the Kailasanatha temple inscription (S.I.I.,
vol. i, p. 13). But it seems more sound to regard that Paramesvaravarman I led another invasion against "Badami, and that the KailasaniHha
temple inscription has reference to this achievem.lm't.
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the reign and of the Saka era. The actual date of the grant
as given in the record is the full-moon iithi of Vaistlkha in the
twentieth year of the reign, which was current after596 Saka
years had passed. According to Dr. Fleet the equivalent may
be taken as Tuesday, 25th April, A.D. 674, which fully confirms
the correctness of other dates obtained for the reign by Prof.
Kielhorn.
Th~ details of the Pallava-Chalukya campaign are not clearly
known from any records, but it is certain that success did not
uniformly attend on the Chalukya invader. The Kuram record
already referred to, which belongs to this period, after giving
an elaborate account of the martial exploits of Paramesvaravarman I mentions in particular the fact that he made V ikramaditya ' whose army consisted of several lakshas take to flight
covered only by a rag.'1 Similarly the VeIurpalayam record z
makBs pointed reference to Paramesvaravarman having
crushed, the conceit of his enemies like the sun destroying the
mists •• Neither of these grants furnishes any detail which
might help us to locate the exact place where the Pallava and
ihe Chalukyan forces met in battle. This very important detail is
obtained from the Udayendiram plates 3 which mention the name
of the site of battle as Peruvalanallur which we may correctly
identify with the village of Peruvalanallur in the Lalgudi taluk
of the Trichinopoly District. As we know that the Gadval
plates mention the important detail that the Chalukya emperor
was encamped in Uragapuram, this identification receives added
confirmation, especially as this place lies a few miles from this
village. The campaign between the Pallavas and the Chatas
must have been therefore conducted in and around the town of
Trichinopoly. A glowing description of the battle is given in
the Kuram plates from which we learn that Paramesvaravarman's war-elephant was called Arivaralja and that his horse
was.)mown as Atisaya. 4
S .1. <f., vol. i, p. 144.
v.ll, VelUrpiilayam plates, ibid., vol. ii, p. 50S.
3 Ibid., vol. ii, p. 371.
* . At the head of a battle,-in which the disk of the sun was caused to
assume the likeness of the circle of the moon through the mist of the
1

2
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This king appears to have been a Igreat devotee of Siva and
pleased that God by constructing I large numbers of Siva
temples all over the kingdom. From the inscription on the
, I
Gat;lesa temple at Mamallapuram,11-?r. Hultzsch has concluded
that Atyantakama after whom the temple is named must have
been a surname of Paramesvaravarman I himself

"

dust, there was produced by the marching of the countless troops of
men, horses and elephants, which was terrible through the thunderlike
sound of drums, which teemed with unsheathed swords that resembled
flashes of lightning, in which elephants were moving like clouds, and
which therefore resembled an unseasonable appearance of the rainy
season; in which tall horses looked like billows, in which elephants
caused distress on their path, just as sea-monsters produce whirlpools, in
which conches were incessantly blown and which therefore resembled the
gaping ocean; which was full of swords and shields, just as of rhinoceros,
creepers and viiraIJa trees, which was crowded with heroes who possessed
bows and mighty elephants, as if it were crowded with Sara (grass) and
which was agitated by a viole'nt wind in which the path of the "Wind
was obstructed by arrows, that flew past each other on the bows, while
these were bent by the warriors; in which javelins, pikes, darts, clubs,
lances, spears, and discuses,were flying about ;' in which troops of furious
elephants firmly impaled each other's faces with the piercing thunderbolts of their tusks; in which squadrons of horsemen were connecte~ ,
by their swords, that had struck each other's heads, in which there wme ~
soldiers who were noted for their dexterity in fighting with sword against
sword, pulling of hair against hair and club against club; in which the
ground was thickly smeared with saffrot:\ as the blood was mixed withcopious rutting juice of the elephants that issued in consequence of their
considering each other as equals, or despising each other; in which both
large armies had lost and dropped arms, necks, shanks, thigh bones and
teeth; in which, owing to the encounter of the armies, both sides we~
broken, urged on, put to flight and prostrated on the ground; which was
attended by the goddess of fortune ~itting on the swing of the dOUbt about
mutual victory or defeat; in which'brave warriors were marching on the
back of lines of, fallen elephants, that formed a bridge over the flood of
blood, in which soldiers stood motionless, if their blows did not hit each
other's weak parts; which was cov~red here and there with shattered banners and parasols with fallen elephants and with dead and half dead soldiers
, who had done their duty whose strong armS"stil1..raised the, weapon
whose lips were bitten and whose eyes were deep red with 'fury; in which
a multitude of white chiimaras was waving; in whi&h tiaras, armlets,
necklaces, bracelets and ear-rings were broken, crushed and pulverised,
in which the kii,shmiindas, rakshasas and /Jz'siichas were singing, intoxicated
with drinking the liquor of the l:ilood; and which contain_§_ hunflregs _
of headless trunks, that were vehemently dancing together in a fearfulmanner according to the beaten time he, unaided, made Vikr.'J,maditya,
whose army consisted of severallakshas take to flight, covered only by
a rag.' (Kilram plates; Dr. Hultzsch's Translation, 5.1.1., vol. i,
p. 153 ff.)
1 Ep. Ind., vol. x, p. 8.
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, ~he second and very florid alphabet found, in the inscriptions of the Pallava king Atyantakiima on the monolith now
styled Gal).esa temple (No. 20), in the two caves called DharmarajamaI~Oapa and Ramanujamal).Oapa.
The same alphabet is
employed in the Kanch! inscriptions of Riijasimha and his son
Mahendravarman III. The Kiinchlpuram inscriptions state
that Rajasimha was the son of Ugradal).Oa the destroyer of
Ral).;rasika's city and that the epithet Ral).ariis~ka refers to
the Western Chalukya king Vikramiiditya I (A.D. 655-680).
The alphabet of the Atyantakama's inscription at the Seven
Pagodas resembles so closely that of Kailasanatha temple
epigraphs that both must be assigned to the same period.
That Atyantakama's actual name was Paramesvara is seen
from verse 2 of No. 20." I propose to identify this AtyantaHima
with either Paramesvaravarman I, the father of Rajasimha or
Par:lmesvaravarman II, the son of Riijasimha preferably with
the former.'
It thus appears that the rock-cut monument known as the
Jial).esa temple as well a~ the Riimanujamal).Oapa were probably
e~cavated at the orders of Paramesvaravarman and that the
former one was a Siva temple. From the eleven slokas in the
Gal).esa temple inscription we learn that Paramesvaravarman I
had Chitramaya, GUl).abhajana, SrIbhara and Ral).ajaya as surnames. Vidyavinlta Pallava was another title of Paramesvaravarman I. In the village of Kfiram Paramesvaravarman
appears to have built a structural temple to Siva, called in the
plates Vidyavinita-Pallava-Paramesvaragrha. The object of
the Kfiram grant is a gift of the village of ParamesvaramaQ.galam (evidently named after the king) made to the temple
of Siva which had been built at Kfiram by Vidyiivinita PaIIava.
The village was probably named after the king himself and
divided into twenty-five parts of which three were to be enjoyed 1)y two Brahmans Anantasiviichiirya and Pullasarman who
lOOKed after
the divine service of the temple. The fourth part
)
was set aside for the providing ofwater and fire for the temple
mal).Oapa, the fifth for the reading of the Bhiirata at this place
while the remaining twe~ty parts were given to twenty
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Chatufvedins. Kiiram is described here as belonging to Manyavantrarashtra of Nirveliir, a divisiori of Urrukattukottam.
N arasimlzavarman 11-Rajasimha, ~irca 680-700 .-N arasimhavannan II succeeded his father towatds the close of the seventh
i
century. His reign appears to have: been completely peaceful
and free from foreign invasions. Among the temples built by
his king may he mentioned the Kailasanatha temple,
called the Rajasimhesvara after his surname Rajasimh11., the
Airavatesvara temple at Kaiichi, the Shore-temple near the
sea at Mahabalipuram, and the Panamalai temple all of which
contain his inscriptions. The habit of registering the surnames
of the ruling king begun by Mahendravarman I appears to have
become exceedingly popular now and was extensively
put into practice by Rajasimha more than 250 of his birudas
being found in the walls of the Kailasanatha temple alone. 1
Some of these are :-' Rishaba1i:inchana " 'Sri-Samarabhakta', 'Srivadyavidyadhara " 'Sri-A.gamapriya', 'SriPratimalla " , Siva-Chii(liimat;li ',etc. These titles are suggestive of his personal tastes, his accomplishments and religious
inclinations. The inscriptions .of the Kailasanatha templ~
besides the birudas of this king, include those of his son
Mahendravarman III and his queen -Rangapataka whose ,names are associated with the erection of a part of the temple. 2 This
Rangapataka appears to have been one of Rajasimha's queens
and her record consists of three Sa~skrit verses in charactel'S
similar to Rajasimha's inscription. This inscription registers
the fact that the small Siva shtine was constructed by Rangapataka 3 the Queen of N~rasimhavisht;lu, or Kalakala whose sign
, was the bull.
I

..

S.l.l., vol. i"Nos. 25 and 26, pp. 14-18.
,. Ibid" p. 23.
_

1

-'-_"
_
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The Monuments ofRajasimha.-The most important among the
temples now existing, built by Rajasimha is that at Kanchipuram
known as the KaiHisanatha temple. One of the inscriptions in •
this temple records the constructlon of this temple by Rajasimha. i
There is a story in the Periyapurtl~Ulm account of Pusalar:
Nayanar 1 which mentions that a Kadava king built a temple ~
to Siva
and heard a celestial voice directing the postpone'I
ment of the consecration by a day as on the day appointed
he had to be present at the temple of the devotee Pusalar for a
similar function. This presumably has a reference to
that erected by Rajasimha as it is mentioned that Rajasimha
heard a celestial voice in one of the inscriptions the
KaiIasanatha temple in itself. 2 The construction of
this temple is also referred to in the VelUrpalayam plates in
the following terms :-Verse 13 'His(Paramesvaravarman's\
son's'son was Narasimhavarman II who equal to Mahendr~
once again organized the ghatika of the twice-born and buill
of stone a house for the moon-crested Siva which was compara
~ to the Mountain Kailasa. Among the oth:r temples buil'
duilng this period we may mention the Siva temple a
Panamalai, the Shore-temple at Seven Pagodas 3'nd tht
Airavatesvara temple at Kanchipuram.
It has been
doubted in some quarters whether or not the Shore-temple
at Mahabalipuram is a Pallava structure. Recently about
six' Sanskrit verses in Pallava script have been discovered
round the plinths of the two baliplthas here. The record
is not complete but contains an eulogy of a Pal1ava king
whose surnames were Atyantakama, Aparajita, Sivachul;1amal).i,
1

''',-&I' r:!S,/D,Qsr S#ililU<fDfD<iI QUJ(j,jiJ{$QPPfD
1D''-'''''<5 fi/QJwA:S,s QU(1r'<5Q ",lud Q/(!!jiJllluQ6'iJ ..1'
eLUgrN~lJJlI'l6f1.,r~ 1I1!.l&(f!j W2r@l,* (!pW@JQ
C'_.lfr G16f1Qsrfil1>pl(!&JiJtWpr tff,.J}fiM>l-&

&QJft8Qwt!.JjI

i/Qsr[D,y,; ~""'QsrU Q"'IJI-~'" ...!IlaJrElP Q6'iJlJ
I6Qsrpil ",'''''UJil§1
L./(!!j(! ..,ild.,
J",Qsrp9UJ Q6'UJ7J;v..-,b QUJ,!lJElPo!iQsr Q"".... ,QlJrItt,9
Q&flWQD!DQlui .!JIQDI-4JniGl6lm,-i (!•• dwGlBrfilb L-crCiJ'uC:ud;~,;.

.-,3.r",rb

2

SII., vol.

i,

p.
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\

- Per. Pur. Pus. Nay. v. 9 and 10.
.
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etc., attributes that we now kn?w belonged to Rajasimha.
Another verse refers to him as Riija,simha, RalJ.ajaya; Sribhara
and Chitrakarmukha and is ident~cal with verse 12 of the
Kiinchipuram inscription of Riijeisimha. The mention in the
I
record of the king as the ruling sovereign makes it almost
certain that he was Rajasimha, son of Paramesvaravarmar.
I, who bore the surnames Kshatriyasimha and Rajasimha.
The two Siva temples of the Shore-temple Khatriy~~imha.
Pallavesvaram and Riijasimhapallavesvaram were apparently
contemporary with Rajasimhapallavesvaram of Kiinchipuram,
and have been named after Riijasiinha,Ll
Literature and Literary Patronage.-The age of Narasimhavarman II was one of intense literary activity.
It has
been already pointed out that Sanskrit poets and Sanskrit
culture were specially patronized by Pallava kings.2 It
is suggested that Danc;1in', the well-known Sanskrit -&riter,
probably flourished for some time in the Pallava court at
Kanchipuram, and references to Kanchipura and its rules
bave been discovered in his works, In hIS Kavyadarsa 3
""oJ
Danc;1in mentions a Saiva king Rajavarma who judging ftom
the way in which he is spoken of must be regarded as his
contemporary and probably was Rajasimha Pal1ava who
according to his inscriptions is known to have been a very
devout Saiva. 4 Prof. M. Rangachariar has also quoted a
tradition with reference to chapter v of Kavyadarsa 5 that it
was composed by Danc;1in fqr giving lessons in rhetoric to a
royal prince at Kiinchipuram 'who in all probability was
#

1 Mad. Ep. Coil., 566 of 1912. IAlso see Antiquities of Mahabalipuram,
Ind. Ant. for 1917, p. 49 ff.
____
2 In th~ VelUrpa1ayam plates Rajasimha is record."ea-tb'have revived the
ghatika 01 the twice-born. The nature of learning acquired, at the
Brahminical ghatika is described in the Kasakkuqi plates 11. 71 if (5.1.1.,
vol. ii, p. 358).
3 eh ii, p. 279.
_
JJJ
4 Teshiimvamseprasiltiit- Ra~zarasikapuri5n-mdrdhaniit UgradanrJiit
5ubramanyakumiir6 Guha iva Par.amiidisvariidiiUajanma"l
Saktikshu~niiril)argg6viditabahunayas Saivasiddhiintamiirgg6.
Srlmiinatyantakiimah kshata 5akalamal6 dhilrdhara}J. Palliivi'iniim.'
5.1.1., vol. i, No. 24, 5, 6,
5 Ind. Ant., 1912, p. 90 ff.
.I
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Riijasllnha's son. 1 An these references, taken along with the
passage in Kavyadarsa where Dan<;lin illustrates a particular
form of composition by a coupIet 2 which refers to the city
of Kanchi3 and its rulers the Pallavas and the evidence
furnished by the recently-discovered Avantisu?tdarikatha,
make it clear that Dan<;lin lived for a considerable period at the
, Pa1lavlJ court in Kanchipuram.
Whether the series of dramas published at Trivandrum as
Bha~a's, were really composed during the reign of Rajasimha
it is not possible to say. But certain scholars hold that
SvapnavasavadaUa' and other works of the series were
abridged editions of the works of Bha~a prepared for the
staging of them before the court of a Pallava king, presumably Rajasimha from the colophons of these plays. These
plays bear a close resemblance to Mattavilasaprahasana of
Mahendravarman 1. The evidence avail~ble seems to favour
the view that the Pallava rather than the Pan<;lya court was
responsible for the production of these plays, if these are
not Bhasa's
own.
•
Paramesvaravarman II, A.D. 700-710.-About the close of
the first decade of the eighth century Rajasimha was succeeded
on the Pallava throne by Paramesvaravarman II. The reign
of this sovereign appears to have been shortlived. The
Virattanesvara temple inscription of this king is dated in the
third year of his reign. The Kasakku<;li plates record of him
that he 'conquered the coquetish ways of the Kali age, that
he led the way of policy, which had been prescribed by
DhishaI).a (Brhaspati) and that he protected the worlds.' 4
C>~

1 It is Rajasimha himself
that appears to have been Acharya
Dan(lin's pupil from the Slokas under reference if the altered reading
proves to be correct. Ed.
2 Kav. Dar .• ch. 3, p. 114.

3 ,

Niisikyamadyiiparital! chaturvar1Javibhushita.
A 1tikiichitpuriyasyiim-ash{avar1JiihvayonrPlzl!.
~av., ~ii, 144. .
)
.

_
In commenting on thIS well-known emgma 1ll Dan(lm's work Taru1?-avachaspati explains it as meaning Kafichi ruled over by Pallava kings,
(Age of Dan(lin, Ind. Ant. for 1912, p. 91).
~ Verse 26, S.I.I., vol. ii, No. 7,\ p. 357.
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in the VelUrpillayam plates he is described as the chastiser
of the Kali and that he governed I according to the laws of
Manu. 1 As we have no inscriptionldated in the years subsequent to his third regnal year we may 'presume' that his reign
was very short.

1

Verse 14, S.l.1., vol. ii, part v, p. Sll.

CHAPTER VIII
DYNASTIC REVOLUTION. HIRA~YAVARMAN AND
HIS SUCCESSOR PALLAVAMALLA
HIRA~YA V ARMAN I
Kasakku<;1i plates of N andivarman Pallavamalla pass on
from Paramesvaravarman II to Nandivarman, the
descendant of Bhimavarman, thereby suggesting that the
Pallaya throne passed into the hands of Nandivarman II immediately after Paramesvaravarman II. The circumstances that
led to a change in the family are not stated. According to the
Udayendiram plates it appears that Paramesvaravarman II
left a young pdnce called Chitramaya whose cause was
espoused by the Dramila princes. The recently-discovered
Konangu<;1i plates dated in the sixty-first year of N andivarman
II Pallavamalla, mention after Virakurcha and others one
Hir~lJ.yavarman who is said to have ruled as king.
The
VelUrpalayam plates do not mention this fact. But the
Tan<;1antottam plates 1 record of him that he was born for the
good of the world and that he made his enemies settle in
",torests and was the asylum of those who eagerly desired
protection. His place in the Pallava family may be indicated
in the following table :Simhavarman

.THE

I

I

I

Simhavarman

Bhimavarman

Mahendravarman

Buddhavarman

I

-

I
. I

Adityavarman
Govindavarman

.

I

Hlral).ya I
I

I

Paramesvara II

N andivarman II

.,

Chitramaya
1.

Tangantottam plates,"v. 1, S./.1., vol ii, part 5, p. 528.
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Sculptures in the VaikunfhaperUm{i! Temple at Kanchi.-The
sculptures inside the Vaikunthaperuma1 temple at Kanchipuram
throw some light upon the history of'this period. The original
sculptures were considerably mutilated, but the temple authorities have tried to repair them with brick and mortar. The
explanatory notes have not been fined in completely but are found
on a small portion of the south verandah and explain thirteen
compartments of the upper row of sculptures. The first of
these notes refers to the death of Paramesvaravarman of the
Pallava family which was descended from the God Brahma and
mentions the ministers, the Ghatikaiyar, the M1ilaprakrti and
Hirat;lyavarma Maharaja. It is partially damaged but ends
with the word 'place'. The second compartment ends with
the words enru sonna i¢am, ~ the place where he said that'.
The fourth mentio~s' Sri~alia, Rat;lamalla, Sangramamalla, and
Pallavamalla as Hirat;lyavarma's four sons and ends with'the
words 'Paramesvaran nan poven enru to{uduninra it/am', 'the
place where Paramesvara stood in a 'worshipping posture
saying he would go '.1 Then Hirat;lyavarma Maharaja and
Dharat;likon(laposar are mentioned; also the Nagarattar i.e.;-the citizens of Kafichipuram, the MUlaprakrti and thel KatakaMuttarayar. Mention is also :ru.ade of the coronation
(Abhishtka) o£young Pallavamalla under the style Nandivarma. 2
The Probable Interpretation of the Sculptures.-The sculptural
. representations in these panels taken along with the infor:
mation contained in the Kasakku(li plates 3 help us to
establish that there was a change of dynasty on the death
of Paramesvaravarman, and that Nandivarman II, till then
. named Paramesvaran Pallavamalla was chosen to occupy
: the Pallava throne by the people. In this epterprise N andivarman II appears to have received considera,ble help from
Hirat;lyavarman I, and his trustworthy generat Udayachandra
whose exploits for the cause of his maste!; are described in detail
in the Udayendiram plates. 4 The Kasakku(li plates dated in th-eo

0

o

-

!

/

The actual text has been published in S.l.l" vol. iv, pp.-1.0-12.
2M~
.
=Verse 27, S.l.l., vol. ii, part 3, P'1f7.
Ibzd., S.l.l., pp. 37-72.
'
1
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twenty-second year of this king records the important fact
that ' he was chosen by his subjects'. The sculptures at the
Vaikunthaperum~il temple have been interpreted as indicating a general election to the Pallava throne on the
death of Paramesvaravarman II. 'The Kasakku<;li plates!
of Pallava king Nandivarman Pallavamalla tell us, that,
after..,the death of Paramesvaravarman II, Nandivarman, son of
Hirat;l.yavarman, was chosen by his subjects. It may therefore
be concluded that this part of the sculptures were intended to
represent the various events connected with the succession of
Nandivarman wlio might be the prince referred to in the notes
as Pallavamalla. As the Vaikunthaperumal temple was called
Paramesvaraviwagaram, very probably after the Pallava king
N andivarman Pal1avamalla called also Paramesvaravarman 2
it may be supposed that both the sculptures and the explanatory
not~s accompanying them were cut out soon after the temple
itself was built.'
It would be more accurate to consider that the sculptures at
o.the Vaikunthaperumal temple at Kanchlpuram taken as a whole
represent the whole history of the Pallava family rather than
the immediate events connected with the accession of N andivarman Pallavamalla about the beginning of the eighth. century.
It is well known that the explanatory notes have not been
filled in completely for all the long series of bas-reliefs of
~hich only a small nnmber could be interpreted with the help
of inscriptions. 3 It is therefore incorrect to regard all these
sculptures as.being connected with only the immediate events
relating to the accession of Nandivarman II. If we examine
the sculptures from the commencement, almost from the first
panel which presents Vish1).u, to the following which represent
Brahma, Anglrasa, Brhaspati, Bharadvaja, Drot;l.a and Asvatthaman, the birth of Pallava, is found to be graphically represen~ed while the rest iUustrate and continue the family history.
S.I.I., vol. ii, part 3, p. 344.
" Paramesvaran Pallavamalla was the name and Nandivarman was the
title of Nandivarman Pallavalli"\\lla. See S.1.1., vol. iv, No. 135, p.11
3 Para 2 of M.E.R. for 1906. ')
1

~
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Then 'again it is not necessary to infer that Paramesvaravarman 11 shoula have 'been either deposed
or ,forced to retire from
I
the 'throne.'! The inscription here jrequires to be thoroughly
re-interpreted. The 'correct explanation of the scene is the
selection of N andivarman Pallavamall a, then called Paramesvaravarman Pallavamalla, to the throne from among the four
sons of Hirat;lyavarman. The aetails (See footnote br;;low)
furnished in the descriptive labels fully confirm the statement
in the Kasakkuc;1i plates that he was raisedto the throne by the
general approval of the citizens and thoroughly falsify the
'usurpation theory put forward by some writers.
The Position of Hira1!yavarman.-The only difficulty still
facing us is with reference to Hirat;lyavarman who "is described
in the newly-discovered cqpper-plates from Korranguc;1i as
having actually ruled as king. The Tanc;1antottam plates make
a glowing reference to him and describe his stirring pro~~ss2
in the field of battle, giving the impression that he was a
'ruling sovereignof Kanchi. The Ve1Urpalayam plates .and the

I

1 It has been generally supposed
that Nandivarman Pallavama,llit"
'usurped the Pallava throne soon after Paramesvaravarman II. This is not
.at all supported by the evidence furnished by theVaikunthaperuma! temple
sculptures which represent the events that. took place immediately after'the death of Paramesvaravarman II leading to the accession of Pallavamalla. The inscriptional evidence has been translated thus in the Epig.
Indica: ' After the death of Paramesvaravarman II, a deputation can·
sisting of the Matras, the Malaprakntzs and the Ghatakayar waited on
HiraJ?,yavarma·Maharaja and represented the fact that the country \vas
without a ruler and requested him :to grant them a sovereign. There
upon king Hiranyavarman sent for the chief potentates (.Kitlamttllar,)
and enquired which among them would accept the sovereignty. All of
them refusing, he asked his sons Srimalla, RaJ?,amalla:Sangramamalla
and Pallavamalla. Pallavamalla humbly offered to go, but king HiraJ?yavarman was at first unwilling to risk j:li~;son, who was then only twelxe
years of agy, in such a perilous undertaking. --But HiraJ?,yavarman 'was
soon persuaded by DaraJ?,ikoJ?,dap6sar to give··his consent.. Rec'eiving th_e
weapons presented to him both by his father and DaraJ?,ikoJ?,dap6sar,
PallavamaUa proceeded to Kanchipuram, crossing on his way several
hills, rivers and forests. Hearing of his' approach a certain Pallayadi·
Araiyar came. with a large force, and 'Placed. him on an el~phant~s bac.~~ and
returned to the city where he was recl"ived by the feudatory-chiefs, tile. members of the merchants' guild, the 1nttlaprakritis, and ,)(adakkaMuttaraiyar. He was then crowned king under the name Nalldivarman
and with the insignia of Videlvedugu, Sa1nttdraghosha, .Klza!aviingadavaja and Vrishabha lanchhana by the ministers' feudatories, the
ghatakayar and the ttbhaiya·ga1Ja.' Et;!. Ind., vol. xviii, p . .117.
2 Verse 1, Tanq.antottam plates, S.I.//.: 'Vol. ii, part 5, p. 520.

lYynas tic Revolu tim?Bahflr plates omit his name alogether. There cannot be any
doubt that HiraQyavarman mentioned in the Kasakkw;1i 1
plates as the immediate ancestor of N andivarman II and
the sixth descendant of Bhimavarman, the brother of
SimhavishQu, is the same as the HiraQyavarman figuring in the
Tanc;lant6ttam plates 2 as well as the bas-reliefs in the
Vaikup,thaperumal temple just mentioned. According to
Mr. Krishna Sastri, this HiraQyavarman was really Dantivarman, the son of N andivarman II and -the Tanc;lant6ttam plates
belonging to N andivarman III, the son of Dantivarman, the
donor of the VeliirvaJayam plates. He observes 3 : 'The first plate of the preserved portion begins by
referring to a king who conquered the south and states that a
certain HiraQyavarman was born again " for the welfare of the
world.". . .. The father of Vijayanandivikramavarman is
here stated to have been Hira1J.yavannan; while the father of
Vijayanandivikramavarman is here stated to have been
-Hira1J.yavarman ; while the father of Vijayanandivikrarnavarrnan according to the Velflrpalayam plates was Dantivarman.
If the proposed identity of Vijayanandivikramavarman with
Vijayanandivarman is accepted, the apparent discrepancy in
the name of the father could be explained. The statement
that 'Hira1J.yavarman was born again, evidently indicates a
serpnd king of that name and we may suppose that Dantivarman, the father of Vijayanandivikramavarman, was also
called Hira1J.yavarman like his grandfather Hira1J.yavarman I,
the father of N andivarman Pallavamalla. If the foregoing
surmises are confirmed by future researches the Tanc;lant6ttam
grant would be fifty-two years later than the Velflrpa!ayam
grants of the same king.'
There arise, however, many difficulties in accepting this
view and regarding that the Hira1)yavarman of the Tanc;lant6tta& plates is the same as Dantivarman, the son of N andivarman Pallavarnalla. For one thing there is nQ evidence
1

Vide ante S.l.I., vol. ii, ~ 520,
35.101., vol. i:) part v, p. 518.

2

Ibid.
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that Dantivarman had the surjlame Hirat;lyavarman as
is supposed by Mr. Krishna Sastri. In the second place
Ekadhira, a surname that occurs 'i~ the Tan<;1antottam plates
for N andivarman II, also occurs in ,the Kasakku<;1i plates of the
same king thus proving that the d~)fior of this grant was the
same as the grant of Kasakku<;1i. The palceography of these
plates (Tan<;1antottam) is according to scholars much too
" A. D.
archaic to be assigned to the middle of the ninth century
and really belongs to the middle of the eighth century,l and
are akin to the Kasakku<;1i plates. The objection to the high
regnal year usually given for Nandivarman II by the epigraphists cannot be considered valid any longer as he is known
to have succeeded to the throne in his twelfth year 2 and as we
have inscriptions and copper-plates of this sovereign dated in
the forty-seventh, fiftieth, fifty-second, sixty-first, sixty-second
and sixty-fifth years of his reign. Again the Tan<;1ant6ttam plates
describe Nandivarman II as a devout worshipper of Visht;lu, and'
this is in perfect accordance with all facts known about him
and we cannot therefore imagine that he was also a devout
worshipper of Siva as the donor of the Vemrp~qayam plates Ys
said to have been. It is therefore very probable that Hirat;lyavarman mentioned in the Tan<;1ant6ttam as well a's in tne
Korrangu9i plates, dated in the sixty-first regnal year of
Nandivarman II is identical with Hirat;lyavarman I, the
father of Nandivarman II. Whether Hirat;lyavarma Maharaja
was an independent ruler of! Kanchi as hinted in the Koq-angU9i plates and whether he ruled for a long time, cannot
be ascertained in the present state of our knowledge. It looks
very probable that during Paramesvaravarman II's reign he
wielded considerable power and was p~sibly placed in: charge
of a part of the Pallava dominions. The d~ath of this ruler
gave him an opportunity to install his son who was very young
at the time of his accession aff a ruler of Conjeevarag)" ati! WJlO_
reigned for an exceptionally long, period as seen from inscdp~
dons dated in the sixty-fifth yea!) of his reign. 3 '
"
1

]ouveau-Dubreuil, Pallavas, p. 61rl ~
3 Ep. Colt., N0.1666 of

2

S.l.l., vol. iv, No. 135.
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Reign of Nandivarman II Pallavamalla, circa A.D. 710

to 775. - Let us first take up the duration of the reign.
There is considerable difference of opinion as to the exact
period of his reign. Certain scholars, including the officers of
the Epigraphical Department! do not believe that Nandivarman
Pallavamalla had anything like a length of reign indicated by
the Tanc;1antottam and Konanguc;1i plates, and the inscriptions
of Tiruvallam and Seven Pagodas all of which they wrongly
assigned to Nandivarman III. It will be recollected that the
Tiruvallam record is dated is the sixty-second year and that the
inscription discovered at the Seven Pagodas 2 is dated in the
sixty-fifth year of N andivarman. So far as we know this is the
longest reign in the Pallava family and this is all the more remarkable because it was followed by another long reign namely
that of Dantivarman, one of whose inscriptions is dated in the
fifty-fil'st year of his reign,3 the two reigns together covering
116 years. The officers of the Epigraphical Department
however have been continuously attributing the high regnal
years to Nandivarman 1II4.son of Dantivarman for reasons not
allogether convincing or clear. Even in the Epigraphy Report
for 1922-23 we come across with the following remarks;'From the high regnal years given in the lithic regards S
of Mahabalipuram and in this copper-plate (Koganguc;1i plates)
grant, the kings Nandipotavarman and Ko-Vijaya Nandi1 It is very unlikely, observes H. Krishna Sastri in Mad. EPi!? Rep. for
1912 • that a usurper like Pallavamalla with so many enemies to oppose
and disturb his peaceful rule, could have continued to occupy the Pallava
throne for so long a period as 50 years. His latest sure date, however,
must be the 22nd year in which the Ka§akkuqi plates were issued.' This
is generally based on the assumption that no stone inscriptions hitherto
discovered should be attributed to Nandivarman Pallavamalla. Mr. K. V.
Subramanya Aiyar definitely opposed this view as early as 1917 in his
Historical Sketches of Ancient DeMan (p. 49) and the discoveries of
subsequent records as well as the fresh interpretation of the Vaikun!ha·
perumal inscriptions above referred to have amply proved the correctness
of his ir'?ference. He has discussed the matter in detail in the Epig. Ind.,
vol. xviii, P!1. 116-117, while editing the Pattatattamangalam grant of

Na,ndivarmtin.
2 Ep. Coll., No. 666 of 1922.
3 Madras Ep. Coli., No. 262 of 1904.
'" S.l.l. vol. ii, p. 518.
.....
5

No. 666 of App. B.
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vikramavarman mentioned in the1l\l respectively, must be identical with Kovijaya Nandivikramavarman (Nandivarman HT) of
the Tan<;1antottam plates and the T~ruvallam rock inscription.'!
But some of the exploits recordea, of this king in this record,
conquest over the Vallabha, Kalabhra, Kerala, Pan<;1ya, Chola,
Tuluva and KonkalJ.a as well as the invocation to VishlJ.u in the
commencement of the record militates strongly against the
view which attributes this record to Nandivarman IIi whose
sole achievements that we know of were the series of victories
ending with that at TeHa]:"u mentioned frequently in, his
inscriptions. It is therefore probable mo~e especially as
Nandivarman II is described to have followed HiralJ.yavarman
that this record belongs to N andivarman II.2 The duration of
his reign may therefore be definitely taken as not less than
sixty-five years so far as present epigraphic evidence goes and
that N andivarman Pallavamalla lived at least to the §ge of
seventy-seven.
Events of His Reign.-The most important events of his
reign may be ascertained from his own copper-plates of which
we have no less than four (viz.,) the Kasakku<;1i plates dated tin
the twenty-second year of his reign, the Udayen<;1iram plates
dated in the twenty-first year of his reign, the Tan<;1antottam
and the Kogangu<;1i plates dated In the fifty-eighth and the
sixty-first years of his reign. Of these the Udayen<;1iram
record gives valuable inf<?rmation regarding the military
achievements of this period while the Kasakku<;1i and the
Kogangu<;1i plates furnish details of his personal accomplishments and the culture of the period. The contemporary
records such as the KalHisanatha temple inscription of
Vikramaditya II, at Kanchipuram th;--Vakkaleri piates of
Kirtivarman, the Kendur plates, as well as the palJ.<;1ya records
from Velvikku<;1i and Sinnamanur throw some light., on the
relations that subsisted between these powers and_the ..P~llava_
king. The Vakkaleri plates 3 i~ particular furnis,9. detaile-d
1M.E.R., 1902-3, p. 95.
3

Ind. Ant.,

fl'''1. viii, p. 23. Note by Editor.
,

I

.
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information relating to the invasion of Kanchi by the Chatukyan
emperor Vikramaditya II and his exploits there.
The Chtl/ukyan Invasion of KaJzchi.-The Pallava-Chalukya
wars which had been lost sight of since the days of
Narasimhavarman I, the Mahamalla, appear to have been
once more renewed. The Kendur plates of Vikramaditya II
describe an actual invasion into the Pallava dominions
(Tundakaraslztra) and the capture of the city in i50mewhat
graphic terms :-Being resolved to uproot completely his
natural enemy (j;rakrti-amitra) Vikramaditya II (A.D. 733 to
746) reached Tun(laka-Vishaya, 'beat and put to flight, at the
opening of the campaign, the opposing Pallava king named
N andip6tavarman, took possession of particular musical
instruments called Katumukhavaditra,l the Samudraghosha,
the khatvanklzadvaja, many excellent and well-knoWIl into xi• elephants and a heap of rubies which dispelled darkness
cated
by the brilliancy of the multitude of their rays. . . entered
without destroying the city of Kanchi, which was as it were a
,girdle adorning yonder lady, the region of the south . . .
rejoiced the Brahma:t).as, and poor and helpless people by his
uninterrupted liberality . . . acquired high merit by restoring
heaps of gold to the stone temple of Rajasimhesvara, and
other gods which have been caused to be built by Narasimhapotavarman . . . distressed by the pa:t).c;iya, ChoJa, KeraJa,
K~labhra and other kings . . . . '2
The above extract from the Kendur plates distinctly makes
it clear that Vikramaditya II actually captured the city of
Kanchi from the Pallava king Nandipotavarman, that is,
.0hndivarman Pallavamalla, and occupied it for a period of
time during which he endowed some of its temples with
grants. This occupation of the Pallava capital by Vikramaditya
is further confirmed by the discovery of a Kanarese
inscniption of Vikramaditya engraved on one of the pillars of

.;,

These are alluded to in the hymns of Tirumangai A!var in the
Parame§varavil)l;J.agaram verses in expressions which are literal translations in Tamil of. the Sanskrit n~mes of the war instruments. They also
figure in the mutilated inscript,ons at the Vaikunthaperuma! temple,
Kanchfpuram.
)
2 EfJ. Ind., vol. ix, p. 205.
1
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the ma1J¢apa in front of the Raja!simhesvara shrine. This
inscription which has been published 1 by Dr. Hultzsch records
the fact that Vikramaditya Satyasra}a, after his conquest of
Kanchi, did not confiscate the pro,perty of Rajasimhesvara
temple, but granted large sums to the same, and ends with an
imprecation. The Chalukyan attack on Kanchi was therefore
apparently different in character from the raid of the Pwlava
king Narasimhavarman I on Vi:itapi which involved much
destruction if the Periya/JUra1lam account 2 is to be believed.
When did this expedition on Kanchi start? Though no
definite answer is possible it is presumable that this took
place in the earlier half of N andivarman's reign, in all
probability between A.D. 733 to 746, when the Pallava king
was preoccupied with wars against the southern powers. 3 In
any case the occupation of the city by the Chalukyan aJmy
does not appear to have lasted for any considerable period.
N andivarman II was not slow in summoning his forces, to
drive out the foreign iii vader from K~nchipuram. How this
was brought about and when it was brought about are noto
clearly known. Wheth~r the achievement was effected "by
the single-handed efforts of his own generals unaided by a
coalition of other powers of the Tamil land, it is not alsopossible to say. It is however clear that N andivarman
Pallavamalla recaptured Kanchi, and continued to carryon the
administration undismayed by the Chalukya invasion that took
place. It is a mistake to; suppose that the .Chalukyan
invasions in the reign of Pallavamalla either exhausted the
resources, or cut short his reign. On the other hand in spite
of the rude shocks that the raids of VikramacJitya and
Kirtivarman must have caused, Nandiv;rm1m~1l contin~ed In
power as ruler of Kanchi for the unusuali.)l. long period of
Ep. Ind., vol. iii, p. 359. Vide'App. A.
Periapuri'inam, Siruttondanayanar Puri'inam, v. 6.
3 This is confirmed by the presence ofl an inscription 9f Vikramaditya
(II) in the Kaila~anatha temple which records that Vikramaditya after his
conqnest of Kanchi did not confiscate the property of the Rajasimhesvara
temple but enriched it by granting large sums of gold. (Ep. Ind., vol. iii,
p. 359). Similarly the Vakkaleri platesfa'lso make reference to this event
(Ind. Ant., vol. viii, p. 23).
~
1

2
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sixty-.five years as we may safely ascribe the inscription recently discovered at the Seven Pagodas 1 to him.
Other Campaigns of Pallavamalla.-The reign of Nandivarman II appears to have been almost literally crowded with
military engagements, sieges, invasions, and counter
invasions. It has already been noticed that the Western
Chi'Q1)Ikya invasion of KaiichiZ which probably took place
early in his reign resulted in the capture of the city by the
enemies. The southern campaigns may now be noticed.
Although the causes that brought about the conflict with the
powers of the south especially the Pat;lgyas of this period are
by no means clear it may be surmised that the southern
powers who were somehow dissatisfied with the accession of
Pallavamalla to the thron~ of Kaiichi, in snpersession of the
regular family, now espoused the cause of Chitramaya a young
• who presumably had some claims by descent from
prince
Paramesvaravarman II. This involved N andivarman II in a
long and deadly campaign against the Dramila (Tamil) powers .
.) In this campaign he seems to have received valuable help
from his trusted general Udayachandra, the lord of Villivala,
whose services are enumerated in the Udayendiram plates dated
in the twenty-first year of his reign. The victories enumerated
in the Velvikkuc;li and Sinnamanur plates for ArikesariParankusa-Maravarman at Neguvayal, Kuruma<;1ai, Ma:tmikurichchi, KOQumbalur, Puvalur, Tiruma1).gai, Kululllu'r, and
Sankarama1).gai probably form part of the campaign of
Pallavamalla and assigned to this period. Some of these
battles such as those of Mat;lt;lai, Neguvayal, Nenmali, etc., are
referred to in the Paramesvaravi1).1).agaram hymns of
Tirumailgai Alvar. 3 Many of these places also occur among
the examples quoted in the commentary upon the Tamil work
1 Ins. No. 666 of 1922.
This inscription is wrongly ascribed to Naodivarilian III in M. R. 1923. The reftorence in (verse 7) the Patattalmangal~Jl1 grant of Nandivarman II that he ruled as King while yet
very young and the statement in the Vaikunthaperuma! temple inscriptions
that the prince was twelve years old at the time of coronation confirm the
longevity of this reign.
2 Raid on the sonth by Vina)"aditya, son of Vikramaditya.
3 Per. Tir. ii, 9.
'_
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lraiyanar-Ahaj;j;oru/ which also m~ntions' many other places
not mentioned in the inscriptional records KoWjru, Naraiyaru,
I\
V l'l'.. mam, e t c.
Siege of Nandij;ura.-One of thEi most important of the
achievements of Udayachandra whose exploits are enumerated
in the Udayendiram plates 1 was the release of Nandivarman II
from the fortified town of Nandipul'a which was besieged
by
I)
his enemies the Tamil kings. Nandipura which is identical
with N andipuravir.u.lagaram of Tirumangai Alvar is situated
not far from the modern town of Kumbhakonam, and is nowa days known as Nathan-Kovil.· During the later Palla va age
especially in the eighth century, this place appears to
have served as the seat of Pallava power in the southern
districts, and was presumably fortified. It is noteworthy
that the hymns to this shrine of Tirumangai Alvar, who was
C>
a contemporary of Pallavamalla, have a clear reference to
N andivarman. Z The circumstances that led to the siege of
this place by the southern powers are not clear. But it has
been presumed that the Tamil powers joined together in a
great coalition espousing the cause of Chitramaya, the
Pallava prince, and attacked Pallav,amalla at a time when he
had been staying at N andipura. qjhe circumstances relating
, to the release, and list of the other battles are described· in
the Udayendiram plates.
Udayachandra's Exploits.-Udayachandra is described in tile
record as the lord of the Riyer Vegavati, and of the city
Vilvala,3 the ornament of the whole world. ,Born of the race
of Pftchan, which had been in the uninterrupted hereditary
, service of the Pallava race .' . . 'when he perceived that
Pallavamalla was besieged in N andipftr'1r ~b:y_the Dramila
1

n. 3i to 62.

,
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\ See Nandipuravil;lI;tagarapatikam,
Tiru., v. 10.
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princes, unable to bear this, like the visible death of
the crowd of enemies of Pallavamalla, (he) slew with
(his) sharp sword which glittered like a petal of
water-lily, the Pallava king Chitramaya and others; he
defeated the hostile army on the battle-fields of N imbavana
Chfttavana, Sankaragrama, Nellftr, Nelveli, Sftravalundur, and
, so fortll, and thus bestowed the whole kingdom many times
on the Pallava. . . . He split the opposing Sabara king
called Udayana, in the terrible battle of Nelveli, which could
hardly be entered by a common man, and seized his mirror
banner made of a peacock's tail; who in the northern region
also, pursued the Nishada chief, called Prithivi-Vyagra who
desiring to become very powerful was running after the horse
of the Asvamtdlta, defeated him· and ordered him out of the
distri~t of VishI}.uraja, which he subjected to the Pallava, and
seized faultless pearl necklaces of excellent lustre, an immesurable heap of gold, and elephants; and he destroyed the
fort of Kalidurga, which was protected by the Goddess Kali,
a.\ld defeated the Pan<;lya army at the village ofMaI}.I}.aikllc;1i.' 1
Among the localities mentioned wherein Udayachandra
achieved victories for his master occurs, Nellore which is
identical with the headquarter station of the modern N ellore
District. Nelveli is probably identical with Nenmali mentioned by Tirumangai Alvar in his Periya-Tirumo(i.2 It is
identified by Dr. Hultzsch with modern Tinnevelly. If the
Sabaras are identical wii:h the modern Sauras of the Ganjam
and Vizagapatam District it would not be correct to identify
Nelveli where the Sabara king is said to have been killed
(1. 52) with Tinnevelly. It is therefore to be identified with
some other place on the border of the Telugu districts. We
may identify the VishI}.uraja with the Eastern Chalukya king
VishI}.uvardhana III who was a contemporary Vikramaditya
II. T.he Sankaragrama mentioned in the Udayendiram plates
has been i~el1tified with Sankaramangai mentioned in the larger
1

11. 37 to 62, Udayendiram pLl;tes ; S.l.l., vol. ii, part 3, p. 372.
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Sinnamanur plates, while Mai:ll;taikUc;li is identical probably with
the Mar.ll;tikurichchi of the Vel vikudi plates where K6-Sadaiyan
claims a victory over the PaIl~vas. MaI;tI;taikwji may be
identified with the village of MaI;talwc;li in the Arantangi Taluk
of the Tanjore District. The battle-fields of Nimbavana,
Chutavana and Sankaragrama may be similarly identified
with Veppangac;lu, KovilUr (Tiruvusattanam of the T~varam)
and Sankaranarkuc;likac;lu.] The region in and around these
places in the Tanjore District appears to have figured largely
in the campaigns of the Pallavas against the Panc;lyas, and are
evidently alluded to in the hymns of Tirumailgai Alvar, in the
ParamesvaraviI;tI.lagarapatikam.
One of the references in the Udayendiram plates, namely, .
the Afva11lcdha horse which was detained by Prithivi-Vyagra
has been interpreted as containing a reference that N andivarman Pallavamalla performed an A§va11ledlza sacrific~ 2 'to
celebrate his supremacy.
Raslztrakuta Invasions on Kaiiclzi.-~The Rashtrakuta kings
who were contemporary with Nandivarman Pallavamalla claim
"
victories over the Pallavas' and their city. The KaUaba
plates 3 distinctly mention Vayiramega as a surname of
Dantidurga Rashtrakuta. Now', Vayiramega is mentioned
in Tirumangai Alvar's hymns on the deity of Ashtabhuja in
Kanchlpuram along with the local ruler of Kanchi. 4 The
verse under consideration .has reference to two rulers," the
local Pallava ruler of Kall'chi ~nd the foreign Rashtrakuta
ruler Vayiramega in occupation of Kaiichi just then. The
Sen-Tam., vol. xxii, pp. 10,111.
1. 56~ Udayendiram plates. P. T. Sriwvasa Aiyangar's . Pallavas.
Thertl are no independent references in the published.records to prove
that Pallavamalla performed an Asvamedha sacrifice. The reference to
this sacrifice in the Udayendiram plates does not specify that it· was performed by this Pallava King.
3 Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 334.
.
4 For a discussion on the identity of Vayiramega see Quart; Jou!'" Myjh-.
Society, vol. xiii, pp. 581-8 and pp. 698-700.
/
~
1
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conquest of Kaiichi is also alluded to in the Ellora inscription
as well as in the Bagumra plates J of Govinda III from which
we learn that Dantidurga first reduced the lowermost
(southern) country, then turned his enemies to Madhyadesa
and finally conquered the city of Kaiichi. 2 From the VelUrpalayam plates we learn that N andivarman PalIavamaIIa's
queen"was called Reva and that his son was called Dantivarman. From this it has been conjectured that there was soon
after the invasions of Kanchi by Dantidurga a marriage
alliance 3 between the Pallava king and the daughter of
Dantidurga, and Hie son born to the Rashtrakuta princess was
called Dantivarman after the maternal grandfather. This
Rashtrakuta-Pallava pact does not appear to have prevented
Govinda III from leading another invasion on the PaIIava
capitil and levying tribute from Dantiga of Kaiichi. 4
Expedition against the Gangas.-The military exploits of
N andivarman II thus appear to have filled every part of his
reign and almost all contemporary dynasties of the day seem
tp have come into hostile contact with him. To thesE: powers,
the' Pant;iyas, the Rashtrakutas, the eastern Chalukyas, the
western Chalukyas, may be added the Gangas. What led to
the conflict with the Gangas is not clearly stated, but verse 6
of the Tant;lantottam plates make a specific reference to the
fact that N andivarman took away a neck ornament from which
con-'tained in it the gem called Ugr6daya. 5 Although the
name of the Ganga king is not mentioned, it may be presumed
that he must have been either Sivamara or Sripurusha. As
the earlier plates dated in the twenty-first and twenty-second
years of his reign do not specify this detail this achievement
probably took place in the later half of his reign.
Religious Leanings.-The religious leanings of N andivarman
Pallavamalla were towards Vaishl).avism.
His celebrated

.,

1

2
3
4

5

Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 24.
Verse vi, Ep. Ind., vol. ix, p. 24.
VelUrpa!ayam..,plates, verse 18.
Ind. Ant., vol. x, p. 125.
S.I.I., vol. ii, Pyt 5, p. 519.
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contemporary seems to allude to bis worshipful attitude in the
present tense in his hymn ot? the God of Ash~abhuja
at Katichi. His copper-plates d,escribe him as never accustomed to bowing 'excepting to; the pair of worshipful feet
of Mukunda' (Vishl).U)l as worshipping the feet of Hari. 2
The newly-found plates of Koqanguc;1i devote several invocatory verses to Vishl;lll (verses 1 and 2). The unnamedJ'allava
king who is mentioned by Tirumangai Alvar as having
worshipped at Srirangam is presumably Nandivannan Pallavamalla" as also the king called Nandi in the NandipuravitJJJagarapatikam.
Siateoi Learning during Nandivannall's Reig71.-The copperplates of this and following period give excellent glimpses
into the nature of learning during this period as well as of
government, etc. The donees enumerated in the Kasakkw;li
plates and the Tanc;1antottam plates numbering several
,

~

1 Verse 12, TanCj.antotta¢ plates. Ibid.
z Verse 30, KasakkuCj.i plates. Ibid.
3 Other
details of the king in somewhat exaggerated terms are
also available from this copper-plate grants,
Some interesti~g
personal accomplishments and qualities are furnished in the prasasti
portion of the KasakkuCj.i g~ant COIlJposed by 'l'rivikrama. In
verse 29 we read :-' This Sridhara (PallavamalJa) resembles
Vijaya in battle, KarJ;lisuta, in acquaintance with the arts, Rarua
in archery, the king of Vatsa with reference to the science of
elephants and to music, Klima in the opinion of women, the first
poet (Valmiki) in the composition, of poetry, the master of H,olicy
(Brhaspati) himself in suggesting expedients, and (Dharma) Yudhishtira in delighting the SUbjects. ~ Verse 2 of the TanCj.antOt!am plates
say of him :-' From him (HiraJ;lyavarman) was born the wise and the
prosperous king called Nandivarman who was the home of prowess and
conqueror of the hoards of his enemies, whose victorious elephant reached
almost the shores of the four oceans, whose fame extended to the four
quarters and who was praised in I battle Jor hiE. knowlede in the use of
all weapons. Verse 3 of the same record sii)rs, '_The only oue'of name
Raja that did not bow to him was the dead-rayed.~moon and the only
country in this world that did not pay tribute to him. was that where no
men exist. And while this king comparable to Indra was ruling the
earth, there was nothing unapproachable by the people except perhaps
the way leading to hell."
' _ ..
_
, He is the lord of the circle of good people as Hari is the possessor
of the powerful weapon Chakra, him ,the wise cling to/as G~ds to Sakra
(Indra).
I
"
• He wore on his breast, as it were the lord of serpents', the bed of
Achyuta dwelling near his heart a I?f'cklace, which he had snatched
away from the Ganga king and in which was the gem called Ugrodaya
like the Kaustuba (verse 6).'
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hundreds are many of them, if we may judge from their titles,
masters of three and four Vedas of the six angas, etc. Of the
244 and odd names that are mentioned in the Tangant6ttam
plates no less than a hundred were Chaturvedis, 18 were
Shagangavids, while there are several Kramavids, Bhattas and
Trivedis. The accomplishments of an average South Indian
Brah1llan scholar in the field of Sanskrit learning during the
eighth century may be gathered from the following description
of the donee of the Kasakku<;li charter dated in the twenty-second
year of Nandivarman II's reign the object of which was to
register a gift of' village to a Brahman scholar whose name
was Jyeshtapada Somayaji. The extract gives some idea of
what the average Brahmanical educational curriculum consisted
in those times : ~ While the twenty-second year of his reign was current, this
Rajadhiraja-paramesvara, the Maharaja called N andivarman,
who is engaged in ruling the kingdom of Paramesvarapataraja, . . . was himself pleased to give as a Brahmadeya, as
.requested by Brahmasriraja . . . who just as Brhaspati is
mi;_ister of Indra, the lord of heaven, is the chief minister of
the handsome N andin, the lord of the earth and the chief of
the Pallavas, to Jyeshtapada Somayajin, who has mastered
the ocean-like Vedas, who chants the Saman hymns which are
pl~sant on account of their melody (rasa) ; who has completed the rehearsal and the study of the six auxiliary works,
namely, the ritual of the Veda, grammar, astronomy, etymology, phonetics and metrics ; who knows the properties of
words, sentences and subjects; who has drunk the elixir of the
sruti and sm,rti; who is learned in the portion referring to
rites (Karmaktln¢a) and the portion referring to knowledge
(Hitlnaktln¢a); who is skilled in the ways of the world and in
the knowledge of the arts; who is versed in the poems,
drarn'as, stories, epics and legends; in short who is skilled in
all branches of (holy and profane) knowledge; who is expert
in the performance of all rites; who is of good conduct;
(who illumines) the worlt\ as a lamp does a house; who is
courteous (in spite of) thr honour paid to him and of noble
17
l
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birth; who is the only sun of the middle world, namely earth,
because he has dispelled all ignorance
or darkness; who is
I
considered the best of fathers atiq. grandfathers who ranks
first among the twice born; who knpws the Vedas; who conforms to the precepts of the Vedas; who follows the
Chandoga-sutra, who has performed Vajapeya and other
sacrifices; who belongs to the Bharadvaja-Gotra; who r~ides
at Puniya, an excellent settlemel).t of BrahmalJ.as, in the
Tungakarashtra; who is poor in sins, who is distinguished by
his dress, who is a unique person; who cares for both worlds;
who accomplishes the three objects of human life, who knows
the four Vedas; whose chief objects are the five primary
elements (Panchamahabhilta), who knows the six auxiliary
works, who resembles the sun, who possesses good qualities
and who is an excellent Brahman,-a whole village'€'the
original name of which wq.s Kogukolli which on becoming a
Brahmadeya received the new name of Ekadhiramangalam, in
Ungivanak6sthaka in the same rashtra. . . . ' 1
Some Celebrities of the Period.-It has already been pointed'"
out that the king himself like· other royal members of the
family was a scholar of considerable reputation and is com-···
pared to KarlJ.lsuta for his acquaintance with arts and to Valmiki
the first poet in the composition of poems (v. 28) while verse 4
of the Tangantottam plates record the fact that the learMd
people cling to hitp. as the l goqs to Sakra. ,Among the
Sanskrit poets of this period mentioned iIi the roya] charfers
may be mentioned Paramesva~a, Uttara Karanika, and Trivikrama the composers of th.e prasasti~ in the Udayendiram.
Tangantottam and Kasakkugi plafes. q,:~ celebrated scholar
and saint' Tirumangai .Alvar was his contem-P"6rary and is
another product of the times reputed fOr his skill in
dialectics and known as the master of four kinds .of poetical
compositions. (Chatushkavi, Nalukaviperumal). His \tork-in the Nalayiraj;rabhandam exceeds those of ,atf~ other
Vaishl).ava saint excepting that of iNammalvar and forms one
111. 71 to 103, Rasakkudi plates,

5/.1.,

vol.]i, part 2, pp. 358 II.
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of the most precious collections that have come down to us.
His great regard for the Pallava family and individual Pallava
kings and their services finds continuous mention in his hymns
to an extent far greater than in the Tevaram hymns, or other
works by the Vaishnava Alvars themselves. He was for some
time a petty chieftain of AlinMu in the Ch61amandala before
he became a devout Vaishnava saint. His contribu, tions 0 in the Nalayira-fJrabhandam are Periya-Tirumo[£,
Tirukurundanqakam, Tirunequndanqakam, S'iriya- Tirumaqat,
Periya- Tirumaqal, Tiruvel.ukkiZ.r;rirukkai.
Among the temples attributable to N andivarman II may be
mentioned the Kesavaperumal temple at Kuram, the Muktesvara temple at Kanchlpuram, Vlrattanesvara at Tiruvadi and
the Kunranc;1arkovil at Pudukotta. The Vaikuntaperuma!
temple at Kanchl, the Paramesval'avinnagaram of Tirumangai
AlvOr probably owes its origin to this king and named after
his personal name which was Paramesvaran.
Extensive
renovation works must have taken place in a large number of
other temples, if we could judge from grants recorded to many
rof these.
The reign of N andivarman Pallavamalla lasted for sixtyfive years according to the inscription discovered recently
at Mahabalipuram 1 and covered the greater part of the eighth
century. He was succeeded on his death by his son called
D:mtivarman through the Rashtrakuta princess Reva about A.D.
775. The notion that his reign was short having been
distracted by continuous wars as a result of which his kingdom
was much reduced now appears to be incorrect. The inscriptions so far discovered of his reign and that of his son. have
been found in regions as distant as Trichinopoly to Tirupati
which probably comprised the extent of his dominions.
1
,)

Ep. ColI. 666 of 1922.

CHAPTER IX
SUCCESSORS OF PALLAVAMALLA
t~e

already been pointed out that
newly discovered
I T hasInscription
of N andivarman at the Adivaraha temple at
Mahabalipuram dated in the sixty-fifth year probably represents the last year of N andivarman Pallavamalla. If this
is a genuine record the reign of this king must have
come to a close about the year A.D. 775. For the
succeeding period of a century and a quarter during which the
Pallava power continued before the region comprised in their
kingdom was annexed by the Chatas, we come across with the
names of a number of kings who, to judge from their names,
must have been members of the Pallava family. Of these
it is a little difficult to separate the lineal descendants of N midi-'"
varman Pallavamalla from the rest. We have for instance
stone inscriptiop.s or copper-plate records for Dantivarman;Nandivarman, Nripatungavarman, Kampavarman, lsvaravarman, N arasimhavarman, Vayiramegavarman and Chandraditya, all of whom are ascribable to this period (circa A.D.
800-900). The task of distinguishing these kings and
assigning them to particular periods on the evidence of
inscriptions has been rendered not a little difficult by the use
of certain prefixes and affixes to names which have bewildered
, some scholars and led them to postclate--strange theories.
The most important of these is what is known. as the 'GangaPallava theory' which was adopted by the official epigraphists 1
almost until recently. This may be illustrated by _a s~e-c_ific _
I
1

~

Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 182; S.I.1., vol. ii, p. 344; Ibid., 'p. 905.

The untenability of t~is .theory is discuss\)d by the late T. A. Gopinatha
Rao in the Madras Chrzstzan College MCf;'azine, vol. xxiv, pp. 530-9 and
by Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil in his Pallavas, pp. 47-58.
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example. The Pallava king Dantivarman who is known to
have ruled for over fifty years and succeeded N andivarman
Pallavamalla figures in inscriptions as Dantivarma-Maharaja,
Dantivikramavarman, Dantipottarasar, Dantivarman of the
Pallavatilakakula, and Ko-Vijaya-Dantivikramavarma. Similarly in the case of N andivarman it is equally difficult as this
name occurs in the inscriptions and copper-plate records in
the fo?1owing varieties·: -N andipottarasar, Vijaya-N andivikramavarman, N andivarman of the Bharadvaja Gotra, the
victorious N andipottarayar of TeHaru and Danti-N andivarman.
The difficulty is also intensified as the inscriptions of these
kings have been found not indistinctly separate localities but
indiscriminately throughout the region of the Pallava kingdom.
As none of these record:::: is dated in the Saka or any known
era their date has to be determined independently by means
of pmreography and other details noted in inscriptions.
The Probable Order of Succession.-It is well known that
TOl1l;lamaI,lc;1alam was conquered by Aditya before the twentyfirst year of his reign. It is also clear that Parantaka I
ascended the Chola throne in the year A.D. 907. 1 As the
Brahmadesam and Tirukalukkutiram inscriptions are dated in
the twenty-seventh year of Rajakesarivarman, who is identical
with Aditya I, it may be presumed that the first year of his
reign was A. D. 880. One of his inscriptions in the North
ArGot District in the twenty-first year of his reign which
records a donation near Kalahasti shows that by A.D. 900 his
empire had extended as far as Kalahasti thus covering the
Pallava empire. 2 The reigns of Dantivarman, Nandivarman,
Nripatungavarman, Aparajita, Kampavarman and the other
miscellaneous kings of the Pallava family whose inscriptions
have been discovered in these regions have to be assigned
to the period between about A.D. 900 and the last quarter of
the eighth century when Pallavamalla ceased to rule. Omitting the reigns of the miscellaneous rulers like Kampavarman,
Vayiram@ghavarman, Kattirai, etc., we find that the total
1

Ins. 735 of 1905.

2

Ep. Rep., 1907, p. 11.
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reigns of the others so far kn~wn comprise a period of
roughly 118 years.1
If the conquest of the TonQ_amillJgalam and the victory over
Aparajita recorded in the TirhvalangaQ_u
plates,2 may
be assigned to the year A.D. 89'3, we may, by calculating
backwards, assign the above-mentioned kings to the following
periods which is in complete accordance with the evidence
obtainable from contemporary Pallava inscriptions and COpperplates. 3 The reigns of the Pallava king s named Vijaya
Kampavarman, Narasimhavarman, etc., most probably overlapped those of the last two members above mentioned. The
probabilities seem to be that towards the last quarter of the
ninth century several members of the family began to rule
their own small territories styling themselves kings, and these
chiefs largely figure in the inscriptions that have come down
to us along with the others.
c>
Dantivarman (circa
to 826).-We have ascertained the
exact period of his accession to the throne or Kanchipuram by
calculating back from/ the conquest of Ton<;lamaw;lalam by
Aditya. We possess inscriptions for Dantivarman dated from
the second year of his reign '(No. 256 of 1922) to fifty-first
year (No. 262 of 1904). His records have been found fromTrichinopoly District in the south to Tiruchchanur in the north.
According to the VelUrpaiayam plates (verse 16) issued during
the reign of his Son N and ivaI' man III he was descended fj;om
N andivarman Pallavamalla tprough Reva the Rashtrakuta
princess. 4 Reva is here described as the chief queen who

77/

1

Dantivarman
Nandivarman (of Tel!aru}
Nripatunga
Aparajita

... 51 years.
... 23
.. , 26
~-':..

Total
2
3

4

S.l.1., vol. iii, p. 396, verse 49. '
Dantivarman
Nandivarman III .. .
Nripatungavarman .. .
Aparajitavarman .. .
S.1.1., vol. ii, part 5, p. 501.
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'0 like the river Rev1i had her birth from a great king (from
a high mountain).'1 Dantivarman is stated to be 'a manifestation of the lotus-eyed Vishl;lU himself, who was the delight
of the earth whose object was the protection of the three worlds
and in whom the group of pure qualities such as prowess,
charity, and gratitude, attained eminence, as it were, after a
long time enjoying the pleasures of each other's company.' 2
From verse 18 we learn that Dantivarman married a Kadamba
princess called Aggalanimmati described as the daughter of a
Kadamba king-th~ crest-jewel of the Kadamba family. The
name of this Kadamba king is not known. About the year
A.D. 804 Govinda III, the Rashtrakuta king, appears to have
invaded Kaiichi. A Rashtrakuta grant, dated Thursday the
fifth lithi of the dark fortnight of the month of Vaisaka of the
year ~ubhanu, Saka 726, expired, corresponding to Thursday,
4th April, A.D. 804, claims that Govinda III had conquered
Dantiga, the ruler of IGiiichi and levied tribute from him.:-I
The reasons prompting this Rashtrakuta attack on Kaiichi
e5pecially as Dantivarman the Pallava king was presumably
a grandson of Dantidurga are not clear.
One of his Tamil inscriptions dated in the twelfth year of
his reign has been discovered at the Parthasarathi temple at
Triplicane (Madras). 4 This inscription consists of nineteen lines
of TJamil prose and is on a stone close to the entrance of the
garbhagrha of the temple. Dantivarman is here described as
, the ornament of the Pallava family' and as belonging to the
Bharadvaja Gotra. The object of the inscription is to record
a gift of land. It is clear from this record that the Triplicane
temple which is mentioned also in the hymns of the first
Alvars, continued to flourish during this period. Tirumangai
Alvar, one of the Vaishl)ava Alvars, refers to this temple
and the locality, and has recorded the important fact that a
Pallava king constructed the temple. 5
Q

Ibid., p. 508, VV. 16, 17.
2 Ibid., p. 508, VV. 16, 17.
Ind. Ant., vol. xi, p. 127;,
4 Ep.In_!i., vol. viii. p. 291.
5 This Pallava king referred to by Tirumangai A!var was presumably an
earlier king of Kiinchi who preceded Dantivarman.
1
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Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil argues,! Ifrom tbe fact that the inscription of Dantivarman ranging fr9m the sixteenth year of his
reign to the fifty-first yeardoesnotoccurin any of the monuments
found on the banks of the Kaveri while a dozen inscriptions of
the Panc;1yan king Maran Sac;1aiyan are found in the same region,
that Dantivarman temporarily lost a part of his dominions in
the south owing to the incursions of the Panc;1yas. Acc.~rding
to him Varagu1).a-Maharaja led an invasion into the Pallava
territory in ,the reign of Dantivarman. The Ambasamudram
inscription of the sixteenth year of this king is dated when
this king was encamped in Araisur on the banks of the Pennar.
In the north, the Gu<;1imallam inscription shows that the Ba1).a
king Vijayadityamavaliva1).arayar was a feudafory of Dantivarman. This record is dated in the forty-ninth year of
C'
Dantivarman. 2
Nandivarman III (circa A. D. 826 to 849).-Dantivarman was
succeeded on his death by his son N andivarman III known in
his inscriptions as TeHarrerinda N andivarman, i.e. N andivarman
who defeated his enemies at TeHiiru. According to the Ve1ii1j;
palayam plates issued by this sovereign in his sixth year he is
said to have, on the eve of his acquiring sovereignty, killed_
his enemies on the field of b~ttle. 3 In the picturesque
words of this record 'N andivarman puffed up with the
prowess of his arms acquired the prosperity of Pallava
kingdom not easy for others I to obtain by killing his ene~ies
on the battle-field which was laughing as it were with the
pearls dropping from the fronta:! globes of elephants slain
by his unsheathed sword.' A contewporary Tamil work is
Nandikka(ambakam. A short 'a,ccount 9i this work appeared
in the Indian Antiquary (vol. 37, pp. 170-173).. The text of
the poem which has long been, out of print was published in
Ep. Ind., vol. xi, p. "224. ~:.

1

Pallavas, p. 77.
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1926 by Pandit V. Gopala Aiyar states that Nandivarman
won ;a great victory against his enemies at the battle of TeHaru.
In the light of the information obtained from his other stone
inscriptions it becomes clear that this must be the battle
referred to in the VelUrpalayam plates quoted above. It has
already been mentioned that towards the close of Danti, varman's reign the Pal;9yan forces under VaragUI.1a made
consid~rable inroads into the Pal1ava empire and had reached
as far north! into TOI).9.amal).9.alam as Araisur on the banks of
the Pennar. By the time that Nandivarman III ascended the
throne the forces of the opposing paI).9yan king must have
reached near TeHaru not very distant from the Pallava capital
when the forces of N andivarman III inflicted a crushing
defeat on them. TeHaru the site of the battle may be correctly
identified with the village of TeHaru in the Wandiwash Taluk
of mrth Arcot District.
Other Battles.-This victory against the Piil).9.yans gave him
the title 'by which his inscriptions thereafter mention him,
namely, TeUiigerinda Nandip6tarayar. The Tamil panegyric
1~ addit~on to the battle of TeHaru 2 also refers to the other
victories of N andivarman such as those of Palayaru,3
VeHaru,4 NaWiru,5 and Kurugo9u.6 This series of further
campaigns were evidently directed against the Pal)'9yas
themselves whom the Pallava king apparently pursued as
they were retreating and inflicted defeats at Venaru. Palayaru,
etc, One of the stanzas in the poem says that the Pallava
army advanced as far as the banks of the V aigai. 7 If this
is correct we may presume that N an4ivarman III marched
as far as the paI).9yan capital and defeated the Pal;c;lyas
thoroughly.
_
, Light thrown by' Nandikka/ambakam'.-This work makes it
clear beyond doubt, that N andivarman was a member of the
i

Ep. Cal. No.l05 of 1905.

Verses 28, 33, 38, 49, 52, 53, 71, 75, 79, 80, 85, 86 and 96.
numbers refer to those of a MS. Edn., the work with the author.
s Verse 3].
4 V~e 23.
3 Verse 61.
6 Verses 2, 35 and 84.
7 St. 4 and 8).
2
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Pallava family as it calls him Pallavarkon several times.
The poem throws some light on the race of the Pallava
family. Verse 39 refers to Nandi~arman as 'ChandrakulaPrakafan' thus indicating that th~I Pallava family claimed
their descent from the lunar race, a fact which is not
however mentioned in any of the inscriptions. It is also
clear from this work that Kanchipuram, Mallai (Maha~alipu
ram) and Mayilai (Mylapur) were the chief Pallava cities
during this period. The sway over these places is associated with the name of Nandivarman III by such references
as ' Mallai- Vi'ndan " ' Mayilai-Kavalan '. In this work his rule
is also associated with the region of the Kaveri (Kaviriva/anar/an), the Kongu country, the Chera land, the western regions
as well as the northern. Inscriptions found in the northern
regions of Pallava kingdom such as those of the Bal}.a king
Vikramaditya clearly prove that his sway over the B&l}.as
was not merely a poetic boast but real. 1 This king appears to
have indulged his fancy in the assumption of a large number of
surnames. This Tamil work enumerates the following;,
surnames of this sovereign 'Avani-Nara1Jan', ' Videlvir/ugu',
, UgraklJpan', 'Kuvalaya-Martanr/an', 'ManlJdaya', 'Varatungan ',etc. N andivarman III appears to have patronizecr
the Tamil poets very largely as is evident from allusion to this
in verses 104 and 107 of the work. The author of the BhamtaVe1Jba, Perundevanar, is taken to have flourished during 'his
reign. The invocatory versek attached to the Udyogaparva
of this work, which alone has come down to us, mentions
the defeat inflicted by Nandivarman III on his enemies at
TeW'q:n.2
I
Some interesting details may be gath~d-frQD1- the ~opper
plates of this period regarding the king and nis rule. Verse 14
of the Bahur plates says that Nandivarman III had for his
queen a Rashtrakuta princess' called Sanka 'who_was""kind
~

1

2

'" ~,

No. 229 of 1903 and S.lii., vol. viii, p. 93.
Note by Editor.
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to the people like a mother, was resplendent as Lakshmi
incarnate.'
Verse 21 of the VelUrpalayam plates says of his rule:
'Never shone so (thoroughly a garden with the advent of)
spring, nor men of high birth with (good) qualities, nor
women with morality, nor a millionaire with charity, nor
humil\ty with knowledge, nor a lotus tank with the sun,
nor the expanse of the sky wi~h the moon at the end
of the rainy season, as the people of this earth shone with
the king.'
From the same record we learn that N andivarman III was
a devout worshipper of Siva:t and this is corroborated by verse
97 of Nandikkalambakam.
Nrif>atungavarman (circa 849 to 875).-Nripatungavarman
known also as Nripatungavikramavarman and Nripatungapotarayar succeeded his father Nandivarman about A.D. 850.
The resemblance of his name to the Rashtrakuta Amoga-'
varsha Nripatunga as well as the fact that his mother, the
queen of Nandivarman III, is stated to be a Rashtrakuta
princess in the Bahur plates 2 would indicate that this king
was a grandson on the mother's side from Amogavarsha.
Nripatunga appears'to have continued the campaigns against
the Pal;l.<;lyas who made inroads into the Pallava territory. The
Bahur plates mention 'one of his victories on the banks of the
Arichit (apparently a Sanskritized form of Arisil) which
has been identified with River Arasalar which flows near

')

~~:q'JUTf{U~T~Elf:q~C{ If_~Y ~~f05R Cfi~q!ijT cr;:~cl "F~Cfl1Y II S.l.l., vol.'i,i, part v, p. 509, 11. 64-5.
21bid., voL v, ,p. 515.
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Kumbhakonam by the late Mr.l T. A. ,Gopinatha Rao. l
His adversary at this battle was probably Varaguoa's
son Sri-Mara Parachakra-Kolahala \\rho according to the Tamil
portion of the Sinnamanur plates Fis described as having
repulsed the Gangas, the Palla vas, the Chalas, the Kalingas,
and the Magadhas who attacked him at Kuqamilkku, the name
by which the modern town of Kumbhakonam was knQ,wn in
the period before the tenth century. 3
Extent of Empire.-The inscriptions of Nripatungavarman
have been discovered all over the region from Pudukotta in the
south to Guc;1imallam in the north. From an inscription 4
of the Bat).a king at the latter place-Vidyadhara-we
learn that Nripatunga's sway was acknowledged by this
Baoa chief. The Narthamalai inscription of the Muttaraiyan
chief Sattan-Paliyili in the south Who was one of Nripatu~~a's
vassals shows that the authority of this king extended to the
region of Pudukotta. 5 From the description contained in the
Bahur plates that the glory of Nripat~nga extended to other
worlds as that of Rama, we may presume that here is an

1

q~tft{ra:rfjifRT ~;:n qp'~rr gl1~ QU
,., I

qr~Rf:;:r~t{u~q~ri~T~ ft,!~~fo~ II

V. 29.

v. 16. S.I.I., vol. ii, part 5, p. 515.
The translation of the late T. A.! Gopinatha Rao which Prof. J ouveau.
Dubreuil follows requires to be reconsidered in view of an altered reading
of the verse given in Dr. Hultzs<;h's of verse 16 (p. 50, Pallavas) text
(Ep.lnd., vol. xviE, p. 10) in which the sixteenth verse reads as follows:Yatprasada(r)jjitasena Pan9yena Samare pnra I
Parerichitsarajagnirddadaha ripusarnhatim II
,
We have, here no reference to the defeat'susntinen. (by the Pall~vas) at
the hands of the paJ;lQ.yas referred to in Gopinatha~'Rao's translation.
Dr. Hultzsch translates the verse thtls :-Resembljpg fire, this king
(Nripatunga) by whose favour the PaJ;l9yahad obtained an army formerly
burnt a confederation of enemies on the further bank of the Arichit r.iver.
The supply of an army by Nripatl1nga to the PaJ;l9yan king, i!Jhe reading _
is correct, will necessitate a revision of our present views of the relation"
ship of the Pallavas and PaJ;l9yas during' this period.
,,~
2 M.E.R., 1907, pp. 63 II.
I
. ,
3 Inscription
No. 13 of 1-908 dated in lbe reign of Maran-Saq.aiyan
calls the place Tiruku9amukku. The Ttvaram hymners also call the
town Tirukudamukku.
4 No. 228 of 1901
s NO.t365 of 1~04.
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allusion perhaps to an unrecorded invasion of Ceylon during
his reign. 1
Educational Fadlities.-A glimpse into the educational grants
of the period is obtained from the Bilhur plates 2 which were
issued in the eighth year of this king. This record has for its
object the registering of the gift of three villages-Chettupak, kam, }raiput;laicheri and VililngaHangac;1uvanur to the Vedic
college at the village of Biihur 3 near Pondicheri in Aruvanil<;1u.
The grant was made by a member of the Pusali family attd a
descendant of the Kuru race (verse 18). This chief was the
minister of Tungavarman, that is, Nripatunga who issued the
necessary order for the grant of the villages (verse 21):
The college at Bahur consisted of fourteen ga~las, and was
controlled by the learned men of the village, being organized
andomaintained by them. The fourteen ga~as 4 are presumably
the fourteen divisions of learning and consisted of-the
Vedas (4), the Angas (6), Mimamsa (1), Nyaya (1), Pural).a (1)
and the Dharma-Sastra (1).
') Aparajitavarman (circa A.D. 875 to 883).-The order of
succession after Nripatungavarman is not quite clear. According to the late Mr. Venkayya, Aparajita is the name of the
son Nripatungavarman while T. A. Gopinatha Rao propounded the theory that the name Aparajita is merely another
name for Nripatunga. In the inscriptions of this period we
co~e across with several names such as Vijaya-Kampavarman,
Vayil'ameghavarman, Aparajitavarman and others. Of these
we have inscriptions for Aparajitavarman ranging from the
third to the eighteenth years of his reign in the region around
Madras mostly from Tiruvogiyur and Satyavec;1u. It is
~

Ibid., verse 17, S.l.l., vol. ii, p. 515.
This record which is now preserved in the Biblz"otheque Nationale,
Paris,has bet'n recently re-edited with English translation and notes by the
late fir. E. Hultzsch who also furnishes two .diagrams indicating th~
position of the villages granted in the charter \~hlch are reproduced. e!sewhere in tllis.work. A palm-leaf MS. of this copper-plate contaJOlOg
different readings is now with Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar. EfJ. Ind.,
vol. xviii, p. 5.
.
3 Vahfir and some of the 'village names mentioned in the detailed
description of the boundaries in the grant survive to the present day.
• See 5.1.1., vol. ii, p. 514 footnote.
.
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presumed that Kampavarman and ~svaravarman as well as the
other chiefs such as Vayirameghan, whpse inscriptions have
been discovered at Kaveripakkam" \Uttaramallur, Olakkur and
other parts of Chengleput District: enjoyed the rule of a part
of the Pallava dominions along with Vayirameghavarman.
Two important events are known regarding Aparajita.
The first of these is the campaign against the PiilJ.9;yas in
which the Pallava king was allied with the Ganga king
Prithivipathi. According to the Udayendiram plates 1 which
enumerate the military exploits of the West Ganga Prithivipathi I, he is described as 'having defeated by force the
pa1J.9ya lord Varagu1J.a at the head of a great battle of
Sripurambiya and having thus made his friend's title Aparajita
(the unconquered) significant, this hero entered heaven by
sacrificing his own life.' We may identify Varagu1J.a with the
palJ.9ya king of that name, VaragulJ.a II, for whom we have
a date for accession to the throne, namely, A.D. 862-863.
The place of the battle 'Sripurambiyam has been identified by
Dr. Hultzsch z with Tirupurambiyam near Kumbhakonam"
, How . the Western Ganga king Prithivipathi I whose
dominions lay at least partly in the Mysore State and whose
·capital was Kolar, came to fight against the palJ.9ya king
VaragulJ.a at Tirupurambiyam was hitherto inexplicable.
From the two Ambur inscriptions 3 of the Ganga-Pallava king
N ripatung avikramavarman we know that Prithivipathi was °his
feudatory. It may, therefore,; be presumed that Aparajita fot
whom the Western Ganga king fought was a Gang a-Pall ava.
If this be true Aparajita was perhaps the successor and
presumably his son.':4 The battle of Sripurambiyam may be
dated with approximate accuracy about the year. A.D. 880.
The Chota Conquest of T01Jifama1Jifalam.-It has already been
indicated that the Ch61a 'king A.ditya I who was maldng
considerable inroads into the 'Pallava country broug.ht about" the defeat anu ultimate conquest of the TOlJ.9am~lJ.Qalnm about
.P'
1
3

5.1.1., vol. ii, p. 384, verse .18.
Ep. Ind., vol. iv, p. 182.

2
4

to/

Ibid., vol. ii, part 3, p. 381.
M.E.R,. for 1906-7, p. 47.'
-
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the close of the ninth century. This corresponded to the
period before twenty-first year of Aditya. The latest of the
Tirukalukkunralll inscriptions l is dated in the twenty-first
year of Rajakesarivarman. 'Taking this provisionally as the
last year of Aditya's reign and deducting it from A.D. 907
the date of accession of his son Parantaka I we get roughly
, to about
A.D. 886 for the commencement of Aditya's reign.'
,)
It is presumable that the conquest of TOl).<;iamal).<;ialam was
effected considerably late in his reign and may be dated
towards the end of the ninth century. The Tiruvalanga<;iu
plates say of the 'Ch61a king Aditya I, son of Vijayalaya, 2
that' having conquered in battle the Pallava with his brilliant
army, though (he was) Aparajita (the unconquered) of his
queen (viz.) and accomplished his object in this direction too.'
In other words, the Ch61a king Aditya I defeated the Pallava
kingry Aparajitavarman and added the TOl).<;iamal).<;ialam to his
dominions. Thus the kingdom of Pallavas passed into the
hands of the Ch6las with the death of Aparajita.
The monuments belonging to this period are in the Aparajita
style and, in the opinion of Jouveau-Dubreuil, very rare.
The ViraWinesvara temple at Tiruttal).i, which contains inscriptions dated in the eighteenth year of Aparajitavarman is
attributable to this king the Tamil verse 3 which is inscribed
in this temple being supposed to have been composed by
the king.
Other Miscellaneous King-s.-Some observations may be
made on Kampavarman and Vayirameghavarman before closing
the survey. Over twenty inscriptions have been discovered
dated in the regnal years ranging from the sixth to the
twenty-fifth years 4 of Kampavarman who according to Hultzsch
I

)

1

Ep. Ind., vol. iii, p. 379.

2 v. 49.
3 Ins. No. 433 of 1905.
inscriptions have been found at the following :Sixth year
UttaramalJur
Eigbtp. year
do.
Tenth year
Ukkal.
Fifteenth year
Uttaramallur
Seventeenth year
'.
Kaveripakkam."
Twenty-third year
Uttaramall ur.

4 F,i~
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was a brother of Nripatungava~man. Whether this king
succeeded N andivarman III as king, or whether in the confusion that followed the death of Nripatung~ he made himself
an independent ruler in the N orth A~cot District and the region
round about Kanchi it is not clear J~om present evidence.
The inscriptions of this king are for the most part
donative and do not furnish any historical details other than
i'
one record 1 which refers to the destruction of Olakkur and the
death of a hero. This record is on a slab set up near the
village-munsiff's sava¢i at Olakkur and is a Viragal of the
period of Kampaperuma! who may be identified with Kampavarman. It records the death of a hero on the occasion of
the destruction of the place in the later part of the ninth
century.
Vayirameghavarman.-Two stone records have been discovered at the Agastye§vara temple at Poyyanur in'" th~
Arkonam Taluk which mentions the name of a new king apparently belonging to the Pallava family dated in the second
year. According to the late V. Venkayya, the name Vayir~
megha was a biruda assumed by Dantivarman, and is the same
name occurring in th eexpressions Vayiramegatataka, Vayh:ameghavaykkal, etc., mentioned in the inscriptions. It has tobe presumed that the name is more like Pallava than other
dynastic names.
Chandraditya (No. 281 of 1916).-This is a record writteI'.i in
the Pallava-Grantha on a Ijillar in the rock-cut temple at
Melaicheri in the Gingee Taluk of the South Arcot District. It
states that the Siva temple called Sri-Sikhari-Pallavesvaram
was excavated by Chandraditya at Simhapura (Singavaram).
Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil who discovered this inscription considers it probable that Chandraditya was o~ of the names of
Narasimhavarman I or Paramesvaravarman I. This is, however,
uncertain. There are in addition to these a few 2 ' in_scriptio}ls _
of this period belonging to KaHir,ai, Vijaya-N arasirnjlavarmait

'-

,

No. 357 of 1909.
2 Nos. 3 of 1899, 119 of 1897, also
p.l77.
1

.

"

.

Ep.ltfJ., vol. vii, p. 24, and vol. iv,
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and Vijaya.Isvaravarman which need not be examined here
as their position in the Pallava family is not clear.
With Nripatunga or Aparajita, the main line of the Pallava
kings appears to have come to an end. But, however, a branch
of them known as the N olambas claiming descent from
Trnayana-Pallava continued to exercise sovereignty at
N olal,)lbavadi-thirty-two thousand. This region comprised the
modern Bellary District and portions of Mysore. Here, as the
records show, the Nolamba chiefs continued in power as late
as the thirteenth ce?tury A.D. The Hemavati PilIar. inscription,
which gives a genealogy of the N olambas, mentions that they
belonged to the Isvaravamsa and enumerates the names of
several kings of this line. These include Mangala, Simhapota,
Charuponnera, Nanniga, Anniga, and Dilipa. Brief accounts
of ~pese are given in L. Rice's Mysore and Coorg from
Inscriptions. 1

1

L. Rice, Mysore and Coorg from Inscriptions, pp. 55-59.

CHAPTER X
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF PALLAVA RULE
IN SOUTH INDIA
('l

THE

rule of the Pallava kings in the Tamil land for an
unbroken period of nearly eight centuries resulted in
stamping the administration of the country with a particular
type of culture some of the aspects of which may now be briefly
indicated. This is -,risible not only in the administration of
government by the central and local authorities of the Pallava
times (A.D. 200 to 900), but in practically every aspect of life,
in religion, literature, art, etc. In studying the Pallava
administration, literary history, art and religious movem~nts 1
we are unfortunately not in the possession of all the materials
that would help us to' reconstruct the history of the culture
and civilization of the times. We are dependent for the mOflt
part on the inscriptions and copper-plate grants of this period
as well as the few monuments that have survived. It is,
therefore, not strange that the picture obtained by' us ha;
many gaps that have to be filled up by future discoveries.
Admittistraiion.-In the numerous copper-plate charters
that have been discovered from time to time by the officers
of the Government Epigraphy Department and by the labours
of private scholars we obtain excellent glimpses of certain
aspects of Pallava polity. From the earliest of these, namely,·
the Hirahadagalli copper-plates issued from the capital Kanchipuram we leaJ.;ll that already in the middle oUQe~third century
there prev,ailed a system of administratio,n with the king
at the top and the provincial governors and several departmenta} ministers in charge 'Of parks, public bat'b._s., fmests,
reminding us in several deta-ils of the M'auryan, and!
.. in somerespects the Gupta administrati'on. From the grant of the
king made at his palace office ·in the head-qt'Jarters in
Kafichipura addressed to the provincial Viceroy at
,

I
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Amaravati 1 and several others which were issued in the fol1ow~
ing' periods it is evident that during the early Pal1ava days the
empire of the Pallavas was not unlike those of modern times
divided into bigger and smaller divisions for the government of
which officers of the state were appointed. The heads of departments were selected f~om among the members of the royal
family such as the younger sons and distinguished members
of the army.
In TOlJc;1amalJ<;1alam the distinct division 2
into twenty-four kottams appears to have been introduced
Liiders, E/>. Ind., vol. x, App .
• From Kanchipura the righteous supreme king (Dharmamahiiriija)
of the great king of the Pallavas, Sivaskandavarman, a Bharadvaja and
an officer of Agnishtoma, Vajapeya and A§vamedha sacrifices issues the
following orders :We send greetings to the princes (Rajkumara), rulers of districts
(Ratthika), chiefs of Madam bas (customs officers), local prefects: (De§adhikata) . . .' the free-holders of the various villages (Gama-gamabhojaka;', . . . ministers (Amachcha), guards (Arakhadikata), captains
(Gumikas), Dutikas '(Messengers?), spies (Sanjarantakas) and warriors
(Bhagamanu§as).
.
2 These are enumerated in the Mackenzie MSS. as well as the Chingleput District Manual App. H. p. 438 and in The Tamils 1800 years· ago and
are as follows:
J
(1) Pulal-Ko!!am, (2) Ikkuttu-KoHam, (3) MaQ.avlr-Kottam, (4)
Sengattu-Ko\tam, (5) Paiyur-Kottam, (6) Eyil-KoHam of which the
principal town was Kanchipuram, (7) Damal-Kottam,_{S) UrrukattuKot!am, (9) Kalattiir-Kottam, (10) Sembur-KoHam, (11) Ambur-Kottam,
(12) VeJ;lkunrak6ttam, (13)~Palakunra-Kogam, (14) Ilanga!tu-Ko!!am,
(15) Kaliyur-Kotfam, (16) Sengarai-KoHam, (17) Paquvurk6ttam, (IS)
Kadikur-K0t!am, (19) Sendirukkai-Kottam, (20) ,Kunravattana-Kogam,
(21) Vengaqa-KoHam, (22) Velfir-KoHam, (23) Setttlr-Kottam and (24)
PuliJur-KoHam. This division of TOQ.9amaQ.Qalam, the Tundaka
Riishtra of the copper-plates, seems to have come into existence prior to
the period of the Pallava kings known to us from epigraphy, probably in
the period of ChO!a viceroyalty of Tondaman I!am-Tirayanat Kaiichi.
Although these districts do not figure in the early copper-plates of the
Pallavas they are rather frequent in the later stone inscriptions datable
from the eighth and the ninth centuries. Pul,al-Kottam with its subdivision figures in the Velurpalayam plates of the six!h year of Nandivarman III (S.I./. vol. ii, p. 509) while Kalattur-Ko\tam, Ikkattb.-Kottam, and
I>aguvur-Kot!am are mentioned in inscriptions dated in the fourteenth
year of Nandivarman III, and the eleventh and the twenty-sixth years of
Nripatllngavarman, (Ep. Col. 349 of 1911, and 460 of 1905). Eyil-Kottam
the division around Kanchlpura also figures in the inscription dated in
the fifteenth year of Nripatungavarman (Ep. Col. 461 of 1905). For the
study of t"Ae ancient historical geography the references in the later
Pallava inscriPtions to these are very helpful. Some of the places such
as Ka!at!fir, Damal, and Ugukkagu which originally must have been
important places after which"l:he divisions were named have survived to
the present day.
1
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in an earlier period retained \1naltered during the age
of the Pallavas as we find them commonly figure in
their inscriptions. The Rash {ra$ which appear to be the
equivalent of the man¢ala were thus parcelled out into the
hands of the viceroys called Vishayikas while the smaller
divisions such as the Koshtakas (kottam) and Gramas, were
placed in charge of desatikadas and vapittas. The ministers
and rahasyttdikadas (privy councillors) were examineu and
consulted on state matters by the sovereign.
Royal
orders such as the one embodied in the Hirahadagalli plates
were drawn by the king's private secretary. It is also
learned from the early documents that there were officers in
charge of the customs and the places or offices where they
were collected were called m~n¢apa and the officers who were
entrusted with the collection of the customs were known as
man¢ajJis. There were also during this period special ofE£ers
posted at bathing pools and tanks whose chief duties consisted
in looking after the ~onvenience of, the bathers and their
safety: They are called in this record as Tirthikas (Superintendents of bathing places). The persons mentioned by th'<!
name of the Gumikas who are taken by some scholars
as captains appear to have been officers in charge of, forests,
a fact which shows that there was something like a forest
department. The term neyka which resembles the Sanskrit
name Nayaka probably stands for, the military officer whose
status was next to those of Se,nttpatis or Commanders of the
army. All these clearly inClicate an elaborate system of
governmental organization which as already indicated above
resemble the North Indian I, rather than any southern system
of admin~stration that we know of.
-.
The nature of village governm~??t at this per-loa: - Whether or
not the self-governing village corporation which, from the
early Chota times, as we are, familiar with, prevailed in' the

.,

1 The administration of Governmenhn North India was cgnducted in
accordance with a series of books sonie of which were pre-christian and
others post-christian. The chief works in. _this series were KautiIya's
Artlzasastra, Karnandaka's NUiSiistra and SUkY£t1titi.
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early Pallava days we have not the material to judge from the
ascertained facts at our disposal. But it appears that this
later village organization with the characteristic features of
committees, managing general village administration econo·
mic, financial, and judicial, existed in the later Pallava days
for which we possess good evidence. That the system of
government and administration was highly systematic, and
, even bureaucratic, we learn with the help of certain of the
early Sanskrit charters mentioning the minute details of the
boundaries of gifted lands and defining its situation-a fact
which shows the efficiency, of the land survey departments of
the Pallavas. The Uruvapalli plates 1 give a typical
example of such detailed-land survey. This is by no means the
only instance of the elaborate arrangements and precautions
taken in marking the village boundaries in the inscriptions.
Th, Bahur plates belonging to the ninth cenh1ry in recording
a gift of the three vil1ages near Pondicherry give similar
details.
According to the report submitted by the headman
of the na4u the boundaries of the land granted (to the Bahur
'~ol1ege) were as follows: Of the two villages of VilalJ.gattangaduvanur and Settuppakkam, the eastern boundary is to the
west of the boundary of a forest and of the boundary of
Neymalippakkam; the southern boundary is to the north of
the boundary of N eymalippakkam, of the boundary of
Ne1vayippakkam, and of the boundary of Urattur; the
western boundary is to the east of the boundary of Mambakkam and of sixty rice-fields which form a Brahmadeya
I

Ind. Ant., vol. v, 1876, p, 50.
, . . . In this village there are 200 entire nivarta:1tas. The
limit of these nivartanas are :-On the west the boundary of the Kendu·
kura village, are the limit; on the south River Supray5ga is the limit;
on the east the same is the limit; to the north by the south there is a
rock on the side of the great road proceeding thence to the north, there is
a tamarind tree, proceeding thence to where there is a rock on the road
to the ville.ge of Kurupura, and to the village of Kundukura; proceeding
thence to the" north there is a neap of rocks: proceeding thence to the
north there is rock on the limit of the cultivated field of the Brahman as
in the village and proceeding to the west, the limit is the edge of the
boundaries of the village of KondamuruvIqu!.'
1

'1
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near VilaQgattangaduvanut·; and the northern boundary is
to the south of Vagur. 1
It
be gathered from these
records that the village and the central government of this
period took the greatest pains inl maintaining a detailed
record of all the arable and waste iands, lakes, tanks; wells
and rivers, rocks and even trees, for purposes of not only
grants of land to temples and Brahmans, but also for revenue
purposes.
It
Taxation and revertue.-From thesewe shall now proceed to
the sources of taxation in the Pallava age that are mentioned in
the records of the Pallava kings. We have no direct evidence of
central or local finance during the early Ch61a or Pallava times

-Ivm

1 ~r. H~lt.zsch fumis~es the {allowing iu~eresting plan indicating the
relatIve pOSItIOn of the VIllages and boundarIes referred to in the Tamil
portion of the Bahur plates. Ep. ind., vol. .. xviii. pp. 8-9.
0>
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Of these villages. Vahlir survives as iBahur, \".hile vll:ngaHangaduvanfir and Kirmanpatti are identical with Kad'uvanfir and Kilmambakkam situate tei· the west and ·north-'i\ast of- Bahur, an important
locality south of Pondicherry.
..

_r
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as none of the large number of records that have come down
to us were intended to set forth exhaustively the financial
machinery for the enlightenment of the modern scholar; we
can however infer from the list of exemptions stated in the
various records of lands and other grants at our disposal what
taxes and dues a village was ordinarily subjected to if it was
.other t;han a land gifted to Brahmans or a temple in which case
the exemptions were secured to the donee.' First may be
noted some of the seignorial rights mentioned in the earliest
Pallava copper-plate. charters. The Hirahadagalli plates already
mentioned are very interesting in this respect. This record
states that the garden Chillerako<;lUluka the object of the grant
is to be free from the taking of sweet and sour milk and
sugar . . . from taxes . . . forced labour free from the
paytpent of the oxen in succession, free from the taking of
grass and the wood . . . from the taking of vegetables and
flowers. . . . It also metitions the important particular towards
the close of the grant where it says that with these and other
immunities of the eighteen kinds it must be exempted. It is
thu~ clear from this early Pallava record that about the first
quarter of the third century Pallava kings had laid claim to not
less than eighteen! kinds of dues from the villagers (As/itadasaj;ariharas) which they ordinarily could claim except
in cases of gifted lands. The Mayidavolu plates of the
Pall~va king Sivaskandavarman 2 mentions among the immunities secured for the village of Viripara which was the object
of the grant, freedom for the diggings of salt which shows
that salt-manufacture was a royal monopoly, from the supply
of bullocks in succession, the entrance of soldiers, the supply
of boiled rice, etc. As we do not come across with some of
1 It is important to note that these were not at all in the nature of taxes
but more of free-will offerings of first fruits by gardeners to kings and of
suppli,-'S of means of transport to royal officers while on tour. Mr.
L:mghurst c.is therefore wrong when he remarks on this that' it is thus
obvious that frle people were liable to all these taxes and imposts on the
ordinary necessaries of life,' and that it clearly shows that in the fourth
century at any rate there was'Uo ' Golden Age' in Southern India. (An.
Rep. of the Arch. Dep. of Southern Circle 1\Jl8-1919, Part II, p. 21.)
' 2 Ep. Ind., vol. vi, pp. 88 ff.

}
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,
these rights in the later records of 1 the Pallavas it is probable
that some of these rights fell out of, use.
Passing on from the days of the early Pallavas to that of
the later Pallavas, we notice inl the Sanskrit charters of
Paramesvaravarman I, Nandivarman Pallavamalla and that of
his grandson N andivarman III more details regarding the rights
of the Pallava kings of the period to other items of taXCls and
duties, are available. From a sJudy of the Tamil portions of
the Kasakkuc;ii, Kuram, the Tanc;iant6ttam, VelUrpalayam and
the Bahur plates we learn that during this period there were,
what have been called profession-taxes but are really excise
on local products, on oil mill-owners, potters, goldsmiths, toddydrawers, as well as duties on areca-nuts exposed for sale and
sold in the markets, duty on looms, presents on the occasion
of new marriages and r:oyalty on the manufacture of e:alt.
Some of these such as the Ilamputchi 1 and Puthali are
inexplicable. Good sp_ecimens of this. royal exemption order
are contained in the Tamil portion of the Tanc;iant6ttam plates
dated in the fifty-eighth year of Nandivarman II, Pallavamalla~
the immunities evidently indicate some of the taxes which were
customary:, No tax of any kind such as duty on oil-press and looms,
Ulaviyakuli, the fee on marriages, urettu fee on potters,
tattukayanz, duty on toddy-drawers and shepherds, fee. on
stalls, brokerage fee, tirumugakka1Jam, royalty paid for the
manufacture of salt, the goodicow, the good bull, vattinaN, fee _
on basket of grain exposed lor sale in the market, areca-nuts
exposed for sale in the shops, Budana/i. and others which
the king, could take and enjoy. ~.a:managam may be
planted; mansions and large edifices maYEe-bbilt of burnt
bricks; reservoirs and wells may be sunk~ cocoanut trees
-e)
1

Qf these terms some are obscure.

~iitchi seems to m~atl a Ill:ind of due

and I!ampiitchi might mean a duty on I!avar or toddy drawers: Tirumugakkailam apparently means a fee for the messenger bringing royal
messages or orders. UlaviyakkiiIi has been taken fo mean the hire for
well-diggers. The terms pulali kannittukallam, 'arikoli, nedum parai
and urettu are not clear.
I
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may be planted in groves; and large oil-presses may~ be
used.. . . 1
The emperor in these records is called Maharaja and
Dharmamaharaja. In the Gupta inscriptions of North India
also, the emperor is called Maharajadhiraja and Paramesvara.
...
In the Gupta Government the emperor is the centre of a group
, of suliordinate kings. The territory of the empire was called
a Rajya in the Gupta inscriptions as well as Rashtra, and
Dtsa and Ma174ala which occur also in the Pallava inscriptions.
The territories in the Pallava Empire are divided in the
records into Kottflms and Nadus on the lines of the Gupta
administration where they are similarly divided into Bhukti,
Vi'shaya, and Griima. There is a close resemblance between the
sources of taxation and revenue between the early Pallava
records
and Gupta inscriptions. These may be gathered
....
from the inscriptions recording various grants. These include
several items such as Uparikara, Vata Bhuta, Hiral).ya,
Adeya, etc. Several of the Gupta inscriptions as well as
"/?allava inscriptions indicate negatively the obligations
imposed by the state. Several of the Gupta inscriptions, may
be compared with portions of the Palla va records dealing with
exemption from taxes. 2
About the beginning of the ninth century stone inscriptions
of the Pallavas become abundant and in these we find interesting 'particulars of the activity of the village Sabhas all over
the empire particularly in the Chingleput District. A perusal
of the stone records of this period relating to these dated in
the years of the later Pallava kings, N andivarman II,
Dantivarman, Nandivarman III and Aparajita shows that the
following figure among the large numbers of places that
enjoyed self-governing village Sabhas: A.dambakkam,
1

S?l.I., vol. ii, pp. 530-31.

It (thu village rendered free) is not to pay taxes; it is not to be
entered by the regular troops or by the umbrella.bearers; it does not
carry with it the right to cows and bulls in succession of production, or
to the abundance of flowers :clnd milk, or to the pasturage, hides, and
charcoal, or to the mines for the purchase of salt in a moist state . . .
(F. G. I., p. 242.)
2

20
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AvaninarayaI;lachaturvedimangalami (Kaveripakkam), Mal)ali,
Tiruvoqiyur, Kuram, Perumunaiyii , Tiruviprambec;lu, Anbil
1
Vel;tkunram, Uttaramalliir, PerunguF, Tirukoiliir, and Ukkal.
An account of the activities of these village assemblies in
repairing tanks, accepting deposits for charitable purposes and
other works has come down to us.
'
The Assemblies.-Though we know the existence eof the
village assemblies in the various parts of the Pallava empire
we do not know the nature of the rules tIllat regulated their
constitution and working, their exact sphere of action and the
relation of this to the central government. Inscriptions
copied in the Ching Ie put District alone indicate that during
the ninth century different types of village assemblies
carried on their work. One of the most important of these was
called the Sablza. These were usually to be found in Brahmao
of dey a villages granted to the Brahmal)as and therefore were
almost entirely run by the Brahmans. The rules laid down in
the Uttaramallur inscription 1 for the men1 bership of the village
assemblies applies in all probability to such Sablzas. A recentlJi'
discovered inscription 2 dated in 'the thirty-first year of Maransac;laiyan throws some light on some of the rules of membership ,of the village Sabhas which differ from all those known till now.
(i) It is stated in this record that of the children of the shareholders in the villages, only one who is well versed in the
Mantra-Brahma1Ja and one Dlfarnza, and well-behaved, inay
be on the village assembly and cinly one of similar qualifications
may be in the assembly for' a share purchased, received
as present, or acquired by Ihim as Str'idhana; (ii) that
; shares purchased, presented, or acquired as Strldha?la
'could entitle one if at all, only to a- full 11Bembership in
the assembly, and in no case will quarter or half or
three-quarter of the membership be recognized; (iii) that
those who purchase shares should elect only su~h-men tcr __
represent their share in the assemb,ly as have criti,GfllfY studied
a whole Veda with their parifishtas; (iv) that those, ~ho do
I

II

1

A,S,R. for 1904-5, pp. 13-145,

2

M.E,R., tor 1913, para 23,
I
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not possess full membership as laid down by Rule II cannot
stand on any committee for the management of the village
affairs; (v) that those who satisfy the prescribed conditions
should in no case persistently oppose the proceedings of the
assembly, by saying nay, nay, to every proposal brought up
before the assembly; (vi) those who do this together with
, their supporters will pay a fine 1 of five kafu on each item in
which~ they have so behaved and still continue to submit to
,
the same rules. 2
The activities of the Sabhas were varied in character and, .
they dealt with all important aspects of village life. From the
Pallava inscriptions alone we gather that these Sabhas looked
after the temple and its administration, and received the
endowments made on behalf of temple services. In addition
to this many of these Sabhas looked after the supervision and
rep~irs to the village tanks which were brought into existence
with considerable labour at the instance of the Pallava kings.
Some ofithese immense irrigational tanks which must have
.f;ngaged the skilled labour of a vast body of men have
survived to our own times. These include, the Paramesvara Tataka in Kuram near Kanchlpuram, the :l'viahendra
Tataka in Mahendrava<1i not far from Arkonam, Tirayaneri,
Vayiramega Tataka in Uttaramallur, in the Madurantakam
Taluk, Chitramegha Tataka, Velteri and probably the large
tank at MamaJ;u;hlr which now irrigates a large area. The
1 The last provision is ratber ingenious in as much as it shows that as
early as the ninth century the necessity to deal with the refractory and
obstructionist tactics had been felt thougb the safeguard does not appeal
to the modern mind.
2 Fuller details are available in Chola inscriptions such as those of
Parantaka and. his successors when the village assemblies not only
managed all local affairs such as the collection. of revenue, upkl!ep of
tanks and irrigati.on canals, administration of temples but also looked
after tye local judicial administration, the education religious and secular
of the young as well as the adult, and maintenance of hospitals for the
diseased. )TlJe principle of election and the ballot box became very
popular and local administration was conducted very efficiently. The
annual change of office-bearers in the various committees extended to
every villager the opportunity of getting acquainted with practical
administration.
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irrigation channels figuring in the Pi3-11ava inscriptions include
the Perumbic;lugu Vaykkal, the ch,annel cut from the Palar
to Kuram and the Vayiramega Vaykkal,
both of which
I
probably owe their origin to thE1 Palla va kings bearing
these surnames. The supervision and upkeep of these
tanks and channels must have entailed a great deal of labour
and attention on the part of the village Sabhas many of.,which
had a separate Tank Supervision Committee as is clear from
one of the later inscriptions.] The great tank at Uttaramallur owes its origin to one of the Pallava kings named
Vayiramegan and figures frequently in the inscriptions relating
to the activities of the Uttaramallur Sabha during the reign
of Dantivarman and Vijaya Kampavarman. z
The other important work of the village Sabhas of the Pallava
age was the management of temple property and service. The
temple appears to have played an important roie in the
age of the Pallavas and must have attracted large numbers of
people for various purposes. A close study of the inscriptions
of this period shows that the Pallava kings took a great deaJ
of interest in the building of these temples as well as their
proper upkeep. These are scattered allover the Tamil
districts, some of the most beautiful and important ones:being
found at the capital of the kingdom, Kanchlpuram. The
inscriptions at the Rajasimhesvara and at the Vaikun~aperumal
temple!> bear ample testimony to the great devotion of "the
Pallava kings but details of th~ir management in those days
are not available. It is quite probable that their management
was entrusted to the temple committee of the city council in
.the days of Rajasimha and Pardmesvaravarman. In the actual ""
'management of the temple administratio~liich-involved the
looking after of lands, appointment of contracfors for the dayto-day supply of rice, ghee, flowers, etc., defalcations someti~es
Q>

-
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1 No. 84 of 1898, dated in the twenty-first year of K\'!Im~avarman
mentions the name of this Committee as the Eri- Variya-Perumakka!.
2 EfJ. Col., No, 74 of 1898, dated in the nin.th year of Dantivarman; and
Ep. Col., No. 61 of 1898, dated in the twenty· first yea,r of the same king
-and Ep. Col., No. 84 of 1898, of Kampavannan.
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occurred even leading to the reduction in the actual offering to
the deity. One such instance is recorded in the Triplicane
inscription of Dantivarman, dated in the twelfth year of his
reign.! 'l'he temple management (kulankilar) having mortgaged one of the temple fields in Karumaracheri, the offering
to the God fell short. This was restored however by the
, pious pffices of one Pugaltut:lai-Vissiyarayan who redeemed
the mortgaged field.
Literature during the Pallava Age.-Another important
benefit of the Pallava rule in South India was the impetus
given to literature; particularly Sanskrit. The age of the
Pallavas is also the period of the celebrated movements of the
Alvars and the A<;1iyars which so much revolutionized the
religious outlook of the people at that time. The Pallava kings
on~ccount partly of their having come from the north had
distinct leanings from the beginning for Sanskrit literature
and all their early charters with the exception of a few are
written in Sanskrit. The prasast£ portions in the later copperrJate charters such as the Kasakku<;1i plates of N andivarman
Pallavamalla which furnish a historical account of the family of
the donor appear to have been written by poets of considerable
ability who adorned the contemporary Pallava court. It is
only in the later Pallava period that a Tamil portion came to be
added to the charters. The prasasti portions as well as the
descriptive accounts (such as those of the battle of PeruvalanallUr)2 of some of the plates compare very favourably with
some of the best Sanskrit style of the classical kavis. We do
not unfortunately possess any means whereby the names of the
early Sanskrit poets of the Pallava kings before Simhavisht:lu
could be gathered. There is, however, no doubt whatever that
Kanchlpuram almost from'the beginning of the Pallava rule
was a centre of Sanskrit learning. The city appears to have
been bmous as a seat of Sanskrit learning as early as the second
century B.C.; Patanjali discusses the derivation of the word
1

2

Triplicane inscription of Dantivarman, Ep. Ind., vol. viii, pp, 291 ff.
Kiiraru plates; S. I. 1., vol. i, p. 153.
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Kanchipuraka, possibly because it Iwas famous for Sanskrit
learning eVen then. Even in the $anga,m age it will be remembered that Araval).a A<;1iga! tau~ht Buddhistic philosophy
at this place and at a subsequent pdriod Dignaga the logician
who is believed to have been the author of Nyayapravela spent
considerable time at Kanchi and was perhaps a product of
mediceval Pallava culture. Later, Mayura Sarman, the progenitor of the Kadamba family, had to proceed to thi: place
for the completion of the Vedic studies. It is not surprising
therefore that Simhavishl).u about the close of the sixth
century when he heard of Bharavi staying with Durvinita,
the Western Ganga king, invited him to his court according to
the Avantisundarikathasara. 1 It is by no means unlikely,
that Kirtarjun'lya the well-known work of this poet was
composed about this period'.
Of Mahendravarman I, the illustrious son and success8r of
Simhavishl).u, more is known. His great command of Sanskrit
is fully seen in his work Matiavilasa Pralzasana which has
survived to our times. This has already been noticed while
dealing with this king in an earlier chapter. The great music:l
inscription atKu<;1umiyamalai about the same period, as well as
the beautiful Sanskrit compositions at the Trichinopoly rock=cut temple and elsewhere are also indicative of the refined taste
for Sanskrit composition at this period. It was during the
reign of one of his successors that Dan<;lin, the celebl'ated
savant, spent considerable tirrie in the Pallava court, even paying a visit to the wonderful sculptures of Mahamallapuram.
It is not improbable that this was towards the close of the
. seventh century A.D. The Ylvantisunfi,arikathasara contains
interesting details of an earlier sojouili~ ot_Qan<;1in in the
south, while quite young, when Kanchipuram'~as in the throes
of foreign invasion and siege by the Chalukyas, when the
citizens of the place had to desert the city temporarily.
._ Dan<;1in
e·
returned to Kanchi long after anC\ in all probabilitYofiourishedfor long at the Pallava court. M'atridatta, a p6e~ a~d scholar
I

II

:l

See App. Avantisttndarikathiisiira .
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and Rama Sarman, also figure among the friends of Danc,1in and
were perhaps associated with him atKanchipuram. The names
of Sanskrit poets at the Pallava court during this period other
than these are not known. It is held by some scholars that
the Sanskrit plays published recently in Trivandrum as
Bhasa's were abridgements made during this period of
staged at the
, earlier works of Bhasa and Sudraka for being
.
Pallava court. It has been suggested by Mr. L. D. Barnett
that these are the works of an anonymous author in the court
of the Pan<;1yan King Rajasimha. 1 But as we have got
evidence that the- Pallava court was the great centre of
Sanskrit learning during this period it seems to be more
correct to regard that the dramas referred to above were
intended to be staged at the Pallava court as is evident from
the colophons of some of these plays.:! It has been presumed
als;that the work was composed at Kanchi from the occurrence
of the name of Dantivarman in the manuscripts of Mudrarakshasa found in Malabar in the last benedictory verses.
The Tevaram and the Nalayira Prabandham hymns were
;150 produced during the age of the pJ~ava monarchs. We
have already seen that Appar, the first of the Tevaram hymnists
was the well-known contemporary of Mahendravarman I
who was converted to Saivism by him. His hymns in the
Ttvaram collection number over 3000 and are full of
Sanskrit expressions and Brahmanical culture and tradition.
Tirunana-Sambandar was his younger contemporary and
flourished during the reign of Narasimhavarman 1. During
his period Saivism was very much in the ascendant and
Siva temples were very numerous in South India. Acco"rding
to the PcriyajJura~lam account he is said to have succeeded
in converting Nec,1umaran the contemporary Pandyan King to
Saivism after a successful disputation with the SamaI).as who
~

1

J.P..A.S. fo~ 1919, p. 233.

~ ~+{t ''=!ln~q~;:({t ~+{qf%:;:~tr~O;Sc;5r~ I
~~:fT~~r({q?{~t ucr{f~~: ~~r~({rr: II
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were very powerful at this period at M~dura. His poems in
the Tevaram number n~arly 4000. Sundarar the last of the
sixty-three Saiva saints appears to have lived in the ninth
century and mentions Appal" and SamJ;>andar who preceded
him. His Ti~'utto~utatokai was the basis on which NambiyalJ.c;lar
N ambi composed his Andadi and these two formed the main
sources of SekkiAar for writing the PeriyajJura~lanz. Sun~anar's
hymns amount to eieven hundreds nearly in the Tevaram.
About the age of Man.ikkavasagar the well-known author
of Tiruvasakam and Tirukkovai, there exists some doubt.
According to some Tamil scholars he preceded the three
Tevaram hymnists. But as he clearly refers to the Pandyan
King VaragulJ.a in his works there cannot be any doubt that
he flourished in the earlier half of the ninth century. His
Tiruvasakam is a very popular work
. and celebrates Siva's
miracles in a simple and attractive style. His activities were
confined to Chidambaram and its adjoining places and he does
not appear to have come into active contact with the Pallavas.
Of the twelve VaishlJ.ava saints known as the Alvars so~
of whom flourished during the Pallava age the first £ourPeyalvar, Budattalvar, Poygaialvar and Tirnmalisaialvar,
appear to have been contemporaries and lived at a time
before the advent of the Pallavas to Kanchipuram. Tradition
however records that TirnmaJ.isai was a contemporary of one
of the Pallava kings, perhaps TonQ.aman-!tarhtiraiyan: Of
the others Tirumangaia1.var is th~ most important and has
already been referred in a previous chapter. There is a
credible Vaish1J,ava tradition that he held a successful disputation with the Saiva saint Tirunana~Sambandal'. If this can be
relied on he should have lived an exceptionally long:....period ~f
time. His work exceeds that of any other Alvar except Nammal.var and his peregrinations were spread all over South India._
His great Pallava contemporary was Nan.divarman Pallavamalla
who reigned for an exceptionally long period s>fo,sixty-five
years. This Alvar unlike the other Alval's makes frequent
mention of contemporary political 6ccurrences including the
martial exploits of the Pallava King referred to above. One

.
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of his verses contains an allusion to the repulse of the
ChaJukyan King which is corroborated by inscriptions. The
war implements of the Pallavas as well as their other insignia
also find mention in his hymns. The other Alvars, such as
Kulasekhara, Nammalvar, Periyalvar, Anc;lal, etc., did not
fiot1rish in Tonc;lamanc;lalam and did not come into contact
with the Pallava Kings.
'rhe' origin and evolution of Pallava art and architecture
does not properly belong to this work and may be studied
elsewhere. 1 It may be however noted here that it is a.
mistake to suppose that. temples did not exist in South India
before the Pallava age, for mention is made of them in early
Sangam works. They were then built only of wood and
perishable material and consequently have not survived. The
earliest inscriptional mention, in a Pallava record, of a temple
-. o~rs in the grant of Cha~ldru which evidences a donation
of land to the temple of Narayal).a at Dalura early in the
fourth centUJ;Y. During the reign of Mahendravarman I, a
commencement was made 2 in the art of monolithic t~l!!pl~
building. The first specimens were all of theni excavations of
~d'e-; into temples such as those at Trichinopoly, Vallam
and Mamal).c;lur, modelled after the caves at Ul).c;lavalli. A later
development was from the cave temples to the Rathas like
those of Mahabalipuram. From these, in due course of
eVCllution, came structural temples, among the earliest and best
known of which are the Shore-temple at the Seven Pagodas,
the Kailasanatha temple at Kanchi and at Panamalai. The
evolution continued in the days of subsequent P~l1ava kings
till the rise of what is a distinct Chola styie.
,A
See the works of Prof. louveau·Dubreuil and Mr. Longhurst.
2According to Prof. louveau·Dubreuil.
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APPENDIX A
A CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX OF PALLA V A
INSCRIPTIONS
Nasik Buddhist Inscription of Sri-Pulnmayi. Ep. Ind.,
vel. viii, pp. 60ff.
The inscript~on records in Prakrit, the gift of a cow to
the community of monks, by Queen Gotami Balasrl,
mother of Gotamiputrasatakan)i, king of Asmaka,
Mulika, etc., who destroyed the Sakas, Yavanas, and
the Pahlavas. A village was granted by the queen's
grandson for the embellishment of the cave.
2. Junaga<;lh Rock Inscription of Rudradaman. Ep. Ind.,
vol. viii, pp. 36fl'.
Sanskrit fragment. Records the restoration of lake
Sudarsana, situated at some distance itom Girinagara
(Girnar). The work was executed by Suvisaka, the
son of Kuiaipa, and a Pahlava, who had been appointed
to rule the whole of A.narta and Surashtra. He is
described as having been able, patient, not wavering,
not arrogant, upright, and by his good government and proper views and dealings in things
temporal and spiritual, to have increased the
attachment of the people and the spiritual fame and
glory of his master.
3. The Myakadoni Inscription of Pulumavi. Ep. Ind., vol.
xiv, p. 153. Also Rep. for Epig., iI1adras, for 1915-16,
part ii, p. 112. Insc. No. 509, App. B.
Prakrit record. This is dated in the eighth year of the
p.,ndhra king Sri-Pulumavi, king of the Satavahana
(family) and records the sinking of a reservoir by a
resident of V~piiraka, belonging to the CaptainKumaradatta, in the country of Satavahani-Ahara
which belonged to the (great general) Mahasenapati·

1.
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Khandanaga (Skandanaga).i This inscription is
important in so far as it establishes that the sway of
the Satavahanas extended I to the south of the
I
Krishna.
4. Mayidavolu plates of Sivaskandavarman. Hultzsch. EjJ.
Ind., vol. vi, p. 84.
Eight copper-plates with a seal bearing in relief "a bull
and the legend Sivaskandavarma~la. The language
is Prakrit, dialect different from literary Pali, and the
alphabet is considered an epigraphical curiosity.
The grant was issued by the heir-apparent (Yuvamaharaja) Sivaskandavarman of the Bharadvaja-gotra and
of the Palla va family, and records the gift of a villag e
(Viripara) to two Brahmans. The village is said to
have belonged to Andhrapatha and has not be::m -:
identified. The record is dated in the fifth tithi, of
the sixth fortlligryt of summer, in the tenth year of
the reign of Sivaskandavarman's predecessor. The
immunities secured by the village included, freedonf'
from the diggings for salt, the supply of bullocks,
in succession, the entrance of the soldiers, cots and
dwellings.
S. Hirahadagalli plates of Sivaskandavarman. Biihler,
EjJ. Ind., vol. i, p. 5. Final c9rrections by Hultz~,ch,
Ibid., vol. vi, p. 88.
I
Eight plates from Hirahad~galli, in the Bellari District.
Prakrit. Records that the Pallava king Sivaskandavarman of Kanchi, who ibelonged to the Bharadvajagotra and is said to have perfOrmed Agnish{oma,
Vajapeya and Afvamedha sacrifices, e~nfirmed and
enlarged in the eighth year of pis reign ~ grant made
formerly by the great, king, the Lord-Bappa (hiS
....
A
'---JI-··
.,;:.
father), to certain Br~hma~s residing at Aflitti, and
who are described as bhoiakas, of the 'village of
Chillarekakogurhka, in the Si1tahanirattha. The gift
consisted of a garden in,the above village, the inco'me
of which was to be divided in a specified manner.
_/_--

Appmd£x A
The writer of the grant was the Privy-Councillor(Rahasadhikata) Bhatti-Sarman. Among the other
officials mentioned in this record are the Lords of
Provinces, Royal Princes, Rulers of Districts, CustomHouse Officers, Prefects of countries, Forest-officials,
Sergeants, roaming spies, and others.
6. 18ritish Museum plates of Charudevi. Noticed by Fleet.
bzd. Ant., vol. ix, pp. 100ff. Ep. btd., vo1. vi, p. 88,
No. 10. Final correction by Hultzsch, Ep. Ind., vol.
viii, p. 143 ..
'rhe original copper-plates secured by Sir Walter
Elliot, are now in the British Museum. Language
is mostly in Prakrit prose and partly in Sanskrit
verse. The seal contains a standing animal,
apparently a bull, the crest of the Pallavas.
The grant is dated in some year of Vijayaskandavarrnan
(illegible). It records an order by the Queen Regent
in behalf of the heir-apparent Vijaya-Bb.ddhavarman
who is described as a Pallava and affiliated to
Bharadvaja-gotra. Dr_ Huitzsch has read the name
of the queen as Charudevi and that of the prince
whose mother she claims to have been as Buddh
(yan)kura. The grant supplies the genealogical order
Mah. Vijayaskandavarman, his son Yuvamaharaja
Vijaya Buddhavarman and his son Buddhyankura.
The object of the grant is to register a gift of land made
by Charudevi consisting of a field near the king's tank
to NarayalJa of the Kulimahataraka temple, at milura.
The village authorities were required to exempt the
field from all immunities.
7. Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta. Fleet,
Cor. btsc., btd., vol. iii, pp. 1-17.
)Thlj inscription is written in an Asokan sandstone pillar.
TM characters belong to the Gupta alphabet, the
language is partly Sanskrit prose and partly verse.
The record is undated.. It gives abundant details as
regards the conquests of Samudragupta, the divisions
.J
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and kings of India in the fo~rth century A.D. Among
the southern kings that Satnudragupta conquered and
released, the record mentibns Mahendra of Kosala,
Vyagraraja of Mahiikantark, Ma1:ltaraja of Raurala,
Mahendra of Paishtapura, Svamidatta of Kottura on
the hill, Damana of Eranctapal1a, Vish1JlIgopa of
Kandtl, Nllaraja of Avamukta, Hastivarm!'!n of
Vengi, Ugrasena of Palakka, Kubhera of Devarashtra,
Danamjaya of Kausthahipura, and all other kings of
the region of the south. The inscription proves that
Vishr.mgopa of [Kanchi, one of the several southern
kings defeated by Samudragupta, flourished in the
second quarter of the fourth century A.D.
ChendalUr plates of Kumaravishl)u II. EjJ. ind., vol.
c?'
viii, p. 233.
Five copper-plates from Chendalur in the Ongole Taluk
of the N eUore District.
Language is Sanskrit prose and the alphabets closely
resemble those of Pikira, Uruvappalli, and Mangam~
plates. The inscription is an edict issued from
Kanchipura in the second year of the reign ..of the·
Pallava-Maharaja Kumaravishl)u (II) who is described
as the son of Mah. Buddhavarman, the grandson of
Mah. Kumaravishl)u (I), and the great-grandsop. of
Mah. Skandavarman. ; The object of the grant is to
register the gift of the king to a Brahman in the
village of Chendalura in KavichakanibhiJga, a subdivision of the district of Karmankarashtra. Of the
localities mentioned in the reco1'd-Ki'j,nchlpuram is the
well-known capital of the Pallavas .
·ChendalUr a
village in the N eUore District.
~
OmgoQu plates of Vijayaskandavarman (II). H~K.
Sastri, EjJ. Ind., vol. xv, :pp. 249ff.
~ .il.
Four copper-plates. Langpage, SanskrIt) c]].aracters
belonging to the southern class. The' grant is
addressed from the Royal Camp the victorious
Tambrapasthana. The. record mentions in chrono-.

and.
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logical order Mah. Kumaravish1)u, who is described
as a Pallava king of the Bhilradviija gotra and a
performer of the Asvamedha sacrifice, his son Mall.
Skandavarman who acquired his kingdom by his own
prowess, his son Viravarman victorious in many
battles and his son Vijayaskandavarman, the donor.
The grant conveys an order to the officeri'> of
Otilgo<;1u and the residents that the village was given
as a StUvika gift with the eighteen kinds of exemptions
to G6lasarman of the Kasyapa-gotra, a student of two
Vedas, and well versed in the six Angas. The grant
was engraved in the victorious year 33, on the
thirteenth day of the third fortnight of winter.
Darsi copper-plate fragment. Hultzsch, Ep. Ind.,
vol. i, p. 397.
Language and script: Same as above. The grant
consists of the beginning of a Sanskrit inscription
engraved on one side of a copper-plate. The name
of the donor of the plate is lost but the record gives
the name of his great-grandfather -Sri Virakorchavarman-the laudatory verses attributed to him
agreeing literally with those attributed to the Pallava
kings Skandavarman I and Skandavarman II. The
king's order was addressed from Vijaya-Dasanapura.
Pikira Grant of Simhavarman. Hultzsch, Ep. Ind.,
vol. viii, p. 159.
Five copper-plates with seal much worn but bearing in
relief an animal perhaps the bull. Language is
Sanskrit prose excepting the final imprecatory verses.
The alphabet closely resembles the Uruvappalli
plates.
The record opens with an invocation to Vish1)u (Bhagazlat) and proceeds to record the grant of a village
:lamed Pikira in the district of Mun<;1arashtra. It is
dated in the fifth year of the reign of Man_ Simhavarman and issued from the camp at Menmiitura, in the
Nellore District. Mah. Simhavarman, the donor is
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described as the son of Y~va Mah. Vishl.lUgopa, the
grandson of Mah. Skandavarman (II) and t]1e greatgrandson of Mah. Virava'rman. The term Yuvamahiiraja which is prefix~d to Vishl),ugopa in the
present grant as well as in the Uruvappalli grant
suggests that he probably never ruled.
12. MangalUr Grant of Simhavarman. Fleet, bId. Ant.,
vol. v, p. 154.
I)
Six copper-plates. Language, Sanskrit in the southern
characters. The grant which was issued from Dasanapura registers the gift of the village of Mangadur,
situated in the country of Vengorashtra to certain
Brahmans. The record is dated in the eighth year of
the reign of Simhavarman who is stated to have
been the great-grandson of Mah. Sri-Viravarman,
the grandson of Mah. Skandavarman. Dr.
considered that Simhavarrnan was an elder brother of
Yuva Maharaja- Vishl),ugopa on'e of whose grants is
dated in the eleventh year of Simhavarman's reign.
13. Uruvappalli Grant of Yuva Mah. Vishl),ugopavarmab'.
Fleet, Ind. Ant., vol. v., p. SO. Also the Bombay
Gazetteer, part ii, p. 320.
Language and characters same as above. The grant
was issned from Palakkada and is dated in the
eleventh year of Mah. Simhavarman. It mentions
in genealogical order the names of four kings, Mah.
Sri Skandavarman, his son Mah. Sriviravarman, his
Son Mah. Skandavarman, and his son Yuva Mah.
Vishl),ugopavarman the don or who is described as
the most divine worshipper--of--,_th~ divine one
(Paramabhagavata). The object ot the grant is to
register a gift of 200 nivartanas of land in the village
of Uruvappalli in the MUn<;larashtra country to the
temple of God Vishnuhara established
S~'nap~ti Vishl),uvarman at 'the: village of Kti'ndukura. A
minute description of the boundaries o(ihe land is
furnished.

Freer
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Orhgodu Plates of Simhavarman II. H. K. Sastri, Ep.
Ind., vol. xiv, p. 252; also Mad. Ep. Rep. for 1916,
Pt. ii, p. 113.
Five copper-plates on a ring with no seal. Sanskrit
language: characters same. The object of the grant
is to register a gift of the village of Orhg6du in
t Karmarashtra to a certain Devasarman, who was a
resident of Kendftr and belonged to Kasyapagotra.
The grant was made in the fonrth year of the reign,
in the month of Vaisakha Suklapaksha Panchami.
It is taken' as having been given on the occasion of
an eclipse. The donor Simhavarman (II) is stated to
have been the son of Yuva Maharaja Vishl)ugopa,
grandson of Mah. Skandavarman, and the greatgrandson of Mah. Viravarman.
15. Udayendiram plates (spurious) of Nandivarman. Kielhorn, Ep. Ind., vol. iii, p. 142; also Ind. Ant., vol. iii,
p.16.7.
Three copper-plates with a circular seal containing in
bas-relief a standing bull. Language, Sanskrit in the
southern script.
The donor of the inscription is said to have been a
devout worshipper of Vishl)u and the law-abiding
Maharaja Nandivarman of the Bharadvajagotra. He
is said to have been the son of Mah. Skandavarman,
the grandson of Mah. Simhavarman, and the greatgrandson of Mah. Skandavarman. It registers the
order of the King conveyed from Vijaya-Kanchipura
recording a gift of the village of Kanchivayil, and
four pieces of forest land situated in the district of
Agayara to a Brahman inhabitant of Kanchivayil named
Kulasarman. The grant was issued in the fifth lunar
) day of VaiSakha in the first year of the reign. The
'Hl11}iI endorsement on the first plate which is
dated in the twenty-sixth year of MadiraikonqaKo-Paraki!sari records the amalgamation" of two
villages.
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Chura Plates of Vjjaya~Vishhugopavarman. Mad. Ep.
Rep. for 1911-, part ii, p. 82~
Sanskrit and Telugu. This r~cord which is not dated,
was issued from VijayapaI6tkata and registers a grant
of land by the donor Vijaya-Vishl)ugopavarman, to a
certain Chasmisarman of the Kasyapagotra and a
resident of Kundar. According to this record VijayaVishl)ugopavarman was the son of Simhavarman,
grandson of Mah. Vishl)ug6pavarman and the greatgrandson. of Skandavarman.
Talgun9a Pillar Inscription of Kakutsthavarman. Buhler,
Ind. Ant., vol. xxv, p. 27; Fleet, Dynasties, pp. 286 ff ;
Rice, Ep. Cam., vol. vii, p. 200; Kielhom, Ep. Ind.,
vol. viii, pp. 24 ff.
The inscription which was discovered by L. Rice i~)
written in Sanskrit i11 the box-headed variety of the
Southern characters. It relates to the excavation of
a tank near an' ancient Siva temple at Sthal)ukun9ur,
commenced by the Kadamba king Kakutsthavarmal1
and completed by his son Santivarman. The author
of the record which is written in high Ktivya style
was Kubja. The greater portion of this inscription
is devoted to an account of the early kings of
Kadamba dynasty which is interesting for the information it gives of the relation of the Kadambas witli' the
Pallava kings, the I Bal.laS, etc. According to the
inscription the Kadambas were a Brahman family
belonging to the flld.navyasagotra and descended from
RarUiputra. In this !famiIy...~vas 'om Mayurasarman who went to Kanchi in order- to study and
there was involved in a quarrel with the Pallava
rulers. He took u12 anns against them and~fter
a prolonged struggle, the kings of Kanchl, COl}-ferred upon him the territory between At,tartiY/lava
and Premara. He ~as succeeded by' his son
Kangavarman, his son Bhagiratha, and his two sons
Rag-hu and Kakl1tsthavarman, ,His successor WiiS
r.r~

/
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Santivarman during whose reign this record was
composed.
18. The Penugon<;ia Plates of Madhava II. Rice, Ep. Ind.,
vol. xiv, pp. 331 ff. also Mad. Ep. Rep. for 19H,
p. 83, para 3.
Old type of Kanna<;ia Characters. (Telugu-Canarese).
The plates mention in order Konkaf.livarma DharmaMahadhiraja of the Ka~LVaya1tagotra, his son Madhava
Mahadhiraja I, who was an able exponent of the
science of polit.y, his son Aryavarman who is described
to have 'been 'duly installed on the throne by
Simhavarma-Maharaja, the lord of the prosperous
Pallava family' and his son Madhava Mahadhiraja II
who was duly installed on the throne by the
illustrious Pallava king Skandavarman. The object
of the grant is to register sixty-five paddy-fields in
Paruvivishaya to K umara· Sarman of the Vatsagotra.
Exception has been taken by Dr. Fleet to this copperplate grant. He considers them genuine as against
others and the mention of the contemporaneous
Pallava kings Simhavarma-Maharaja and Skandavarma-Maharaja is important. It is probable that
they were related as father and son.
19., Siyamangalam Cave Inscription of Mahendravarman.
Madras. Ep. Coli., No. 67 of 1900; Hultzsch, Ep.
Ind., vol. vi, No. 32, p. 319.
This inscription is engraved on the rock-cut pillars in
the Siva temple called Stlzambesvara, in the village
of Siyamailgalam, Wandiwash Taluk, North Arcot
District. It consists of a single Sanskrit verse
written in an archaic alphabet resembling the cave
inscriptions at Trichinopoly and Mahendrava<;ii, and
~
records the fact that the temple called Avani·
bJhlljana.PallaVl'Svara was caused to be excavated
by a king c~l1ed Lalitankura who has been
identified with Mahendravarman I of the P2111ava
kings,
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Vallam Cave Inscription of !Mahendrapotaraja. Hult·
zsch, S.I.l., vol. ii, part iiii pp. 34ft.
This inscription, written in archaic Tamil, is engraved
on the upper portions of t~e Qoorpmars of the
Vasantesvara temple at Vallam, near Chingleput.
It recDrds that one V asantapriy araja, t.he servant
of Pahappi4ugu alias Lalitankuran, Satrltm,allan,
GU~labha1"an, Mahendrapota-Raja caused the temple to
be executed. The surnames belong to Mahendravarman 1.
Mahcndrava<;1i Inscription of GUl).abhara. Hultzsch, Ep.
Ind., vol. iv, pp. 152ff.
This inscription is written in the same archaic· Pallava
alphabet as the Trichinopoly rock inscription and
consists of a single Sanskrit verse in thC2 kokila.£.~-'
metre, inscribed on the pilaster on the left end of
the facade in the rock-cut templ~ here. It records the
fact that GUl).aohara caused the temple to be cut out
of the rock and that it was dedicated to Vishl).u and,
bore the name jUahendra Vish~ugrilza, i.e. the
Vishl).u temple of Mahendra, that it stood on th.e bank
of the Mahendrata/aka, i.e. the tank of Mahendra and
that it was situated in Mahtndrapura, the City of
Mahendra. Mahendrapura is probably identical with
Mahendrava<;1i and Gut).abhara with Mahendravarman I.
Trichinopoly Cave Inscrh~~ons of Mahendra. HuItzsch,
S.I.I., vol. i, pp. 28-3p.
Two inscriptions in Sanskrit in ·ar..ch§ic Pallava-Grantha
characters on two pillars in the Upper cave of the
Rock at Trichinopoly record that La king called
GUl).abhara, who bo~e the birudas, Pu,rushottama,
Satyasamdha and S'atrumalla, constructed -a tcmpte- on the top of the mOl1.ntain and plac-;:d))n it a
linga and a statue of 'himself. As the ,Raved is
here called 'the beloved ~f the Palla vas , and as
the inscription is found in the, Ch6la territory it
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is clear that the Palla vas had extended their dominions during this period to the region of the Kaveri.
Ma!)'9agappattu Inscription of Vichitrachitta. J ouveauDubreuil, Conjeevaram hue. of Mahendravarmall, p. 2.
Ep. Ind., vol. xvii, p. 14.
The record is written in the Pallava-Grantha characters
of the seventh century A.D., and is a Sanskrit verse
in the Giti metre. It is somewhat damaged and
can be read only with difficulty. It states that King
Vichitrac.hitta caused to be constructed a temple for
Brahma, l§vara and Vish1Ju, without the use of bricks,
timber, metals and mortar. Vichitrachitta is a
surname of Mahendravarman 1.
Dalavanur Cave Inscription of Narendra. Hultzsch, Ep.
bld. vo]' xii, p. 225 ; Ep. Col., Nos. 50 and 51 of 1905.
Sanskrit and Tamil. The inscriptions are written on
a pillar in a rock-cut cave at Dalavanur in the Tindivanam Taluk of the South Arcot District. The first
inscription consists of a single Sanskrit sloka which
states that the cave-temple containing the inscription
was executed at the order of Satrumalla and named
Satrumallesvaralaya. The second is divided into two
sections of which one is Tamil verse and the other
prose, and records the same fact. The name of the
locality is stated to be VelJpattu. N arendra is only
a surname of Pallava Mahendravarman I and the
reference to the donor as TOlu!ai'yalhtarvCJldatl confirms this surmise.
Pallavaram Inscription of Mahendravikrama. Mad. Ep.
Rep. for 1909, p. 75.
This inscription written on the beams of the upper
and lower verandahs of the cave temple at Palla·
varam in archaic Pallava-grantha·characters. Frag~ent. It gives a list of birudas of which some are
Sanskrit, othe~.s Telugu. Of these Sri-IJ!allclldravikrama, Maltavilasa, Che(hakari, Vichitracltitta,
Aluptakama, Kalallapriya, and Sallk'i11Jajati are III
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Sanskrit and Nilvilonayam6u, Ventulavittu, etc., are
in Telugu. Some of thes~ birudas' are those of
Mahendravarman.
I
26. Conjeevaram Inscription of I Mahendravannan. Ep.
Col., No. 82 of 1921. Also see Jouveau-Dubreuil, Conieevaram Inscription of lJlalzendra'llarman. Palla vaGrantha.
<I>
This is engraved on the pillar of the Paur~zami
Ma~l(fapa
to the south of the central sanctuary
of the Ekambaranathasvami temple, and consists
of a series of biYlfdas of the king who got
them engraved such as Ablzimuklza, Cllitraklirappuli, Vambara, Drq.ablzakti, etc. As some of these
surnames occur in his other cave inscriptions it is
probable that they pelong to Mahendravarman 1. ~
27. Kuc;limiyamalai Inscription of music. P. R. Bhandarkar, Ep. Ind., vol. xii, p. 226;, Mad. Ep. Rep. foy
1905, p. 47; E/ Col., No. 354 of 1904.
'rhe inscription is written in Sanskrit in the Pallava-ll
grantha characters of the seventh century, on a
rock behind the Sikhanathasvami temple in KUQ.umiyamalai (Pudukotta State). The inscription is di.vided
into seven sections, corresponding to the seven
classical ragas and was engraved at the instance of
an unnamed king who was a disciple of Rudra.
I
charya for the benefit of his pupils.
28. Aihole inscription of P1:!l~kesin n. ,Kielhorn, Ep. Ind.,
vol. vi, p. 4.
Sanskrit in characters of the ~uthern class. The
inscription is a poem by a certain· Ravikirti who
during the reign of Pulakesin II rounded the temple
of Jinendra on which it is engraved. It, bears the
date Saka Samvat 556 corresponding to A.J5'-634-35.- It . gives an eul~gistic a~cot1nt of the' )his~ory of
Chalukya ..family "especially. of the exploits of
Pulakesin ;II who Is described to have besieged
Banavasi, subdued the Gangas, the AHipas, and the.
,

--~
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Mauryas in the KonkaJ).as, besieged Pnri, subdued the
Latas, Malavas, and the Gftrjaras, defeated Harsha of
Kanauj, fought with the Kalingas and the Kosalas,
captured Pishtapura, fought at the Kaunala, defeated
the Palla vas of Kanchipuram (' causing the splendour
of the lord of the Pallavas who had opposed the rise
of his PQwer to be obscured by the dust of his army,
and to vanish behind the walls of Kanchipuram '),
crossed the River Kaveri and caused prosperity to
the Chalas, Keralas and the pan(1yas. The fame of
the composer of this poem is said to have exceeded
that of Kalidasa and Bharavi, thus showing that
already in the seventh century the fame of Kalidasa
had spread so as to be quoted in contemporary
inscriptions.
-"
29. Tirukkalukkunram Inscription of Rajakesarivarman.
Tamil. Venkayya. EfJ. Ind., vol. iii, p. 276.
This inscription is dated in the twenty-seventh year
of the reign of Rajakesarivarman and records that
at the request of a certain Puttan a grant which had
been made by Skandasishya °and confirrr,ed by Vatapikonda-N arasingapatarayar was renewed. The gift
was originally made to the Mftlasthanattu-Peruman,
which has not been identified. Both the kings are
spokenof as former kings. On paleographical grounds
the grant may be dated in the ninth century A.D.
Tirukkalukkunram is spoken of as being in the
Kalatturkottam. Skandasishya may be Skandavarman and Vatapikonda-N arasingapatarayar is N arasimhavarman I.
30. Badami Stone Inscription (fragment). Fleet, Ind. Ant.,
vol. ix, p. 99.
) This fragmentary inscription engraved on the north
Jide of a shapeless rock lying to the north-west
of "the temple of Jeggina Irappa in the Badami
Taluq in the Biyapur District. The characters are of
the same t>,pe as those of the Pallava grants of
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Vish1)ugopavarman. The! fragment is of great
interest as mentioning Bl:\dami under the ancient
name of Vatapi and s'peaking (1. 4) of 'the
Pallava, the foremost of kings'. It refers also to
N arasimhavish1)t1 and contains a. reference to the
occupation of the city by Mamalla.
31. Dharmarajaratha Stone Inscription at MahabalipuwmHultzsch, EfJ. Ind., vol. x, pp. Sff., also S.l.l., vol. i,
p.1.
These inscriptions consist of a number of words in
the nominative case. The characters resemble the
Mahendravadi and Siyamangalam inscriptions of
Mahendravarman 1. The language is Sanskrit. They
do not contain any date and their approximate time
has to be fixed on palreographical grounds. Th~
appear from a comparative study to belong to
N arasimhavarl11an I. N arasimha is twice mentioned. From the archaic nature of the alphabets
Dr. Hultzsch thinks ,that the N arasimha of the)
Dharmarajaratha may be identified with the
Narasimha I of the Pallavas. The identification is.
made almost certain by a reference to the published
facsimile of the Badami stone inscription of Narasimhavarman I the alphabets of which are nearly
identical with those of the Dharmarajaratha InscripDharmaraja\'atha was probably sculptured
tions.
in the first half of the seventh century A.D.
32. Ga1)esa temple Inscription of Paramesvaravarman 1.
Hultzsch, EfJ. Ind., vol. x, pp-.--8ff. Eleven verses in
-'-Sanskrit.
This inscription records _ that the monolith 011
which it is engraved was a Siva tenwle and=was
called the Isvara temple of Atyantakama-Pa~Iava.
From sloka 2 of this ipscriptioll Du H11ltzsch has
concluded that Atyantakama must be either Paramesvaravarman I, father of Rajasimha, or ParamesV!l-ravarman III his son, preferj\1:t1y the former. Tl1e
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alphabets of Atyantakama's inscription of the Seven
Pagodas bear so close a resemblance to Kailasanatha
temple epigraphs of Rajasimha that both of them may
be assigned to about the same period (viz.) the third
quarter of the seventh century A.D. Among Atyantakama's surnames the following are given-Srlnidhi,
Sriblzara,
RalJajaya, Tarlt~lankltra, Kamaraga.
')
33. Dharmaraja Man<;1apa Inscriptions. Hultzsch, EjJ. Ind.,
vol. x, No. 22, pp. 10 and 11.
This is a duplicate of Gat;lesa temple inscription and
proves' that the cave-temple now called Dharmaraja
Mat;l<;1apa was in reality a Siva temple and that
it was erected at the orders of the Pallava
king Paramesvara, who named it AtyantakamaPallavesvara after one of his own surnames
Atyantakama.
34. Inscription of Paramesvaravarman at the Ramanuja
Mallc;lapa. Ibid., p. 11.
This inscription consists of the last sloka of the preceding inscription and the cave-temple on which it is
inscribed accordingly was a Siva temple having been
excavated during the reign of the Pallava king
Paramesvaravarman.
Inscriptions
of
Atirat;lachan<;1a.
35. Saluvankuppam
Hultzsch, EjJ. Ind., vol. x, p. 12.
This inscription on the left of the cave-temple at
Saluvankuppam records that the excavation was a
temple of Siva and that it was made by King
Atirat;lachan<;1a who named it after himself Atirat;lachan<;1esvara. Verses 1, 2 and 4 are identical with
Paramesvaravarman's MahabaHpuram inscription.
It contains the birudas, Atyantakama, .5'rznidhi,
Kamaraga, Srzbhara, RalJajaya, Anugraszla, KalaJ kala, Samaradanam/aya and Sangramadhzra.
Most
of these are applied to Rajasimha in his inscriptions at Kanchi. The alphabet resembles those
of Kasakku<;1i plates of Nandivarman II. The
,)
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name Atiral)achan<;1a is I unknown from other
sources.
Nos. 24, 25 and 26 are Nagarl ;copies of the above.
Kuram plates of Paramesvaravarman 1. Hultzsch,
S.I.I., vol. i, pp. 144ff.
Seven copper-plates from Kfiram near Conjeevaram.
The seal bears the usual Pal1ava symbol the sprated
bull facing the left. The language is partly in
Sanskrit verse and prose and the rest Tamil and the
script Pallava-Grantha. The Sanskrit portion opens
with benedictory verses of which the first two
are addressed to Siva. Then follows a mythical
genealogy from Brahma to Pallava after whom ate
mentioned Mahendravarman, his son Narasimhavarman, who is stated to have repeatedly defeates;l.....:
the Cholas, the Keralas, the Kalabhras and the:
Pan<;1yas, and / who vanquished Pulakesin in the
battles of Pariyala, Mal)imangala, and Suramara
and destroyed his capital Vatapi. Of Paramesvara- )
varman himself is given a long description
of military exploits which mentions th~t he ."
made Vikramaditya whose army consisted of
severallakshas take to flight covered only by a rag.
The object of the Kuram grant is a gift of the
village of Paramesvaramangalam made to the temple
of Siva which had bee~ built at Kuram by VidyavinltaPallava. The village was evidently named after the
king himself and divided into twenty-five parts of
which three were to be enjoyeCl.by
two Brahmans
---..,_
Anantasivacharya and Pullasarman wh(J"-looked after
the divine service of the temple. The fourth part
was set aside for the cost of providing wa~er and-fire
for the temple ma1JQapa, the fifth for the readin;g of __ the Bharata at this place while the remainipg ',twenty
parts were given to tw'enty .Chaturvedins. Kfiram
is mentioned as belonging to Manyavantararashtra of
Nirvelur, a division of Urru~attukk6ttam. The
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village of Paramesvaramangalam belonged to PanmaNa<;1u Patmamanyavantararashtra, a sub-division of
Manavlrkottam.
37. Gadval Plates of Vikramaditya, A.D. 674. Hultzsch,
Ep. Ind., vol. x, No. 22, p. 101.
Three copper-plates. Language is Sanskrit prose and
verse; alphabet like other Ch:ijukyan grants. The
inscription records the grant of land_by the WesternChiililkya king Vikramaditya I, the son of Satyasraya,
(Pulakesin II) grandson of Klrtivarman (I) and great
grandson of Pulakesin (1). Several surnames of the
king are mentioned such as Srivallabha, Ra~larasika,
Raiamalla. Sluka 3 states that he defeated N arasimha, Mahendra and Isvara, the three successive
Pallava kings, Narasimhavarman I, Mahendravarman
II and Paramesvaravarman 1. StiJka 4 alludes to the
conquest of Kanchl the capital of the Pallavas. .51iJka
5 states that Vikramaditya first destroyed the
MaMmalla family. At the time of the grant Vikramaditya's army having invaded the Ch61a province
was encamped in Unlgapura on the southern bank
of the Kaveri (ii. 25ff). The date of the grant was
the full-moon lithi of Vaisaklza in the twentieth year of
the reign which was current after 596 Saka, equivalent
to Tuesday, 25th April, A.D. 674. (Dr. Hultzsch
identified Uragapuram with Negapatam in the Tanjore
District and Venkayya with Uraiyur near Trichinopoly Town, the ancient Chola capital.)
38. Panamalai Inscription of_Rajasimha. Mad. Ep. Rep. for
1916, p. 114; Ep. Col., No. 616 of 1915; also, Palla~a
Ant., vol. i, p. 1.
The beginning and end of' this inscription found in
the TalapuriSvara temple at Panamalai are covered
J lW a paved fl_oor.
The record which consists of six
verses is in the floried Grantha-Pallava characters
and is written right round the temple as in the
Kailasanatha temple inscription of Rajasimha at
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Kanchlpura. The existing portion mentions Asvattam a, his son Pallava, whq was the progenetor of
the great Pallava family the members of which,
washed their sins away by Aivamedha sacrifices and
belonged to the Bharadvajavari:1sa. Rajasimha is
described as a famous king of the line who was born
from Paramesvara as 'Guha from Siva'. Undeli his
care the tree of Dharma is said to have thriven
even though oppressed by the hot sun, the Kali age.
39. Rajasimhesvara Shrine Inscriptions of Rajasimha.
Hultzsch, S.I.I., vol. i, No. 24, p. 13.
Twelve Sanskrit verses in the Grantha-PaJlava running
rOllnd the outside of the central shrine. The record,
opens with a benediction addressed to Ganga, and
then gives a mythical pedigree of Pallava frollJ(Brahman). It further says that in the race of the
Pallavas was baSil Ugmdan<;1.a, the destroyer at the
city of Ral.larasika whose son was Rajasimha who
bore the surnames Atyantrzkama, Ra~zajaya, Srz:blzara;
he is said to have built the Siva temple round which
the inscription is written and called it after his own _
name Rajasimha-Pallavesvara or Rajasimhesvara.
40. Inscription of Rangapataka. Hultzsch, S.I.I., vol. i,
No. 29, pp. 23-24.
The record consisting iof three Sanskrit verses in
characters similar to Rajasimha's records that the
small Siva shrine was'founded by Rangapataka the
wife of NarasimhavishQu or Kalakala whose sign
was the Bull.
__
41. Panamalai Cave Inscription of Rajasidii:ia.-- Hultzsch,
S.l.l., vol. i, No. 31, p. 24. _
This record consists ot a single Sanskri~ sloka -in
Grantha-Pallava characters and is identical with:ithe~-_
last verse of Rajasimha's f{aiichi inscriptiQn (-$.1.1.,
vol. i. No. 24). It mentions th~ birudas of Rajasimha,
Srzbltara, Chitrakarmuka, Ekavzra, and Sivacltuqama1.1i. Dr. Hultzsch fr01l1 a study,of this inscription_
J_
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concludes that the Panamalai cave was founded by
Rajasimha and that the Pallava rule extended as far
south as PanamaJai at this period.
Shore Temple Inscription of Rajasimha. Ep. Col., 566
of 1912. Mad. Ep. Rep. for 1913, paras 8 and 9.
This record consisting of about six Sanskrit verses is
') inscribed round the plinths of the two bali-p'ltlzas
recently excavated in the shore-temple. The record
is not complete but contains an eulogy of a Pallava
king whose attributes were Afyantaka1l1a, Aparajita,
SivachuqamalJi, etc. Another verse refers to him as
Rajasimha, Rat;lajaya, Sribhara and Chitrakarmuka
and is identical with the twelfth verse of the Kanchipur am inscription of Rajasimha. The mention in
the record of the king as the ruling sovereign
makes it probable that he was Rajasimha son of
Paramesvaravarman I, who bore the surnames
Kshatriyasimha and Rajasimha. The two Siva
temples of the Shore Temple Kshatriyasimha and
Rajasimhapallavesvaram were evidently contemporary with Rajasimhapallavesvaram of Kanchipuram
and named after Rajasimha.
VayalUr stone pillar Inscription of Rajasimha.
Mad.
Ep. Rep. for 1909, part ii, para 16, p. 17. JoveauDubreuil, Pallavas, ch. ii, pp. 19-21; Ep. Col., No. 368
0£1908; H. K. Sastri, Ep. Ind., vol. xviii, p. 145.
This record is engraved on a cubical pillar in the
Vyaghrapurisvara temple at VayalUr. It is written
in the usual Grantha-Pallava characters of the florid
type used in the Ramanuja nza~lqapa and the Ganesa
temple inscriptions at Mahabalipuram, and the Kallasanatha inscription at Kanchipura. It gives a list
) of the Pallava kings in genealogical order. Beginning
with, the names of Brahma, Angirasa, etc., it proceeds
to mention the names of Asoka, Harigupta, Aryavarman, Bhutadatta, etc. and a long list of further
names obviously in the order of descent. These
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include Suryavarman, R~pamaIIa, Dhritaka Villlala
Konka:t;lika, Kalabhartr" Chuta-Pallava, Virakurcha,
Vish:t;lugopa, Skandavarman, Kumaravish:t;lu, among
the early Pallava kings ot- . the copper-plates. Then
are mentioned the names of Simhavarman,
Nandivarman,
Simhavish:t;lu,
Mahendravarman,
Narasimhavarman and ,Paramesvaravarman and
Rajasimha. The value of the record con:ists in
the connection which it establishes between the
Pallavas of the Prakrit charters and those of the
Sanskrit charters and the connection of these again
with those of the SimhavishI;lU line.
Inscription in the Kailasanatha temple of Mahendravar.
man II. Hultzsch, S.J.l., vol. i, No. 27, p. 22.
The record consists of four Sanskrit verses in GranthaPallava characters of Rajasimha's period and registers
the fact that Mahendra, the son of Riijasimha and
grandson oi.'Lokaditya built a temple of Siva and
called it Mahendresvara after his own name. T»e
record is engraved round the smaller shrine which
stands in front of Rajasimha's Kailasanatha shrine.
It speaks of Lokaditya that 'his valour dried up the
army of Ra:t;larasika, just as the heat of the sun does
the mud.'
Virattanesvara temple, Inscription of Paramesva!avarman II. Ep. Col., No. 56 of 1903. Tamil.
This inscription engraved on a slab lying in front of the
Virattanesvara temple at Tiruvadi records in Tamil a
gift of gold and is dated in the third year of Para'mesvarapotarayar.
~~-"
Vaikunthaperumal Inscription. Mad ...ep. Rep. for 1906,
part. ii, pp. 62-63; Ep. Col., No. 37 of 1888. $ext,
S.I.l., vol. iv, pp. 10ff. Also see Ep. bzd.,vo). xviii,

--

p. 117.
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This is not a single r ecor'd but a series of "inscriptions
each explaining the group of sculptures below which
it is put up. They are in the nature
of explanatory
,
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notes denoting particular events in Pallava history.
The portion relating to the events leading to the
accession of Pal1avamalla is very important and
contains a full account of the circumstances under
which Nandivarman (II) succeeded to the Pallava
throne which is depicted in twelve sculptured scenes
) on the south wall of the veranda running round the
central shrine. It is stated therein that after
the death of Paramesvaravarman II a deputation' of
the officiali:i and citizens waited on HiraI).yavarmaMaharaja for the selection of a sovereign to the
Pallava throne. HiraI).yavarman, thereupon, held an
important consultation with the chief potentates and
his sons. Ultimately Pallavamalla the twelve-yearold son of HiraI).yavarman was selected'by common
consent and was crowned king under the name
Nandivarman, and with the Pallava insignia and
war instruments-Sa11ludraghosha, Khat'l!angadhvaja
and Vrishabha-laiichana. 'The members of the
Merchants' -guild, the City-Council, and the UbhaiyagaI).a of Kaiichi are also mentioned as having taken
an important part in the above events.
47. Sthambesvara Temple Inscription of Vijaya-Nandivikramavarman. EjJ. Col., No. 68 of 1900.
'Tamil record, dated in the third year of Vijaya-N andivikramavarman records the building of a temple
11la1Jrtapa at Sthambesvara temple at Siyamangalam
(South Arcot District).
48. Virattanesvara Temple Inscription of N andivikramavarman. Ep. Col., No. 300 of 1902.
Tamil record inscribed on a rock in the jJrakara of the
ViraHanesvara temple, Kilnr, near TirnkkoilUr, dated
) in the fonrth year of Nandivikramavarman registering
gift <If gold for lamp.
49. In the same place. EjJ. Col., No. 295 of 1902. Tamil
inscription dated in the eleventh year of VijayaNanc1iyikramavanlliJ,ll records a gift of gold,
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Ep. Col., No. 49 of 1905.
This is a Tamil inscription found on the south wall of
the rock-cut cave at Dalavanur (South Arcot District,) is dated in the 'fifteenth year of VijayaNandivikramavarman. Much damaged.
Ep. Col., No. 296 of 1902.
Tamil inscription, dated in the sixteenth year oft, VijayaNandivikramavannan recording gift of gold for a lamp
found in the prakttra of the Virattanesvara temple at
Knur near 'l'irukkoiliir.
Ep. Col., No. 220 of 1902.
Tamil inscription dated in the ninteenth year of VijayaN andivikramavarman found on the west wall of the
Rishabhanatha temple records gift of paddy.
Incomplete.
_
Udayendiram Platt's of Nandivarman PaI1avamalla.
Hultzsch, S.I./., vol. ii, p. 365. Sanskrit and Tamil.
The grant consists of two parts, the first a grant
of the Pallava king N andivarman Pal1avam~la
in the Sanskrit, and the other an inscription of the
time of the Ch61a king MadiraikOlu/a-Ko-Parahesarivarnzan in Tamil.
The object of the Sanskrit portion is to register a grant
made at the request of one of his military officers
Udayachandra by Nandivarman Pallavamalla in the
twenty-first year ~f the reign.
Udayachandra is
described as belonging to the Puchan family and as
residing in the city :of ViIIivala on the River Vegavati.
The record gives the mythi:eal genealogy, ,and the
race of SimhavishIfu and his succ~ors. It describes
Nandiv~rman-PaJlavamalla as the sOn of Paramesvaravarman II. The most interesting part of the~grant
is that relating t~ the services rendered-by~Udaya
chand<;a to Pallavamalla which included tlfe,release of
his sovereign from N a~dipura where h;) ~as besieged
by the Tamil kings, the killing of Chitramaya, defeat
Qf the Sabara king Udayanf" the Nishada chief
I
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Prithivi-Vyaghra, and the subjection of the district of
Visht;luraja to the Pallava, etc. The donees were
hundred and eight Brahmans, while the grant consisted of Kumaramangala-VeHatur and two waterlevers. The Tamil endorsement dated in tn e twentysixth year of Ko-Parakesarivarman relates to the
') agreement of two villages Udayachandramangalam
and the neighbouring village of Kanchivayil to form
one village of the two.
54. Kasakku<;1i plates of N andivarman Pallavamalla. Eleven
copper-plates with a seal containing the figure of a
bull facing left. Hultzsch, S.l.l., vol. ii, p. 346.
Sanskrit and Tamil. The characters of the plates belong
to the Pallava-grantha, and bear a cJose resemblance
to the Kuram plates. The grant part of the record is
preceded by an account of the ancestors of the donor
Nandivarman Pallavamalla which was composed by
Trivikrarna. After the mythical genealogy 'from
Brahma to Asokavarman, the record mentions the
Pallava kings Skandavarman, Kalindavarman, Kut;la·
gapa, Virakurcha, Virasimha, Simhavarman and
Visht;lusimha. Then are mentioned Simhavisht;lu
cal1ed Avanisimha, Mahendravarman (I), his son
N arasimhavarman (I), his son Mahendravarman II, his
son Pararnesvaravarman (I), his son N arasimhavarman
II, his son Paramesvaravarman (II). The donor
Nandivarman Pallavamalla 'in whose twenty-second
year the record is dated is described as being descended from Simhavisht;lu's younger brother Bhimavarman, between whom and Nandivarman (II) there
intervened the kings Bhimavarman, Adityavarman,
Govindavarman and Hirat;lya, the father of N andivarman. The object of the grant which was
'{n~de at the request of Brahmasriraja was Ko<;1ukoHi
which received the name of Ekadhiramangalam. The donee was Jyeshthapada-Samayajin
who belonged to the Bharadvajagatra a Vedic
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scholar, and a student of IJalj;a, Vytikara1Ja, Jy(}tisha,
Nirukta, etc., and who lived in Puniya in TUQ.c;lakaRashtra. There is an inter,esting list of immunities
secured by the donee. Mention is also made of local
officials and His Majesty's Treasurer Sr'l-ParameSvaraMahakJsh(hilg-ilrin.
55. Ep. Col., No. 14 of 1893. Tamil.
This inscription found in the west and east walls of the
Muktesvara temple of Conjeevaram is dated in the
twenty-eighth year of N andivarman and gives the
ancient name of the temple as Dharmamahadevisvara
evidently after Dharmamahadevi, a Pallava Queen.
56. Panchapan<;lavamalai Inscription of Nandip6ttarasar.
Ep. Col., No. 10 of 1895.
This inscription written in very archaic Tamil characters
consists of a single sentence in Tamil, records in the
fiftieth year of N andipottarasar an inhabitant of
Pugalalaimang:.ilam caused to be engraved an image
of Ponniyakkiyar attended by the precepto!
Naganandin.
57. .Ep. Col., No. 27 of 1887.
Tamil fragmentary inscription on a stone in the Grama-devata temple at Sadupperi is dated in the fifty-second
year of K6-Vijaya-Nandivikramavarman.
58. Ep. Col., No. 154 of 1921.
Tamil inscription, dated in the fifty-second year of
Vijaya-Nandisvaravatman found in Kuludikkai, North
Arcot District, records the death of Kannac;luPerungangar, chief o~ Karkatt~_,who at the j~stance
o'f the great Bal).a king fought and -felLon the day of
the great Pallava invasion aga.inst Ilermanac;ligal and
the destruction of Penmg~llikoHai.
59. Tanc;lantottam pJ~tes of 'K6vi~ay a-N andivikri:qnav~rman. _
H. K. Sastri. S.L(., vol.
i". part v, I p.• 517._ Also.
Mad. Ep. Rep. for 1912, paras 4 and 5.
Fourteen copper-plates from Tanc;lari6tttam ~with seal
bearin~ in relief a couchant 13uU facin~ rig-ht.
I
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Sanskrit and Tamil in the Grantha-Pallava characters.
Some of the introductory plates containing the
genealogy. of the Pallava kings are missing. The
existing plates commence with the information that a
particular king conquered the south, after which the
birth of Hirat}.yavarman is recorded. From him was
born N andivarman who bore the biruda Ekadhira.
Of him it is recorded that he took away from an
unnamed Ganga-king a neck ornament which contained in it the gem called UgriJdaya. The inscription also
gives the name of Nandivarman's elephant as
Pattavardhana (v. 7.). The object of the grant was to
register the gift of a village called Dayamukhamangalam to 308 Brahmans learned in the Vedas, and
Smrtis who were Chaturvedis, Trivedis, SiJmayajins,
Bha{tas, Sha¢angavids, Kramavids, etc. Provision
was made for the conduct of worship to the local
Vishl;tu and the Siva temples, and also for the
recitation
of the Mahabharata in the temple-hall.
')
The Sanskrit part of the record ends with the portion
which mentions that the agfiapti of the charter was
Kumara, the Chief of the Treasury, and the composer
of the Prasasti, the poet Paramesvara-Uttarakaral)ika,
the Tamil portion is dated in the fifty-eighth year of
K6visaiya-N andivikramavarman and records an order
which was issued to the residents of Tenkarainadu, a
district of Solana<;1u. The donees whose enumeration
occupies more than eleven plates, number 244. To'
judge from their titles it may be presumed that most
of them were learned. The concluding portion
enumerates the obligations and the immunities of
taxation secured by the donees.
60. )Tiruvallam Rock Inscription of Vijaya-NandivikramaV'arpIan. Ep. Col., No. 76 of 1899 and S.I.I., vol. iii,
p.90.
Tamil record. This inscription is engraved on the
surface of a large boulder in the bed of the Niva
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river, near Tiruvallam, ~nd 'is written in archaic
Grantha-Tamil characters. I It is dated in the sixtysecond year of Vijaya-N~ndivikramavarman while
Mavali-Vat;laraya was ruling I the Vao.uga-vap-Twelvethousand; it registers a gift of land for the renewal
of a temple Vao.asikharakovil, at Vat;lapuram by a
goldsmith called Aridhiran, a resident of Alin~aJ;lap
pakkam in the district of Unukattuk6Ham.
61. Konanguo.i Plates No.5 of App. A, 1922-3. Q.J M.S.,
vol. xiv,pp.125-139. Also Ep. Ind., vol. xviii, pp. 115 ff.
Five copper-plates written on eight sides unearthed from
a hamlet of Kottamangalam in Tanjore District. The
engraving is partly in Grantha and partly Tamil. The
record consists of eleven Sanskrit verses and a prose
passage in Tamil. It opens with invocatory verses to
Visht;lu. Then is ~iven the usual mythical genealogy
of Pallava through Brahma, Angiras, Brahaspati, etc.
Verses 4 and '5 give a panegyric account of the
Pallava family. The historical account which begin%
with (v. 6.) states that after Virakurcha and others had
gone to heaven, Hirat;lyavarma became king. Then
came Nandivarma while yet he was very young and
his conquests over Vallabha, Kalabhra, Kerala
Pandya and Chola, are detailed. The Tamil portion
is dated in the sixty-first year of the reign° of
Ko. Vij. NandivikramJvarman and registers a gift of
land which was received by the B"ahmans of
Nalgur. The names ofthe donees are then enumerated·
62. Adivaraha temple inscriPtion of Mahabal£puram, No. 666
.'
1922. Ep. Col. No. 666 of 1922. ---.... __
This Grantha-Tamil inscription is writlen on two sides
of a slab lying in the court-yard of the Adivaraha
temple at Mahabalipu'ratn. It is dated in_the<J>, 65_th _ _
year of N andipotavarman land registers I a • grlt of land
by purchase from the citizens of Mahamallapuram.
63. Kaiichi inscription of Vikramaditya II. Dr. 'Hultzsch,
Ep. Ind., vol. iii, p. 359. The inscription is in

---
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64.

Kanarese prose and is engraved on the back of the
pillar of the ma1U!af;a in front of the Rajasimhesvara
shrine. It records that Vikramaditya Satyasraya
after his conquest of Kanchi, did not confiscate
the property of Rajasimhesvara temple but granted
large sums of money to the temple. The inscription
ends with the imprecation that those who destroy
the letters of the record and the stability of the
king's charity, shall incur the sin of those who
killed the men of the assembly of the city (Ghatikaiyar).
Vakkaleri plates of Kirtivarman. Rice, Ind. Ant.,
vol. viii, p. 23, also Kielhorn, Ef;. Ind., vol. v, p. 200.
Five copper-plates first brought to notice by L. Rice.
The language of the record is Sanskrit and mostly
prose. The record belongs to the Western Chalukya
king Kirtivarman II whose ancestors are mentioned
between lines 2-59. The object of the inscription
is to record in the eleventh year of his reign, 679
Saka, the gift of SuHiyur and two other villages
to Madhava-Sarman. The gift was made while
the king was encamped on the northern bank of
Bhimarathi.
The historical portion of the grant mentions the origin
and exploits of the early Chalukyan Kings, Pulakesin,
Satyasraya-Vikramaditya of whom it is said that he
forced the king of Kanchi ' who had never bowed to
any man to lay his crown at his feet'. Of his son
Vinayaditya it is said that he captured the whole army
of Trairajya-Pallava and also levied tribute from the
rulers of Kavera, Parasika, Simhala, and other islands.
Then Vijayaditya's exploits are mentioned and is
followed by an account of Vikramaditya who immedicltely after his coronation, being resolved to root out
the' Pallavas (who are described as the obscurers of
the splendours of the former kings of his line and
their natural enemies) entered the Tun9akarashtra,
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slew the Pallava king N andip6tavarman, captured his
trophies, elephants and rubies, etc., triumphantly
entered Kanchi and withou~ plundering it caused the
statnes in the Rajasimhesyara to be overlaid with
gold. Of Kirtivarman the donor of the grant, the
inscription records that, while yet a Yuvaraja, he
marched into the city of Kanchi scattered the forses of
the Pallava king who had to take refuge in a hill-fort,
and returned with a large booty which he delivered to
his father and in due course became a Sarvabhauma.
65. Kendur plates of Kirtivarman II. Pathak, Ep. Ind.,
vol. ix, p. 200, S'aka 672.
The record belongs to the Western Chalukya king
Kirtivarman II. The language of the inscription is
in Sanskrit and in prose while the characters belong
to the southern class of alphabets.
After recounting the exploits of Kirtivarman I and
Pulakesin II it says of Vikramiiditya I, that he
recovered part of the Chalukyan dominions by means,
of his horse Chitrakantha which had been previously
overrun by the Pallavas and had obeisance done to .
him by them. Vijayaditya though he was taken
prisoner, contrived to effect a skilful escape. Of
Vikramaditya II the record says that he led an
excursion to the Tun9~kavishaya, defeated his natural
foe, entered the Pallava capital Kanchi and restored
to Rajasimhesvara and the other temples, heaps of
gold and rubies which had been taken away from
them. He was succeeded by_ Kirtivarman Il, the
doo.or of the grant. The object of.the grant is to
register the gift of the village lof Bepatti made at the
request of his queen in the ·sixtp year of his reignjn
Stika 672 on the occasion of a lunar eclipse .. - iff
66. Velvikku9i Plates of Ne9unja9aiyan. Ma,dll 'lip. Rep.
for 1908, p. 62; Ep. Ind., vol. xvii, pp. 291 f~.
The record consists of Sanskrit and Tamil, the Sanskrit
portion being written in G"antha characters while the.
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Tamil portion is written in Vatteluttu cli~racters. The
Sanskrit portion after giving a mythical origin of
the Panc;1ya kings mentions Maravarman who is said
to have performed the tulttbhttra ceremony; his son
was RaJ).adhira; his son was Maravarman Rajasimha
who is stated to have defeated Pallavamalla in battle,
and performed the iulttbhara and hemagarbha ceremonies. Jatila was his son born through a Malava
princess whom he had married. His son was Rajasimha the donor of the present record. The prasasti
was composed by Varodayabhatta.
The Tamil portion refers to the- grant of Velvikkuc;1i by
Palyagasalai-muduku(lumi-peruvaludi to KorkaikilanNarkorran and mentions the Kalabhra-occupation of
the country _ Then it proceeds to record the reestablishment of the Panc;1ya power under Kac;1ungon
whose son was Adhiraja-Maravarman-A vani-SulamaJ).i.
His son was Seliyan-Sendan famous for his heroism,
his son Arikesarin Asamasaman-Maravarman of
whom it is recorded that he overcame the oceanlike army of the Vilveli in the battle of Nelveli,
conquered the king of Kerala and performed several
times the ceremonies of Hemagarba and the
Tulttbhara. His son Ko-Sac;1aiyan is said to have
destroyed at Marudur the army, and at Mangalapura
the Maharatha who was overcome and destroyed.
Ter-Maran, his son, fought the battle·s of N ec;1uvayal,
Kurumac;1ai, MaJ).J).i-kurichchi, Tirumangai, Puvalur,
Koc;1umbalur, and Kulumbur against the Pallava. He
is further credited with having subdued Malakongam,
entered into relations with the Gangaraja, renewed
the walls of Kuc;1al, Vafiji and Koli. His son was
Tennan-vanavan-N e(l.ufijac;1ayan, who is stated to have
~onquered
at PeJ).lJ.aga(l.am, the Ayavel and the
,
Kurumbas at the battle of Nattukurumbu- In the
third year of his reign he renewed a land grant
made b~ Pal~a~asalai-muduku<;1umi-Peruvaludi to
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th~ palace singer. The at,napti of the grant was

Maran-Kari and the poet who composed the Tamil
I
•
portion of the grant was Enadi atzas Sattan. ..
67. ,Bigger Sinnamanur Plates of I Rajasimha. Mad. Ep.
Rep. for 1907, pp. 63 ff.
Sanskrit and Tamil in Grantha and Vatteluttu characters.
The Sanskrit portion occupies four plates. 1I'After
enumeration of the names of a number of mythical
kings are mentioned Arikesarin, Jatila, Rajasimha,
Varagut;la, and Maravarman who held the birudas
Ekadhira and Srivallabha. He is said to have conquered Mayapan<;lya, Kerala, Simhala and Pallava,
and Vallabha; Varagut;lavarman, Parantaka and
Rajasimha are then mentioned in order, the last
being the donor of the grant, the object of which
was to record the gift of N archeigai-puttur in Alanadu
to one Parantaka of Kausika-g-otra.
The Tamil porti~n which is written in Vatteluttu
characters after mentioning the mythical and sem!l
mythical exploits of early Pan<;lyan kings makes
mention of the Tamil translation of the Mahlibarata,
and the establishment of the Madura College
(Sang-am). Then are mentioned Parankusa who is
said to have conquered the Pallavas at Sankaramangai, his grandson IRajasimha Varagut;lamaharaja,
his son Parachakrak6lah a la, who gained victories
at Kunnur, Singalam, and Vilifiam, and defeated
at Ku<;lamukku, the Gangas, the Pallavas, the Cholas,
the
Kalingas' and the Mag..adhas:
then
came
I
""
-...._
.
Varagut;lavarman, his younger brotller- Parantakan.
Sa<;laiyan who fought at Kharagiri Land destroyed
Pet;lt;lagac;lam; then came Rajasimha the donor. ~
68. Madras Museum Plates 'of J atilavarm an. Venhayya, __
Ind. Ant., 1893, pp. 57ff. " The Sanskrit,,!o'rti~n is in
Grantha characters and I the Tamil, in Va:tteluttu
characters. After invocatory verses to Brahma,
Visht;lu and Siva, Maravarmap is m,ntioneq as having-
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been born in the Panc;lya race and is credited with
having destroyed the Pallavas. In the Tamil portion
his son Jatila is described as having destroyed his
enemies at Vilifiam, Seliyakkuc;li and VeHur and as
having advanced against an enemy who was joined
by the Pallava and the Kerala. He is also stated
to have captured the Western-Kongu king, entered
'1
the village of Kanchivayil and there built a temple to
Vishr,lU. He also destroyed the town of Vilifiam
and the king of Ven. (Vet;ladu or Travancore.) The
object of tbe record is to register the gift of a village
Velanguc;li to Sujjalabhatta, a learned Brahman.
69. Ep. Col., No. 256 of 1922. Tamil.
This record written on a slab built into the floor of
the manr/apa in front of the Va.QadhIsvara temple,
Vayalakavur (Conjeevaram Taluk) is dated in the
second year of the reign of Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman and registers a gift of paddy by five private
individuals for offerings and lamp for the Bhatara
'1
of the village.
70. TiruveUarai Inscription of Dantivarman. Fifth year.
Ep. Col., No. 541 of 190". K. V. S. Ayyar, Ep. Ind.,
vol. xi, p. 156.
Tamil prose and verse. This inscription is engraved
in one of the stones of the well, sonth of the
Punc;larikaksha Perumal temple at TiruveHarai near
Trichinopoly. The object of the inscription is to
record the construction of a well called Marpic;luguperungit;la]:"u by one Kamban-Araiyan, the younger
brother of a certain Visaiya-Nallnlan of Alambakkam.
The work was commenced according to the record,
in the fourth year of Dantivarman of the Pallavatilaka family and sprung from Bharadvaja-GiJ!ra, and
:Jcompleted in the fifth year. The village and the
tank may be identified with the modern village and
tank of Alambakkam situated at a distance of twelve
miles from Lalguc;li in the Trichinopoly District.
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71.

TOIJ.9Ur Inscription of Danfivtkramavarman. Tamil.
Ep. Col."No. 283 of 1916.
This is a Tamil inscription on q. boulder in a field near
the VilJ.lJ.ambarai rock near ['olJ.dur. The object of
the inscription is to register in the sixth year of
Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman a gift of gold by
ViIJ.IJ.ak6varaiyar to the temple of Kunranar-Bhattari
for the merit of Udaradhi and Nambi who fetl in a
cattle raid. The gold was received by the resi<.lents
of Kilval.i-Aruvagur in Singapuranac;1u.
72. Tamil Record at Uttaramallur. Ep. Col., No. 80 of
1898. Fragmentary-Tamil inscription is dated in
the seventh year of Dantivarman recording sale of
land.
73. Uttaramal1ur Inscription of Dantipottarasar. Ep. Col.,
No. 74 of 1898.
This is a Tamil inscription engraved in the south
wall of the Vaikunthaperumal temple at Uttaramallur
dated in the nin'th year of, Dantip6ttarasar. The
object of the inscriptionis to register a gift of gol<P
for digging a tank.
74. Uttaramallur Tamil Inscription. Ep. Col., No. 51 of
1898. This Tamil fragmentary inscription founa in
the Sundaravaradaperumal temple at Uttaramallur is
dated in the tenth year of Vijaya-DantivikraUJ-avarman.
75. Triplicane Iuscription o~ Dantivarman. Venkayya,
Ep. Ind., vol. viii, No. 29, p. 291.
This inscription consists lof nineteen lines of Tamil
pro~e and is found in the g"tl'Kbha_g.rha of the
Parthasarathi temple at Triplicane. It.i'scrated in the
twelfth year of Dantivarma-Maharaja whtris described
as the ornament of tl1e Pallava family, and as'
belonging to the Bharadvaja-gotra. The objeet of
the inscription is to record that the prie'sts of the
temple had mortgaged a field belonging to the
temple and in consequence the interest of forty-five
I
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kadis of paddy fell short in the rice-offerings
presented to the God. This was restored by a
certain PugaltuI;lai-Visaiyarayan who redeemed the
gold by a gift of thirty kadis· of paddy and five
kalaiijus of gold.
76. Uttaramal]Ur Tamil Inscription. EjJ. Col., No. 61
of 1898.
This inscription engraved on the south wall of the
Vaikunthaperumal temple at' Uttaramallur is dated
in the twenty-first year of Dantivikramavarman
and records a certain resolution of the Village
Assembly.
77. EjJ. Col., No. 262 of 1904.
This inscription is written on a detached stone lying
outside the temple at Tiruchanur dated in the fifty·
first year of Vijaya-Dantivikrama records a gift
0'£ lamp by Ulagaperumanar to the shrine of
Tiruvilangovil-Perumanac;ligal in Tiruchohinur in
Kac;1avur-Nac;lu, a subdivision of Tiruvengal,'lakottam.
')
78. EjJ. Col., No. 226 of 1903. Venkayya, EjJ. Ind., vol. xi,
p.224.
Tamil. This record written on a stone in the
Paramesvara temple at Guc;limallam. It is dated in
the forty-ninth year of Vijaya-Dantivikramavarman,
while Vijayaditya-MavalivaI;larayar was ruling the
earth, and registers the gift of land called Nandikulldil
to the tank Vel/tri. Out of the produce of this land
was to be met the charges for digging pits in the
tank and depositing it in the bund.
79. EjJ. Lol., No. 89 of 1921. Tamil.
This inscription dated in Dantivikramavarman's reign
is engraved on a slab in the shrine of Tirumeqali in
Pillaipalayam. It mentions a certain Muttaraiyan
wqo had petitioned for certain charities to the temple
of Tirumeqali and a certain matha attached. The
portion recording the regnal year in which the record
was inscribed is damaged.
')
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80.· Govinda's Copper-plate Inscribtion. A.D. 804. Ind.
Ant., vol. xi, p. 125.
This copper-plate grant records the grant made by
Govinda III while encamped qn the bank of the River
Tungabhadra to Gorava a Saiva priest. The record
is dated Thursday, the fifth tithi of the dark fortnight
of the month of Vaisaka, of the year Subhanujl>Saka
726 expired, corresponding to Thursday, 4th April,
A.D. 804. The record mentions that Govinda had
conquered Dantiga the ruler of Kanchi and as having,
levied tribute from him.
8], hp. Col., No. 347 of 1914.
This is a'Tamil inscription written in the rock-cut cave
of Parvatagirisvara temple at Kunni'u)dar koil (Pudukotta) in the third year of N andipottarasar and
registers a gift of rice for feeding 100 persons on
the day or Tiruvadirai by a residel).t of Valuvur.
82. The VelUrpalayam Plates. H. K. Sastri, S.J.J., vol. ii,
No. 98, pp. 507 ff.
III
Five copper-plates in SanskrIt and Tamil, the seal bearing a Pallava bull in a recum'\Jent posture facing, the
proper right. After invocatory verses to the supreme
being, the legendary origin of the Pallavas is given
from Vish1)u to Pallava through Brahma, Angirasa,
Brhaspati,
Drona
and Asvatta~a.
, . Samyu, Bharadvaja,
I
.
Then occur the names of Asokavarman, Kalabhartr,
his son Chiita-Pallava, Virakurcha, of :whom it is stated
that he acquired the' emblems of sovereignty on
marrying the daughter of the ,Lor.£! of the SerpaI).ts.
Their son Skandasishya is s~id to -haye-seized the
Gha(ika of the Brahmans from Satyasena. After hiin
was born Kumaravish1)u who is stated to have~
captured Kanchi. His son'Buddhavarman is desq·ibed to have been a submarine :fire to the oge&n of the
Chola army. After Vis]:pJ,ugopa and s,everal/ o'ther
kings had passed away Nandivarman I was born who
is credited with having sUbjected a powerful snake
,

I,

r--

Appmdix A
called Drishtivisha. Simhavarman is introduced in
verse 10 as the father of Simhavisht;lU the latter being
described as the conqueror of the Chola country.
The subsequent verses repeat the names and explo'its
of the members of the SimhavishIJu line supplied
by Kasakku<;1i and other plates. Two successiotis
J
after Nandivarman Pallavamalla are supplied by these
plates. Dantivarman was the son of Nandivarman II
through Reva (Sloka 18). His son through Aggalanimmati the Kadamba princess was King Nandivarman III, the donor. The object of the grant which
was made in the sixth year of the reign was the gift
of the village of SrikattupaUi to the Siva temple built
by a certain Yagiiabhatta on the request of a Chola
Maharaja, Kumarankusa. A long list of exemptions
stating sources of royal revenue is given. The village
has been identified with KattupaHi in Ponneri Taluk.
83. Ep. Col., No. 52 of 1895.
)
This is a Tamil inscription dated in the tenth year of
Tellarrerinda-NalldipiJtlarayar, (i.e.) N andipottarayar
the victor at Tenar, engraved in the entrance of
Grithasthanesvara temple at Tillasthanam. The
object of the inscription is to register a gift of gold
for a perpetual lamp.
84~ Ep. Col., No. 11 of 1899. Twelfth year. Tamil.
This inscription which is written in the first pillar in the
mall¢apa of Sundaresvara temple at Sendalai, records
in the twelfth year of N andipottarayar who defeated
his enemies at TeUaru, a gift of land to the temple.
85. Tiruvallam Inscription of Vijaya Nandivikramavarman.
Hultzsch, S.I.l., vol. iii, p. 93.
Tamil. This inscription which is f~)Und in the Siva
temple of Bilvanathesvara at Tiruvallam belongs to
(h(,\ seventeenth year of the reign of Vijaya Nandivikramavarman three villages which were clubbed
together and called Vi<;1elvi<;1ugu-VikramadityaChaturvedimangalam, were given away to Siva at
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Tikkalivallam in Miyarunac;1ui, a subdivision of the
Pac;1uvurkoHam. It stipulates that the Assembly
should pay 2000 ktldi of paddy and twenty Kal.aniu of
gold to the temple for the feeding
of Siva Brahmans,
I
the drum-beaters and other temple servants including
the singers of Tirupadiyam as well as for perpetual
lamps, anointment of idols, temple repairs. etc b The
m~ntion of Tit'upadiyam at this early period is
significant.
So. Ep. Col., No. 12 of 1895. Venkayya. M.C.C. Mag.,
vol. viii, p. 102.
This is a Tamil inscription engraved on a stone built
into the veranda round the garbag,rha of the
Ulagalanda-Perumal temple at Kanchipuram, dated in
the eighteenth year of the Nandipottarayar who waS
victorious at TeUaru. It registers a license to the
villagers of Vic;1elvic;1ugu-Kudiraicheriyar to carryon
trade in all goods from camphor on one side and
shoes on the other side. This was done at the reque$
of Anuttara-Pallavarayan. 'The Agiiapti was Kac;1upatti
Tamilapperarayan.
87. Ep. Col., 283 of 1901.
'rhis inscription is engraved into the entrance to the
SaQ.aiyar temple at Tiruchannambunc;1i near Kovilac;1i,
Tanjore District and registers, in the eighteenth year
of N andipottarayar who,1 was victorious at TeHaru, a
gift of two lamps to the'temple.
Sf!. hp. Col., No. ISO of 1907.
This inscription engrave'd in the twenty-second year
of Nandipottarayar, the victor-at '~T.eW'iru, iri,: a
stone in the north wall of the Adimu1.esvara temple
at Tirupalatturai registers' a gift of gold fqr
two lamps in the temple of Mahadevabh'atwa atTiruparayturai.
,
.. I OJ
,
89. Guc;1hnallam Ba:t;la Inscription of the twenty-third year of
Nandipottarasar. Ve_pkayya. Five Batja inscriptions
of Guc;1imal1am. Ep. Ind., vol. xi, pp. 224 ff.
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This is a Bat;la inscription in Tamil found in the Paramesvara temple at Guc;1imallam. It records, in the
twenty-third year of the glorious Nandipottarasar,
while Vikramaditya-Mavalivat;laraya was ruling the
Vaqugava(imerku, one of the members of the committee administering the Tiruviprambec;1u, purchased
by a deed of sale a field from one Agnisarman and
made a gift of it to the God Mahadeva of the temple
of Parasuramesvara for ghee and sacred lamps. The
Assembly accordingly ordered that all the oil-mills
in the village should be set up and the oil secured.
90. Ep. Col., No. 68 of 1908.
This Tamil inscription, dated in the sixth year of
Nripatungapotarayar is written on a slab set up near
the sluice of a tank at Valuvur and registers the
construction of a sluice by a private individual.
91. Ep. Col., No. 365 of ]904.
Tamil, dated in the seventh year of Vijaya-Nrpatungavarman and engraved in the north base of a ruined
manqapa in a rock-cut Siva shrine at Narttamalai
refers to the excavation of the temple by Sattan
Paliyili, son of Vic;1elvidugu Muttaraiyan.
92. Biihur plates of Nripatungavarman. Hultzsch . .E,-p. Ind.,
vol. iv, pp. 180 ff. Text of the record in H. K. Sastri,
S.l.l., vol. ii, part v, p. 515. Translation of Sanskrit
portion in Jouveau-Dubreuil's Pallavas, pp. 49 ff.
Freshly edited with text and translation in Ep. Ind.,
vol. xviii, pp. 5 ff. by E. Hultzsch.
Orig inal plates missing. The record which is in
Sanskrit and Tamil consists of about thirty verses in
Sanskrit. The first contains an invocation to Visht;lu
while the next five furnish the mythical pedigree from
Brahma to Pall ava, through Angirasa and Samyu,
) I!haradvaja. Drot;la and Asvattaman. In the lineage
of the Pallava was born Vimala, ~onkat;lika, etc., after
whose demise came Dantivarman a devotee of
Vishl;lU who was equal to Indra and wllo hag obeisflnce
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done to him by other Kings., From Dantivarman
I
.was born the powerful Nandivarman, who is described
as having taken the earth unaided in. battle, and
who had married Sanka borri in the Rashtrakuta
family. Their son was Nrpatungadeva who was
the donor famous in other worlds, as Rama was and
who is said to have been victorious in the battle of
Kalava (?) and who defeated the Pan<;1yan armies
on the banks of the Arichit. The object of the record
is to register the gift of three villages, Chettupakkam,
Vilangattuka<;1uvar.ur, and IraippUlJ.aicheri to the
College of Vedic studies at Bahur (. VidYllsthana).
The villages were freed from all taxes. The Tamil
portion dated in the eighth year of Vijaya-Nfpatungavarman records the announcement of the gift to
the residents of the Bahur village and refers to Vi<;1elvi<;1ugu-Ka<;1upatti-TamiJ,aperaraiyan as the Agfiapti,
and that the villages as being situated in the subdivision of Aruvanac;1u.
93. Ep. Col., No. 460 of 1905.
This is a Tamil inscription found in the first prakara wall
of the Natarajasvami shrine, in the VataraI.lyesv~ra
temple at Tiruvalanga<;1u records in the eleventh
year of Nrpatunga's reign that
the Queen
Kac;1avan Mahadeviyar made a gift of 108 kal.anju
of gold to the templei of Tiruvalanga<;1u in the
Palayanurnac;1u.
94. Ep. Col., No. 457 of 1912.
This is a Tamil stone inscription written in a slab lying
in a big irrigation tank in the vmage~of Maruda<;1u
which records that in the twelfth year df-K6-Vijaya
.J..__
•
Nrpatungavarman a certain Kongarayarniilra-Peru·
man constructed a bank of stones to the tank at
Maruda<;1u and also renovated
the he?Jr tiT the
•
I
i
I
irrigation channel.
95. EjJ. Col., No. 257 of 1912. TaroH. Sixteenth year 0:
Nrpatun€,a,
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This is a Tamil inscription found near a GaI).esa image
outside Kamisanatha temple at Paramesvaramangalam
and registers a gift of eleven kalanius of gold in the
sixteenth year of Nrpatunga for offerings to the God
Mahadeva in the temple of Sailesvara at Paramesvaramangalam. The amount of the gift was deposited
on interest with the Ga~laper1tmakkal of Sailesvara
1
by N andiniraima ti.
Ep. Col., No. 33 of 1900. Tamil record on the north
wall of the Kesavaperumal temple at Kuram registel oS
a sale of lanu:
Ep. Col., No. 277 of 1902. Venkayya, Ep. Ind., vol. vii,
p.139.
This inscription records in Tamil that in the twenty-first
year of Vijaya-Nrpatungavarman-one N annan
Kogan made a gift of twelve Kalaniu of gold
for a perpetual lamp to the God Mahadeva of
Tiruvirattanam temple at Tirukovilur situated in
Kurukkaikuqam, a sub-division of M ilaou. The
citizens of TirukovilUr accepted the gift and promised
to carry out the donor's wish.
Ep. Col., No. 303 of 1902.
Ep. Col., No. 300 of 1901.
This is a Tamil inscription dated in the twenty-second
year of Vijaya Nrpatungavikramavarman and is found
on a pillar in the Saoaiyar temple at Tiruchennambunoi near Kovila<;1i. The object of the inscription
is to record the gift of gold by a Pallava Queen to
the temple of TirukaOaimu<;1i-Mahadeva.
Ep. Col., No. 301 of 1901. Same year, gift by another
individual to the same temple.
Ep. Col., No. 17 of 1895.
This inscription is found at the Virattanesvara temple
) ].t Kan<;1iyur and is dated in the twenty-first year of
Vijaya-N rp~tung avikramavarm an.
Ep. Col., No. 37 of 1900.
This is a much damaged Tamil inscription engraved on
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a pillar on a Siva temple and ljIated in the twenty-first
year of Nrpatungavarman's reign. It records a
resolution of the Assembly at Kuram.
103, EfJ. Col., No. 84 of 1892.
I
This Tamil inscription found in a niche of the north
wall of the fJrttkara of the Saptarshlsvara temple at
Uilgudi is dated in the twenty-second year of K6yijay-a
Nrpatungavikramavarman and registers a gift of
lamp and offerings to God.
104. EfJ. Col., No. 179 of 1915.
This is a Tamil inscription inscribed on a beam in the
Venketesaperumal temple at Tirumukkudal in the
Madurantakam Taluk dated in the twenty-fourth year
of Vijaya Nrpatungavarman. Its object is to register
a gift of gold to the temple of Vishl).ubhatara by
Arigandaperumanar, son of Kadupatti-Muttaraiyar.
The Assembly of Siyyapuram in the Ugukattukottam
took charge of th~ gift.
'
105. Five Bana inscriptions. Ind. Ant., 1911, April, p. 113 0)
T. A. G. Row, EfJ. Col., No. 228 of 1902.
This inscription found in the J:>aramesvara temple at
Gudimallam in Kalahasti zamindari is dated in the
twenty-fourth year of Vijaya Nrpatungavarman
while Mavali-Val).araya was ruling the west of the
Vadugavalimerku. It makes mention of the memb'ers
of the Assembly of Tiruviprambedu, which is
mentioned as being situated in Silainadu a subdivision of Tiruvengadak6ttam.
,
106. EfJ. Col., No. 397 of 1905. I
This 'J1amil inscriptional fragment f;Und~ILthe ceiling'
of the man¢afJa in front of tbe VaradarUja temple at
Kaveripakkam records the gift of gold in the twenty.,:;,.
fifth year of Vijaya Nrpatungaviktama.
-;;;
107. EfJ. Col., No. 394 of 1905. Unda ted.
I''''
Tbis ins,cription found in the north wall of the mf1;n¢apa
in front of the Varadaraja temple at Kaveripakkam
lpenti(,ms Manga~una~u, a sllb-division of PaduvufI
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kottam and Kavidipakkam, alias A vaninarayalJ,achaturvedimangalam in the same kiJ/tam.
Two A.mbur Inscriptions. Hultzsch, Ep. Ind., vol. iv,
pp. lS2, lS3 and plate.
The two slabs bear on their top a Tamil inscription and
below on a counter-sunk surface a bas relief representing a warrior holding a bow and sword. These are
dated in the twenty-sixth year of Ko-Vijaya
Nrpatungavarman and record the death of the servant
of Pirudi Gangarayar when the army of the Nolamba
attacked Amayftr, in Mel-Ac;layarunac;lu, a sub-division
of Pac;luvftrkottam for lifting cattle. (Dr. Hultzsch
held the view that Pirudi-Ganganiyar of these inscriptions is perhaps identical with the Western-Ganga
King Prthivipati I.)
Copper-Plate Inscription of the sixth year of Nrpatungavarman. Sewell's List of Antiquities, vol. ii, No. 209,
p.30.
A set of seven copper-plates having a seal with
several emblems the principal figure being a
bull. The language of the first three plates is
Sanskrit in the old Grantha characters, the remaining
plates in Tamil. The object of the record is to record
the grant of Sri-Nrpatunga, in the sixth year of his
reign, a gift of the village of Pratimadevi-Chaturvedimangalam to certain Brahmans. The genealogy of
the donor is traced from VishI).u to Pallava through
A.ngirasa, Bharadvaja, DroI).a and Droni, and from
Pallava througn Hangupta, Asokavarman, Kalarvyavarma, N arasimha, Mahendra, N rpati, Rajasimha, to
Sri-Dantivarman the father of the donor.

INSCRIPTIONS OF MISCELLANEOUS PALLAVA
) CHIEFS OF THE SECOND HALF OF THE
NINTH CENTURY
)

110.

Kampavarman. Ep. Col., No. 64 of lS98.
Tamil inscl iption dated in the sixth year of Vijaya.
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Kampavarman recording gift \ of gold to the Vislu:tu
temple at G6vardhana at Uttaramalliir.
111. Another Tamil Record, Ep. Col., iNo. 398 of 1905, dated
in the sixth year of the same
king's rule but
I
fragmentary, is found in the Varadaraja-perumal
temple at Kaveripakkam.
112. Ep. Col., No. 3.0£ 1898.
Tamil inscription written in the west wall of
the Vaikuntha-perumal temple at
Uttaramalliir
records the gift of gold to the Mahadeva in the
neighbouring village in the eighth year of the reign.
113. Ep. Col., No. 85 of 1898. Records a sale of land, in the
eighth year.
114. Ep. Lol., No.6 of 1898, found in the Vaikunthaperumal temple wall records a gift to Mahavish1).u,
and is dated in the eighth year of the same reign.
115. Ep. Col., No.7 of 1898.
Tamil inscription in the walls of the' Vaikunthaperumal
temple at Uttaramalliir. Incomplete. Records ~,
sale of land in the ninth year of Vijayakampavarman's
reign.
116. Ep. Col., No. 429 of 1902; Ep. Ind., vol. vii, pp. 192-3.
Tamil inscription, dated in the eighth year of
Vijayakampavarman's reign written in a long stone
in a tope opposite to the ruined Isvara temple" at
Solapuram near VeUore. The record consists of two
Sanskrit verses and a half in the Grantlta characters
and a passage in Tamil prose. The Tamil portion
which is dated in the eighth year states that a chief
named Rajaditya built a Siva temple an<La- tomb in
memory of his deceased father Prithivk.Gangarayar.
The mutilated Sanskrit p.ordons give a genealogical
account of Rajaditya and mentions Madhava.as
the
<,
earliest ancestor of his son Atvivarman, and another
whose name is illegi,ble. Rajaditya is d'~scriQed as
the son of PrthivI-Gangar~yar and the contemporary
of Vijayakampa.

i
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Ep. Col., No. 11 of 1898.
Damaged Tamil inscription at Uttaramallur Vaikunthaperum::il temple, dated in the tenth year of the same
king.
S.l.l., vol. iii, No.8, p. 13. Hultzsch.
This Tamil inscription on the south wall of the Vish1).u
temple at Ukkal records in Tamil that one Sa<;1aiyan
gave 400 kadis of paddy to the villagers of Ukkal in
the tenth year of Kampavarman to feed the Brahmans.
Ep. Col., No. 207 of 1901.
Tamil inscription on the south wall of the LakshmiNaraya1).a temple of Kavantan<;11am records in the
fourteenth year of Kampavarman that one Manasarpa
an inhabitant of Kulanur in Vengai Nadu made a gift
of land to the Vish:t;lu temple at Kavantan<;1lam.
(Chenglepat District).
Ep. Col., No. 42 of 1898.
Tamil record in the Vaikunthaperumal temple at
Uttaramallur registers a gift of gold to the temple in
the fifteenth year of Vijayakampavarman.
Ep. Col., same place. Another damaged. Tamil
inscription in the fifteenth year of the same king.
S.l.l., vol. iii, No.5, p. 8. Hultzsch.
Tamil inscription engraved on the south wall of the
Vish:t;lu temple of Ukkal, dated in the fifteenth year
of the reign of Kampavarman. The inscription
records that a certain Sa<;1aiyan gave over 1000 kadi
of paddy to the Assembly of Ukkal, who pledged
themselves to supply in return 500 kadi of paddy
per year for some unspecified purpose.
Ep. Col., No. 391 of 19U5.
This is a Tamil inscription engraved on a stone built
into a floor close to the south wall of the Varadaraja)pe,rumal temple at Kaveripakkam. It is dated in the
seventeenth year of Vijayakampavarman and records
a gift of gold and mentions A vani-Naraya:t;lachaturvedimangalam, an alternative name of Kaveripakkam.
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Ep: Col., No. 208 of 1901.
i
This Tamil inscription put up in the south wall of the
Lakshmi-Narayat;la temple at KavantanQ.lam records
in the eighteenth year of Kainpavarman the celebration of certain festivals at Mahasarpa-Visht;lugrha.
125. Ep. Lol., No. 84 of 1898.
This is a Tamil inscription at the Vaikuntha-perumal
temple at Uttaramallur and records the gift ot'" gold
in the twenty-first year of Vijayakampavarman for
the repair of a local tank.
126. Ep. Col .. No. 86 of 1898.
Tamil inscription on one of the walls of the Vaikuntbaperumal temple of Uttaramallur records, in the
twenty-thitd year of Kampa-Peruman, an allotment of
gold and paddy.
127. Ep. Ind., vol. vii, p. 93. So!apuram Tamil inscription.
This inscription in the north wall of the Perumi'!.l
temple at Solapuram near VeIl ore records the
building ~f a temple of Narayat;la at Kattutumbtird
that is, Solavaram called Kanakavalli-Visht;lugrha
identical with the temple in which the inscription
is engraved. Kattutumbur is described as being in
Pangala-NaQ.u, a subdivision of PaQ.uvur-kottam.
128. Ep. Col., No. 174 of 1912.
This is a Tamil inscription engraved in one of.the
slabs built into the floor/of the Adhipuresvara temple
at Tiruvorriyur. The ~bject of the inscription is to
record a gift of twenty-seven ka(anfus of gold for
offerings by Pudi-Arihdigai wife of ViQ.elviQ.ugu
Ilang6velar of KoQ.umbalur in KonaQ.u_,...:Ille amount
was placed in the hands of the residents._of VaikaHur,
a suburb of ')'iruvorriyur on interest at three manjii¢i
per ka(anju per annum. '
129. Ep. Col., No. 357 of 1909.
® -(j
This inscription is written on a slab set"bp near the
Village Munsiff'3 s['lVadi at Olakkur and is a 'Viragal
of the period of Kampaperumat. It records the
124.

I
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death of a hero on the occasion when the town was
destroyed. The characters in which the inscription
is recorded are old enough to be ascribed to the
time of the later Pallava kings of the ninth century.
The hero who met with his death is represented by a
standing figure with a drawn sword in the right hand.
po. EjJ. Col., No. 351 of 1908.
This inscription found in the slabs at Vallesvara
temple at Manga<;1u records in the third year of
K6-Vijaya-Aparajitavarman a gift of gold for lamp
and offerings to the temple of Tiruveilikil-Mahadeva
at Mangat;1u in Kachchipet;1u.
131. EjJ. Col., No. 158 of 1912.
This is a Tamil inscription en,graved on a slab in the
floor of the verandah of the Adhipuresvara shrine
at .Tiruvogiyur belonging to the fourth year of
K6-Vijaya-Aparajitavarman.
The object of this
record is to register the gift of thirty ka(an;us of
ilrkarchemmai gold for a lamp to the god of Tiruvoq:iyur (Mahadeva) by Amatti alias Kurumbakolari
a concubine of Vayirameghan alias Vii.:t;lak6varaiyar
son of Perunangai. The amount was deposited
with the Assembly of At;1ambakkam a hamlet of
Tiruvoq:iyur and the Amirtaga1Ja (committee) on
interest of three manjat/£ per ka(anju, every year.
132. EjJ. Col., No. 31 of 1912.
This Tamil inscription written on a stone lying in the
Matangesvara temple at Satyave<;1u is dated in the
fourth year of Aparajitavarman records the village
of Turaiyur with its income consisting of pon and
puravu for worship in the Mahadeva temple at
MatangapaHi in Tekkurna<;1u a sub-division of PaiyurIiangottam by Kumaran<;1ai-Kurumbaratiittan alias
Ka<;1upatti Perariyan of Seranac;1u.
Ep.
Col., No. -161 of 1912.
133.
This is a stone inscription in Tamil dated in the fourth
year of R:6-Vijaya-Aparajitavarman, and records the
')
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gift of thirty ka(anju of gold fpr a lamp to the temple
of Tiruvorriyur Mahadeva by Sappakkan alias Patradani who was a concubine of Vairameghan alias
Val).akovaraiyan _son of Samj-Akkan. It mentions
the assembly of A<;1ambakkam a suburb of Tiruvorriyur and Amrtagal).attar, the village committee who
took charge of the money-gift.
. 134. Ep. Col., No. 32 of 1912 .
This is a Tamil inscription engraved in the Ardhamatulapa of the same temple records in the fifth
year of Aparajita gift of 100 sheep for a lamp
by Porrinangai wife of Ka<tupattiperariyan, a
chief mentioned in a previous inscription. It
also mentions the measure called the Viqelviqugu.
135. Ep. Col., No. 190 of 1912.
This Tamil inscription records that in the sixth year of
K6-Vijaya-Aparajitavarman a gift' of gold for two
lamps by the community of the Mahesvaras which wa~
accepted by the assembly of Mal).ali a village near
Tiruvorri yur.
136. Ep. Col., No. 162 of 1912.
This Tamil inscription on a slab inside the .Adhipllresvara temple records in the seventh year of
Ko-Vijaya-Aparajitavarman a gift of gold for a l~mp
to the temple by the Qt1~en Mahadevi Adigal. The
Assembiy of Adambakkam received it on interest.
137. Ep. Col., No. 159 of 1912. '
This is a Grantha-Tamil inscription of the eighth year
of .K6-Vijaya-Aparajitavarmah engtave,d_2p a slab
built into the veranda of the .Adhipure~ara temple
in Tiruvorriyur. The object of the inscription is to
record the gift of fifty kafanju of urkarchemmai go)a~
for offerings and a lamp by p,aittangikBl).daB\ ~tfief of
KaHur in Va<tagarai-Innambarna<tu in "Cholanac;1u.
The provisions made were elaborate and jn~lt1ded
rice, ghee l plantain l sugar, vegetables, arecanuts,
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betel-leaves, tender cocoanuts, pancha-gavya, sandalpaste and camphor.
138. Ep. Col., No. 180 of 1912.
This inscription which is found in the temple of
0rrimiidur records a gift of land by purchase from
the residents of Iganaimudiir for offering to a shrine
called Cholamallesvara by a donor whose name is
lost.
.139. Ep. Col., No. 435 of 1905.
This inscription in Tamil verse on the south wall
of the ViniWinesvara shrine at Tiruttal).i records
in the eighteenth year of Vijaya-Aparajitavarman a
gift of 1000 ku/.i of land by N ambi-Appi to the
temple.
140. Ep. Col., No. 433 of 1905.
This is another inscription in Tamil verse in the same
place and records that a certain Nambi-Appi built a
temple of TiruttaIJ.iyal of granite. The verse is said
•
to have been composed by the kit:g whose name is
not however given.
141. Udayendiram Plates of Prithivipati II. S.I.l., vol. ii,
part iii, p. 380.
Sanskrit and Tamil copper-plates, The Sanskrit
portion gives a genealogy of the Ganga-BalJa
kihg Prithivipati II, surnamed Hastimalla (verses
12-23) and the information that, with the permission of his sovereign Parakesari-Parantaka I
he granted the village of KaQ,aik6ttiir to the village
of Udaiyendra-Chaturvedimailgalam. The Tamil
portion gives the boundaries of the granted land
and is dated in the fifteenth year of Paralltaka 1.
The genealogical portion records the military
exploits of Prithivipati I in several verses one of
,)
wqich (verse 18) says that, 'having defeated by
force the PanQ,ya's lord VaragulJa at the head of
the great battle of Sripurambiya and having thus
made his friend's title Aparajita significant, the hero
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entered heaven by sacrifiCingl his own life.' (It has
been surmised from this that the battle of
SrIpnrambiya was fought ~y the Pallava king
Aparajita against VaraguI).a qnd that the former had
for his ally the Western Ganga king Prilhivipati
and that the battle ended in favour of Aparajita
though his ally lost his life in it.)
,
142. Tiruvalanga9t1 plates of Rajendrachola. H. K. Sastri,
S.I.I., vol. ii, part iii. No. 205.
The Tiruvalangac;1u plates of Rajendrachola belonging
to the sixth year of Rajendra, while describing the
achievements of the ancestors of Rajendra, record
(verse 49) that the Chola king ..Aditya 'having conquered in battle the Pallava with his brilliant
army though he was Aparajita, he took possession
of his queen, the earth and accomplished his object
in this direction too'. This Apariijita is evidently
ident!cal with the' Aparajita-Viknimavarman whose
inscription at Tirutt::\I).l is dated in 'the eighteenth,'
year and who, along with Western Ganga king
Prithivlpati for his ally, fought against the Panc;1ya
king VaraguI).a at the battle ofSripurambiya.
.
143. Ep. Col., No. 119 of 1897.
This is a Tamil inscription of the third year of
Vijaya-N arasimhavarman, and records th~t Atimattdrmarugan, an inhabitant of Piikkatp. and a servant of
Valimadura having recovered the cattle, in a cattle
raid fell in the same cause.
';.
Hultzsch,
Ep.
Ind.,
vol.
iv,
p.
l!l7.
Kil-Muttugur
144.
~ ....__inscription of Narasimhavarman.
This inscription consists of nine lines on a"i'ough stone
slab in Kil-Muttugur. a village,in Guc;1iyattam TaluL
of the North Arcot District. The ilphabetis hl 'F?mil
and resembles the Vatteluttu in5criptionsd ''The, inscription records in Tamil the gift of land and ~ouses
at Mukkudur to a Brahm,an in the eighteenth year of
Ro- Vijaya NarasimhqvarP:!lln, Below,I th~ inscription
.
I

I
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146.

147.

148~

149.
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Ht

is a bas-relief with two central figures of elephant
and goose frem which Dr. Hultzsch has drawn the
inference that Narasimhavarman belot:ged to the
Western-Ganga dynasty.
This is an archaic Tamil inscription of the twentyfourth year of Ko-Vijaya Narasimhavikramavarman
and records the death of a hero in the service of
Skanda, the Adhiraja of the Bal}.as and who fell in
the recovery of cattle lifted by three persons.
Vijaya-Isvaravarman. EfJ. Ind., vol. vii, p. 24.
This Tamil inscription in Vatteluttu characters records
in the twelfth year of Vijaya-Isvaravarman the
death of a hero who was killed by a Bat;la chief
called Karoniri at Siraiyur.
EfJ. Ind., vol. vii, p. 23.
Two inscriptions in a field at Hanumantapuram in
Dharmapuri Taluk, Salem District, record that in
the seventeenth year of king Vijaya-Isvaravarman,
Sattan of Pudur arid Ka!;1adi Karakkan fell.
EfJ. Col., No. 150 of 1916.
This is a Tamil inscription engraved on a slab built
into the north wall of the Agastyesvara temple at
Poyyanur, Arkonam Taluk, records in Tamil the gift
for offerings in the second year of Vayirameghavarman for the temple of Tiruvagattlsyarmti!;1ayaMahadeva at Poygainallur in Damalkottam.
EfJ. Col., No. 152 of ]916.
This is a similar record dated in the second year of
Vayirameghavarman and registers a gift for conducting Sribali in the. temple of Tirukulicharattu
Alvar at Palakalam.
Kattirai, EfJ. Ind., vol. vii, p. 25.
)This is a Tamil inscription put up .on a rock near
~:)ndlam, Arkonam Taluk, dated in the tenth year of
Satti, the king of Ka!;1avas. It consists of two
Tamil verses each of which states that a Palla va·
mahadija built a sluice for the tank at Tandlam.
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Ep. Col., No. 284 of 1916. Jouv~au-Dubreuil, Pall. Ant.,
vol. ii, pp. 65-6.
This inscription engraved in ;Pallava-Grantha on a
pillar in a rock-cut cave at Melacheri, Gingee Taluk,
states that the Siva temple called Sri-Sikhari-Pallavesvaram was excavated by King Chandraditya at
S~~~.

~

SOME INSCRIPTIONS IN ORIGINAL
MAYIDAVOLU PLATES

Ditha[m] Ii Kamchipurato Yuvamaharajo Bharadliyasag otto Pallavanam Sivakha[m]da vammo Damfiakagevapatam anapayati [I] amhehi dani amha-vejayike
ya [dham]m-ayu-bala-vadhanike bamhananam Agivesa sagottasa Puvakotujasa Agi(gi)vesa-sagottasa
GOl;tamdijasa Atpdhapatl (thi:) ya-gamo (Viripa)ram
amhehi udak-adim sampadato [I] etasa gamasa Viriparasa sava-bamhadeyapa (r)i(ha)ro(re) vital~ma [I]
alona [kh] adakam !lrathasam (vi) nayikam aparamlj)
parabaliva[dam] abha<;lapapesasam akuracholakavinasikhat [a] samvasam [I] etehi anehicha savabamhadeya-majadaya sava-pariharehi pariharito [I]
pariharatha pariharapetha cha [I] jo amha-sasanam
atichhitUna pila badh[a]karejja [vata] karapejja va
tasa amho Sarira [m] sasanam karejamo [I] sa['m]
vachhara [tp] dasamam i 10 gimha pakho chhatho
6 divasarh pamchami S [11 anat! sayattl datta
pattika [il].
Ep. Ind.~ vol. vi, pp. 86-8.
aRITISH MUSEUM PLATES OF CHA'RUDEVI

Siddha II
Siri-Vijaya-Khandavam [m] a-Maharajassa
Samvachchar[a] . . . [iJ yuval11aharajassa Bharad.:,.
dayassa . Pallavanam si(r)i-Vijaya-Buddhavammassaw
q(:!vl [Bu]ddhi. kurajanavi ,'(janani) Ch~rtfdevi ka
[<;lake] viya .. (viyapatam)' Rajatalakahet ,[th]e
pan.iya (paniya-kupad) pad pase Atukassa kasita.
(Kesitavvatll) ~hhetta$ Dalure Kuli-Mahataraka

Appmdzx A
(Mahataraka) devakula [ssa] bhagavan.Narayan.as sa
amham ayu·balavaddhaniyaxi1 katUn.a bhumi·nivat.
tan.a chattari 4 amhehitil sampadatta [I J tam natiln.a
gameyi(ya)ka ayutta savva·pariharehi pariharatha
pariharape [tha] [I] . . . . . Anatti Rohan(Dgu[tt]
atti.
EfJ. Ind., vol. viii, p. 145.
TRICHINOPOLY INSCRIPTION OF MAHENDRAV~~~AN

I

Cfir~ n~q;nfl=!,rtl~f~~rqRrl1l1r~r~,t

~~ft 4T!t~ Of~f!;:I1:r: -mqt1UTrtlC(~1S{ ~~~f~fR I
'"

~r!il~r fll~Cfi;:qCfir fq1~~ ~~~ Wqffl~
f'l~f;:crBfu q~cw:r~f~Rf~ot ~CJrO'fT .,~~ a I II

'"

"f1Tll~Ofrl1fi{ :(r~F~~i{ f~Wi{ fi?if'r~ ~ro:r~

'"
~)-1mf~HI~ ~Tef. f~q~'lii: q,p'l'QiJ._
)

I

2 1\

1\

;qTi?ifqGfq~~ ~~Ttl1f~ft~rq q~r'1f01f~CJaq ,

~''JQllo~qTfo~o~qfqq ~tCfii \;~fo: "

3 II

f~"0TCfir~f1T ~fOfor Bi!-l'Brer~q ~lfo~ ,

l1fci: cfitfc=ftlq):qrEtf ~or a~q ~rP,;fffi

11 4 U

'"

fi{lS~1Sq :q~r e'1l:1rfq nO'f+J~ +ifijl:'"
s. I. I., vol. i, p. 28.
MAHENDRAVADI INSCRIPTION OF GUNABHARA

l1fQoR~ \1Rr+rq+r~;:~RGT~f'1;i

.'"

I)

fi~.H+r~ CfirfM nf1T~{Ol
w~rq f~"0rf( I
'4
'oQ

~~1rrj;J1rf~HT'1n ~~r'1 q~~'f~

'"

'"

11~f."I q~;:~1SO"f ~~Ofrq 11~"fft'J6iJ._

'"

...

0

EfJ. Ind., vol. iv, p. 153.
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SiVAMANGALAM INSORIPTION

~65,r~~t1f u~r~frrliT;ijiJq~~'I;J{,?fr+{ I
~

I

CfiT'R<l+{Cl(,( ~l-:{r~T~Cfi\I1~f+{Cf 'i11~~~TiJTtl_ II

Ep. bzd., vol. vi, p. 320.
DALAVANUR INSCRIPTION OF NARENDRA

. ~~HRrr{;:~ if{;:~Ol'lCfirf\<l: I

~?fq~;;
~~f~B~ ~stB~~~relT:
II
....
....
Ep. Ind., vol. xii, p. 225.

APPENDIX B
THE MAHAVAMSA, eh. XLVII
AND when that King Hattha·datha II was dead MaQavamma
became king. (Who is this Mal).avamma f), what family came
he from, and whose son was he, and how did he take possession of the kingdom? He was sprung from the race of
Mahasammata, and inherited the great virtues of that line of
princes. He was the son of Kassapa, who destroyed the
Thuparama. And his queen was Sangha, the daughter of the
Raja of Malaya. After he had obtained the hand of this
princess in marriage he lived secretly with her in the northern
country until it came to the ears of Hattha-datha, whereupon
he went over to India and having made himself known to
King Narasiha, he entered his service and with much labour
f0un.d favour in the sight of that king. And when he saw that
the king's friendship was unfeigned, he brought his wife also
to India and lived there with her, ministering to the king by
day and night and another king, Kal)c;luvethi, with whom also
he had found favour gave him such great possessions that it
seem,ed as if the whole of that king's dominions had been
granted to him; and while he was living in this way his wife
Sangha bore him four sons and four daughters.
And it happened one day as the king, N arasiha, was out on
his elephant on pleasure attended by Mal).avamma, he cecame
thirsty and drank of the water of a tender cocoanut sitting on
his elephant and gave the nut (of which he had drunk with the
water that was left therein) to Mal).avamma thinking him to be
some other attendant. And Mal).avamma took the nut that
was ofhre§ to him and communed thus with himself: ' This
king is a frie,'!d to me and, considered in its true light, what is
there mean or degrading in eating the remnants of that which
another had partaken? It can in no wise harm me, therefore,
to drink this,' Then he drank off the nut. Yes, so great are
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the efforts of exceeding prudent m~n who are resolved to
overcome difficulties! And the kipg (happening at that
moment to turn round) perceived the error ,he had made, and
fearing (lest what he had done should grie-ie his friend, and
desiring also to repair the wrong he had unwittingly done to
him) seized the nut and himself drank off what had been left
in it by his friend. In such manner do honourables, men
always conduct themselves.
Thenceforth the king Narasiha placed MaI}.avamma on an
equal footing with himself, regarding food, and lodging, and
honour and equipage.
And while they were living there together, a king, Vallabha,
came to make war against Narasiha. And the king Narasiha
reflected within himself in this wise: ' This man (MaI}.avamma)
has served me diligently by day and night, so that with my
help he might obtain the kingdom which is his birthright.
Wherefore if he should n?w foHow me to the place of baltle
and lose his life in the field, his purpose, and my desire also
to help him, would be of no avai1.' Therefore the king left
MaQavamma in the city, and went alone to the place of battle,
and began to prepare for war against Vallabha. And (after
his departure) MaI}.avamma thought to himself: ,It would
advantage me no wise to survive the king if he should be slain
in battle (as I would then be left without a friend and with
none to help me). If such an event should happen,· my
friendship should have been formed in vain. For what
purpose, besides, has the king treated me as an equal (unless
~e expected that I might be of service to him in difficulties)?
Wherefore it is meet that I should follow the_king to the place
of battle, and join him in the field, and share "citIier of defeat
or victory, of life or of death, with my friend tIte king.' And
for this end he raised a large a_rmy, am~ having equjppea~it
fully, he mounted on a noble elephant and set out-wr-the ~
place of battle, and showed himself b'efore N arasiha. 0 Am) king
Narasiha was greatly delighted at 'the sight, and exciaimed
-with great emotion, 'Surely, now know I the trust I had
placed on him has been ri~htly placed,'
I
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And afterwards the forces of Mal)a as well as those of the
king joined tl)gether, and crushed the army of Vallabha.
And Mal)aYamma displayed great valour in the field of
battIe, beating down the enemy 011 all sides like unto Narayana
in the battle of the gods. And Narasiha was greatly pleased
with the valour of Mal)avamma, and embraced him fondly, and
exclaimed,
'Of a truth thou: hast been to me the giver of
,
victory! ' And he returned thence to his own city and held a
feast in honour of his victory, and rewarded the army of
Mal)avamma with all the honours that were due. And in
course of time the king thought thus within himself: 'This
my friend has left naught undone to prove his love for me;
he is no longer my debtor. My debt to him must I flOW repay
by what it is my duty to do, even though grateful men are
hardly found who know the value of services done for them.'
He then assembled hIs officers together and spake to them in
this wise: 'You yourselves are witnesses' of the deeds of
valour done by my friend here. And now it my duty to do
) for him that which will be a benefit unto him, remembering
that to give help unto one who had given help in the past, is
the duty of the righteous man.' And when these words were
said, all the ministers replied, 'Whatsoever your majesty
desireth, even that is our desire also.'
And the king then' granted unto Mal)avamma an army with
all the equipage and material and all kinds of artificers, and
gave him leave to proceed (to his country and gain for himself
the sovereignty thereof). And when Manavamma was
leaving the country together with his army, the king wept
sore as if he had been separated from his own son.
Mal)avamma then took ship and crossed the sea (with his
army), and having made a fast voyage, landed at Lanka with
his forces, and began to subdue the country (around).
And when Dathopatissa heard of this invasion, he fled (from
the bpltal): and Mal)avamma entered the city and took it, and
tarried not to be crowned, but sfraightway closely pursued
the fugitive king (taking with him only a small force). (But
he was soon compelled to give up:the pursuit, for) that portion
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of his Tamil army that he had leftl in the city desc:;rted
from him when false tidiljgs were brought that he had
been stricken with a serious illness. And Dathopatissa also,
when he .heard of this defection, raisfd a large army and
prepared for war against Ma~avamma, who, when he saw that
(save a few followers) his whole army had deserted from him,
and that (if he should carryon the war with so small a force)
his enemy might get a chance to triumph over his defeat Cland
his death, resolved to return to India and pursuade his friend
to help him yet another time, by giving him an army to
conquer the kingdom. Accordingly he returned to India,
and showed himself again to his friend, N arasiha, and entered
hi~ service a second time, and having regained his favour,
dwelt at his court until four kings had reigned in this island.
And N arasiha thus thought within himself: 'This my friend,
who ~eeketh most resolutely after fame, hath now spent many
years of his life in my service that so he might get back his
kingdom. And lo! he will/soon have grow'n old. How then
can I now .reign (in comfort) and see him (thus· miserable) .•
Assuredly I shall this time restore to him his kingdom by
sending my army thither. Else what advantageth my life to
me?' Thereupon the king gathered his army together, and
having equipped it well, .gave Ma~avamma all things that he
desired to have, and himself accompanied the army to the
sea-coast where a mighty array of ships .of 1::1l:(rden, gaBy
ornamented, had been prepared for them.. And when the king
reached the harbour he gave orde.rs to an. his officers that they
should embark and .accompany Ma~avamma; but they all
show"ed unwillingness to do so (without their king).
And Narasiha, having pondered 'Well~ "Ovcr~tb!L matter,
resolved on this stratagem. Keeping himself so t.hat hi~ army
might not see him, he gave over to Ma~avamma all his retinue
and insignia of royalty together with the ornaments with which=
he adorned his person, and sent him )(settetly) on bctR~d' the ship, bidding him take the royal drUni,'the koUha ~ith him,
and sound it from the deck of the vessel. And Ma~ava-mma
d.itl as he was directed i and th~ soldiers thinking that i~ wa§
I
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the king (who was sounding the call), embarked, leaving him
alone on land. Then Ma1].a began his ~oyage with the army
and all the material of war, which, with the ships in which they
were borne, was like unto a city floating down the sea. And
in due time reached the port and disembarked with the army.
And after the men had been made to rest there for a few days,
he [..f':gan to fight, and took the northern country and subdued
the inhabitants thereof, and then put himself at the head of his
invincible army and marched against the city. And PotthakUHha, having heard thereof, went forth with a large army to
meet the enemy. . And the two armies encountered each other
like unto two seas that had burst their bounds. And,
Mal),avamma clad himself in his armour, and led his men,
mounted on his elephant; and he broke through the forces of
Pottha-kuttha and the king (Hattha-dattha), and scattered them
on all sides. And Hattha-dattha, the king, as he was fieeing
from the aeld of battle, was seized by some country people.
And they cut off his head and brought it to Mal),avamma.
) And Pottha-kuttha, who escaped from the field of battle,
took refuge in Merukandara. And the lord of that country
(from whom he sought protection), when he saw him (under
his roof), communed thus within himself, 'Yea, now for a
long time has this man been my friend: how can I reject him,
nor yet how can I keep clear of offence to my lord the king
and to this my friend? And so (as he could not escape from
this portion by reason 0f its hardship, he resolved to kill
himself, and) ate of some poisoned cakes, so that he died.
And when Pottha-kuttha heard what had befallen his friend, he
ate albo or one of the cakes and died. 'rhus did the island
fall into the hands of Mal),avamma, freed from dangerous foes
that are like unto thorns.
And Mal),avamma then lifted his parasol of sovereignty over
the }sland, as if he thereby sheltered the inhabitants thereof
from tl1e.,affiictions which had rained on them. And the good
deeds that he did were many in number and of great value.
Who can enumerate them all one by one? And this great and
renowned man built these buildings: the terraced house
I
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called Kappagama, S~palJlJi, Siriat Pa~hanarakha Vihara, ~nd
the beautiful terraced house at Siri SaJ:lghabodhi Vihara. He
covered also the roof of the house itt
Thuparatna. And he
I
built a terraced' house at the Thuparama
and gave it to the
I
Pansukulika monks. He repaired also the old canopy on the
top of the Cetiya and many buildings there that had gone to

decay.

APP.ENDIX C
THE' A V ANTISUNDARIKATHASARA '
)

THE Av.antislmdarikatha and the Avalltis1t1tdarikatizasara are
two old Sanskrit manuscripts discovered by the search party
of the Madras Oriental Manuscript Library some years ago. 1 Of
these the former is aprose work with a poetic introduction while
the other is a summary of this work in verse. While the MSS.
are interesting to the students of Sanskrit literature the poetical
introduction prefixed to the prose work is of particular interest
to the students of- Pal1ava history inasmuch as it shows the
literary patronage of some of the Pallava kings of the Simhavishl}.u line and the connection of some of the wen-known
Sanskrit poets with Kanchipuram. It is agreed {hat this prose
'Fork was written by Danc;1in and the introductory chapter gives
some valuable data for fixing the date and place of Danc;1in and
his connection with Bharavi as well as the Pallava kings and
their interest in architecture and literature. The literary
and historical importance of the work have been discussed in
fun by Mr. Ramakrishnakavi in his paper on 'Avantisundarikai,}a of Dan¢in '2 which may be referred to. Mr. Harihara
Sastri of 'Trivandrum has Questioned the tenability of the
identity of Damodara and Bharavi and the relationship of
Bharavi and Dan<;1in suggested by Mr. Kavi in the light of his
discovery of the corresponding prose passage from Trivandrum
Manuscript Library.
The following are extracts from
Mr. Ramakrishnakavi's edition which has the advantage of
supplying a number of correct readings not found in the
Manuscript acquired by the Government Oriental Manuscript
Libral~Y· '
1 See para 108, of the Report on the working of Perip. party of Goverment Oriental Manuscript Library, Madras, for 1916-17 to 1918-19.
2 Proe. and Trans. of the Second Oriental
Conference, Calcutta,
pp. 192-200. See his paper in the Fourth Session of the Oriental
Confei'ence entitled' Bhiiravi and Danq.ill ' .
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ADDITIONAL NOTES BY THE EDITOR
Page 10, note 2.

'Tt.Is work traces the descent of Dan<;1in in its introductory
chapter. In doing so it brings his great grandfather Gopala
as a fellow-pupil of Bhiiravi whom it brings into contact
with three kings of South India, namely, VishI).uvardhana,
the father of Jayasimha I of the Chalukyas of Badami; of
Durvinita, among the Gangas who was his own pupil and
commented up on the 15th Sarga of the KirtUarjunlya
and wrote a Sanskrit version of the Brhatkatha and Simhavisht;lU of Kanchi. These details come out clearly from
the MS. copy of the prose work Avantisundarikathti, not
the versified sti'ra or abridgement, as shown by Pandit
Harihara Sastri, Curator of Sanskrit MSS., Trivandram,
in a paper presented to the fourth Oriental Conference in
Allahabad.
Page 11, note 2.

The discovery of these panels' raises the question as to
the religion of the kings and the existence of the place.
SimhavishI).u was a VaishI).ava as he is described as
SimhavishI).u who worshipped VishI).u in devotion;
BhaktyaradMta Vish~lUlJ, Simhavish1J.ulJ,. His son and
successor Mahendra is said to have been a Jain originally
and then become a convert to Saivism through Appar.
It seems likely that he was Jain as in the Mattavilasa
he brings into ridicule the Saiva Kapalika and the Sakyas
or Buddhists. He has no reference to the J ains. His
:atb,er's devotion to VaishI).avism may explain its omission.
His portrait in the Varaha cave may be due to the fact that
he was there a prince with his father and like him, he may
then have been a VaishI).ava. This raises the question of
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the origin of the place. There is ~ittle doubt that' the
place existed before whatever Maha~alla may have done
to enlarge and beautify it.
;
Page 101, note 1.
The style of pillar described does mark a distinct class of
pil!ars. If Mahamalla 'originated it, as probably he did,
his successors continued it, and we find this kind of pillar
in buildings of later times of different ages. To mark it
distinctly as having been originated by Mahamalla we
want a few undoubted examples of these ascribable to his
age. We cannot say we get that in Mahabalipuram.
Page 102, note 1.
There is no evidence in support of the assertion that
Narasimhavarman Mahamalla founded the town. The
town had the vernacular name Mallai and in that name
was known earlier, as Bhutattalvar, a native of the place
refers to the place by that name. 'rirumangai .Alvar a)
contemporary of Nandivarman Pallavamalla refers to the
place as kaqal mallai-Talasayanam, meaning Mallai close
to the sea which is otherwise known Talafayanam, lying
on land. This last is in reference to Visht;lu who is abed
on the earth, as though on the sea usually, to let a devotee
have a view of him in that posture. It was called kagalMallai to distinguish it from ot~er Mallais clearly indi~at
ing that it is an ordinary native name. This is distinct
from the Mamallapuram given to it by Mahamalla, as is
very commonly the case in South India. The village
: Mallai became the city Mamallapuram bYthis'T.e.christening. Pandit M. Raghavaiyangar has suggested, from a
reference in the Sangam classic Pe1'umblilJlirruppaqai; the
identification of this place with'Nzrpeyarttu in the' p_oem
in the Journal of Oriental Research.,. This term mean') that
which has the name of water and the Pandit finus justification for it in the name Jalafayanam given to. the Shorete):l1ple in one of the later inscriptions. Tirumangai Alvar's
,)

,
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reference is Talasayanam and not Jalasaya1l{lm. It would
be difficult to find a reason for the alteration. It must also
be noted that Jalasayanam is given to the Siva shrine in the
inscription. While the Pandit deserves credit for the suggestion, N'ir-peyarttu is more likely to refer to another
place Tiru-Nzr-Malai near Palliivaram and the poem has
to be examined closely to see whether this is the place
•
actually
meant. (See Indian Antiquary, 1917; The
Antiquities of Mahabalipuram, pp. 49 ff.)
Page 120, note 2.

t:I

The views of the late Mr. H. K. Sastri seem to have been
due entirely to a misconstruction of the sloka in the
Tan.;lantottam plates and a misunderstanding of the word
puna" (again). The previous verse refers to the conquest
of the south and refers obviously to the exploits of
Simhavislu;m of the main line. From these the genealogy
passes on to the descendants of his younger brother
Bhimavarman. The first important character in this line
. is Hirat;lyavarma whose son N andivarman Pallavamalla
became a great Pallava ruler. The poet apparently spoke
of Simhavisht;lu as all avatar of Visht;lu and refers to
Hirat;lya similarly as a second avatar of the same Visht;lu
(Bhurat;lyutejal}). The use of the puna" (again) is then
-quite justified. There is no need to identify this
N andivarman with Nandi of TeHaru and create difficulties
to surmount. The first is given his peculiar title Ekadhira
and he is described as a Paramavaz'sh1Java. The other
is described as an equally devout Saiva. Each of them
gives himself credit for such allegiance in religion in the
concluding verses. There is no room for a second
Hirat;lyavarma nor is there any need.

Page !38~1lGt£ 2.
The name of this author Perundevanar and his work Bharatavcybli have been too readily identified with the author
Bharatam-pa9iya Perulhdevanar and his Bharatam. The
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first refers himself and his work to tpe reign of N andivarman of TeWiru and therefore :to the ninth century
beyond a doubt. In regard to the cl,ther however we have
neither the work nor any extracts. ,He is regarded as the
author of the invocatory poems to the eight ,Sangam
collections of which the Ahananilru collection was made
for Ugra-Piin(iya by Rudra Sarman. An ancient Pan(iya,
anterior to the genealogical lists, is given credit for having
got the Bltaratam done into Tamil in the larger Sinnamanur plates. This achievement is put on a footing of
equality with the victory at Talaiiilanganam and the
establishment of the San~am in Madura. In the face of
these distinctive features the identifications of the two
Perundevans would be impossible and the Bhart!lam of the
earlier Perundevan canno~ be the vcyba that has come
down to us in part.

ERRATA
Lin~

Page

•
39

2'; for

Kftlimaharatha, read Kulimahatiiraka.

42

12 lor Simhavarman and Skandavarman, read
Madhavavarman.

"

15 for' Simhavarman, read Miidhavavarman.

71

"
104
108 {

,-

~i~~ i }

25 for

fifth, read fourth.

29 for

sixth, read fifth.

] 2 for

circa 600, read drca 655.

for ~rll read ~~Ol·

" 2

113 Gen. Table for
116

{f:U.
1}
hne8

137 { f:n. 2 }
ltne 2

Simhavarman read Simhavishnu.

for MalajJrakrUis, read MulajJrakritis.
for

the work, read of the work.

160

7 for

Sundanar, read Sundarar.

169

2 for

vol. xiv, read

vol~

xv.

N.B.-A few other errors mostly in diacritical marks have not been
noticed here as beitlg too obvious.
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INDEX
(References are to pages)
Arichit (= Arisil) , battle of, 139,

A
Adambakkam, Assembly of, 154,
207

Adeya,153
Aditya I, Chola king, ·conquest of
_ TOJ;lqamaJ;ldalam by, 133, 134
Adityavarman, Pallava, 83
Adivarahasvami
temple, royal
sculptures at, 87
AdoJ;lq?chola, 25, 27
AdoJ;lqaichakravarthi, 13, 14
Agastye§vara temple, at Poyyanur,
144
Aggatanimmati, Kadamba princess, 73, 135
AgniShtoma, 34, 37
AiraQqapalla, identification of, 45
" Ajavarman, Kadamba king, 73
Ajjhitabhattiirika, Kadamba prin. cess, 72
Alinadu, 131
Aluptakiima (= Mahendravarman
1),90
Amaravati, 34, 37, 41
AmiUya, 38
Amogavarsha, 139
Plnantasivacharya, 107
AndhrajJatha, 33, 34, 37
Angirasa, 47
Ankura, a title, 21
Anniga,145
AparajitavarmabCampaign against Pandyas, 142
Defeat by Aditya, 143
Later Pallava King, 141-43
Monuments of, 143
Appar (= Tirunavukkarasar), 30,
31; age of the activity of, 88,
90, 159
Ara;j.sur, Varaguna encamped at,
13~ ..
Architecture, Longhurst, on the
value of a study of for fixing
the date of monuments, 100-1
Areca nuts, duties on, 153

o

140n
Ariviirat.ta, War-elephant, 105
Arivarman (Aryavarman), 42
Artha§astras, 38
Aruvl'qar,9
Ashtabhuja, temple of, in Kiiiichi,
126
AshtiidasajJarihiiras, 38, 151
Asokariija, 27, 28, 38
Asokavarman, 20,47, 48,49, SO
Asvamifdha, 21, 34, 37, 126n
AtlSaya, Pallava war-horse of
Paramesvaravarman I, 105
Atyantakiima (= Parame§varavarman I), 107
Avanibhiijana, identification o.f, 11,
86
Avaninara~tan
(= Nandivarman
Ill), 138
AvaniniirayaJ;la-Chaturvedimangalam (= Kaveripakkam), 154,
205
AVanisimha, see Simhavishnu
Avantisundarikathasara, 1, 10, 43,
81, 158. see also App. C, pp.
223 ff
Avamukta, Nilaraja of, 45,47
B

Bahlika,18
BiihurBoundaries of

villages gifted,

150n
Course of Studies offered in, 141
Endowment to, 149-50
Sanskrit College at, 141
Bappadeva, 33, ~4, 35, 36, 38, 39, 50
Bhagavadaiiukam, Salls. burlesque,

93n
Bhaglratha, Kadamba King, 71
Ballot-box, principle of, understood
in Chola times, 155n
BaJ;la, 6, 136
feudatory of Nripatunga, 140

lN1>EX
Bhairavakot;lqa, 8
Bharata, reading of at the Kuram
tt'mple,107
Bhiiratave1Jba, 82
Bharavi, 10, 24, 43, 79, R1, 88
at the Pallava Court, 158
Bhasa, plays of at the Pallava
court, 111
BhImavarman, Pallava, 83, 84
Bhogivarman, Kadamba King, 73
BhtUa, fiscal term, 153
Bhuvanakosa, 18
Brhat-Banas, 71
Budiina!.i, 152
Buddha, indebted to Vedanta for
his doctrines, 27, 95
Buddhavarman, 23, 34
Buddhism, 28, 37; Degenerate
state of, 95
Buddyankura, 34, 39
Burnell (Dr.), 2

D

Dakshi,zaPatha, 18
Dalavanllr, 6
Daltira, 35, 39
Danqin, 10, 24, 43
At the Pallava Court, 110-111
158
Earlier sojourn of, 158
Friends of, 159, see App. C.
Dantiga (= Dantivarman), stlbju.
gation of by Govinda Ill, 135
Danti-Nandivarman,133 .
Dantipottarasar, 133, see Dantivarman
Dantivarman, 131, 132, 133
Reign of, 134-6
Darsi (= Dasanapura ?), 41, 62
Dasnapura, 41, 54-5
Identification of, 62
Devarashtra, 45
Identification of, 45n
Devendravarman, 4.5
Dhanamjaya, 45
c
Dhanyakata
( = Dharanikotta,)
Camps, Pallava royal camps, 54 /
Amaravati: 34
Dharmapala, 12, 26
Ceylon, 13
Dharmarajaratha, 8
invasion under NarasimhavarDigambara lains, 11, 42
man I, 99
second naval expedition to, 99,
Dharat;likot;lqap6sar, 114, 116n
DiHpa, Nolamba chief, 145
100
. Dramas, ;intended to be staged
Chalukyas (W.), 6, 10, 17
at the Pallava court, 159
Chat;lqadat;lqa,73
DurvinUa, Ganga King, 10, 43
Chandalur plates, 41
Chandraditya, 144
Charudevi, 34, 39
Charuponnera, 145
E
Chera,17
Chetthakari ( ,~ Mahendravarman Elet:t'ion principle of, in Village
I),90
Assemblies, 155
Chicacole (= (?) Erandol), 45
Elliot (SirW.), 1
ChintamafJi, 1
Dr Fleet on the value
Chitramaya, Pallava Prince, 112, Epi'graphy,
of, for resear.ch, 4-5
i123, 124, 125 '
Eri- Variya-Perumak7i'a~ ,{ =Tank
Chitramegha Tataka, 155
Management C!,>,mmittee),
Choia interregnum, at Kaiichi,
, mention of, in Pan·ava inscrip63-6, see also Introduction
, tions, ·156~
Choia inscriptions, details on local
administration in, 155n
Chutavana, battle of, 125
F
identification of, 126
Conjeevaram, see KaiichIpuram
Fergusson (1.), 2
Copper-plate charters of
the
_ Pallavas, see App. A, pp. 163- :F'leet (Dr.), on epigraphy, 2, 3, 4 ;
Lokavibhiiga, 42
;?20
I

tNtrKt
G

Ganesha temple, 106
Ganga-Pallava theory, 132n, see
also Introduction
Gangas, 4, 6, 10, 13,41, 42
(]-autamlputra Satakarni, 16, 17,37
Genealogy of the Early Palla vas,
56-60
Ghat~ka,. 24
Godavan (R.), 37, 45, 46
Goldsmiths, duty on, 152
Gopala Aiyar \ V.), 137
Goplnatha Rao (T. A.), 4, 91, 136,
140
Governmental organization of the
Pallavas, 146-157; affinity to
North Indian ones, 148, 148n
Govinda III, Invasion of Kanchl:
by, 135
Govindavarman, Pallava, 83
Govindavarman,
Vishnukundin
King, 76
Grama, officers in charge of, 148
Gudimallam, 140
GU1Jabhaiana (= Paramesvaravarman I)
IGulJabhara, see Mahendravarman I
GU.pta Era, initial date of, Shama
Sastri on, 33
Gupta inscriptions, compared with
the Pallava, 153
Gurjara, 18
H

Ha:Jihara Sastri, 43n
Harivarman, Kadamba King, 73
Hastivarman of Vengi, 45, 47
Hemiivati pillar inscription, 145
Hirahadagalli plates, 19, 33, 35,37
Hiralfya, revenue term, 153
HiraJ?yavarma Maharaja, 83, 114
Position of in Pallava genealogy;
116
Hiuen-Tsang, Chi'lescrPilgrlm, l?;
27, 28,82
Description 6~ the, ¢ity of Kanch!,
102-3
On riate of Buddhism in Kanch!
and Pan!ilya country, 103
Visit to Kanch!, 102
Hultzsch (Dr.), 2,6,33
Identification of Sripurambiyam,
142

New reading of the Bahur plates,
140n
On the age of Seven Pagodas,

l04n
On the identification of Uragapuram, 104n
On the position of Kampa·
varman, 143, 144
Huns, 18

lkshvaku, 17
llam-Killi, 29
Iiam-Tii:ayan (= TOJ?qaman l!am·
_ Tirayan, 21,23,27,29,36
!.!.ampiUchi, revenue term, 152
I!avar, 152
Indrabhattarakavarman, VishJ?ukUJ;l.din King, 76
Inscriptions of the Pallavas, see
App. A, pp. 163-220
lraiyaniir - Ahapporu!, Commentaryon, 124
J

Jaina temples in Kanch!, 103
Jayavarman, 37
Jouveau-DubrcuilOn the origin of Pallavas, 19
On the uature of the Gupta
invasion in the South, 44-5
On the Vishnukundin origin of
Pallava Art, 77-8
On Uragapuram, 104
On Pallava painting, 92-3
On Pallava styles of architecture,
91
Jyeshrapada Somayaji, Brahmin
Scholar, attainments of, 129-30
K

Kadambas, 24, 69-73
Kadanmallai, see Mahabalipuram
Kailasanatha temple (= Rajasimhesvara), 8,13
Kadavan-Mahiideviyar, Queen, 200
Kadavas,17
Kakutsthavarman, Kadam ba King,
53,72
.
Kalabhartri, 47, 48, 49, 50

INDEX
Ka!abhras, vanquished by Simhavishnu, 84, 85
Ide n t i fi cat ion of, 85n, 120
Significance of in Pallava
History introduction

Ka!ava[i-Niirpatu, 30
Kallar, 25; Relations with - Kalabhras, 26
Kalumalam, battle of, 30
Kamano.aka, NUisiira of, 148n.
Kamara,38
Kampaperuma!
( ~ K amp a vannan), 144
Kampavarman (~Vijayakampa
varman), 132-4
Ka~agopa, 39
Kanchlpnram, Pre-Pallava history
of, 15-31
Hiuen-Tsang in, 102-3
Invasions of the Chalukyas into,
89, 105, 138
Rashtrakuta invasion~ into, 126,
127
State of learning in, 71, 110-11,
157-58
Temples of, 109-10, 114, 13 L
Under Karikala, 28-30
Under the Pallavas of Prakrit
Charters, 33 ft
Kangavarman, 71
Kanjanur, ancient name of, 87
Kapalikas, 10
Life of, as described in Mattavilasaprahasana, 94, 95
Karikalachola, 9, 28, 29, 31, 55
Karnatakas, identification of with
Kalabhras, 85n
Kar~Isuta, 130
Karuvur, dest. of, 29
Kattirai, 144
Ka!umukhaviiditra,
P a II a va
Musical Instrument, capture
of, 121
Kautilya, Arthasiistra of, 148n
Kaveripattinam, '9
Sea-trade with, 26
Kiivyadarsa, of Dandin, 78, 111,112
Reference to KanchI in, 111

Kiivyam'imiimsa, 18
Keralaputras, of Asokan inscription, 28
Kesavaperuma! temple, at Kuram,
131
Khatvankhadvaja, Pallava royal
- emblem, 121

Killi, Chbla chiefs, 21, 29, 30
Ki!mavilangai, 7
Kiriitiirjuniya, 78, 81
age of, 158
KIrtivarnian,raid on KanchI by, 122
KOQukolli
(= Ekadhlramangalam),130
KodumbalUr, battle of, 123
KOQ.Qamudi plates, compared with
Mayidavolu plates, 36
Kosa!a,44
Koshtakas (Tam. = Kottam), 148
Kottams, division of in TO~Qama~Qalam, 25, 147
Names of, 14711
Kovur Kilar, 29
Krishna S"astri (H)Duration of the reign of Pallava
malia, 119
Identification of the reliefs at
Mahabalipuram discussed, 87
On the Omgodu platesof Simhavarman, 67
Krishnaswami Aiyangar, on the
origin of the Pallavas, 4, 17-18
Krishnavarman, Kadamba King,
72,73
Kshatrapas, southward advance of, )
S1
Kshatryasimhapallavesvara,
at
Mahabalipl1ram, 13, 110
Kubera, of Devarashtra, 45
Kubja- Vishl~lUvardhana (E. Chaiukya),89
Kudamukku
(Tirukudamukku)
(~ Kumbhakonam), battle of,
140
Kudavayil Kottam, identification of,
. with Kodavasal, 30
Knl6ttungach61a, 25, 26, 27
Ku!umur, battlefield, 123
Ktindukura, Village of, 149n
Kunrandarkovil, Pud ukotta, 131
Kuntala, S3 ___ _
Kuram, Assembly ofil:-54'
Kuram plates, baf.1!e of Peruva!anallur, descnption in, 105,

105n
Kurug6du, battle of, 137 .
Kurumbabhumi (= T9Q.(lf""ma~Qa!am), 27
J I
Kurumbas, 14, 24, 25, 26, 28
SUbjugation of, 27
Kurllnilamannar, 25
Kusthalapura, Dhanamjaya of, 45
I
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L
Land-Survey, in Pallava records,
149-50
Literature, value of. for Pallava
History, 8-13
Impetus given to, by the Pallavas, 157-61
L6kavibhiiga, Jaina work, 11,42-3,
66-7
o
M

o

Mackenzie (Col. C.), work of, 26
Mackenzie MSS., 1, 24-5
Madhava II (W. Ganga), 42
Madhavavarman I, Vishnukugq.in
King, 76
Mahabalipuram = Seven Pagodas,
Mavalivaram, Mallai, Kadanmallai, Mahamallapuram, 2,
7, 8, 13. 39
Discussion on the age of, 101-2
Monoliths at, 100-2
Naval base for Ceylon invasions,
99
Port of, reference in Tirnmangai
Alvar to, 99, 99n, 100
Royal statnes at, 87-8
Mallendrapotadhirajan, see Mahendravarman I, 88
Mahakantara, Vyagraraja of, 44,45
Mahamalla, see N arasimhavarman l
Mahamallapuram, see Mahabalipuram
Mahlivamsa, 13, 98; Account
relating to Magavamma, App.

°B.

Buddhi~m, State of, at
Kanchi,103
Mahendragiri, 45
Mahendrapala, 18
Mahendrapura (= Mahendravadi),
91
Mahendratataka, Pallava tank at
Mahendraviidi, 91
Mahendravadi, 7, 13
Vjshnu temple at, 90, 91
MaheiJdravarman I. 6, 8, 10, 48, 81
Literary achievement of, 93-4
Milibryoevents, 89
Painting a:lld music, under, 92-3
Reign of, 88-96
Religious views of, 90, 91
Style of architecture, 91-2
Temples of, 90

Mahiiyana
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Mahendravarman II, 103--4
Mahendravikrama, see Mahendravarman I
Mahendravishgugrha, P a II a v a
temple at Mahendravadi, 91
Mahlpala, 18
Ma!anadu, 85n
MalavasDefeated by SimhavishQ.u, 84, 85
Identification of, 85n
Mallai (= Mahabalipuram), 138
Miimalla style of architecture, 101
Mamandur, Pallava cave at, 6, 7
Tank at, Pallava origin of, 155
Mambakkam, 149
Magali, ancient name of, 87
Assembly at, 154
Magavamma, Ceylon Prince, 98
At the Pallava court, 99
MagQagapattu, Pallava
monument in, 6, 7
Importance of, 91n
Mandhatrivarman, Kadamba King,
71
Mang-ala, Nolamba King, 145
Miigikkavasagar, age and position
of, 160
Magimangala, battIe of, 97
Ma-!"imeka{ai, 21, 29, 30
Magipallavam, 21, 22
Maggai, battle-field (= Mannaikudi, Mamnikurichi. MaQ.akudi), 123, '126
.
Mantaraia, of Korala, 45
Maran Sadaiyan: Pandyan King,
incursions of into TondamanQalam, 136
. .
.
Marrhges, fee on, 152
Matridatta, 158
Mattavilasa, see Mahendravarman
I
Matta'lliliisa Prahasana, 10, 11, 81
Contents of. 93-4
Light thrown by, 94-6
Mayidavolu Plates of Sivaskandavarman, 19,33,37, App. A.
Mayilai ( = Mylapore),
Pallava
Capital, under Nandivantlan
III, 138
Meiacheri, Pallava temple at, 7
Melanga, identity of. 38
Menmatura, 5<1, 55
Molo-kitt-chi ( ~ Pandya country)
visit by Hiuen-Tsang, ]03
MrigeSflvarman, 71, 7?

INDEX
Mudrarakshasa, mention of Dantivarman in, 159
Mukte§vara temple of, at KanchI,
131
MUlasthana temple of, at Tiruka!ukkunram, 54
Music, inscriptional treatise on, at
Kudumiyamalai, 93
Muttaraiyan, 6, 140
N

Nagas, 19, 20, 21, 22, 30, 50, 51, 52
Nalanda, University of, 12
Nalayiralwabhanda, 11, 81
Na!!aru, battle of, 137
Nalu:ftaviperumal (c~ Tirumangai
AlvarJ,131
Nambiyandar Nambi. 160
Nandikkalambakam. 24,81,82
Contents of, 136-8
Nandip6tarayar, 133, see Nandivarman III
Nandip6tavarman, see Nandivarman II, Pallavamalla
Nandip6ttara§ar (~Nandivarman)-;
138
N andipura (= Nandipuravi1?-1?-agaram), siege of, 124
Nandipuravi1?-Q.agaram (~Nathan
kovil Nandipura), 13, 124
Nandivarman III, 11, 46, 47. 82
Campaigns against the Pandvas, 137
Events of the reign, 136-9

Nanmugan Tiruvandiidi,96
Nanniga, 145
Narasimhacharya (R.) on J.-oka-

vibhaga,43
NarasImhavarman
(= Mahamalla). 13
Ceylon invasions, 98-100
Mpnuments of, at Mahabalipn!ram,100-2
Raid on Vatapi, 98
Reign of, 97-103
Narasimhavishnu, see Rajasimha
Narayana, temple of, at Dalura, 161
Narendra (= Mahendravarman I),
90
Narendrasena, 72

Narr it.tai,24
Nayanmars, asse of, 78
Nedumaran, Pandyan king, con-version of, to Saivism, 159

Neduvaya~,

battlefield, 123
Nellfir (=:Nellore), battle of, 125
Nelvayipakkam, 149
N el veli, . battle of ( = N enmali)
identification of, 125
Nenmalipakkam, 149
NIlaraja, of Avamukta, 45, 47.
NImbavanaBattle of, 125
Identification of, 126

NUisara, 148n
Nolambas, 145
Nolambavadi thirty-two thousand,
145
Nripatungap6tarayar
( ~ Nril?atungavarman), 139
Nripatungavarman, 139-42
Campaigns against the Pandyas,
139-40
Educational endowments under,
141
Extent 'Of Empire during, 140
Rashtrakuta descent of, 139

o
Olakkfir, destruction of, 144
Orissa, 44
P

Pahlavas, distinct from Pallavas,
15, 17-18, 22
Painting, vestiges of Pallava, at
Sittannavasal, 92-3
Palakkada, 41
Identity of, 54n, 55
Palakka, Uygrasena of, 45, 47 •
Pa!ayaru, bat-tle of, 137
Palla va-Chalukya ·conflictsBeginnings of, 88
Supposeg origin of, 89, see also
i Introductiori'
Pallava art, ori~n and evolution of,
161
- --...,.__
Pallava temples, evolutIOn of, 161
Pallavamalla, see Nandivarrnan II
Pallavamalla ( ~c N andivarman II),
,113, 114, 1:~6n. 119-31 .
Chalukyan invasion of KanchI,
121-2
) j
Duration of reign of.~ 119-20
Military events, 123-8
Religious leanings 127-8
State of learning under, 128-30
PallavanIchcharam, 13

.
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INDEX
Pallavaram, 6,7,13
Pallava rule, general considerations
of, 146-61
PallavasAdministration of, 147-57
Art of, 161
Early Pallavas of the Prakrit
Records, 32--40
Great Pallavas, 79-131
Hi§tory on the re5earch on, 1--4
Later Pallava~, 132--45
Literature under, 157-61
Materials for the history of, 4 II
Of the Sanskrit plates, 41--69
Pallava inscriptions and copper
plates, App. A, 163-214
Pallava rule in S. India, general
rdiections, 146--61
Theories of the origin of, 15-25,
also Introduction
PaQ,arashtra, 12
Paramesvaratataka. Kuram, 155
Parame§varavarman II, ] 11-2
Paramesvaravarman I, 41, 101-8
ParamesvaraviQ,Q,agaram, see Vaikuntha Permal temple. Kanchl.
13
J Origin
of, 131
P<zripadal, astronomical details in,
9
Pariyaja, battle of, 97
Parthasarathi temple, Inscription
at, 135
Pallava origin of, 135n
_
Referred to by Tirumangai Alvar,
135
Parth!an home of the Pallavas, 25
Pasupatas, 95
P1italib (= Pataliputra), 12, 44
Patanjali, reference in, to KanchIpura, 157, 158
PeriyapuralJam, 1, 12, 90, 98
Account of the raid on Vatapi,
98, 122
Periyatiruma¢al, 131
Periyatirum6li, IOn
Persian home, of the Pa1!avas, 25
Perumbanarruppadai, condition of
KanchI, description in, 28, 29
Pen."';:Idt~>"anar, 82; identity of see
speci~ Note by Editor
Perungll!i, Assembly of, 154
Peruva!aoa!lur, battle of, 105
Pikira, 41, 44
Piliva!ai, Naga princess, 30

:3l

Pingalandai, on the Pallavas, 10
Pishtapura,45
Poduka,38
Pollachi, 45
Potters, duty on, 152
Poygaiyar, i:lentity of with Poygai
A!var,30
Prabhavati Gupta, 72
Prakrit charters, J ouveau-Dubreuil on their age, 56
Prithivipathi I, Western Ganga,
military exploits of, against
Var"guQ,a, 142
Prithiviseoa I, Vakataka,53
Southern conquest of, 71, 72
Prithivl Vyagra, Nlshada chief, 125
Prithudaka (=Pehoa), 18
Profession taxes, under the Pallava
kings, 152
Pu!akesin (II), .89
PullalUr (~Pallur and Polilore),
batlle of, 89
Pullasarm:lIi, 107
Pujumavi,34
Purananuru, 24. 29
PurltshtJt{ama,
( = Mahendravarman I), 90
Pusalar Nayanar, story of, 109,
109n

Pusali, family ot, 141
Putba!.i, revenue term, 152
Piiva!iir, battlefield, 123
R
;-.
: ,•• ::J •
Raghu, Kadamb.a, 71
•• ·r.: ~
Rahasyadikadas (= Priv.y:-<;ounc!llors),148
Rajake.sarivarman (= Aditya I), 133
Rajasekhara, 18
Rajasiruha, Pandyan king, 159
Rajasimha (=Narasimhavarman
1I),6,48
Dal,lgin at the court of, 111n
Literature under, 110-11
Monument!: of, 109
Reign of, 108-12
Surnames of, 108
Rajasimilesvara, see Kailasanatha
temple
Rajavarma (= Rajasimha), 110
Ralllakrishnakavi (M.), 221
Rama Sarman, 159
RaQ,amalla, Pallava Prince, 114,
116/f

INDEX
Rangacharya (M.), on Dandin's
connection with Kanchi, 110,
III
Rangapataka, Pallava Que~n, Siva
shrine at Kanchi_built by, 108,
IOSn
Rasanayagam, theory of, examined, 21
RiishtrakUta, invasions on Kanchi,
126-7
Marriage alliance with PaUavas,
127
Rashtras (~mal;ldala), 148
Ravivarman, Kadamba, 72, 73
Rea (A.), on the origin of the
Pallavas, 25
Reva, Rashtrakuta Princess, 127,
131
Rice (L)., on the Parthian origin
of the Pallavas, 17
Rudracharya, 93
Rudradiiman, 16, 19, 20, 21
Rudran KaQ.Q.anar, 9, J4, 28, 36
Rudrasimha (III), Mahiikshatrapa,
53
S
Sabaras (=? Sauras), 125
(= Village-Assern blies)Activities of, 155-7
Committees of, 156
Different types of, 154
Distribution of, in the PaUava
Kingdom, 153-7
In Chola times, 155n
Membership of, 154-5
Sakas,17
Sakyabhikshus, 10, 95
Siilankiiyanas, 47, 73-6
Religion of, 75
Relation of, with the Pallavas, 75
Salt, manufacture of, royaltyon,
- 151, 152
Samal;las, at Madura, 160
Sambandar,
see
TirugniinaSambandar
Samudraghosha,Pallava war-drum,
121
Samudragupta, 22, 32, 35, 39,
44-7,52
Sangam worksLight thrown by, 9
Testimony of, 8, 9, 22n, 28, 36
Sanghariimas, in Kiinchl, account
of, by Hiuen-Tsang, 103

SaMas

,

Sangrkmamalla, 114, 116n
Sanka; Rashtrakutii Princess, 138,
139
Sankaragrama, battle of. 125
Sankar,amangai (;= Sankaragriima)
Bllttlefield, 123
Identity of, 126
Sank'irtJajiiti
(= Mahendravarman I), 90
Sanskrit inscriptions, Dr. FleM: on,
5
Santivarman, Kadamba King, 71
Sarvanandi, 66
Satahaniratta (= Siitahani-Ahara),
34
Siitaviihanas, 28, 36, 39, 51,
52
Satrumalla (= Mahendravarman
1), 11

SatrumalleSvaralaya,
temPle, 13

Pallava-

Sattan-PaliYili, Muttaraiya chief
140
Satyasandha
( = Mahendravarman I), 90
Satyasena (Svami), 52
SekkI!iir, sources of, for writing '\

PeriyapUY,l1,tam, 160
SerigaQ.l;lan,30,31
SeHupiikkam, 149
Seven ,Pagodas, see Mahiibalipuram
Shama SastriOn the initial date of Gupta era,
33,60
On the date of Talgunda Pillar
, inscription, 71
Shepherds, duty on, 155
Shore Temple, at Mahiibalipuram,
,

109-10

Siddhiipura, 28
SHabhadra, 1"2
Birth place-Qt. 103
Simhala (= Ceyldl:r},B4Simhapota, Nol-Chief, 14
Simhasurl, 12
~
SimhavElrman, 12, 42, 43, 44
SitnhavishQ.u\ (=Avanisimha)
Achievements of, 84
Bas-relief of, 87, 88 . " II'
Dynasty of, 82-112 ~
Reign of, 10,43, 44, 47, 49, 82--8
Religious learnings, 86
Sanskrit culture in the court of,
84,158
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INDEX
Simhavisht;luchaturvedimangalam,
87
Simhavisht;lupotarayan, see Simhavishnu, 79
SimmaviJ;lr;tupotadhirajan,
see
Simhavishnu, 87
Singavaram, i
~iri"atiru1na4al, 131
Sirutol).q.a ( = Paranjoti), 9S
Sitta,9navasal, Pallava vestiges in,
7

Sivaskandanaga, 19, 20
Sivaskandavarman, 23, 29, 35, 36,
37, 39, 44, 4S, 50
Siyyamangalam, cave-temple at,
origin of, 86
Skandanaga, 51
Skandasishya, 52, 53, 54
Sk'lndavarma, 43, 4S, 5S
Srimalla, ] 14, 116 n
Sri-Mara
Parachakrakolaha!a,
Pandyan King, 140
Srinivasa Aiyangar, (Po To), 4.
126
Srlpurambiya
(= Tirupurambiyam)Battle of, 142
Identity with Tirupurambiyam,
, date of, 142
Srisikhari-Pallavesvaram, Pallava
temple, 144
Sihavira school of Buddhism in
Kanchi, 103
SUi-pas, Asoka's stupas in !Ginchi,
103
Subramanya Aiyar (K Vol, on
. the reign of IJallavamalla, 116,
119, 123n
SUdraka.., earlier works of, nature
of ,1 59
°Sundarar, position and work of,
160
Suprayoga (R.), 149n
Siiramara, battle of, 97
Suriishtra, 20
Surava!undilr, 125
Suvisaka, Pahlava minister, 19,
20
Svamidatta, of Kottura, 45
Swaldko?pnu Pillai, on the astronomica~' details in the Paripadal, 9
Svaminatha Aiyar, Pandit on the
reading of Ka!avar in Tamil
MSS., 8~~
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T

Tambrapa (= Tambrapasthana)
41,54,55
Tanks, excavation of, by the
Pallavas, 155-6
Tank Supervision Committee, 156
TaruJ;lavachaspati, comment by,

III

Tathagatha, in Kancbi, 103
Taxation and revenueCompared with the Gupta, 153,
153n
Sources aud nature of, under
Pallavas, 150-54, 151n.
Te!larrerinda Nandivarman, 136,
see (= N andivarman III)
TemplesAt Kanchi, 109, 131
Earliest Pallava inscriptional
reference to existence of, 161
Evolution of, 161
Impetus to temple building, 159
Mahabalipuram,
88,
100-2,

107-8
Management of, by villageassem blies, 156, 157
Monolithic temples, 7
Tevaram hymnists, 10, 11, 30, 159160
Tirayaneri, 155
Tirayar chiefs, identity of, 23, 24
Tirthikas, 148
Tirul{nana-Sambanrlar, 30, 95
Tiruk];a!ukkunram, Pallava cave
in, 7, 54
Tirukkovai,160
Tirukudamiikku
(~Kumbhakonam), 140n
Tirukoilur, Assembly of; 154, 201
Tirukurunda~utaka1n, 131
Tirumalisai 4!var, age of, 96
Tirumangai A!var, 31, 39
Allusion to victories of Nandivarman II, 123-4
Mention of Pallava war instruments by, 121n
Reference to Triplicane temple
in, 135,160
Works of, 130-31,
Tirumangai, battlefield, 123
Tirumugakka1Jam (= fee on Royal
messages), 152
Tirunariyur, 31
Tirun;ivt1kk~asu. se~ Appal'
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1"irunedu~dandakan1,

131

Tirupurambiyam (~Sripurambi
yam), battle of, 142
nrutto~cfatogai, 160
Tiruvehka, temple of, at Kanch!,
29
Tiruve[ukkltrrirukkai, 131
Tiruviprambedu, 154
Assembly of, 199
Tiruvorriyur, Assembly of, 151
Toddy-drawers, duty on, 152
TOQ.<).amaQ.Qalam
(= TUQ.<).akarashtra) 14,20, 26, 27, 34, 36
Conquest of, by Aditya ChoJa,
133, 134.
Division of, into Districts, 147n
Invasion into, by Vikramaditya
II, 121
Tot;tdama1Jifalapattayam, 22n, 23n
TOQ.<).aman Ijam-Tirayan, 9,13, 21,
22, 24, 28,29, 30, 35, 51
Ton<).ayar, 9, 17
Trivikrama. prasasti composer,
130
Trnayana Pallava, 145
/'
Tuudakarashtra, see TOQ.QamaQ.<).alam, 36, 121
TUQ.<).akavishaya, see TOQ.<).amaQ.dalam
Tungavarman (= Nripatungavarman), 141

U

qdayachandra, Pallava General,
_ exploits of, 123-26
Udayana, Sabara King, 125
Ugrakopan (~Nandivarman III),
138
U graperuval.udi, 29
Ugrasena, of Palakka, 45, 47
Ukkal, Assembly of, 154, 205
Ulaviyakltli, 152, 152 n
Undavalli caves, their origin,
78

Uparikara, 153
Ural1;apura, 104,
Identification of, 104n
Us'attur, 149
Uttaramallur, 154
Assembly of, 195
-Pallava. tank at, 155, 156
Uttarapada, 18

V

Vaizai, b'attle of, 137
Va~ur CJ Bahur), 150
Valkunthaperumal temple, KanchI
Construction of by Pallavamalla,
131
Sculptures in, 114
Their interpretation, 115,116n
Vtifapeya, 21, 34, 37
-,
.Vakatakas, 52, 53
VajaivaQ.an, 21, 30
Vallam, Pallava monument at, 6,
7
VaraguQ.a (II), defeat at Sripurambiyam, 142
Varaguna Maharaja, campaigns in
the Pallava territory, 136-7
Varatungan (~N andivarman III),
138
VasishUputra Palumavi, 37
Vatapi (=Badami), 97
Capture of, by Narasimhavarman I, 97, 98
Vayalur, pillar genealogy of,
49
Vayiramega (= Dantidurga). at)
Kanch!, 126-7,
Allusion to in Tirumangai
A!var's hymns, 126n
•
Identity of l26n, 127
Vayirameghatatakn, Pallava Tank
at Uttaramallur, 144, 155
Vayirameghavarman,
Pallava,
position of, in Pallava geneology, 141, 144
Vayirmeghvaykk"1tI,
P a II a'v a
I channel, 144
Vegavatf (R), 124
Vt;!!aru, battle of, 137
V eneri,155
Vengi, identification of, with Pedda
Vengi, It¥~ 47, 74
Venkayya~--,.._,
Identification of Dasanapura, 62
On Chola interregnum in Pallava- History, 63-4
Gu the odgiu of the Pallavas,=
- 16
'-Vichitl'achiUa (= Mabeuciravari m{ln I), 90
')/
_/
Videlvidugu ( = N andivarm!j,rlIII),
13S
VidyavinUa Palla'l(a ( = Parames·
vara varrnan,I), 107

tNDEX
Vihilras, in Kiinchlpuram, 95
Vijaya Buddhavarman, 39,44
Vijayadevavarman, Salankayana
King, 73
Vijayiiditya MavalivaJ;larayar, Bana
King, 136
Vijaya-lsvaravarman, 145
Vijayanandivarman, Salankayana
King, 74
Vi;y.yanandivikramavarman,
see
Nandivarman III
Vijayaskandavarman, 34, 35, 39,
48
Vijayaskandavarman,
Salankayana King, 74 _
Vikramaditya, Bana Chief, 138
Vikramaditya, I, Southern invasion of, 105
Vikramendravarman I, VishLl1kundin King, 76
Vikramendravarman II, Vi.shJ;lukundin King, 76
Vi!angiittangadl1vanur, 149,150

Village- boundaries, precautions in
the marking of, 149
Vilvala (= Villivalam), 124
VintlkOl;H).a, 75
Vlrakurcha (= Virakorcha), 20,48,
50, 51, 52, 54
VlraWinesvara temple, at Tiruttani, 143
Vira!tiinesvara temple, at Tiruvadi,
131
Vishayikas (= Viceroys), 148
Vishl;tugopa, 22, 23, 32, 33, 35, 39,
44,47
VishJ;lukul;tgins, 75-78
Genealogy of, 78
Relation with the PaJlavas, 77
Rock-cut temples attributed to,
77
Vishl].uraja
(= VishJ;luvardhana
Ill, E. Chalukya), 125
Vishl].uvardhana, 10, 43
Vishl].uvarman, 73
Vyagrariija, 45

